


DOCUMENTS LAID 

The Hon the Minister for Economic Development, Trade and. 
Labour-and Social Security, laid on the table the following 
documents: 

The Pilotage Administration Charge- Rules, 1980. 

The Port (Amendment) Rules, 1980. " 

The Pilots (Amendment) Rules, 1980. 

(4) The Merchant Shipping Ordinance (Amendtent of First 
Schedule) Notice, 1930. 

Gibraltar Registrar of Building SOcieties - Annual 
Report, 1979. 

The Employment Survey Report - October, 1979. 

Ordered tc lie. 

The Hon the Minister .for Housing and Sport laid on, the table 
the following documents: 

(1) Tht Postal Order (Amendment) Regulations, 1980. 

t2; The Motor Vehicles Insurance (Third Party Risks) 
(Amendment) Rules, 1980. • 

The Motor Vehicles Insurance 
Insurance Card) Rules, 1980. 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(5)  

(6)  

(3) (Intyrnational Motor 

REPORT:  OF TEE PROCEEDINGS OF TEE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY . 

The Third Meeting of the First Session of the Fourth House cf 
Assembly held in the Assembly Chamber on Thursday the 17th 
July, 1980, at the hour of 10.30 o'clock in,the•forenoon.. 

PRESENT: 

31r Speaker  (In the Chair) 
(The Hon 4  J Vasquez CBE, MA) 

GOVERU-MENT: 

The .Hon Sir Joshua Hassan CBE, MVO, QC, JP - Chief Minister' 
The Hon A J Canepa.- Minister for,Ecol4omic Development, Trade 

and Labour and.Social Security. . 
The 'Hon M K Featherstone - Minister for PUblic "Works 
The Hon H Zammitt - Minister for Housing and Sport 
The Hon Major F Dellipiani, ED - Minister for Education 
The Hon 'Dr R G-Valarino - Minister for Municipal Zervicea 
The Hon 3.3 Perei - Minister for Medical and Health Services 
The HOn .F.E Pizzarello 7 Acting Attorney-General 
The.HOn• R'JWallace CMG, OBE ,..Financial. and Development... 

- Secretary . 

OPPOSITION: 
• 

he Hen. •P •J Isoia;., OBE - Leader . of the Opposition 
T:he:Hon G T Restenb)2 
The Hen .Maj Or . A' ibil.t;61iza 
;The Hon ;1 T ScottH 

. The Hon A. T Loddo 
The Hon .A J  Haynea, 

The Hon J Bossano.  

ABSENT: " 
. , 

The Hon I Abecasis .Minister for Tourism and Postal Services 
(who was unable to attend due tä illness) 

IN ATTENDANCE: 

P A Garbarino Esq, MBE, ED Clerk of the House of Assembly . 

PRAYER 

Mr Speaker recited tho prayer. • 

CONFIRMATION OFMINUTES_ 

-7-7---rse Minutes of the Meeting held on 
having been previously circulated, were taken Ls read and 

the 25th March, 1980, 

qonfirmed. 

The Tourist Survey Report - 1979. 

The Hotel Occupancy and Air Traffic Surveys Report -
1979. 

Ordered to lie. 

The .Hon the Minister for Education laid on the table the 
following documents: 

Accounts of the John Mackintosh Hall for the year 
31st March, 1950. 

The EducatiOn (Independent Schools) (Free Dental 
Treatment) Order, 1980. 

Ordered to lie. 

(4)  

(5)  

• 
ended 
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(5) 

•(6) 

(9) The Hon the Minister for Municipal Services laid on the 
table the followim-  document: 

The International Trunk Calls Charges (Amendment) • 
Regulations, 1980. 

Ordered to lie. 

The Hon the Attorney-6eneral laid on the table the following 
documents: 

The Copyright (International Conventions) Order,1979. • 

the Companies Rules, 1980. • 

The Jury (Amendment) Rules,•1980. 

The Supreme Court (Civil Procedure, Temporary Previsions) 
Rules,'1980. 

The Supreme Court (Amendment) Rules, 1980. 

The Suprebe Court Fund • (Amendment) Rules, 1980. 

Ordered to'lle. 

Statement of Improvement and Development Fund Re-. 
Allocations approved by the Financial and Development 
Secretary (No 1 of 1980/81). • 

• 
(10) Treasury Minute on the First Report.of the First • 

Session (1979) of the. Public Accounts Committee.: 

()reeled to lie. 

MR SPEAIER: 

May I say that two records have been broken. I think this is -
the longest list of papers that the Financial and Development 
Secretary has laid on the table since I have been-sitting on • 
zhip Chair and I think the Government itself haa broken its 
record of laying papers on thetabls, this is the longest 

.list that I have ever had. • 

HON J BOSSANO: 

I.wonder if I could interrupt here. I don't know whether 
this perhaps is the appropriate time but I thought beforewe 
gut-  on to the formal business of the House, I 'think Members. 
and certainly I would like to know that the Hpn Mr Abecasis 
is making satisfactory:progress. 

The Hon •the.Fi.nancial and Development Secretary laid on the 
-table thefollowing documents: 

-The.Import• Duties (Drawback) .Regulatiole, 1980. 

•(2). The income Tax (External•Decorations,and'Repairs) Rules, 
1980. 

Supplementary Estimates Consolidated Fund (No 1 of 
1980/81). 

SuPolementary Estimates Improvement and Development 
Fund (No 1 of 1980/81). 

Statement of Consolidated runt Re Allocations approved 
by the Financial ana Development Secretary (No 6 of • 
1979/80). 

(6) Statement of Consolidated Fund Re-Allocations approved 
by tn:e Financial and Development Secretary (Ye 9 of 
1979/60). 

Statement of Consolidated Fund Re-Mocations approved 
by the Financial and Development Secretary (No'l of 
1980/81). 

Statement of Improvement and Development Fund Re-
Allocations approved by the Financial. and Development 
Secretary (No 3 of 1979/80). 

3. 

11R SPEAKER: 

May I say.:that'es theinquiryieone lo.fShowingtoncern ( as:to 
the state of health ofMrAbeeasis, I aM,40lighted• to be.eble 
to:give an opportunity to.theChief,Minister-to,informthq,,. 
House. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

It is very kind of the Honourable Mr Bossano to inquire. Mr • 
Abecasis is making excellent progress, he is physically fine, 
he is mentally very well, certainly, with regard to memory. 
His forward thinking is still a little subject to training 
but he is making excellent progress and I think that he will 
be back in the House after' the recess, hopefully,.With full 
power. 

MR SPEA1;.BR: 

I am delip*.hted. to..hea7.tbat and may I•express.I am sure the 
wish of t.t.3 House when I say that I hope the progress con- 
tinues .sn-..isfactorily and that we will See him hereafter 
the recess. • • • 

ANSWERS TO • QUESTIONS 

The House recessed at 1.10 pm. 
. • 

•- :The louse resumed at 3.25 pm. 
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Answers to Questions continued. 

The House recessed at 5.15 pm. 

The House resumed at 6.05 pm. 

• THE ORDER OF TEE DAY 

eMR•SPEAKER • 

H')N CHIEF MINISTER: 

It is precisely a site where we do not 'want a very high 
density area because it is heavily populated and it should 
be part on the lines.of that area in some. respect. I am 
sure. my Hon Colleague will be only•too happy to show Hon.  
Members, particularly the Hon •Member earlier than others if 
he is interested, the outline plans •that he has. The other 
statement.I have - to make, Mr Speaker, is on the Public Works 
Department. 

The. Hon the Chief Minister, the Hon the Minister for Housing 
'and Sport, the Hon the Ministevfor Education and the Hon the' 
Minister for Municipal. Services have all given notice that 
they wish to make ,statements and I therefore now call on the 
Hon the Chief Miniater. 

Mn Speaker, I have given notice of two statements. The first 
one is on Engineer House. 

eThe,House will recall that in answer to Question No 16 of 
e1980.  by the.Hon Major R'J Peliza on 25 March, 1980; the 
H•Ministerfor Economic Development; Trade and Labour and 
eSocial Securite. gave the House an assurance that definite 
steps weuld:be taken to ensure that the Engineer House site 
would b.e taken overeby• the Government. • I am pleased to be 
ableeto:inform- thee•HOuse of the sueeesPful conclusion of 
negotiations between the Government and the liquidator 

eappOinted to 'dealWith the affairs of L VI Dayfenn (Gibraltar) 
,LimitedeWhereby it-`.has been agreed that the'Government will 
purchase the resides1 interest of the company in the Engineer 
House titefor.286,000. This agreement has been conveyed to 

.
liquidator's legal advisers and, once the Supreme Court 

- ha's approved the transaction and the purchase price has been 
'paid', the site will become the property of the Government. 

:As previously stated, the Government proposes to develop the .  
.Site essentially for residential ourposes with provision 
-being made ale° for recreational facilities, landscaping and 
.parking. The plans, which prOvide for the construction of 
approximately 30 flatS, also envisage the widening of 
• Engineer Lane along its frontage•with.the'site. The flats • 
will be. made available to the general housing pool and. • 
pedestrian access will be provided from Engineer Lane to 
Cast.le RaMp. 

It is proposed -to include this developncnt.as an item in the 
next Development Programme. 

HON MAJOR R J ?ELIZA: 

Mr SpeakerT-I am glad this has come to a conclusion after, I 
think, 30 years of waiting. I do hope that full use will be 
made of the land available. I havenit seen the Plans, but it 
seems to me that 30 flats is not much when one considers the . 
size of the area. Is that the full use of the area? • 

• 
5. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

The Hon and Learned Chief Minister said that once the Govern—
ment obtains the land it is intended to include this project ' 
in the next Development Programme. 'Would the Government con—
sider it worthwhile, rather than leave the place in its. 
present state, to try and make some temporary use for it 
either in terms of parking facilities or, perhaps, as a 
temporary playground or something because if we. are not 
going to make use.of.it  for the construction of this•project. 
for the next couple of years, then it.would be a pity not. to • 
make any use of it at all in the interim period. , - 

-:HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

I am told that the plan is a fairly straightforward one and 
likely to figure early but I entirely agree that if any 
practical. short term noncommittal immediate help can be 
made in any respect, that would be looked into.: Parking, 
certainly. 

MR SPEAEER:.  

May we have your second statement. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER:- 

Mr. Speaker, in my statement on the Estimate of Expenditure 
at the meeting of the House of Assembly held on 21 April, 
'1980, I informed the House that during the course.of 
February a-'d March I had held meetings with•Ministers, and 
with He.lds of Department and senior officials who work to 
Ministers, and impressed upon them the need to concentrate 
on achieving greater efficiency in carrying out departmental 
responsfloflities'and greater and constant 'awareness cf the 
need to cortain the growth of public expenditure'. 

• 
It is now intended to institute a programme to investigate 
the level of efficiency in the execution of departmental . 
responsibilities. The largest spending department of the 
Government is the Public Works Department and it seems 
appropriate that it shodld be the first department to be 
looked into. . 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 
• 



Arrangements are accordingly being made to appoint a 
Com.-ission to inquire into therole of the Public Works 
Department,:its performance, its structure and its'organisa-
tion. SiT Howard Davis has kindly agreed to chair such a 
Commission, the composition and .terms of reference of which. 
are .being considered. The .relevant Staff Associations will, 
of course, be consulted in this. exercise and outside bodies 
and members of'the public may alsorwish to .comment.er submit 
representations. An 'order of priority will be'worked out for 
carrying out a similar exercise in respect of other Govern-
ment departments. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Yr Speaker, it is with very great pleasura that I welcome the 
statement by the Chief Minister. T think it was stated in 
our party .political programme that the roles of the different 
departments in' our community should•be closely examined.and'I 
am glad to see that the Hon and Learned Chief Minister, in his . 
statement, closely followed the wording in our manifeato...We• 
welcome this investigation into the role of the Public Works 
Debartment'in our community because as all Hon Members. are. 
aware, certainly on this side of the House,'we have been. con.7  
siderably concerned over the years at the way that this 
deprrtnent has been discharging its role to the conmunity and , 
we have bean pressing to have this sort of lo5k at the. 
department.- .We. welcome this statement :by the Chief Minister 
and we-certainly  'look forward to seeing retultsofrthe-• 
inquiry., • . 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Can I ask  the Hon-  Chief Minister to clarify that the Objec-
tives, in terms of improving the efficiency of this depart-
ment, is•effectively to find better ways or alternative ways 
of organising the work in order to achieve, perhaps, greater 
output from the same resources rather than the other direc-
tion, to maintain the. same output with lower resources and 
pbssibly lead to cuts and redundancies. 

H07 CHIEF MINIZTER:• 

That would presuppose that we are satisfied with the present 
setup in which case, of course, we would not have an inquiry. 
Of course not. The idea i.s to make the most of the staff• and 
the personnel we have and to make sure that the department 
works well. I would like to say that there has real.y not 
been a thoroUrh investiration into this department and, in 
fact, not even the merger of the City Engineert s• Depatment 
and zhe Public Works L::partment in 19'59. was done methodically 
and in fact there are zany areas where requires to be 
looked into. It is one of the highest - spending departments 
and it is not an exercise to start cutting but an exercise to 

hest of what we have. • 

SPEAXER: 

I will now call on the Hon the Minister for Housing and 
Sport. 

HON H J ZAMMITT: • 

Mr Speaker, Sir, I think I have given notice of two state-
ments. As I mentioned in answer to Question No. 168 earlier 
this morning, I will be making a 'statement concerning the 
increased. postal charges. • 

MR SPEAKER: 

Perhaps you might start with your other statement first. 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

• Very well, Sir. Then I will deal, Sir, with the financial 
assistance given to Sporting Associations. 

Mr Speaker, Sir, there seems to be some misunderstanding of 
the manner in which financial assistance is given to local 
sporting associations participating in events abroad. I 
therefora.isn to make a.brief statement to clarify the 
position. 

The Government,  has provided and 'will. continue to.provide 
financial assistance to local .Associations.which,  represent.  . 

-.Gibraltar at sporting. events-abroad andwbich. enter for , 
these-  .events- -after qualifying in full official international 

.-oompetitions - organised by the appropriate:international 
.governingroodyrof - the narticnlar sport. Those participating 
in sporting _events abroad by: invitation. or other arrangements 
are not eligible for financial assistance. • 

• 
Grants to governing bodies of sport are considered when 
applications are called for by the COmmittee appointed for 
this purpose. It is then up to the governing bodies of 
sport to select their priorities within the grants provided. 

ECN P J ISOLA: 

Mr Speaker, I do not welcome that statement. Does-the 
Government not consider that there is a need to look, without 
• commenting on sport  

MR SPEAKER: . 
• 

May I interrupt yoU. I have always established the practice 
• that waen a statemeal is made I always give the Leader of the 
Opposition the opportunity to make a comment on• the statement 
itself. .Insofar as questions are concerned this is•not cues-

. tion time and only points of clarification should be raised. 

7- 



HON P J ISOLA: • 

is .really a comtent that I wish to make. 

MR SPEAKER: 

Fair enough. 
. - ,• 
:HONP-J ISOLA : 

Kr Speaker, we cannot agree, on this side of the House,. that 
when talking of sport and helping snort, no distinction can 
• be made between what we would call broadly senior sport and 

junior sport. We believe that when you are talking about 
under-16's and under-15's, clearly different criteria should • 
apply in giving assistance. It.is part, we feel; of following 
a policy that was found to be good nolicy.in 'the House, 
generally, of supporting young people, getting them out of 
Gibraltar for periods of time and giving them assistance -in 
.the cevelonmentof whatever skills they have and this is why.  
,we have been critical abcut the Government's lack of support 
ato the Gibraltar Junior Football League because.there we are . 
•..talking of 400 young,nehple under the age of 16 who compete: 
'.ewith• each other, 10 teams, 20 teams,':under 15. andunder 

and from Whom a team has been choSen to go outside Ctbraltar 
eard.I don't want to enter into debate at the moment on this' 
issue but we. certainly think that a distinction has t) be 

e/eardistnction has.tc to made, ,of what I 
z wbuld generally'caIl, men going out froll sporting events and . 
neoble:andatr 16,.'school children, who are helped and en-

,..*cdtraged to develabtheir sporting interests and we think it. 
• ia unfortunate theypre both dealt in the same way. As far 

as senior sPort'it poncerned  

4a SPEAKER; 

eNo, because I think-your reply is going to be longer than the 
'statement itself. 

-BON .5 J ZAMMITTe 

'V.r. Speaker, I tend to see the reason but I think the Hon and 
Learned Leader of the Opposition. will have'to concede that no 
'Government could be able to stand the exnenditure that yoting• 
teams, possibly under 15, of their own,free.yrill and volition • 
wish to go to Lmerica, Brazil or Moscow. Mcreso, when it 
known by Goveehment that these youngsters have been afforded 
every single item and money fcr this Particular, trip. 

MR SPEAKER: 

you. should now move to your second statemen  

HON E.J ZAMMITT: 

Mr-Speaker;, Sir, as I mentioned in answer to Question No. 163 
thit mo:sieg,.I would he making a statement concerning the 
increase of postal charges: Sir, as a result. pf an under- • 
taking given by my friend and-colleague, the Hon I Abecasis 
to inform, the. House whenever postal charges are reviewed, it 
falls on me to make this statement on the next increase which 
will. beceme operative on the 1 August, 1980.. 

• 
The last general review of postal charges took place oh .1'. 
January, 1977. 

Since then, the cost of postal operations has increased con-
siderably, mainly as a result of periodical revisions of 
salaries and•of rising costs at all other levels. 

In presenting the new rates of postage, I would like to point 
out that particular care has been taken to keeping these in7 
c:aeases as low as possible, while at the same time ensuring . 
teat the running of the Post Office is financed as much as 
possible by its users: 

In essence the new rates are as follows:-  

Local-Postage is increased by ap, ie from 3p to 4p for a 
-letter weighing 50 grammes. 

OverlEnd 'or surface rates from 6p to 9p for a letter weighing 
20 grammes. 

Airmail rates to Europe by 3p, ie from 120 to 15p fora 
letter weighing 20 grammes. 

Airmail rates to other destinations and other postal services 
are also increased. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Mr Speaker, whenever the Hon Member. makes a statement I can't 
welcome it. How can the Government justify these rather 
large increases - overseas mail at 15p has never become more • 
ecpensive than from England to Gibraltar. From England to 
Gibraltar the postal charges are 13.ip. By the Government • 
putting it at 15p we are going to find ourselves in the 
position that a lot of our mail from England is going to be 
held up in the Gibraltar Post Office beccuse people have put 
the English rate on and we find ourselves having to pay . 

HON .A J CANEpA: 

The UK rates are. also going up on the 1st August. 

9.
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HON P JISOLk: 9. 

Then we have parity in postal rates. So far the .Gibraltar 
Post Office has managed to send our mail to England at a . 
cheaper rite than they send to us but that now disappears. 
One is concerned with the quality of postal delivery, we 
don't know where the fault lies but certain17: 7 think users 
of the Post Office will agree that delivery of mail between 
Gibraltar and England and, in fact, Gibraltar and other 
places going through. England, is most unsatisfactory and I 
hope the Minister now that we are being made to pay the' 
going rate, I think the public are entitled to a decent 
service. On local postage, Mr Speaker, I wonder whether 
the Government ought not'tu reconsider the inc?eased charge 
to 4p for taking two days to deliver mail from one part of 
Gibraltar to another. Can the Government, in increasing the 
charges to 4p,.give. any assurances to people who post letters 
on one day that they will be delivered the next?' 

HON H J ZAMMITT:  

HOT,: H J ZAMMITT: 

Sir, firstly, let me say that the Post'Office has for quite a 
number of years been subsidised and subsidised quite substan-
tially by the Philatelic Bureau. This was because there was 
never advance knowledge of the cost of pay settletents but 
one now more or less has an indication of what a Pay.settle-e 
ment will cost and therefore we will not, I don't think, need 
3 or 4 years to find  

MR SPEAKER: 

This is a statement, you have been asked a simple question. 
You have been asked whether you. have taken into consideration 
in the increases of the local postage from 3n to 4p, the fact 
that you deliver mail for Government free of charge when 
Government- charges for water and electricity, - that is all 
you are being asked. 

HON H J !-,ANMITT: 

Mr Soeraker, there are a number of points that I think he has. 
raised by way of clarification I think I have to answer. 
First of all, I think I should say officially than the 
postage rates from England to Gibraltar and Englan.(/Europe. 
and Oibraiter/Europe will be increased t-  15p asfrom the 
1st of Aegust. I have been assured, Mr ..7reaker, by the 
Director of Postal Services that every. endeavour will.be 
:made to try to-dmorove the service inGibraltar asefaras is 
possible and there.are.certaintrates, Yr Sreaker,-where.in.: 
fact .we.are lower than in UK but I agree; Sir, that the Hon 
Member is, right'in saying that We. should-offer a similar -e 
service at is done in UK and we will do our utmost, i .assure 
you, Sir. 

HON J BOSSANOt 

Mr Speaker,. could I ask two points? Given that the basic . 
reason for the increased charges is to make the Post Office 
self-financing, could I ask the Hon Member whether he has. 
any indication of the cost to the Post Office of local mail, 
as opPcsed to United Kingdom mail,• which would justify the 
local postage and, secondly, whether in fact given that in 
the cost of the Post Office there are the charges made by 
other Government Departments for things-like water and 
electricity, whether the Post Office is not entitled to' 
charge the Government 'for delivering tne water and electri-
city bills because aocarently it seems to me that part of 
the cost- of running the post Office izeproviding a service 
to this deportment who in turn treat lhe. Post Office purely -  
as one more customer but get privileged treatment themselves? 
Has he lookee at either of those two points in-  his considera-
tion of the need to make the Post Office self-financing? 

al. 

Well, I think I've answered the first part of the question, 
Mr Speaker. The second, part is that of course Government 
has pre-ned.postal.ser.vices. 

HON CHIEF 'AIINISTER: 

Mr speaker; I bear that this is .beingedonein the United 
Kingdom now de making departments'pay7:theirown, Postage. and 
perharosthat- may. be-one:Way of getting more revewse from. one 
department.and making it cheaper!for.thePOtt Offibe ' 
wouldelike.tb..:make a statement-nowethatwe-do notoronose• to 
abolish a monopoly. 

HON J ?OSSA:NO: 

I wouldn't for a moment dream, Mr Speaker, of suggesting de--
nationalisation by the Hon and Learned Chief Minister. What. 
I am saying is given that the statement, Mr Speaker, started 
off I think by pointing out the need to try and get the con-
nuners to pay for the service and'Government itself is a 
ccasumer of the service provided by the.  Post Office, I've 
asked the Minister if in arriving at his calculations of the 
financing of that service he hastaken into consideration 
that part of the cost borne by the Post Office is the, cost 
of delivering Government mail free of charge? 

HON H J ZAMMITT: 

That certainly was nct taken into consideration, Sir, it may 
be a point we will have to consider. 

MR SPEAKER: 

I now call on the Minister fdr Education. 

12. 



HON MAJOR F J LELLIPIANI: 

Mr 'Speaker, wnilst Gibraltar students have always paid the 
same tuition fnes as UKstudents, and will continue to do so 
in the future; maintenance allowance and other special allow-
ances have not been the same as those, applicable to students 
intne United Kinnzdom ;there there is a mandatnry awards 
system covering all students, including'initia1 and post-
graduate teacher training courses. The Educational Awards 
Regulation; have already been examined by Government with 
-a-view to bringing maintenance and-other special allowances. • 
•for.students more into line with.those applicable in the 
'United Kingdom, including the determination of parental con 

. tributions. :Whilst it will not be possible to bring the' 
Gibraltar system entirely into line 'with that applicable in • 
the United Kinadom, in that the. United Kingdom system•ds.much 
more complicated than our own and in terms of parental con- • 

• • tributions is'related to a much more complicated income .tax. 
system, it has already been decider'. that with effect from 

n5-,8eptember-next:the Educational Awards Regulations should be 
namended.in such a - way.that the parental contribution to 
;:individeS1 scholarships :sill be reduced by an average of • 
.2130-pan:annum. This contribution will now be met by 
(Government by- adjustment to the scale .for the canculation 

:Of- Parental contribution. In addition the basic maintenance 
alloWance will'be increased to 21,600 in the,London area:and 

,• 21,4Ca.ulsewherew-nThe.increased- gross.maintenance figure . 
together-with •the:reduced parental contribution will mean 
that:students willn.receive between 2250 and £350 per year 

• from.the-scholarshat fund- than is the case during the -current 
acaceric year. Tine special- allowance for equipment applicable 
to-specified courses will also be increased and the discre-

ntionary provisiOn 'delegated to the Minister for Education in 
''relation to individual hardship. cases will also be increased. 
:Then minimum grant' Will'be increased to £250. -TheSe changes 
-will result in students being significantly better off 
,:Xinancially during the next academic year than was the case 
Aduring the present academic years It:is intended to review. 
.maintenance and Special allowances applicable to students it 
the near future :inner the Educational Awards Regulations.on 
an annual basis. 

MR SPEAKER: 

I mill now call on the Hon the Minister for MunicipS1 
Services. • 

HON DR R G VALARINO: • 

Sir, the report of the British. Post Cffice consultants was, 
received on 28 April 1980. The recommendations.deal with . 
the system to be used and the measures to•be taken to meet 
our -needs with regard to the growth of the telephone system 

the itnoduction of ISD with automatic call charging. 
Specifications :have now been completed and have been sent.  
to:the three major manufacturers of exchange equipment in' 
the UK with an invitation to submit tenders. 

The closing date for tenders is Friday 8 August. The tenders 
will be examined by the Telephone Deportment in conjunction' 
with-the British Post Office and the• contract wfll be awarded 
on Monday 15 SepteMber, 1980. 

• . , 
This is a complete turnkey project. The.equinment will be , 
delivered, installed and tested with the.aim of bringing,it 
into service in October, 1982. It is. intended that the whole .  
project will be commissioned by the 20th December, 1982. 

While en the subject of the Telephone Department, the House 
may wish to knOw that the cable replacement and expansion • 
programme is progressing as arranged. Subscriber carrier 
equipment was received in June-  1980 and the Department. is 
now. in the process of installing and commissioning this. 
This type of equipment enables the capacity.of a local ex-
change cable network to be doubled without adding extra 
cables or involving any expensive civil engineering Works. 

As the .a)u.se knows, the Cable and Wireless Satellite Earth 
Station ,as commissioned on 20 June 1979. During the course 
of this year the. Department has further increases the number 
of both way satellite circuits by seven,. bringing the total 
tontwenty-rix, thus. continuing the improvement in semi-
automatin! international tele-communications. 

Negotiations have continued with Cable and Wireless regarding 
our desired increase in terminal shares. A provisional via-
bility study has been produced by-Cable and Wireless and the 
final viability study including their projected figures will 
be sent to Government by their Head Office in London by 
August. These figures will be examined closely-  and further 
discussions will be held with Cable and Wireless. It may 
nevertheless be necessary to'increase.the revenue for the 
Department by increasing ,charges for the two telephone lines 
used by each telex and by increasing charges for calls to UK 
and - beyond via the. Satellite as from 1 October, 1980. These 
increases,would affect mainly businesses with telex lines and 
not the average' subscriber to any large extent: 

MR SPEAKER,: 

The next item on the Order Paper are Government motions. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, I beg to move that the order of business should 
be.amended in order that the motion standing in my name on 
the Gibraltar in Europe Group should be adjourned until. 
Monday morning. . ' 
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MR SIDEAKER: 

In the normal oroer ofp business this motion would have to be 
heard today but since ' it has been agreed that we should not 
deal with this matter until the Membern of the Gibnaltar in 
Europe Group are in Gibraltar, it is suggested that under 
Standing Order 7(3) the order of business be changed in *der 
to enable us to go on to Bills. 

This was agreed to. 

BILLS  

FIRST AND SECOND RFk)IyGS  

TE3 SOCIAL IN (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE, 1980 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an 
Ordinance to amend the Social Insurance Ordinance (Chapter 
145) be read a':first time. 

Yr Sneaker them put the duestion which was resolved in the 
affirmative' and the'Bill was read a first time. 

SECOND READING 

HOTTA J•CANEPA: 

Mr Speakers. I,  have the':honour to move. that: this Bill be now 
read a second timene . Mr•Speaker, it.iz really clauses 2i 5, 
and to-a . lesser-extent, clause- b,•paragrabh 2, which contain 
the main 'objects' and 'principles' which weare intending to • 
legislate for. Perhaps, 'I miEhi deal. with the other clauses 
therefore in the first place since they arc of less import. 
Clause.3 merely repeals a transitional. provision which was 
made in 1970 and which is now obsolete. Clause 8 also 
deletes an obsolete reference to Colonial Regulations and 
Financial Instructions and in the case of clause 9 tha . 
opportunity is being taken to revise certain penalties for 
offences thereby bringing them more into Innne with the level. 
cif Penalties in the United Kingdom. In clase 6, Mr Speaker s  
the firet paragraeh is a minor amendment which has been 
advised by the Attorney-Generel in order to make the meaning 
clearer but in sub-paragraph (2), however, we ar: 

n
_ :moving 

an ancealy whereby in a very few instances a redueed• wiC.ows i  
nengion converted when the widow reached Cele age of 60 and 
thereby become.entitled to en old age peneaon, in a very few 
cases depending on the average number of contributions, they' 
converted to a lower old age pension. This is clearly 
anomalous, it is something which we discovered about a year 

--7-- agO, some time in 1979, and - in the interim period before we 
were in a position to bring legislation to the House, we 
have been carrying out an adjustment by paying the person 
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concerned the difference in supplementary benefits sb that 
4-sere would be no element of loss so we are rectifying this 
anomaly in this clause. The real guts of the Lill, however, 
Sir, are in clause• 2 and in clause 5. Clause 2 redefines-
self employed persons in order to include ministers of 
religion and members of religious orders. We are. thereby 
giving an opportunity to these people who are not insurable 
at the moment to become compulsorily'insured. Many of these 
would not be able to qualify for anything like a full pension 
in due course and therefore in clause 2 we are - giving them 
the option to join the scheme only.  if they so wish so that 
any member of a. religious order who are too old to contribute 
between now and.reaching Pensionable age a sufficient number 
of contributions to make it worthwhile for them to -acquire 
entitlement to a substantial pension, need not contribute, 
they. can opt to .stay out. All future members of the,clergy 
and religiouth orders who arrive in Gibraltar from the date 
of implementation of this legislation, namely, from the 
beginning of 1981, will have to become compulsorily insur-
able unless - they are already contributing to a similar scheme 
elsewhere-so it is a further looking meausre and we are 
affording an. opportunity to the existing clergy, if it is in 
their interests to do so, to join the scheme. The other. sub-. 
stantial point covered by the Bill, Sir, is blause'5 which 
confers on a man the right to an old age pension by virtue 
of his wife's insurance as happens in the. case of a woman 
who now. enjoys ..the.right to a.nension by virtue of,,her 
husband's insurance. This amendment will not take effect, 
however, until 1985 and': .the reason is that, we are applying 
progressively a: dieectiveeof.the EEC by which,'by 19d5i we 
are required•to. remove. the option which-a.martied' woman or a 
widow have 'not 'to oay contributions if. they so,:wish, ueeare 
required to wine- that out .and also.-to - bring their contribu-
tions fully into line with male workers.- • At.the momenta 
female employee does not pay the same contribution as a male, 
women pay slightly less, but over the period of 'the next four 
years from 1981, we are required by an EEC directive to bring 
these contributions into line, the same for women as for men, 
and'therefore the Government considers it is only right that 
if a woman is going to pay the same contribution, in the same 
way as a man on reaching the age of 65 is able to confer on 
his wife a ?ension, a woman should also be able to confer on 
her husbznd a oension when the reaches the age of 65, if he 
doesn't have a pension in his own right because either he is 
not contributing or has contributed but is getting a pension 
lower than what he can get 'on his wife's centribut4on so we 
arc intr(du:ing equality of treatment in this resnect. The 
other two clauses, Mr Seeaker, 7 and 10 are purely comae- 

do not know whether the Honourable Mn Bossano 
.is perhaps outside but for the record, with your leave,,Yr 
Speaker, because although germane to the Bill it is not 
totally relevant, I would' ask your leave to inform the House 
that in December, 1978, the. Honourable Mr Bossano, in oues 
tion No. 285, asked the Government to look into the matter 
of reviewing the condltions under which credit for social 
insurance contributions nay be granted to see whether it was 
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efore I 'put the Question to the House does any Hon Member 
..;.wi:sh.t.p speak on the, general principles or merits of the Bill? 

. • 
J ISOLA: 

possible, to help those who were chronically ill and had ex, 
• hauSted the credit to which. they are entitled, so. that their 
entitlement to long terra benefit should not suffer because of 
long:, gaps in their contribution record. I think is an 
doportune time, if you allow me, Sir, to.-:inform tho House 
that having. studied the matter it has been decided to provide 
for the granting of unlimited credit (a) io'persons who are . 
perTpnently incapacitated for.work because of physical,or . 

' mental incapacity.and (b) po•persons incapacitated for•work 
' as a result of an industrial accident or an occupational 
disease. Such persons, of course, would have to fulfil the 
appropriate conditions for the grants of.credit in the first. 
instance but instead of that being limited to I think it is 
:a maximum of 26 weeks I believe now the Director of Labour - 
-and.Social Sectirity will be given. power to grant unlimited . 
,credit. It is het something which•is being dealt with in 
the Bill, it falls to be dealt with by regulation, but I.  
thought.I should inform the HouSe because the next three 
amendments to the, Social Insurance Contributions Regulations 

..:„*already being prepared and will be.made later this year 
order to come into effect at the same time as this Bill, 
I'have much' pleasure in commending the Bill to the HoUse. • 

',..‘sirr, we We.Lh:cmethistiBll. On the question of the religious 
. .,orders and the new *et of self employed persons that can come 
..in or the aMendmentqf that definition 'so as to allow ministers 
.t.f religion to'beceme eligible to the insurance scheme, we 

With 'this clause, ,Ithink.it-is a very fair one and 
'obviously one has to bring them in on a compulsory basis and . 
it is• fair to say that anybody who comes after lst January, 
1981, will have to comply. Those who are already here, 
already active will have the option to join. Is the position, 
I,would, like to ask,•that an opportunity will not be given to 
the .people who Qualify under this to pay a lump sum like 
Others were given and get the full benefit, is that the 
position? '• 
- • 
HON A J CANBPA: 

That is the PcsItion. 

HON P J ISOLA': 

the only thing I would observe here, On the Locial Insurance 
(Amendment) Ordinance, and I am glad to-see that the Committee 
Stage will not be taken until a subseouent meeting, I hope the 
Minister.can consider between now and the Committee Stage, 
whether now that he is giving an option to:  certain classes of 
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people, and rightly so, to join the scheme, whether considera-
tion might not be given to extendjnh thut option to persons 
who are still not in the Social Insurance Scheme. I would 
like the Gwernment to think about it, we will think. about it, 
.1 am noth m,ite sure how it can be done orhwhat can be done, . 
but sincetheBill is before. the House I think if something 
can be done to ameliorate the position of old age. pensioners 
who are not getting an old age pension, I think the voportu-
nity might be taken. The introduction of equality between 
women and men, I think that must be welcomed and this is good 
and this may help, I think, or it could help people who are.  
not eligible today to the old age pension unaer the Social 
Insurance Scheme, it could help them if they. 'could now 
receive the pension through their wife's contributions but I 
suppose that that would not be of much benefit or use to them 
if it is not going to come into effect.  until 1 January, 1985. 

.1 appreciate that the Government is considering bring'ing it 
in in accordance with EEC directiveS but what I would like to .  
as:' the Minister when he replies.ii whether there might not 
be some alleviation possible for the position of some old age 
people. who are.nOt eligible to old age pension Under this 
Ordinance if the date for bringing.  this into force could not 
be advanced somewhat. I know this is a highly technical 
matter and I may be talking through. my  hat but perhaps the 
Government could think about this between now and the Comittee 
Stage to see whether by making a man entitled to an old .age: 
pension by virtue of the insurance of his wife, by using, these' 
provisions and bringing them into force earlier, the lot of 
the man who is obviously older than the woman but who is not 
in the. scheme, whether he might not be brought in this way. 
I think that.anything that can be done to help,the situation 
of' those persons to bring them into receiving an old age 
Pension under this Ordinance I. think would be welcomed and 
supported by this side of the House so whilSt welcoming this 
Bill that is. before the House as an improvement as being.' • 
perfectly. fair-and just I would pose the question to the .  
Minister whether he could not improve on its provisions 
between now and Committee Stage to achieVe the objects that 
I have set out. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

The question of re-defining self-employed persons in order to 
allow the clergy to qualify was a matter that was considered 
by Council of Ministers.  at the end of November, 1979, over 
seven Months ago. Obviously, the moment that the Government" 
was giving consideration to bringing people into the scheme 
wno are not now within the scheme, the question of the cate-
gory of people thut the Honourable Member hems referred to.  
immediately obviously came into the picture once again sso I 
do not need to between now and October when the Committee 
Stage and Third - Reading is taken to give the matter further 
thought, the matter was. given thought at that time. In the 
case of clause 5, the amendment about equality of treatment, 

'on that deciSions were taken by Government in June, 1979, so 
again the time gap of about five months in considering what 
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should be done about the clergy was motivated because:ow& • ' 
were giving considerstJon precisely to this point so I 'Can-
not offer a great .teal of hope to the Honourable Member that 
we will be able to come up with something betWeen now and 
October. The question of a lump sum payment covering arrears 
by the clergy does,not arise. When I was avoroached by the 
Bishop and asked to consider whether- the clergy would be 
eligible to qualify for payment of secial insurance contri-
butions he made it abundantly clear that he saw this as.a • 
forNard looking measure, something for the future. He 
recognised that the older clergy had, pechaps, missed the 
boat and he really wanted to eneure that having regard- to the 
progress that is made nowadays and having rega:'d to the need 
to put the Position of priests in the future on a firmer 
footing than what has been the tradi;ional.case, certainly 
with regard to the- fact that there was never'any Provision-
for their old age, whether the Government. could do something 
in this respect and I was agreeable on that basis because it 
was a forward looking case aro would not open up the canard, 
if that is the right word, of this big issue of the people 
outside the •scheme. The question of the equality of treat-
went and why we have phased this. In 1977 I brought amending 
leezislation to the House in order:to give an option to married 
women and widows not to have to pay insurance if it was not in 
their interest to do so. You could have.a case where- a  
was already gettin a full widow's pension and.  was in employ- • 
went 'and through contributing she would get nothing outnofeit 
becaOo she alpeady:had awid&Nb- neosion and eou cannothava 
two pensions. Likewise there-were cases where women opted to 
pay the reduced, rate of-  contribution which orl.y covers them -
for employment injuries because they were - covered through 
their husband's contribution and-•theyndid.not consider that 
it 

 
;as for thea•to contribute. That was- eprovided 

for in 1977 an,_ it was, I don't mind telling the House, 
rather annoying for me two years later to be asked and to be 
told throus:h an EEC directive which we had no ontion but to 
canny with, that we now had to .put the clock back and some-
thing that ha.-2 been seen in Gibraltar as a good and a prog-
ressive measure had to be renesled, effectively. As I say, 
I didn't like that and I did not think that in the circum=-
stances of Gibraltar what the EEC 7osnt met our requirements 
and we made reeresentations about it and :le were told that 
there was nothiro,  that we could do and, that in fact United 
Zingdoo ministers hadfelt the same Way and had not been able 
to get anywhere with Brussels. Therefore, since the annlia-. 
abl date Nes 1985, I thought I should recommend t) the • 
Governneat that the process of bringing into line Nomehls 
contribution with men's, ,in other words, increasing them 
should be spread but over as long a'period as possible so 
that the impact would not be very m.reat. After 1985, a 
widow in employment already getting an old age pension will 
have to_cantribUte-without getting-  anything out of it because 
she cannot get a higher' pension and the only thing that she 
night be covered for will be unemployment. Likewise, a 
married woman will have to make the full contribution even 
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though she is covered .by her husband. In that case of course 
she will be entitled to a pension in her an ri,-ht at a single 
',person's rate which mii'ht be higher thus the addition that 
she would get' on her husband's contribution. That 'is why .we 
are snreadin& it out- over five years to 1985, but because I 
did not like having to takeathese steps I thought that it 
was only fair that.: should bring women into line and give 
them the same rights sa men have otherwise a woman would 
only get a pension for herself be considered the same as a 
man and not get any' addition. In fact, this will only happen 
in a. handful of cases-because there cannot be zeny cases in 
Gibraltar now where a woman is working and contributing and 
her husband is not, very, very, few cases, I would hazard a 
guess, a handful and I mean a handful. I thought it was.  
equitable to do so'but by the same account it:would not be 
equitable to confer this right before 1985 because the woman., 
will not be eoaying full contributions before 1985 unless, of 
course, we were to bring forward the date on which she is 
made to Contribute the full, amount to 1981/82 and then con- • 
current with that she could pass on this right to her husband-
and es .T „say we are only talking of a handful of people that, 

benefit out of that whereas it is not a handful of women 
who will have to pay the full contributions by 1935 so 

'balancing. the two things together I thought it was better to 
proceed as I have indicated. 

Mr Speaker then put the question which-was resolved in the' 
affirmative and the Bill was read a second time. 

HON A J OANEPA: 

Sir, I beg to give notice -that the ComMittee Stage and Third 
Reading be taken at a subsequent meeting. 

THE GIBRALTAR COURT OF APPEAL (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE, 1980 

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL: 

Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an 
Ordinance to amend the Gibraltar Court of Appeal Ordinance . 
(Chapter 170) be read a first time. 

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the 
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time. 

HON ATTOW--'sY-GENERAL: 

Mr Speakt.o, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now 
r:ao a second time. hr Speaker, it is a short Rill consisting 
of two .clauses. The first one being the internretation clause' 
and the second is a substantive matter. The principle purpose 
of this amendment, MP Speaker, is to empower the COurt of 
Appeal by order of the President made with the consent of each 
party. to sit in the United Kingdom on any interlocutory matter 
and to defer any interlocutory matter on written submission 
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his was. agreed. 

THE BUREAU DE. CHANGE ORDINANCE, 1980 

PINANCIAL AND-DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

without hearing the parties. It is a novel departure, Mr 
Sneaker, for the Court of Appeal of one'country'to sit in. 
another but the purpose of the Bill is to avoid delay eby 
enabling matters which are of small procedural substance at 
the 'moment to be dealt with away from Gibraltar. This. would 
avoid delay and would also reduce the number of .matters.for 
which the Court need come to Gibraltar .thereby saving-costs. 
The House will wish to know that the Chief Justice favours 
the proposal and 'the Bar thoroughly approves of it. Mr 
Speaker, I commend the Bill to the House. ' 

MB SPEAYD.R: 

Before I put the question to the House, doer. any Honourable 
Member wish to speak on the general principles and merits of 

. the Bill? 

There being no response Mr Speaker ther put.the question 
which was resolved in the affirmative and the Bill was read 
a second time. 

• 
. HON -.6.T.TORNEY-LGENERAL: 

• 
Speaker  I.beg:to give notice that the Commit'-,...e Stage and': 

Third Reading of this.Bill be taken at a later stage. in, the 
Meeting. 

-
Sir, I haVethe honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance 
:;to regulate bureaux de change in Gibraltar be read a first 
time. ' • 

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the ,  
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.. 

HON FINANCIAL. AND DEVELOPMENT •SECRETARv: 

Mr Sneaker* Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be ' 
now read a second time. The purpose of this Bill, which is 
a major piece of legislation, is to.regulate the operation 
of bureau de change in Gibraltar. The buying and :telling 
of foreign currency constitutes tradir.57 within thelmeaning 
of the Trade Licensing Ordinance under which a licence is 
accordingly required. In the expectation of the fron;ier 
opening quite a number cf applications sere received for 
such licences to trade in foreign currency. The Government, 
however, considers that Gibraltar's image as .a tourist and 
financial centre could be marred if it acouired the flavour . 

___.....--ofrcont-rc-lled money changing centre. Secondly, that 
dealing in foreign' currency is a highly specialised trade 

. requiring expertise, prompt access to overseas Information 
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4 
and. resources capable of absorbing losses from currency fluc-
tuations and, finally, that the Licensing Authority. established 
under the Trade Licensing Ordinance was not ecuipred to control 
and assume responsibility for the provision of financial ser-
vices in Gibraltar. It therefore had to inkourgent steps to 
introduce tighter control over the establishment of Such.  
businesses known as bureaux de ,change .ie those. places at • 
which foreign currency is bought or. sold by way of business. 
Accordingly, a directiire was issued in the public interest, 
under the provisions of Section 16(3) of the Trade Licensing • 
Ordinance, to the effect that the Trade Licensing Authority 
should not proceed to hear or determine any applications for 
a licence to trade in foreign currency without the, prior con- . 
sent in writing of_the Financial and Development 'Secretary. 
This directive, Mr Speaker, was only designed to control the 
situation until proposals for suitable legislation to be 
:brought to this House and'it is the intention behind the 
present Bill to introduce those controls: Before ptoceeding 
further, Mr Speaker, I should like to strews that the Proposed' 
legislatica is only intended to cover trading in foreign 
current; , :hat Is,. the buying and selling - offoreir,h currency 
as defined in Clause 2 of the Bill by way.  Of the business. 
It will not apply to any receipt or payment in foreign 
currency made in the ordinary course of other business such - 
as, for example, in payment for goods or services. In other 
words, Sir,.if I am a visitor to Gibraltar and I go into a 
shop and wish to buy a watch or scent or Whatever and I have 
travellers cheques in sterling or in deutch marks or whatever.  
the currency, the salesman can change travellers cheques he 
can give the change in Whatever. currency I asii him and if he' 
happens'to have it and I get-the purchase. That is the normal 
arrangement. It is only the bUying and sellinc of the actual 
foreign currency which will be controlled by the Ordinance. 
If I may, Sir, I would like to touch on the broad details of 
the Bill. Clause 5 provides for.  the setting un of a Licensing 
Committee comprised of the Financial and Development Secretary 
as Chairman and two other members to be appointed by the 
Governor. The Government's view is that these members should.. 
be senior members of the Treasury and intends to advise His 
Exaellency the Governor accordingly. It is proposed that the . 
Committee should' deliberate in camera and that an officer of • 
the public service 'should be appointed as on investig-ating 
ol'ficer to the committee. I think, Sir, it is important that 
Fcnourable Members should appreciate the difference between 
the proposed bureaux de change licensing committee' which 
would be set up under the Bill now before the House and the 
existing Trade Licensing Authority. Although the latter has 
the .general responsibility for public interest it also has 
the important role of considering private interests and for 
that :Leeson is empowered to hear objectors to the.issue of 
'trade licences. The pain function of the Bureaux derange 
Licensing Committee, on the other hand, would be to examine 
applications under this Ordinance, having regard to the need 
to protect the economy of Gibraltar and its reputation in 
'relation to financial matters and tourism. In considering 
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and determining.applications,.the Committee will be guided 
by the criteria listed in 16(2). of this Bill. These incltde 
such matters as the financial standing, financial experience 
and.repUtation of the applicant, whether the business will . 
have effective and competent •management, the proposed 
amenities, the size and locations of business, the hours of 
business, existing- facilities' and arrargements that will be 
made for the disposal cs foreign currency balances strains 
to the reouinements of the operator. I would at this junc-
tion, Mr Sneaker, like to give notice of my intention at the 
Committee Stage to substitute the word "his" for "local" at . 
the end of the second line of Clause 15(2) sub-paragraph (3) 
of the Bill. If I may just revert for the clari:ication  
Members, at the moment the subsection reads: "arrangements 
'Proposed by the applicant for the disposal of foreign 
o  'currency is surplus to local requirements". ' That should 
read: "arrangements pronosed by the applicant for the dis- • 
Posal of foreign currency which is surplus to his require-
ment". I am sorry that this error has crept into the Hill, 
Si_. The pointhene is that it is normal and necessary for 
o Bureau de Change operator to make forward cover - both so 
that he is covered in his operations in the event of violent 
swings in the currency-  market. As the criteria for deter-
mining applications of Bureaux de Change licences form. part 
of the criteria used in assessing en-olicationsefor licences 
under the Banking Ordinance, the Government considers that 
persons who are. licensed under thc- BankingOrdinance to-
carry on•bankinv business offering cerrent and deposit. 
accounts.andchenue' fecilities,•thatthese•shcuLl be ex-
cluded from theapplieatien•'of the.provisions'ef the proposed 
Oncninance otherrthan-those - included'in the. clauses specified 
in•naraerenh L bfethe explanation and,  that is Clause 32' under • 
which `toe Financial and 'Development Secretary  nay give diree-
tionee Clause 33, relating to the production of documents to 
be kent,• Clause 34, providing 'consequentially for offences and 
Clause 36, relating to regulations otherwise then for licensing 
matters. • Licences issued under the Ordinance will not be 
transferable and will relate to specified premises. There is 
provision_ for their renewal, variation and also for cancella-
tion for a stated cause and suspension Pending the detarthipa, 
tion of an apDlicetion for cancellation. There are rignts• of 
nnpeal to the Governor in Council arainst excisions of policy 
ex,- the Stipendiary Mae.-istrate where licences are cancelled 
on essentaally factual grounds. There are also included. in 
the Bill, Sir, transitional provisions to allow for those' 
nersors who hold, at the commencement of the Ordinance, trade 
licences autnoeising them to carry on the •bUsiness cf Bureaux • 
de Change to be deemee licencet,. under the OTdinance for a 
period of 3 months and for penning applications made under 
the-Trade Licensing Ordinance that are-caught by .this 
Ordinance, to be determined under the new Ordinance. The 

e Fiest Schecule of the Bill provides that certain fees and 
these;  Sir, are considered necessary-to meet. the cost of 
administering the Ordinance. Sir,•I would point out to the 
• House that whilst it is a major piece Of legislation and it 
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is complex, it is important that new legislation to control 
Beneaux de Change is passed at an early onportunity as 
possible. The present arrangement whereby the Trude 
Licensing Authority cannot proceed 'to consider a licence to ,  • 
trade. as a Bureau de ChargetWithout the consent of the 
Financial and. Develoement•Secretany is a holding measure, it 
is unsatisfactory and, if'I may say se, Sir, I think it is 
probably less fair to applicants than would be consideration 
under the proposed Bill. .Sir, I commend this Bill to the 
House. 

MR SPEAKER: 

Before I put the question.  to the House does any Honourable 
Member wish to speak on the general principles or merits of 
the Bill? 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Mr Speaker, i'think I agree with the Honourable the Financial 
and Development Secretary, it is a complex Bill. It has only 
coma to us five or six days ago, we do not- think, frankly, 
that this Bill should go threugh all stages during this . 
session. In the first.place-the question of Bureaux de 
Change is not. quite as an emotive Subject as divorce, but it ' 
has evoked some interest judging from the number of applica-
tions that I have. seen and I think' the chance should be given • 
to members in .the trade and the public to comment on the Sill'. 
and to wike'representations, if they wish. to make. them, either 
to the Government or. toeourselvsse. I.Co:not,think it would be 
right to insist on this Bill - going through aIl its stnnee. I- .  
appreciate the present sitUntiornis,uns$tisfactory but.' think 
once the Bill has been published I.do•notsthink -  it would - come 
as a surprise to.  anybody to find that the.Financial and 
Development Secretary is no longer giving consent td. the 
hearing of particular applications until the Bill 'comes into 
force which it could come in October. I say this having 
heard what the Financial and Development Secretary said. I . 
do not think it would be right to put this Bill through all 
its stages, certainly I would like to have more time to con-. 
sider it end I am sure Honourable Colleagues on my side of 
the House would too. Let us say straight away the criteria 
by which v.e are governed in approaching the problem of 
Bureaux de W  Change. e would riot like to see Gibraltarbe-
coming a little "Loco" where lots of little shops change 
mane;,  or lev'mg Bureaux de Change all over Gibraltar, we 
would net tine to see this. On the other heed, equally, we 
wou'd not like to be overprotective, let me put it that way, 
ct the existing banking institutions that have bureaux de 
ehange. We think there is no reason why responsible and' 
respectable people who wish to engage in this sort of 
business, which I think can be very risky, should not be able 
to do so provided they fulfil the criteria set down in the 
Bill,•in other words, we agree there should be regulation of 
bureaux de change and it shouldn't be an unregulated trade 
and therefore we-agree entirely with having a Bill to re;.-u-
late this. Things that I think we would certainly like to 
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think a .little bit more, Mr Speaker', Ss questions of the 
composition of the licensing committee' for Bureaux de Change, 
I see the:merit of havinE. the Financial and Developmente ' 
Secretary as Ceeirman.and I would likeeto be assured thet he 
will be the Chairman and not somebody else." If it is going 
to` be him weegree entirely but I would not necessarily agree 
to it being somebody elge. As to Who the othertwo members • ' 
should le, senior officials, personally, perhaps, I would go 
along with that, others might feel that there Might be more • 
representation not on'the Committee butesoteueople may say 
that the Financial and Development Secretary is well re-
presented by having himself there. He does not need-two 
other .officials necessarily and there might be a case for 
having somebody from outside, I don't know, we would like to 
think about this. We are not against the idea in the. Bill • 
but I think that We would like to. have a think about that. 
Mr Speaker, another point on which I would certainly like to 
have a think on.are the criteria for granting a licence.' At' 
first reading they seem alright but on the other hand there 
may be other things that we would like to eee in it. We 

like to be assured that' the criteria that has been set 
'i:5# has not been set out too much in consultation with the 
b•enke'it Gibraltar, I think we want a little-elastecity . but 
resPectability, •We certainly would like time to - consider 
:th:ia Bill. I think one would like to allow-time to members 
!ig.h'the.pubii& -or interested Parties to' malre rennetentatiOns"--  
eft. it. The next ndint Sir, that we would certainly like to 
i&onaider. I would haye thought, is the question of anneals. 
eeneeeee dheppor eeee:on. As a matter of principle I am not 
li•-any happy With othaea of having an apnea: on some grounds 

6 the GoVeneeor in'dOUncilend'an appeal on other grounds to 
the Stipendiary Magistrate. I am not happy, Yr Speaker, with 
be idea of an appeal going from the committee to an executive 

-Odyn the Governor it Council. There may be good arguments 
f6r. it I suppose butewhen one considers that the Financial 
t.ecretary, fpr examnlen sieeneith the .Governor in Council, 
a'.r6fficio, I do n8t think it is such a good thing, as a 
ma.er of principle, that an appeal from the committee should 

13 \6..heard by what is essentially an executive body. I think 
Winsheuld keen the Governor in eCouncil for - making policy 
de:isions and governing but not as far as possibly taking' 
judicial decitions of an apnelate nature. This is important,. 
Ieigree, and it might be a good.idea-tp have- appeal direct to 
the Supreme Court 'in cases of Bureauk de' Change. This is 
soMethine that I certainly would, like to think about end I am 
sui>.e other non Members would like to think about. Another• 
nciPt I would like to make is the question that no licence 
shall be transferable_ I see the 'point but if we are acing 
to,give effect to that ncint I think we *rill have to make 
sdnie nrovision under which hereholding the case of a . 
limited eomrany cannot be transferred. If shares are trans-
fe'ered in the Company'owning the licence then he loses the 
licence.'unless he has got consent. 71 would have thought that 
waseimnortant otherWiSe people ,jug t form a CoMpany and that 

and they go Pn•tranaferring and they have got a market-
abi eecurity. ,So, Mr Sneaker, these are Our first reactions • 
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to the Bill. We do support' the idea of regulation and we .doe 
support. the idea of control of Bureaux de Cbeneee  we do not-
want•the free-for-all but on the other hone we are not here-
to protect the situation of existing bankine institutions . 
although we have the greatest respect for them. I. think 
there ds'noneason why peonle' who may wish to set up in this 
sort of business 'should not Oct up. .Generally on the Sill, 
Mr Speaker, we support the principles-of the Bill, se support' 
what is said in the Bill -but -we - feel, however, that oppor-
tunity should be given to interested parties and "members of . 
the public•to make representations on the Bill either to the 
Government or to the Opposition and we ourselVes would cer-
tainly like" to have a look at the points that I have mentioned 
in my address. Thank you. • 

HON. CHIEF MIN/STER: 

The reason why we put it for Committee Stage in this 'meeting, 
Mr Speaker, is because we do not like the present methods • 
that have been used to put a stem to this by acting on a 
Governor in Council'direction by the- Trade. Licensing Committee, 
But on - a balance of convenience, if Honourable Members oppo-
site do not object to that having to continue as it has to 
continue because otherwise this one has to beSubsSituted, of 
course, Te nave no difficulty in allowing this, to eo on until 
October. ane-hear representations from them or anybpdy else. e  

IAAJOR R J PELIZA: 

I welcome:the Fonourable'Chief Minister's decision, to allow 
this matter to receive some attention from the interested - 
Parties in Gibraltar which I think they"mieht be many. 1 
think the local trading community will sea an opportunity 
hereof perhaps benefitting their own position. I do not 
believe that. they should•be deprived of that opportunity. 
With .the :present criteria this may well- prevent quite a - 
number of reautable firms in :Gibraltar from bedngable to 
enter this kind of business which obviously in my view may . 

- well be.very profitable in the circumstances foreseen. 
Becease•of that I think, Mr Speaker, the criteria is very 
important that it should receive a little closer attention. 
One aspect is the financial standing and financial exnerience. 
'het is going to be demanded in the form of experience? If, 
fee instance, a firm were able to get an employee from an-
other institution which dealt in financial patters will that • 
be considered financial experience? Well, if something like 
that is going to be the ease. then it will certainly open the 
'Odor to local businessmen to be able to undertake such-
business if other things are approved but if the criteria of 
.financal experience is the fact that the business must' have 
been established'either here or abroad for a number of years, 
that is certainly-:going to close the doors,.I think, of 
Gibraltar. Perhaps the Financial Secretary, in reply, could • 
eecoanda bit' more on what the:criteria means because the 

'terms I think are open to a lot of interpretations. I think 
an elucidation of those interpretations would be very valu-
able as to the comments that will, later be made, I hope, by 
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interested Parties in Gibraltar and certainly by the Opnosi-
tion. I think we all agree that we do not want to see little 
tables all over Main Street carrying out exchange to the 
extent that we see in other parts of the world, that I think 
would be contrary to the wishes of businessmen in Gibraltar.' 
On the other hand I think that kind of competition that we 
.see in free enterprise should not be restricted by tha7t-Con-.  
sideration which I-think can be avoided ouite easily and at 
the same time give enough margin forlecal businesses in 
Particular to be able to make use ofthis new situation. 
Otherwise I think we create mononolies which in the long run • 
will not be in the interests of Gibraltar ane naturally the 
exchange rates will vary with the amount of corpetition that 
may be available in our market so I think we mnut balance one.  
thing against 'the other. I see Mon Minister opposite 
shaking his head, but that is a fact, some Sureaux da.Change 
do in fact have lower rates than others and; this I think the 
Honourable Minter will find out if he goes abroad that not 
necessarily all the bureaux hove the same rates of -exchange.. 
Therefore,.I think it is in the interest of Gibraltar that.  
the rate of exchange should be the lowest possible-so that it. 
does attract the tourists because that in itself is going to 
generate more business in our shops.. .Therefore, Mr Speaker, 
I think that whilst 'one' floes not want to see every shop in 
Gibraltar becoming.a bureaux de change, I do believe that at 
shculd be boroe in mind that we do not want. to create mono- 
poliet and I also believe that if in the decisions that are 
going to be taken by. this. Committee, which, is. obviously a 
• very official 'committee and if the decisions.aee not going to 
be= satisfactory to the. applicants in many •inetances. who feel 
that.•_they have not had a fair deal like- myeHonourabie- Friend 
the Leader of theeOppoeition has said I. think-that somewhere-
in the open. the --aeneal should take niacce-where all the factors ' 
nvolvtd..•inthat. application will be able to bp discussed. • 
openly and in public. That I'think in itself will give an 
assurance to the applicant for the licence teat the whole 
matter is being fairly and not only that I think generally 
in Gibraltar it will be seen that that was the case otherwise 
I think it will lead to all sorts of interpretations and I 
believe that that is not in the interests of good legislation 
or geod Government and in that respr;ct.therefore, Mr •Speaker, 
'I thin that those points thould be borne in mind and I would 
certainly - I think this is imnortant - I wOuld certainly wel-
come foom the Financial Secretary in his closing address to 
exPand in detail as to :that he means by.  the criteria and the 
terms used under the different clauses. I think tnis is very 
important so that when we start thinking of what tlis rill 
represent we can make a audgement as to whether we can support 
as ft is laid down in the Bill or whether we would like to 
introduce amendments.- 

SPZATraR: 
• • 

I will now call on the Honourable the Financial and Develop- 
ment Secretary to reply. 
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HOL FINANCIALAND.DEVELOPMENT SECRETLRv: 

Mr Speaker, Sir, first of all I would like to assure the. 
House that I am not proposing some comfortable, cosy arrange-
ment that might lead to a monopoly and those Yembers of the 
House who perhaps know that those cases in which l' have given 
my consent, haVe come before me already and.  which has gone 
througl. the Trade-Licensing Authority, there is no question 
of it being a tight, cosy arrangement .. particularly with only 
the Banks having the rights to act as bureaux de change. 

* HON MAJOR R J PgLIZA: 

If the Honourable the Financial and Development Secretary will 
give way. I wasn't obviously referrfmg to him personally but 
the law is the law and his successor may not have the same 
liberal view that he has. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Mr Speker, the Honourable Member is ahead of. me. I am 
replying really to the points made by the Honourable Leader 
of the (The5osition, that there is really no question.bahind 
the Government's thinking or behind that of 'the Treasury who 
put the proposals to the Government, that that should be a 
cosy arrangement that might lead to a monopoly situation' and 
the. decisions thpt we have made so far indicate that. I think 
that also both in the way in which we ave:looking et 'cases at 
'the• mement,-before consent is giVen or withheld it is quite 
clear. particularly where. it is .with] ell people knewewhy. 
itIs withheld. - It-is importante•lagree with the Honourable 
and Gallant Member, that people should know•why•their case has 
been turned down. In-all the cases Where - consent has been • 
withheld we have spelt out in aletter to the applicant why 
and we were quite happy .to miscues with them further should 
they wish. - Specifically, in the Bill now.  before.the House, it 
provides that where an application is not accepted, that the 
reason for witnholding accentance are set out, this is a safe-
guard which is necessary. As for specific criteria, the Hon-
ourable and Gallant Metber referred to the financial experience 
and do we e'en. financial experience that cOule possibly be iet-
ported Or learned locally, well, indeed, we are not rut stirs: 
that.it couLd only be people who come in froeeouteide who would 
have this experience, the experience could be local and on 
financial standing clearly one will neea to be as:eared that the 
funds behLn' the Organisation re adequate for thc. extent of 
business thet they are proposing. Mastber or not the proposed 
maragenent of .the buoiness is likely to be effective and come. 
ee.ent that will have to be judged on its merits anu the• 
experience of persons who are to be engaged in tne bureau de• 
change, whether they have the necessary experience. The 
amenities offered, hours of business, etc, prepoaed size of. 
the business and turnover, I think speaks for itself. Pro-
posed location links up with the existing facilities. One 
does not want necessarily too many bureaux de change in one 
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part of-the town and another part of the town empty. of 
facilities_ The arran:ements proposed by theanplicants 
for the disposal of foreign currency, has he dome to an 
agreement with a bank 01 any financial institution either 
here or outside Gibraltar for coverage so that the foreign 

-'"Currency surplus to recuirements can be disposed of in an 
orderly fashion rather than 'gutting hiM atrisk.by having 
the whole currency over too longa period when there could 
:be wide fluctuation. "nether or not the pnonosed business 
will be the only business to be carried on in,the proposed 
•.,revises, this is important. because in the Government's • 

view:it would be wrong to have a bureau de•change in ashop 
in which other business is being transacted and where 
persons could go up, change their money and. come back again. 
The provision that if a person goes into a snop to buy gdods 
and presents a travellers cheoue or foreign currency, that • 
that can be accented, should be adequate for the shop but 

:for the orderly conduct of business our view is that it 
should be a separate, distinct, discreet premises. It.may 
be operated by a person who owns another shop but it has , 
got to be, in our view, a distinct premises except insofar 
as such places as travel bureaux, a. hotel, a bank or ether. 
financing institution or credit taking institution. 11=r- • 
ever, Sir, we have noted with interest the points made by.  

HonSe- and as the Chief Minister . has alreauy nndicated 
te.are ceen.-,entthat the Committee Stage and. Thind:Reading 
"shonla'Wait- untigethe-next meeting of• the House. I Would.  

but-:that this will mean a consequential amendment to 
clause uysilition (2) because the intention was that 

ShOU1d come 'into operation. on the first day 
'tofnAugtst. . •• . 

,r7.011 LAJOR P.ETZgA : 

Could Injust.dakthe Financial and Development-Secretary one 
c_nestion? One the question of financial experience - I am 
coming back tn'this because I think:this is a very funds- • • 
'Mental - you say 'local financial experience'. What do you 

n mean by 'local' 'that they have to own a bank or i7i which ,•.: 
:e.way.? 

• • 
""HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOnENTSECRETARY: 

could be that a person who is goidg to work in a bureau 
. change has had experience working in'a bank in Gibraltar 

.
'or elsewhere. 

HON MAJOR H J PELIZA: 

Thank you. 

Speaken then nut the question which was resolved in the 
affirmative and the Bilinwas read. a. second time. 

• 
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HON .FINANCIAL AND DEVE.LOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Sir, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stene and Third 
Reading of this Bill will betaken at a subsequent meeting 
of the House. 

THE' INC01# TAX (AMENDMENT) :ORDINANCE, 1980. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Sir; I.  have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance..  
to amend the Income Tax,Ordinance (Chapter 76) be read a. • 
first time. 

Mr.Speeker then put the question which was resolved in the 
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time. 

. HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read a 
second t:me. There are four major chances to the Income 
Tax Ordinance proposed in the Bill now before the. House. 
The first is to remove the exemption from income tax that 
applies to allowances of members of the Gibraltar Council 
and this House. The.  second-is to exempt fro 'income tax 
intere;:t. received from deposits in banks and building 
societiee'in Gibraltar made by non-resident persons- or-by 
tFx exempt companies, and the third is to provide the -same 
rates of-taxation and allowances to non-resident individuals. 
as apply.to persons ordinarily resident in Gibraltar, and. 
the fourth to ensure that dividends paid by companies. 
licenced under the Development Aid Ordinance out of profit. 
nat•chargeablo to tax under the provisions of that 
Ordinance, should be exempt from tax in the hands of 
persons tc whom they are distributed as dividends. Sir,' 
Members' allowances. The Income Tax Ordinance provides-
that the allowances payable to- Members of the Gibraltar • 
Council and of the House of Assembly are exempt from tax. 
Following the Pring Report, there is a Move to introduce 
aslaries for MeMbers of the House and that such salaries 
should be taxable. . For the avoidance of any doubt, the 
nrovisions in the,Ordinance at Section 7 which exempts 
allowances of I4embers of Gibraltar Council and of this 
House from tax would be deleted but the operative date 
would be the,date on which salaries are introduged. The 
second change is Non-Residedt Bank Accounts. Sir, in 1966, 
acting upon the advice of. the Economic Advisory Committee, 
an administrative ruling or extra statutory arrengement was 
to the effect that interest received by non-residents 
holding deposit accounts with local banks should not be 
charged tax. This acs since been extended to exempt 
companiesi that is, those companies registered .under.the • 
Companies (Taxation and .Concessions) Ordinance. 'There is 
no provision in law,to allow this administrative concession. 

• 
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More recently, renresentations have been received on behalf • 
of locally registered Building Societies, that interest 
earned bynon-residents on deposits With the Societies.  
should be- erented similar exemption. Sir; the Government 
attaches ;'rent imnortance to this part of the general . 
.bankirne besiness. It is understood to beasubstantial and 
provides an important incentive in attracting outside 
capital. Without this. concession Cibraltar'would no longer 
attract such capital with a consequential loss of business 
to the banks and very likely an adverse:effect_on Gibraltar 
as a finance centre. It is therefore proposed that the 
Ordinance should be amended to nrovide that the interest . 
received by non-residents, incllidingstcx exempt companies;  
rrespmtive cf amounts deposited with local financing institu-
tions, should be exempt from tax. The HOUSE should perhaps - 
be aware that:interest earned by non-resident depositors 
from financial institutions in-the United Kingdom, Jersey 
and certain other territories is exempt from tax. The 
third change is the Proposed Ten-Resident Taxpayer. Prier 
to 1969 the Income Tax Ordinance neovided for a snecial 
type-of taxpayer who Was defined as a 'Permitted person'. 
This category was designed to provide that persons who were 
not resdent• in Gibraltar and who came into on a 
day-to-:ay. basis to carry on a trade or business or to 
exercise any employment,norofession or vocation, should 
derive the benefit of the aliowcnce and lower rate of tax' 
,applicable -to resident taxpayers. .When the frontier opens, 
there :13 a likelihood that'nersons resirling. outside• 
Gibraltar.  may once again'ta4e Up-  regular. employment here 
without necessarIly residing in: Gibraltar'and it is. 
accordingly proposed to re-introduce this category of tax-
nayer. I think that I should also mention'that this. is 
pertinent in the context • of the,EECwhere since-December; • 
1979e -the. CoMeiesiornhaa been tonsidering proposals for 8 
directive concerning the harmonisation of income tax pro--  
visions with respect of the freedom of movement for workers 
within the community. The proposal's main provisions arc 
that frontier workers should. be  taxed in the member .state 
of residence with credit being giveifor any tax withheld 
at source by the Member state of emoicyment, but other.non-' 
resident workers should be taxed in the member state of 
employment on terms no less favourable than those applied 
to resident workers. These nrOnosals are.at present being 
carefully studied in the House of Cbmmons. 

Development Aid Licences, Sir. Section 6 of the Develop--
ment Aid Ordinance provides that where a licence hay been 
granted to a company, dividends paid cast of profits not 
chargeable to tax shall not be treated as assessable f.n-
come to the shareholder:.. The. spirit of that legisla:ien 
was that the relief should apply to tne ultimate bene- • 
ficiaries and we have _Looked back to the 1963 debate on the 
Development Aid Ordinance, the second- reading debate, which, 
if my memory serves me correctly, stems from nroposals by 
t'ne rew'leader-of the 'Opposition and it is quite clear and 
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was :stated that the tax concession should go through to the 
ultimate shareholder, the Person who draws the dividend. 
Unfor'unately, the way in which the Ordinonec is dnefted, 
this is. not possible with interlocking company arrangements. 
A strict interpretation of Section 6 of the Development Aid 
Ordinance does not permit the Commissioner of Income Tax to 
extend the concession beyond the immediate shareholders of 
the-  company holding:aDevelopment Aid Licence. For that 
reason, Sir; it is proposed by means of clause L of the 
Bill to amend the section so as 'to give effect to the . • . 
original intention retrospectively to the 12 December, 
when the legislation was enacted. Sir, I commend the mill . 
to the House. 

MR SPEAKER: 

Before I pint the question tcnthe House does •any Honourable 
Member-wish to speak on. the general principles or merits of 
the Bill? 

HON P J 

Mr Speaker, I notice that a lot of the' clauses in this Bill. 
are deemed to have come. into oPeration some years back and 
that'thenBill itself shall be deemed to have come into 
operatien en 1st of July,e1980, so that, accordingly, I 
presume .`oast no• harm is done by again leaving this Bill 
f3r.-the.next meeting of. the Hciuse. .We would not like to 
haeento-pass all.  '.stage's of this this,. meeting 
prindipally; Mr..Speaker; because:I think we rebuire a. 
• littlemoresinformationabout:clause :Se 
think we would•like to consider this• porticular olanae. a • 
little more.. I notice that the Honourale. - the FinancIal% 
and Development Secretary said these EEC:pronosals - or.-
directives were being considered in the' Rouse'. of Commons 
at the moment. I think before we are asked to pass'this 
into law I•think we' ought to have a little more information 
about it. I am not cuite clear what the position is and I 
don't know whether it is the appropriate time to ask ques-
tions about it. .Certainly, I would have thought tHat as 
far as non-resident workers in Gibraltar are concerned, or 
non-resident individuals, nut it that way, there are no EEC 
members involved at the moment and there are no EEC members' 
lekely to' be involved when the frontier is opened iteedietely 
until such time as other things hoppen'in the European 
Economic Community or that Community is enlarged. I would 
certainly like to know a little more about the repercussion 
on the revenues of Gibraltar and so forth. . It may be that 
it is perfectly fear that a non-resident individual should 
have all the. deductions, etc, allowed but I think we want. 
to consider that, I would certainly like to lock at the 
partieular sections in the law it refers to and especially 
as it Would,seem to me that if this.is nassed now quite a 
large number of non-resident individuals may be entitled 
to relief that they are not at the moment entitled to. I - 
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don't know what the financial repercussions are but we.cer!-
tainly would like to know something about that. I think 
that is the main reason, I think that clause 2 of. the-Bill 
saying that it be deemed to come into: operation on the'lat 
April, 1566, can wait two months and still go back, and the 
other one on the development aid which one agrees with, 

,that is a question of regularising, I Presume,.what is an 
,administrative position and on that one, Mr Speaker, we 
would certainly liketb know a little more of-the financial• 
results that this will have. ,I know this is controversial 
but Certainly we would like an opportunity to move an amend-
ment to this' Bill following what has been said and what we • 
have heard and what we have debated on, and that is the 
question of an amendment to this Bill to take the oppor-
tunity that we have got an Income Tax Bill before-us, to 
take the opportunity of exempting elderly persons' pensions, 
income received from elderly persons' pensions under that 
particular Ordinance from income tax. I know the Chief 
Minister, I cannot remember when it was, since the Budget 
in April when we raised the matter, I do remember en-
couraging.sounds having been made by him then during the. 
election campaign more or less said that the Government' 
-../Ould consider favourably exempting elderly persons'. pen7  

.aions under. the Ordinance from tax. I think during the 
7budI7et.he'SaiS that these matters hadto,  be carsic'ered by • 
4the - Governtent carefully and again I think thati the Bill 
'?4'S left fOr'Octcber, the Government may have -an:bpportunity 
`'co consider- this psrticular, point so that can be possibly 
introduced'. As fatas we are concerned we certainly would 
like to have en opportunity to draft a clause in.this. Bill 
to ,mike. an amendment of that nature. So, Mr Speaker, as • 

are tWo:poin ts .about this Bill that are of consider- _ , 
able importante,one is the new section 3 which we eer-

.".,ta'iray would like:ta consider further and we think that - 
;2g in  as in any detecracy we think this does introduce a 
section of.tome substance, into our law and. again. I think 
'affected"parties ought to be given an Opportunity to make 

` :representations on it.' The other point, as I said, is the 
Cuestion of the elderly persons' pension Which we feel 
Should be received free of tax by the recipient and we feel! 
that the GOvernment should consider that in the context of' 
this particular amending Bill:.  We "would ask again that the 
normal Course should be followed with this Bill of leaving 
the Committee Stage to the next meeting of'the House. 

HON CHIE? MINISTER: 

Yr Speaker, we 'have been looking at this matter and I am 
Strprised that so mach time is reauired fOrWhat is a 
reasonablyshort Bill. If the Bill is not .Passed on this 
side of the summer that;  of.course,ifInfact, the frontier 
opens and workers come they *ill be taxed but they. wi.11. 
have none of the allowances and that would be a sourCa7of • 
early grievance that they might feel. .I wonder whether'in 

accotmodete Members opposite as far as 
Possible, we could leave the Committee Stage and Third 
Reading as the last item of:this meeting next week. 
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4E0H MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

As I 6ee it, dt.is obviously n tatter which has to be 
clarified-. If this is a,question which is being ciscussed 
by the House of Condoms to what extent ore we committed? 
Perhaps the Financial Secretary can explain. Yr Speaker, 
if the Chief .Minister not necessarily now, but between now 
and later - I don't know.whether the matter can be .left at 
teat at thiS Moment and I don't know whether we are about 
to. adjourn now— but if the matter can be left for the 
Moment, perhaps by tomorrow we might be able to' get to-
gether and really thrash the matter out.. 

MR SPEA1MR: 

The Honourable the Chief Minister has said that whilst he 
is not in a 'position to defer the Committee Stage and Third 
Reading to the next meeting for the reasons that he has 
stated, he is quite prepared. to defer the Committee' Stage 
and Third Reading of this Bill to a later stage of this,  
meeting, 

HON P J ISOLA: 

If it is going to be left for a later stage in-the meeting 
that he-.p. 

MR SPEAKER: 

If there are no other contributors I will call on the mover 
to reply.. 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Mr Speaker, firSt of all, I apologise if I have muddied the . 
water of this Bill by referring to an EEC directive. The 
Position is as the Honourable and Learned Leader of the 
Opposition said, that at the moment no EEC residents are 
affected by this. All I was merely trying to indicate was 
that what we proposed to do is Something which would be in 
accordance with the spirit of fdture EEC legislation. The 
other important point made by the Honourable and. Learned 
Member was the question of financial loss. .On Clause 3, 
tAere are at present no individuals who would pay less 
after the enactment of'this section. All that has happened, 
as my Honourable Colleague the Chief Minister has pointed 
out, that if Spanish Workers were.to come over and this 
section were not enacted, they would not be able to draw 
the allowances under the Income Taxi  Ordinance. The loss 
to the Government then would depend'entirely on the number 
of Spanish workers working here and going back into Spain, 
being resident in :pain. On section 4, on the Developtent 
Aid Ordinance,there again there is going ,to be no loss of 
revenue to the Government because the tax concession is 
already there and it is'going into the companies cencerned. 
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The problem is that where you have a series of interlocking 
companies the concession stops with the first company and 
it carnet pass on the concession to.dividend.holders in the 
parent companies, it goes into a subsidiary company and it 
is aocked in there. The subSidiary company gets tae con-
cession 

 
but they cannot pass it on and therefore the Govern-

ment would not be losing any revenue at all. So there is no 
.question of loss of revenue •on either of these clauses. I -• 

• hope I have made that clear. 

Mr Sceaker then put'the question which was resolved in the 
affirmative .and the Bill was read a second time. 

EON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: • 

Sir, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage and Third 
Reading of the Bill be taken at a later. stage in the meeting. 

THE SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION (1980/81) ORDINAJ.ICE, 1980 

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Sir;  I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance 
to apply further sums of money to the service of the year 
ending 31st-Marche:1981, be read a first time... 

Mr Speaker then put the question which: was resolved in the 
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time. 

SECOND READING 

• EON ..FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT •SECRETARY:.  

Sir, I now - move. that the Bill be noweread a second time. 
The Hill seeks to appropriate,' in accordance with Section 
55(3) of the Constitution, a further sum of S.:20:3,823 out of 
the Consolidated Fund. The• purposes for which the sum is 
recuired are se.t.out in Part I of the Schedule to the Bill 
and in Tore detail in the Schedule of the Consolidated Fund' 
Sunplementary. Estimates No. 1.of 1980/81 which T tabled at 
the commencement of this meetirit. The Bill also seeks to 
appropriate, in .accordance with Section 57 of the Public 
Finance (Control and Audit) Ordinance, the sum of £777,908 
from the Improvement and Development Fund for the purposes, 
noted in Part II of the SehedUle to the Bill and in the 
Schedule of Supplementary Estimates' No. 1 of 1980/81 for 
that Fund whir:?,. I also tabled st the beginning of the 
meeting. Mr-s'-lreaker, Sir, I commend the Bill to the House. 

YR SPEAKER: 

Before I put the auestian to the House does .any EonoUrable 
.Neither wish to speak on the general principles and merits 
of the Bill? 

There beine  no response Mr Sneaker then put the question 
which•was resolved in the affirmative and the ?ill Was 
read a Second 

HON FINANCT.AL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY: 

Sir, I. beg to give notice that the Committee Stage and Third 
Reading'Of the : Bill be taken at a later state in . the meeting: 

• 
MR SPEAKER: • 

We will ncv recess until tomorrow morning at 10.30. 

The HOuse recessed at 8.00 pm. 

FRIDAY THE 18TH JULY,  1c80: 

The House resumed at 10.30 am. 

MR SPEAKER: 

I will remind the .House that when we recessed yesterday 
evening we had finished the First and Second Readines of 
all Bi31s. :The next item on the Order Paper-is Committee -
Stage and Third Reading. 

COMMITTEE STAGE 
• 

HON AaTORNEY-GENERAL 

Sir; I have the honour to rove that thl.a: Notae resolves ee,.. 
. self into .Committee. to consider the fbllowing Sills clauSe.,  

by clause: 

The Gibraltar Court of Appeal (Amendment) Bill, 1980, and 

The Supplementary Appropriation (1980/81) Bill, 1980. 

This was agreed to and the Hotse went into Committee. 

THE GIBRALTAR COURT OP APPEAL (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1980 

Claels.e 11 was agreed to and stood port of the Bill. 

Clause 2' 

ON ATTORNM-GENERAL: 

I have the, honour, to move that. Clause 2 be amended by'ethe 
deletion in line 5 thereof Of the word "interlocutory"'and 
the substitution therefor by the words "interlocutory. 
matter". 
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Mr Speaker put the-question in the terms of the Hon the 
Attorney-General's amendment which was resolved in the 
affirmative and Clause 2, as amended, was agreed to,.and 
stood part of thd Bill. • 

Clause 3 was'agreed to•and stood part of the Bill. 

The Lon Title was agreed to and si.00d part of the-Bill: 

THE SUPPLENEMTARY APPROPRIATION (1980/81).  BILL,.1980 

Clause 1 was agreed to and stood Part of the Bill..:' 

Schedule ' 

' Schedule or Supplementary EstiMates Consolidated Fund 
(No 1 of 1980/81) 

Item"1, Head 2 - Customs, was agreed to..  

Item 2, Head 3 - Education  

HCPT P J ISOLA: , 

Mr Chaiiman, could I ask on the £L.,000 that.. is now required? 
4:.•. TpresuMe-that. is.not the total•Cost,Of the'sPonsc:rship -of 
•-the scheme-for - Children attending MOD s-..:hoolS?.  'Is that the 
:'effect of.not phceing it out and putting back what it would 
have cost in a full: year, • this what it is? 

FEATHERST.dNE: 

This is the extra,n-pmber of childreh .who will bedeme the 
,/.intake of this yea. 

• 
%Item.2, Head,;3--Edacation, was agreed to. 

1tpm 3, Head :7 - `douse of Assembly,' was agreed to. 

".Item L, Head 11 - Labour and Social Security, was agreed to. 

-'Item.5, Head 13 - Law Offices  

-HON P d ISOLA: 

Yr Chairman, the replacement of Crown Counsel who will be 
coming between September 1980 and. 1981. Is it pre-Posed. 
to advertise for this or is it proposed to get somebody 
here on secondment, or is it Droposed•to invite applica-; 
tions from the local legal Profession? 

'HON ATTORNEY-GZNERAL: -.  

It is. proposed to get, ab.-entreat officer out. 
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HON A J HAYNES: 

What is he required for? 

HON -ATTORNEY-GENERA.Li. 
, . 

Replacement of Crown Counsel during the incumbent's absence .  
on study leave in the United Kingdom. 

•- Item.5,_Head 13 - Lap Offices was agreed to. 

Item 6.,.Nead 14 - Medical and Public Health, was agreed to. 

Item 7, Head '15 - Police  

HON P J ISOLA: 

Has all this work now been done? 

HON M K ?EATHERSTONE: 

No, Sir. 

HON 15 J TSOLA: 

Can I be-told how much -of the 1:13,000 has been-spent ,so -far? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

I think, reughly, £8,000 to £9,000 has been the oost of 
purchase and about £5,000 is for the worn. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Is there any question of traffic, lights include& within 
these signs? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

No, Sir. 

Item 7, Head 15 - Police, was agreed to. 

Item 8, Head 19 - Public Works, was agreed to. 

Item. 9, Head 25 - Trading Standards and Consumer Protection, 
was agreed to. 

Schedule of Supplementary Estimates Consolidated Fund No. 1 • 
of 1980/81 was agreed to. 

Schedule of Supplementary Estimates Improvement and Develop-
ment.Fund'No. 1 of 1980/81. 

Item 1, Head 101 - Housing, was agreed to. 
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Item  2„Head /04 - Miscellaneous Projects  

HON-P J 'SOU; 

Mr Sneaker, regarding the improvement in the Hostel accommo-
dation, is the cost almost dodbling then, is that the posi- 
tion? • ' 

HON A J CANEPA: 

' When the original estimates were drawn up I think we were. 
• talking in terms of about L270,000 and it has escalated,. 

mind. you, with Some further improvements on what was 
visaged originally, it has escalated to about .4.470,000. 

HON W T SCOTT: 
• 

What is the relationship, Mr Speaker, between (a) Provision 
of Services - Key and Anchor Club, ce this particular Head . 
and'the one which We have just voted for Z1,700 at item 4 
on the Consolidated Fund? 

HON A J CA: HP 

•7.1.t is not connected with the premises which are zeilg modi-
fied to enable Campo Area pensioners to 'he paid their pun-
sions there-. There is no connection between the two, or 
with the furniture for which we have provided funds. under • 
the previous Schedule. There is no connection. 

.HON W TSCOT... 

Could I.tberefore ask what is the nature of the outstanding 
commitmentamounting to over Z4,000? 

HON N K FEATFERSTO:FE: 

Basically, Sir, it is to provide electricity and Water from . 
the Government supply rather than from the MOD supply which 
it had before. 

Item 2,'Head 104 - Miscellaneous Projects, was agreed to. 

Item 3, Head 10.5 - General Services was agreed to. 

Item 4, Heed 106 - Government Offices and Buildings, way 
agreed  to. 

Item 5. Head 107 - Port Levelonment  

EON P J 

• Mr Chairman, on this queation of the Port Feasibility Study 
7;hicn tne"G-6-ii.ernment is going to spend ouite a substantial 

amount ef-money, 290,000, can I take it that if this study is 
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in re:ation to the development of the `'art riaht en to the 
year 2000 I think the Minister has suid, can I ta'ac it that 
this report or this study when made will be made available 
to the Members of the House? 

HON A J CANEPA: 

We will have to consider that, Mr Speaker, when the report is 
made available to the Government. I wculun't like to co-nit . 
myself at this stage. There could be information there of a 
highly confidential nature, generally, which it may not be 
possible to make available to the Members of the Opposition. 
We will consider the matter carefully, without core:iteenta  
and we will try and give the Opposition as much infozae.tione  
as Possible. .Again, without co- Virg myself, it mieht be 
possible to make parts of it available and not other parts. 
.It is not the first time that a report has been expurgated 
and parts of it have been published. But as I say there are 
just considerations and I wouldn't like to commit myself, at 
this stage, one way or the other. I realise.the enorecus 
interest that it 'nee for Members opposite., that thay are 
being asked to vote Z90,000 for this study and'I think it is 
a fair:point that they should .be given as great an opportunity 
as possible to know what there is in the- report. 7.'è will see 
what we can: do when we obtain the report, Yr Speaker. 

ET, J ISOLA: 

This is of some importance because if it is .a report that is 
going to look and project the Port of Gibraltar as pay".: of 
the economy over the next 30. years, my view is that it would.  . •• 
be wrong not to allow this report to beMade,availableto 
Membors of this House. If it contains matters-that the 
Government would wish to keep confidential for a nun'acr of 
reasons, then I think it could be given to the Opposition 
on a confidential basis and such confidence would be 
respected but I think it is a bit hard to ask the Opposition 
to vote £50,000 for a study and then for them not to be able 
to see it even on a confidential basis. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

I see some validity in the point that the Leader of the 
Ooposition is..making, Sir, but 1 think it - muat be realised 
that theee.are matters which are of crucial importance to 
Gibraltar particularly at a certain juncture in the life of 
Gibraltar. I remember, for instance, in 1965, the IWBP 
Government commissioned a report on manpower planning, the 
Beeching Report, and that report was not made available to 
the Cppesition, the Government did not consider that it • 
could be made public.. I would have said that when I came ' 
into office in 1972 and saw that report, it did not seem to 
me, personally,-that there was a great deal of matters of a 
"very highly confidential nature in it. Nevertheless, in the ,  
exercise of their judgement, that administration did not . • 



consider •that they should make it public. I can foresee 
that in this particular report . there are bound to be matters' 
which are going to be highly confidential. I see t'ee point 
that the Honourable Leader of the Opposition made that•the 
Opoositicn will regard that as being in confidence, but in 
confidence for Members on this side of the House is not 
quite tha.same thing as for. Members on that side of the • . 
House, with all due respect, Sir, because we are the execu-
tive and they are hot. 

EON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Chairman, I. would like to add on this one that it could 
well be, apart from the fact that we are bound ourselves, it 
could well be that there are some aspects of the report which 
deal with Matters on which the Leader of the Opposition is. 
himself currently consulted and on which others are not and • 
in which case of course if it.was in that line .of confiden- 
tiality he would share-that.responsibility. There would, . 
nOtarally, be what is normally called the "expurgated" • . 
report which would be published and then there could be a •, 
second-tier report With matters which are of a confidential • • 
nacre available to Members and there may be other matters 
Which though not available.tp Members May Well :be available 
tp-the Leader: of the Opposition particularly ia-T it is in a 
l:ne of confidentiality on.thich he.and Tehare: I -think 
that is as far as.Ipan go now.. 

HON P 

Mr•Cheirman;. the between this and +he Beeching 
Renort, for. example; ;is that this is being .paid from tax-
payers!money,,,frompublic• funds. I,appreciate there could 
be•a- probleMbUt I- den`t think that•if something is given 
to Members of the Opposition in confidence that elt would be 
disclosed, or.parte'of it in confidence. But I think it is 
itPortant that we should not get into'a position with this 
repOrt as we' unfortunately did:with the Preece, Cardew and 
Rider Report. I.can understand. in this report there being 
things that perhaps are of a highly confidential nature, 
there could be. I cannot imagine that possible, for example,. 
in the Preece,. Cardew and Rider Report yet we did not 'see 

it and I think it is important fbr Members of 
the Opposition to see a study that is provided for Gibraltar 
because it is being paid by the taxnayers' money, it is it-
portant that es nany people as possible should see this 
feaiibillty stud:,, should see the way it•is considered by 
experts the Gibraltar Port shOuld be going and be able to 
cortribute to the debate on the matter rather than have a 
situation where the Government gets a report and then keeps 
it to itself, implements what it thinks should be implemented' 
without giving an 'opportunity for discussion to other people, 
to Other eleCted representatives, to-discuss whether what. 
they are Implementing is enough of the report or not enough 
of the report. All I imagine that would happen would be 
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that the Government would say: "Well, we are going to do 
this. This is recomeended by the POrt Feaeibility Study", 
but they will not tell us what they are not coins to do 
which is al3o recommended by the Port Feasibility Study. 
So if it. .s not made available to. Members of the Opposition 
it is difficult for them, I think, to discharge the very . 
important role that they have in public life. Certainly, ' 
having said that, we-think it is a lot of money, £90,000, 
for a report but we will certainly vote for it on .the . 
understanding and on the basis that most of the'report 
will be.made available to us and anything only.affecting. 
the security or something highly confidential will not be • • 
made available'. 

Item 5, Headla/ -Port Development, was-agreed to. • 

Item 6, Head 110 - Electricity services, was agreed to. 

Item 7. Head 111 - Potable Water Service  

W T SCOTT: 

MrChairman, presumably, as was the - answer to a .q'peston• 
earlier on in this meeting, the Government will be in a 
Position to•asseas whether water can be abstracted 
economically within the course.of the coming year? 

HON M K FE:ATHERSIONE: 

Yes, Sir.. A preliminary report is going to be prepared and 
it should be available around the end of August and I do 
not think that I will have any difficulty in making this 
available to Members of the Opposition but as I have said 
we cannot definitely state that all is well until.we have 
had at. least one year's pumping tests. When that is done 
and completed we- will thenhave a final report and we will 
then know whether we can reasonably proceed with the ab-
straction of water or not. • 

Item 7, Head 111 - Potable Water Service, was agreed to. 

Schedule of Supplementary Estimates Improvement and 
Development Fund No. 1 of 1980/81, was agreed to., 

The Schedule was agreed to and stood part of the Bill. 

Clauses. 2 to 4 were agreed to and stood part of the 

The Long: Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bin,. 

The House resumed.... 
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T HIRD HEADING 

017 A7T07-a,  -0e1.:ERAa: 

Mr Speaker, I have the honour to renort .that the Gibraltar 
Court of Anneal (Amendment) Bill, 1980, with an amendment, 
and the Supplementary 16nropriation (1980/81) Bill, 1980; . 
have been considered in Committee and.agreed to and I now - 
tove that they be reed-a third time and passed. 

Mr Speaker thedput the question whieh.was resolved in the .. 
affirmative and the Bills were read a third time and passed. '• 

.PRIVATE MEMBERS' mqnoNs 

HON J BOSSANO: .• 

Mr Speaker, I beg to move that: "This House consider:: that.  
there is an urgent need to amend the Matrimonial Causes 
Ordinance to bring the law in Gibraltar closer into line 
pith that of the United Kingdom". Mr Speaker, I want to 
be able, in-asking Members to vote in favour of this motion, 
to stress just how wrong, it would be.to..vote against the 
.motion end precisely what is the only possible inteepretae,.' 
tion that can be put on a vote against the -motion, 'Let me 
make clear first cf all that effectively the motion asks 
the House to. recognise the inadequacy of the present law. 
without. committing. it to the degree of reform that is re-
ouired.. It could well be that.on the question •of the . 
.degreecf reform' it May not be possible to. get unanimous. 
agreement. I, for one, would tend -to favour the view .of 
socialist partieS that the dissolution of .a :marriage should 
be based bel mutual. .consent. This may appear to other. Members 
to be seeking to liberalise the law too much but the motion 
does not commit Members to the degree of liberalisation 
only to a recognition of the fapt that there is a need. to 
reform a law that basically is a reflection of European 
practice in the aast century which basically is consistent . 
with the position outside Gibraltar in 1857. And if 
Mem'eers refuse to supPort this motion and: refuse torecog, 
nise that effectively they are saying either that they con--n 
sider that the law in the rest of Europe should have stayed 

w as it as in 1857 or that the mentality -in. Gibraltar is 
that of 1357. I think it is regrettable, that the Church.  
has reacted the way' it haS done to this motion becaueencof• 
course, nobody in this HouSe of Assembly represents any.e  
religious denomination and in the Hcuse'of Assembly we are 
not empowered to legislate about the religious beliefs of 
individual citizens which is a matter 2or each person's_ 
own conscience and we do not live in a theeeracy in Gib-
raltar and consequently unlike what is happening in Iran, 
I am not trying to in Gibraltar build a state based on 

c--/a ra law or any other law other than 
secular law. In addition to that, of course, the fact that 

the law may permit something tote rlece does not actin 
y that anoee who is a devout Catholia ect to eeee cue 

of that -law any more than devout Catholica cheuld act be 
making use of the existing law which peraits existing 
divorces which apnarently are also unacceptable to the 
Church. Therefore, I think the question of religious con-
siderations should have no influence at all on the voting' 
on this: motion because this is purely something-that the 
Church continues with its teaching and those who are 
practising Catholics and wish to live their lives by the 
teachings of the Church should continue to,do so regardless 
to what the law may permit for others and we are legislating 
for time whole of Gibraltar and not for a section of the 
community, The' contention, Yr Speaker, that any amendment 
of•.any description to our existing law would effectively 
bring about a total breakdown.of family life, presupposes 
that family life .in Gibraltar is very .unstable and only 
exists under a facadp,of stability perpetunted. by coercive 
laws and at the moment that the law was changed there would 
be a stamneie of people wanting- to get divorces. 7:e12, 
that is absolute nonsense, Mr Speaker, because if there were 
that many people living unhappily together in flibraltar they 
would pease to live together .regardless of whet the law says 
because the', only thing the liberalisation: of .the di'veree law 
does_ is parait people to •re-marry. There is absolutely no- 
thing now stop people who are not living together living 
with someone else, the only thing.  is thetathey cannot get 
aarrIed to someone else and it may be that we prefer to live 
is a society where we are turning blind eye to what is 
going on around us and provided we .do not recognise it, pro-
vided vie. do .not admit it, provided we.dbenct legitis,ise it, 
we do not mind. .1 think thattis'a -totally-hypocritical . 
society, I thina it is_ important: to recegnise•.the reality 
of modern life in Gibralter. which is baSically no 'different 
from that of anywhere else, to realise that the true 
stability in a union between a man and a woman must be .and 
can only be on the basis of mutual love and mutual respect 
for each other and.  nothing else. There are no laws that 
can make a happy marriage out of a marriage where the ' 
husband beats up his' wife every day and it would be totally 
immoral to say thae it is a more serious crime, a crime 
that permits the separation of that man and that venom, 
that man should go with another woman to bed one.e than that 
hctshould beat her 52 weeks a.year. Those are the prac-
tical, non-emotional realities of. what marriage can mean or 
cannot mean for different people' and the refusal to take a 
second look at our laws to try and improve them would be tc 
deny happiness to a lot of our constituents, a lot of 
people who have voted for us to be hare who are entitled 
to happiness 'and it would not be imposing anythin-  on any-
body that doesn't want to make use of it. It would be 
simply making something available to people to whon: it is 
denied now. And let us not forget, Yr Speaker, that our 
law in Gibraltar recognises divorces granted in the.United 
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Kingdom and that people who•are- determined to have a. divorce 
and who have got the means to be able to go to the United 
Kingdom for the period of time, can get a.divorce there and 
come back and it is recognised under out existing law so 
that this tends, like so many other pieces of legislation, 
to work against those of limited means because we all know,-
rr Speaker, 'that whatever the law may ,ay, there is alwayS 
a way of going round :he reouirementa of the law if one has 
got enough money to foot the bill. I would wish, Mr Speaker, 
that the House, in.giving consideration to my 'motion, Would 
do so in all' seriousness and out of the knowledge that what-

'ever else. we may be doing  here, ive have got a responsibility . 
to give a lead in Gibraltar even'on controversial issues and 
that it is not simply a question of saying that there are 
people who disagree with divorce End there are people who 
agree with divorce and that those who disagree have got the 
right to deny to those who think otherwise because in looking 

I at legislation  think we must look at the creation of a . 
democratic pluralist society where we give 'people the' . _ 
maximum amount of freedom consistent with their obligation 
not to interfere. in the freedom of their neighbour and if 

....anybody wants to. make.use of the provisions in the law. to 
t divorced that is a purely, personal and private thing 

which no one else has got the right to deny to that.  person, 
•a I commend:the motion to the House. • - • 
. - . . . 

Kr.plieaker -then proposed the question in the'terMs • 
Hen.  JBossano's Motion. 

HOP.ZHIE7 MI7ISTER;_.a 

Speaker, I think I should first of all acquaint the 
House with the attitude of the Government,. the collective 
responsibility the,Government. has taken in this matter in 
'the 'past and then explain how we propose to deal with-this - • 
matter. me say at the outset that from my own religious. 
point of View Shave no qualms 'about divorce because my 
religion does mot'opiose• divorce and even if 'that were so 
that I' could have a different view but it•happens, not to 
be so, so my own remarks in this matter apart from re- . 
portinu, as is my duty as Chief Minister, my own remarks 
are purely my own and they can be as blulLt one- way or the 
other as the mover has thought fit to put'but-I think that 
the matter is sufficiently serious not.  to be disposed of 
by means of a 3-'1 or 14. minute speech with a 5 or 10 day ' 
notice of motion to:deal with a fundamental matte which, 
whatever one may think, does cut across society is. 
Gibraltar and I do not think that that :a the way in which 
7e should carry out our responsibilities. The matter was 
first brought to t:^ attention of.the Government for action.. 
in relation to the International Wcian'z year by the House-
wives'-Association in 1977. :.'he; decision taken by Cob oilI 

----- of Yiniaters on the 23rd of November 1977, was that the 
Housewives' Association should be asked what measure of.  

support they enjoyed for their proposals and they were so 
told in a letter followinf7 that decision. Thdn they said: 
"We wish to say -that our proposals followed the many re-
presentations made to us by Members of the.Assocation and . 
others since 1975". We pursued the matter, the matter was 
again looked at' by Council-and it was agreed that in the 
absence of' any evidence of a substantial demand for a re-
form in the laWfurther consideration should be deferred 
for the time being. That was in October, 1978, and the . 
Houiewives were told: "The view of the Governtent is that 
there is little evidence of a .substantial demand for a 
reform in the'law on the lines suggested and consequently 
further consideration is. being deferred for the time being". 
'Then' it was followed .up ty a letter in January, 1979, • 
arguing that there is a demand but rot giving the evidence 
about the question of a general meeting, as they had 
explained at the beginning that it had been decided. When 
further representations were made; "It was agreed the ques-, 
tion of divorce was a 'fundamental issue in Gibraltar on 
which direct consultation.-with the people might be necessary 
and the matter should therefore be pursued on this basis% 
And that was the last that we heard from the point of view, 
officlalAy. It has been, the view of the 'majority of the ' • 
'Members of the Government and therefore the collective . . 
responsibility of the Government, that there should be more 
tangible evidence that substantial amendments to the la:: of 
divorce carry support and I think it 'is regrettable that the. 
Honourable Mover, despite the fact that I may agree with 
some of the remarks he made, did not see fit to include . 
such fundamental changes as he thinks are necessary. in his .  
Party manifesto at the election. It may well be that he 
would be elected just the same but whether he would have 
been'elected with the votes he got or not is a matter for 
conjecture and that:is why I think we ought to go carefully 
as to how to approach this matter. 'As far as my Party is 
concerned we are a pluralist Party and we do not have a 
whip on this matter. Each one should vote according to his 
own conscienceand that is how the matter will be dealt with 
in this House. I should make no apologies to say that I 
would generally agree with the sentiments expressed by ' • 
Bossano on the necessity to amend the law, as an individual, 
but the 3oilective responsibility of Government is in this 
correspondenee which I have read. When a motion is brought 
independently then, of course, people are entitled to vote 
according to their conscience and there is no 'question of any 
Government whiT or any Government majority being exercised. 
I think 3ossano is wrong when he talks about the law 
being as in 1857, that is not the case. The law of Gib-
raltar is like it was in 1937 in the United Kingdom. 
Because. the 1857 Act required that when a wife claimed 'for 
divorce the husband had to be guilty of adultery plus_ 
cruelty or. desertion whereas when the husband claimed for 
divorce he only had to satisfy the fact of the adultery of . . 
the wife. In 1937'the law was exactly the same as it is. in .  
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Gibraltar today and it was in the A P Herbert Act of 1937 
that cnanged the law of divorce and following the book he 
wrote called "Holy Deadlock': where he drew attention, not 
to the cuestidn of the inadequacy of divorce at the time; 
but the improper use that the single ac'._ of adultery - was' 
being p.t to, the farce that it was being made in order .• 
that people would'ret a divorce-and this business that 
there was of getting chambermaids to recognise somebody 
who had obtained a woman just to be seen in a nightdress 
reading a paper when the breakfast was brought in in the 
morning and sowing a photograph and so. on. It made a  
farce of the divorce laws and A P Herbert greatly advocated 
and carried through a private Pin of divorce and, that was 
a private Bill in the House of CoMmons in 1937 that changed 
the law. The law' as I remember was changed in this respect. 
'and that is that it prOVided three more grounds for divorce 
in addition to adultery precisely to deal' with the fact that 
the grounds for adultery were being used improperly and in 
fact people were not only not committing adultery but were . 
committing perjury to obtain release from their marriage. and 
that was culpable desertion for three years physical cruelty . 
and incurable insanity and I think also imprisonment for. • 
more than 10 years. Later on, the amendments that have been 
made in 1969 and so on practically changed the concept of 
the matrimonial offence to the breakdown of the marriage .and 
of ,.hat there has been considerable controversy in the United 
Kinrdbm and.I think .in fact the present law does- not do away 
with the culpability beceuse in fact still maintains that 
if adultery is committad j.t. can become .4 mooesible for one 
party to live with the other and therefereAt can be said 
that the marriage has. broken down irretrieVably, it. was a - - 
very .typical English compromise of the matrimonial offence 
vita. the 'preakdown of.the marriame. Having sail that, I • 
think the most helpful attitude that the mover as taken ien.• 
to say that the motion does not mean that we oaght to follow 
the pattern of the English law. I do not think, even if • • 
there were, as there is, need for amendment of the divorce 
law in Gibraltar in certain circumstances subject:to certain 
conditions, that Gibraltar's society is sufficiently sophis-
ticated to absorb the kind of free element of divorce that 
there is in England to such a..extent that it can now even 
be obtained by post. I do hot think that despite the fact 
that there may be very 'hard case; Which could be cured by 
amendment of the law if perjury is not to be committed Or 
one of - the parties is not prepared to provide the necessary 
evidence in order to do that, .I do not think that some of . 
the grounds or. which divorce is granted in the United Kihgdom 
would in any case be applicable to Gibraltar. . But in.the . • 
United Kingdom, the change of divore,..3 has takel a different 
aspect, there people have been more concerned about the 
distribution of money than about the grounds. for divorce. 
In fact, all the cases that come before the Courts 'now on 
divorce are very rarely defended cases. 'They are all eases 
of how the money is going to be distributed' and how is the 
house going'to be dealt with and these are serious_ matters 
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Mr Speaker, if this motion were to be taken as just one other 
motion that has been 'brought before the House and discussed 
absolutely on the merits, the House would expect the mover of 
the motion to give grounds for his motion, to give grounds 
especially why he considered that there is'an urgent need to 
amend the law. If this was an ordinary debate and I was 
against the motion,. as I am personally, I would say the 
mover haemotestablished any urgent need for any amendment 
himself, he has not riven us the. reasons Why in July, 1980, 
instead of February, 1980, why there .is -en. ureent aced' in ' 
Jul;r, 1980, and there was not an urgent need in Febreary, 
1980. or in 1976 When he led. a Party to eh elaction. After 
all, he complains we 'are 100 yeare old, 'why didn't be take 
it up when it was 90.years old?. There must be a reason for 
tie Honourable MeMber coming to this Ecuee and sityine there 
is an urgent need.now in July, 1980, to have the divorce lay 
amended but he hasn't said unything about urjency, ho has 
told us that he' himself believes that people should be able 
to get divorced by miatual-consent. Thet is his belief, - we -
know how he is thinking.' 're know whist he 'thinks therefore. ' 
of marriage as a solemn matter between do people. But'e 
that is neither here nor there. Whet I on tryiree to. get. • 
at is that-if this :/as just an ordinara.Motion which it 
isn't, it is a .motion that I think proda:ces mreat emotive 
iasuese  it is emotion on a greatly emotive issue es far • - 
as - Gibraltar and its people are concerned .and the Honourable 
Mover must know that because he moves around So hash amonn 
the.peOple of Gibraltar. So that reany we do not know,'wo 
have not been told by the mover why it is that on July the,  
17th, 1980, there is an urgent need to anend the laws of 
divorce which didn't exist in February when he was pre Bring 
his Party manifesto as its Leader or when he led his three 
groups in the elections in 1976. Perhaps when he rep lies he 
will tell us that put as I said that is of no importance, 
really, Mr Speaker, because once the issue is befero the 
Horse, once there is a motion before the Fouee then we have 
to consider the issues that are raised in the motion. I 
think it is childish to expect Honourable Members of this 
House to believe that divorce is not a highly emotive issue, 
that divorce is a highly fundamental issue in any society. 
Perhaps other societies have grappled with this probleM 
earlier than we have, perhaps, they have come to oth:.r.sola-
tions than we have. But it is childishly absurd to put.:.in a 
motion of this nature in the way that it has been done, on a 
very low key basis; without expecting strong reactions from 
People who feel.differently to the mover. The mover co2;-
plainsy for example, that.  the Catholic Church was Wrong to 
have come out, that it was unfortunate for the Catholic 
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which of course require considerable discussion. Therefore, 
I would like to say that Meabers of thi.: sice of the House 
will express their personal views on this natter as a result 
of whiich4e will see how the debate proceeds. Thank you. 
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church .to have cowe. out against this motion. I see no basis 
for this be:eau:3e the Catholic church, like toliticiansa like 
political parties, ifh-ze trade unions, like.',*Chambers 
Cor,eerce, like 3hi-Sping Associations, are entitled' to speak 
out on matters that affect the way they think..and the 
principles on which thee-  think. I cannot object to anybody 

' speaking out on an isue such as this which js highly e 
emotive and on which)  people of different shades of political.. 
:cpinion'and thought have very strong views. As, far .as the 
•Bemocratic Party of :British Gibraltar iS concerned, Mr 
-Speaker, this is an iseue which it hae not considered in • 

• depth, representations have not been Made in the past to .  
the Party on this issue,.on the demand for reform and there-
fore We will not, obviously, take a policy deo:tsion on a 
matter as grave as this - without mature thought and considera-
tion. Therefore, in the same way as the Chief Minister. has 

e-esaid.with his Party and.  with Members of his Party will act 
.and vote and speak according to how they personally feel and 
how their consc!ences dictate, in oar-Party the position will 
be identical. Honourable Members on' this side of the House 
are free to express whatever opinions they feel should be 
ea:caressed or ought to be expressed on this issue.. Therefore -• 
aat• I ocy an this. metion and on the issue of divorce is 
purely my e*n Personal views on the matter and not. those.  of 
'imy:Party or indeed cf my colleagues, until we have had•an  
-:opportunity:to-lookaat it. Mr Speaker, live in a demo-•- 
C.racY ana in a democracy elected Members ill a House, 
• .estecially those eleetea on a Party ticket, have aarespone 
reibility to carry Cut or try -and carry out what.that Party 
e,,haa:.stated inetheiraelection manifesto whim is on the basis,. 
'on which they havegone.to:the people. Clearly, there are . a 
,ehUmber- of .matters thet• are not in s•manifesto. with Which a 
aParty deals . in the ;course of public duties during their term 
of office in the HOUSe and, of course, it has to adopt • • 
..aa6i.udee tothese matters and take decisions. There are, 
of coUrse, generally recognised amongst political parties, 
a number of issues, not many, which are' fundamental to 
society and which obviously require a mandate to put into 

- effect.' If, for-example, the Government were suddenly to 
say: "We will nationalise all shops in Main Street", we 
would accuse them of doing things that they were not and 
for•which they did not have a. mandate, nationalisation not 
having been in their ?arty political manifesto, and rightly . 
so. There are a number of fundamental things in a society 
thPt for elected politicians to legislate on really require 
a mandate and it is my View, and I hope it is also the view 
cat'Honourable Members on' my side of•the.House because I am 
sure it must be the vie;? of the HOnourable Mover, that 
• divorce is precisely one of those subjects on which a 

political party requires a .mandate, it requires a mandate . 
to. put.it into effect, it requires to be able to - go to the' 
people and say: "7e are going to amend the law of divorce", 
either  in this  way, as:the Honourable proposer would like, 
so that ,people can just `write to each. other'and ,say • 
are divorced", mutual tonsent, and that is it or: "We are  

going to permit now, in addition to adultery; we are ;-- gein to 
agree to..desertion and cruelty and we are going to do this -
and-we are going to do thbt". Before a Party puts that in 
its election manifestos it has to consider Obviously the con-
sequences -of it and peke a judgement on it and then go to-the 
people andthen-  the .People can say they like it •or they don't 
like it, and deOide.' Or aHquestion such as divorce, judging•  
purely and simply from the reaction there hai been to the 
mover's motion, it :is quite obvious that it is a highly con-
troversial subject: For example, the leader of the House--
wives' Association, Mre. Summerfield, I think, wrote in thee  
Chrontele-saying how the Housewives' Association supported 
it. The Honourable and Learned the Chief .Minister has cited 
examples. Only thiS morning Iread'in the Chronicle 16 
housewives writing saying they are in the Housewivezi:Associa-
tion and they do not support it, it wasn't discussed. So 
even there one sees controversy. There is no question, for 

.example, as to how the Catholic Church stands on thiS point 
in this community.  and I 'think we are bound to take account of 
the views of the Catholic church in Gibraltar because there 
are a great majority of Catholics in Gibraltar over all other 
denominee,ions.; Fortunately, the relations between the 
different-religious communities in Gibraltar have always been 
good.  and .1 ad sure they will continue to be good and there is 
nq reasorewhy they shouldn't be. but we have to acknowledge as 
a fact that the Catholic community is a majority community in 
Gibraltar and the Catholic church has thought fit to speak 
out on this issue and we have to take some account of that. 
The Honourable Mover may take no account at all. Others may 
feel justified in taking:a.-  lot of account of what it said.. 
One cannot, unfortunately,' neceSsarily divide religion. and 
secular entirely on this issue because it is fundamental to 
the way of thinking, in my view; of a Catholic that marriage 
is sacred and marriage cannot be dissolved. This is how some 
people think. There are-  obViously, and I appreciate 
there are a lot of hard cases, a lot of. cases where there are 
good grounds.  possibly and so forth but it is - very difficult 
wheh you are up against principles. It is very difficult 
when you are up against people who feel that marriage is in-
diescluble and genuinely feel it. You may call them archaic, 
you may call them out .of fashion, you may call them What you 
wih but they exist and they feel strongly on it and I do 
no think this House can move into a reform of the divorce.  
laws without a proper: mandate and without proper considera-
tion, without proper investigation. That is my.own obviously 
personal view. Certainly .I would spy that as the Leader of 
a political party I would not agree to support a measure, as 
a Party, in respect of which we do not have a mandate. That 
would be undemocratic, that would not be democratic. Mr 
Speaker,' as far as:I am certainly concerned, I am against 
divorce•aS a.  matter of principle on tao'grounds. One is on 
religious grounds and I don't think I should. really 8o into 
that, on the firm conviction- that I am not' entitled to. dis- 
solve 4 marriage and T have no right to be a-  party to that, 
that is on the religious grounds but then I am not convinced 
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on social grounds that divorce, or easy divorce out it that 
way, because divorce exiats already but that easy divorce is 
necessarily a rood thina for society as a whole. I think 
that the stronger t unit✓  in any society and the only thing 
that seems to have stood up to the ravages, the history and 
the ravages of change and the oavages of time, is the family, 
the family as a Unit of society. The. family is the most. 
stabilising influence cf any stable. aoliety and I believe. 
that the history of (12.yorce in differeat countries has shown 
that easy divorce has tended to.deetroYthe stability of the 
family in a society. I think that the family as a unit has 
beenogreetly..weakened in certain.countries which have adopted 
the sort of divorce law that thj. mover would wish us to adopt 
in due course and in time and that is divo-rLe ny mutual .con- 
sent. That, really, now exists in ::.ngland and it exists in • 
America. I don't.  know 'about Russia,' but in Rusaia it presents 
no problem because there things are done and that's it and as . 
for debate, well, we will. forget about that for the moment.:  
Sir, Russia I am afraid we cannot compare at all. in this in-
stance. In America and in England there has been divorce by 
tmutual consent, -in other words, the principle that the Eon-
curable Mover has put. before this House of divorce by mutual • 
consent has been accepted and the- result on society has not, 
been good. I want to be honest with the Honourable Mover, I 
haven't got'en open mind on this issue in the sense that 1 
have firm convictions in this matter but what I am saying is 
that in Gibraltar we have, I think,- a very good family society, 
we'do• have it, I•think the family is all important, the'pride 
of. parents in their children and h.:,v; they c)-menap, our Con-
cern and.. so forth is. very marked in our society and the family 
unit-is extremely strong.-  .Itiaaperhage.a.uniqUe society in 
the world that we live in.- In other:countries sons and' 
daughters do not want to come..home-  for their holidays, they 
want to go somewhere else, they want to go all over the place 
it is different, I don't know what thareason for this is but 
I think that on practical grounds before a -iolitical party or 
before a legislature makes changes that could nrofoundly 
affect that society, they Want to think very, very carefully, 
they don't want to do it becallSe a motion is popular, because 
they ere under pressure from Yard cases; and, unfortunately, 
there are hard cases, there is a woll known principle about 
hard cases making bad law but there are hard cases in a 
society and we to not want to move into en area without 
knowirg what we are letting ourselves in for, without knowing 
the ccnsequencea, not over a few years but over a period. of 
time,bver one or two•generations. Perhaps, Mr S)eaker, I 
will concede, perhans I am. overstating the pos'atitn, perhaps 
In am exaggerating a bit, it may be true. perhaps that is be-
cause'of my bias in the matter for .which I apologise to the 
House, but I think basiCally my thoughts on the matter at 
this stage ere that we db not have a mandate to legislate 'on 
this matter without very • much more research and consideration 
into the matter and very much consultation with the people. 
Yr Sneaker', have probably just rZow written off.1„000 votes  

tut that cannot be helped. I do hope the Honourable :.:over 
accepts that I cannot-in consc!encs accept the plausibility 
of the arguments that he puts forward for chanaea and ,rer-
thinly I would like to hear from him when he.replies what 
it is that has made him feel now that there is an urgent 
need to amend the •laW. Thank you, .Sir. 
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Mr Speaker, I am going to vote against the motion and 1  am 
sorry that the HonOurable Mover has given us already without 
hearing those of us who are going to vote against the motion, 
without hearing our. views,, he has already given a somewhat 
aggressive interpretation as to the manner in which we are 
voting and the implications of such v vote. .I am not-too 
deeply involved at this stage about the merits or otherwise 
of the issue of diVorce.. I as more concerned at the manner 
in which an attempt is being made to amend the law on divorce 

'and I stress regardless on the merits as-to whether the law ' 
on divorce should or should not be amended. I am.not going 
to bring my religious views- into this debate, that is a 
ratter for me and for my Creator, and therefore I will limit • 
mrself to supporting from a pUrely social point of view the .  
point made by the Honourable Mr Isola.that divorce should • 
never.be  too easy because I do.not think that it is a good 
thing for young people to enter•marriage_Aithout some sense. 
of commitment and without some sense of tefle6tion about the 
seriousness. of the step which they.aretakinE. - And if it was-
possible-in Gibralta to obtain a divorce merely because two.  
peoplp. have. been living spurt .for two- years and. they consent 
to. that. divorce as- is the casein- theoUnitedoXingdom,.I think 
that there is a.•very- distinct danger,- a very real danger, ' ' • 
that young people would enter marriage without the cerlse of 
commitment that-  I have referred to, withthe:attitudc• that,' 
well, if it does not come off, if they ft not Get on together, 
they can wait two years and &et a divorce. That is a social 
point of view and I will not have anything further to soy 
about the merits of the matter. 'What I dislike about the 
manner in which an attempt is being made to-change a funds-
mental _law, is the fact that, only five months ago', or five 
years ago, or two or;  three years ago, five months cQ:o, there 
was a gr:neral .election held in Gibraltar. And whereas in 
1976 on: of the candidates, Mr Ellul, had himself mode of 
divorce an issue at that election, that was not the occasion 
this time, even Mr•Ellul himself played down to some extent 
his commitment to reform of the divorce laws coopared to the 
stand he had taken in 1976. Neither in 1976 nor in 
19:30 die Ellul obtain substantial support from the elec-
t)iate. If he7lad'been returned to this House I would have 
said that Mr Ellul'had a mandate to brine. such a motion but 
the Honourable Mr Bosseno is in a different category alto-
gether because the Honourable Mr Hossano did not in 1976 or 
1980 include the question of reforming the divorce laws in 
his election platform or manifesto as is the word more 
currently used. in British politics rather than in American- 
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politics: In 1976 Mr Bossano's Party did not support Mr 
Ellulaand I think it is a nitynthat Yr Bossenb Has not told a. 
us in his short introductory address why his Party did not 
include the issue of divorce it .its .electoral manifesto; why 
they did. not as indivi-dual candidates have anything to say in. 
the articles which apnea-red under their names in the press, ; 
why in their addressee oyer television they had nothing to 
say about divorce and why,  they did not go around the streets 
of Gibraltar' clamouring for a reform in the divdnce laws., I 
think it is a pity, Mr Speaker, that the Honourable :over has 
not answered these points to the House and .perhaps when.he 
exercises his Tight to reply he might have an opportunity:to 
do so. Again I wonder, Mr Speaker, I really. do wonder, 
whether the Honourable Member would.have obtained: 4,900 votes 
If. the issue of divorce had been included in his manifesto. 
I' am not a betting man, my guess is that he would not. And 
perhaps that is why it was net included in the electoral 
manifesto. I notice, Mr Speaker, from the• issue of the 
Gibraltar Chronicle of Monday that in a report on the.Hishop's 
PaStorel letter, a- paragraph which may have escaped the atten-
tion of. some Members of the House and of the public referring 
to the reform motion being introduced by Mr Bossano, and going 
cri:to say:. "At the Party's annual Assembly last March, Mr ' 
Joseph BaidaChino said; "It was wrong to condemn people who . 
found'their marriage had broken up, to a life of inhapniness. 
'he .existence of broken marriages", he went on-to say, "is a • 
matter te be regrettedbut it cannot be prevented by forcing 
these who are unableib make a aucceas of their marriage to 
stay toc-etherain theTeYes of the law rather than giving them 
the eppeTtunity-to find .happiness elsewhere:. From this 
short paragraph'ene:Others: that the issue of, divorce was • 
raised at the FartyASSembly of the Honourable Member's 
Petty. in March, MraSpeaker. What amity that Mr Baldachino 
era whoever-raised theamatter,•did not bring the issue at the.  
Party Assembly held. in late January to select candidates for 
the general election to be held on the 6th of February. That 
would have bean a very honest step to adopt. The issue should' 
have been posed there with a view to including it in the.mani-
festo and it is not in this manifesto but what there. is in 
this manifesto;  Mr Speaker, in paragraph 9, 'in Spanish, is 
something about "apertura democratica", which I translate as 
open democrady. With the leave of the House and your leave, 
Mr Speaker; I want to translate into -English that particular • 
Paragraph and if I do not do so accurately enough perhaps'the- .  
Honourable Mover might chip in and correct my translation.. 
"There is a need to democratise the system by which Govern-
ment takes decisions in order that it might be known more 
deeply that the reasons for these decisions Should be known 
more deeply or more fundamentally. And there is a need for 
these sectors of the comalnity which are .effected by one 
decision or another to partinipate in thia process." I hope 
I have translated that fairly accurate; This is what the 
issue is all about. This-iS.why I an voting against the 
motion be,tnnRp_I-do not think that thoselaudableaseptiments. 
as to an open system of Government Of which the EonOurable 
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Mover is the apostle, those sentimeats anc those nrinciples 
have Lea been abided by the Hanourahle T: over or-ly his Pi.rty 
in presenting this motion to the Mouse. I do no'. L.:;,y, • 
Speaker, that as elected Members we do not have a guty-  to 
consider'. in. between one-general election and another and to 
debate i:n.this'House and consider seriously issues of great. 
public interest as and when they arise, we have a duty. to do 
that. 1970, undertheadiainistration of the Honurable 
Major Pelisa, a very fundamental step.,was taken regaraing 
national.service even - though th;:t had not been an -.issue in 
the 1969 elections. Eutthere. must be clear evidence that 
it l's an issue and I. refuse to believe that in a Gibraltar 
in which people are.so•politically aware and'where people 
are so ready to put pen to paper we have seen with Parson's 
Lodge,•with a controversy' over recreational areas being nut 
aside for coach parking, I refuse to believe that in the 
same way as people feel so strongly about these issues and' 
organise themselves and rush to put pen to paner and'sond. 
letters to our newspapers, that the .same thin- would not 
have happened with divorce if there was a real feeling within 
the commanidy and a. strong point of view that it was urgent 
that the divorce laws should be changed. Against the back-
gronnd.of such agitation I think the House would have a duty. 
to debate the matter but I do not think that these.  condi- •. 
tions have been met id this case. • I understand; Mr Speaker, . 
thdt on the. soundings that have been carried out, the like-a 
lihood is that the' motion as it stands.will get a small • 
majority of 8 to.6 and I want to question, Mr Speaker, 
whether 14 elected Members of the-House have a right to 
decide as a matter. of eonscience,without having sought a 
mandate from the electorate five months/ago, have a right ' 
to decide without an attempt being made to testi to verify, 
to assess what does the rest-  of the community feel about it. 
Fourteen individuals voting in keeping with their conscience 
have a Tight to. tell. 25,000'individuals.for the majorityof 
whom diVorce may also be a matter of:conscience how they 
should behave without obtaining the views of those people. 
I do not think that that is the case. I do not think that, 
although we have a duty to give leadership because we have' 
the opportunity to give such.leadership five months ago, I 
do not think that we have a right to do that. Today it is 
divorce, tomorrow what .is it going to be? 'Could it be that 
someone is going to be elected to this Moose on a very 
moderate manifesto and then because secretly he is a 
staunch believer of the liberalisation of the laws on 
abortion he is going to introduce a motion in the House at• 
five Gays' notice and perhaps get a majority? I.don't 
think, Yr Speaker, that that is democracy, that that is • 
goolGovernment. I do'not think that that is the Eritish 
approach to politics and I think that '„hat it does is to 
•seriously undermine the principles of democratic elected. 
representation. It 'had not occurred to' me, Yr Speaker, in 
fact, that there is' only a need for five days', notice to be 
given'ecausa in. fact, the Honourable Member gave greater.. 
notice. Notice was given on the 1st of July so let -us say 
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we had a fortnight and because of that it had not occurred 
tome that in fact it is only five- days notice that needs 
to be eiwen. I want tr underline that it is because. of the 
mar. erin- which the Honourable Member has gone about it that 
I feel at this stage.that I cannot support his motion. If a 
general election were to be held and the matter Was made an 
issue at that election and a Member who had come out clearly 
in support of a reforn :In the divorce laws were to more a 
motion here then, perhapp, I *might adopt a different point 
of view and I might actually debate the merits of the issue. 
But there is, I think, Yr Speaker, a need to test the views 
of the electorate: on this matter and perhaps.that can be done 
without necessarily having to wait for as futur: general. elec-
tion, I think an attempt can be Made to put hhe matter to the 
test and to see what is the evidence one way or the othem. 
Apart from the numerous letters that have .appeared in the 
Press on this matter, Mr Sneaker, the statements that have 
been issued, I am sure that a number •of•Members'must have • 
received letters from the general public. I.have received 
a letter myself from a very prominent citizen who because 
of the position that he occupies in-the community is not 
able to write on,these matters to the press but I think it 
is only fair that I should acquaint this HoUse with the 
stand that this prominent citizen takes and his views 
happen to'ooincide-with mine to a very great extent. . He 
says::"I also helieve that the method which has been adopted 
in order to raise this matter is wrong. Thia -is clearly a 
highly controversial issue on which people feel strongly and 
it cannot in -my view be right that a- motion with such. far-. 
reaching social. consequences should be decided upon on•five • 
.days' notice - as• I-said before in this case- of course more 
notice.was given - and without.the proper opportunity for . 
-members of .the public to express their. views and' for Hon 
Members to consider these and to study all- the complex 
implications. There has.been talk of a poSsihle referendum 
as well as suggestions thet the matter should be made an • 
issue at the next general election". May I intervene here 
myself to say what my own view is about the question of a 
referendum. I think that if a referendum is to be held on 
a fundamental issue there is a need also to. tell the elec-
torate beforehand that such a refer andum is going to he 
held. and this is what the Labour Party did during the 1974 
general election in the United Kingdom. They told the 
electoaste that if they were returned to Government they 
would eut to the' test through a referendum- the issue of 
whether Britain should continue in the ESC or not Notice 
they were net elected and decided 6 months later to hold a 
referendum, they actually told the elecnrate they would do 

.that and I would commend that approach taken by .a Panty . 
which I know the Honourable Member supports wholeheartedly 
and a Party the right wing of which I support whole-
heartedly as. well. I would commend that approach to him. 
That is-what I feel about holding a referendum. of this 
issue that I think there is a need to tell the electorate 
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again beforehand that such a step is goine to be eken. I 
continue with the letter. Referrine to the Lencrel election 
the wry ter goes on to say: "The latter secee to ee to bc the 
most reasonable and democratic way of proceed m" Ee then 
suggests "that the motion should be amended in order to pro-
vide that the question of amending the civorce law should be 
referred to a Select Committee - of the Mouse which would be 
charged with the task of assessing the weight of informed . 
public opinion on the question and reporting back to the 
House. Such a procedure, if agreed, would enable the major 
social and religious implicbtionsof this issue to'be con-
sidered with.the time- and .attention they deserve. It would 
also enable the public to express their views directly to 
Honourable .,:embers.• Because- there is no mandate it seems 'to 
me that they have a democratic rich; do this ena that they 
should not be deprived of that right". And the concluding 
paragraph. "I am confident that•because Gibraltar is an, 

'essentially and fully democratic society, the above sueges-
tions will- receive the most cereful-and favoaralle considora--
tion. The deliberations of the Select Committee wcali.enable 
HonOuaable Members to formulate .a policy based on their own 
jadgament but also on the mature consideration of reasoned 
argumeeta and views presented by all those who are concerned. 
.about this matter, Whether for or against". Mr Sneaker; I 
am not .going to move en amendment to the motj:on to provide 
either for. a referendum or to provide for the 'matter to be 
put tea Select Committee and I am not doing that because I 
amagainst the motion and I co not wish . to Live the 
pression that because it-appears that the motion Nicaild other-
wise carry a -majority that I who am againtt the motion am 
attempting -to pre-empt the vote being tekenain this gonner,  
but hope that the views that I have expressed will ..aril 
the serious consideration of-Members generally-and in sarti- 

 of-thOse who 'have not participated-in. the debate end 
if I have succeeded in convincing perhaps any of those who 
were going to vote in favour of the -motion -that an ca t, 
perhaps, referring the matter tea Select Committee should be 
put to the motion, I would find myself able to support such 
an amendment and as I say I really hope, having regard to 
the views that I have expressed and to the manner in 'which I 
have put those views across, I very much hope tht Honourable
MenThetzs will; think deeply about these issues and I would be ' 
very hapey if I have succeeded in convincing any of thoae 
who would support the motion that perhaps an azendment is 
warranted. ' • 

HON A T OOTLO: . 
• 

ti. Speaker, I have known Er Bossano for a good number of 
years and I must say that today is the first tine thataI am 
almost completely in agreement with him; from which you will 
gather that I will be voting for the motion as it stands and 
and at the same time I realise I have probably signed away' 
1,000 votes myself. There are two. important things, 
Speaker, we must not 'lose sight of. , Cne is that we already 
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have divorce in Gibraltar and the church does not accept - 
that. Fair enouLh, that is'how it should be, and the other 
thin:: that we runt not forret is that we are a multi-' 
relit icu society. 7n my ad.dress on television when I, stood 
for election I thanked the Lord thht we"were a demi/cracyand 
that we did have a vote by secret ballot-So that once.we•were • 
elected you were a servantaf the public'and•you never knew, 
you could never possibly know how people had voted. Just • 
after the election*results were- announced'I was stoppedrand 
convratulated on having been elected by so many people who • • 
said that they had voted for me that at one point I began to 
wonder how Sir Joshua had topped the poll again and not my • 
self and the truth of the matter'is that I was stopped and 
congratulated by members of the different religious persua-
sions in Gibraltar. I have no wish for a confrontation with 
the church but 'similarly I do not wish to hide. behind the. 
skirts of Holy Mother the Church and if in this House we are • 
not going to take decisions on controversial matters precisely- .  
'because they are controversial, I don't know what we are 
- Moir here. I don't think that is why we were voted in. 'One 
t;ning'which is established' Pritish law is divorce between 
'Church and State and I think :that is how it 'should be, so 
there we have another case Of divorce which we accept and we • 
have ira Gibraltar. I do not want to get'into a theologiCal 
argument because I am not theologian but purely from* a; lay-
man's point. of view, it appears to me that the CatholIC • 
Charch to WhiCh'I belong, allows its faithful to' correct any 
-mistake that they make with the exception of one, and that 
riaa Mistaken 'marriage. We have casee of peop2A in holy 
.orders:Who .after a--n'umbe of years eat se that their voca-.-
'tion wasn't as strong as it was when in their youthful 
exuberance. they decided to take vows.which are'binding for-. 

.The church in::its wisdom in this case allows these 
persons to. leave.theorder and to marry and I think that is . 
'an eaiEhtened- approach. Paradoxically the church complains 
.that there are too Many .young people living together who are 
not married. 

MR•SPR: 

May I bring to the notice of the Hon Member holding the 
floor that We are. not talking other than as to whether the' • 
law of divorce should 'or should not be changed. We are not 
debating the merits of the church's stand on the issue of 
divorce. We must not depart from the subject of the motion. : 

HON ,A T LODDO: 

Thankyou,' Yr Speaker, as' T was saying; if I may finish the 
last sentenCe, it isfrowned upon but at the sane.tfme if 
they marry then they can never get divorced.. On the 41.1es-
_ti6n of the, stability of the family Which has been brought 
up; I agree but let us not forget that the Jewish people 
have 'Probably a. stable'family system as' good or better than 
anybody else anu they have divorce and they have gone throUgh  

persecution and torture as we all know. This happy, stable 
family can only be in a happyfumily. If you have an un-
happy family, an unhaPpy situation, quarrels, beat:ngs, 
drunkenies, you cannot hove a happy stable family and I 
would sej onesplits the family into two happy units 
rather than have'one.unhappy family. Again the ideathat 
becapte the. law would be widened there would be .a and .panic 
rush•for people to gat:divorced, I think that is pure con-
jacture. The only people who would rush to get divorced 
are those who are already doomed to separation. ry all 
means the church should condemn divorce and should dissuade. 
people against it and they should eacourare'reconciliation 
but by the same token they should also show compassion and 
tolerance and hdmanity and humility.h It has been suggested 
that-this question of divorce 'should be put to a referendum. 
I, personally, am opposed to this. A referendum, as the . • 
Labour Party promised in the case of entering into the EEO, 
is quite acceptable. That.would have been something which 
would have affected everybody. This is somethinghich 1 ' 
might affect everybody'but I doubt that. everybody in • 
Gibraltar will want.  to get divorced. This is like the law 
of duty free. Just because you are entitled to take a 
bottle of whisky and a bottle of Wine and 200 cigarettes, 
if you are a non-drinker and a non-smoker you will not' 
avail yourself.of,the duty free. 'As I said, I am in almost ' 
in complete agreement with-Mr Bossano, but the only thing, 
Possibly, where he has slipped up is that he has only given 
14 days notice to the Government. 

MR SP:AKER: 

Notice of motions are not given to Government they are sent 
to the Clerk of the House who submits them to the Speaker. 

HON A T LODDO: 

I beg your pardon. I stand corrected. Possibly,"iP he had.  
said that he would' be raising this in Octo-ca-r it would have 
givan.more time for us to gauge public reaction but. it has 
not happened, we have rot it here and we ore faced with it. 
As it stands, as I said, I will be voting for it. I did • 
say* at some earlier stage that there are things that 
separated an honest man from a fraud and to me if you are 
vote oxtching you are a fraud. I have given away 1,000 
votes today, I think, and I think I can be called anything 
but a fraud. So, Yr Speaker, as the motion stands I will 
be voting in favour. 

HON J B MEZ: 

Mr Speaker, Sir, .I would like to begin my contribution on 
this motion by making a comment on the contribution which' • 
was made by the. Honourable the Leader of the Opposition. 
I think it was unfair for the Leader of the Oppesition%to_ 
attribute to Mr Bossano.the intention that he was asking 
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the House to vote in favcun of the motion on the basis that 
he wanted diVorce laws to be changed on mutual consent - I 
think, :tr Seeeeer, that that was net, in fact, what was said 
by the Honourable Mover of the motion. I made a very care-
ful note of two of the things which Mr Bossano seid. The'. 
first one was when he said: "I am asking the House to 
recognie tha inadequacy of our present law and not the'. 
degree of reform",--and he went on to say at the end of his 
contribution that whet he was asking the House to do was to 
consider taking a second look at the prese'71t state of the 
Matrimonial Causes Ordinance. Having said that, Mr Speaker, 
I have asked myself the question; what is it that.we are 
being asked to. vote for in this motion? Clearly, we are not 
being asked to vote on the principle of divorce, whether we 
agree with divorce or whether we don't, and I say so, Mr 
Speaker, for one simple reason, that divorce is recognised 
within our legislation. The only thing is that divorce is 
only available in the case of a wife to petition on the 
husband's, adultery or the unnatural. offences such as rape, 
sodomy and bestiality, whilst in the case of a husband 
petitioning for divorce against the wife, our laws only • 
permits him to petition for divorce on the.  grounds. of 
adultery. So, Mr Speaker, what is the Hon Mr BosSano asking 
us to consider and what is he asking. us to vote in favour 
of? I think it is convenient at this stage to consider very 
carefully the actual wording of the. motion before the House. 
First of all let me say that I do not agree with the Word 
"urgent".  being in the rotdon• for one simple.  reason. . either 
we agree there is a neec to amend our laws or we agree that 
there is rrc need-to aeand .our laws. I fail to see why 
the word "ergent" has been inserted there. Having'said 
that, Mr Speaker, I think I ought to give my own personal 
views on the question of divorce, on the question of 
tossible•aeendment to the Matrimonial Causes Ordinance. 
let me say straight away, Mr Soehker, that. I see no moral 
or logical or any justification fce.,  cot including desertion 
and cruelty as a ground for divorce in our Matrimonial 
Causes Ordinance. In my view, I -do not see the difference 
between a woman, for example, who is beaten up continuously 
by her husband who• comes in at night., beats up the • 
wire and beats Ira the children, and this has been going on 
for yeers„ and she cannot petitien for.  divorce, she has to .  
tat up•with the husband, and the case where, if that man 

• were to be caught out by the• wife-  for committing 'adultery 
on one isolated occasion, on one fling.then that. woman is 
entitled to eetition for diVorce. To me it is an absurd 
situction. I go even further. I also •mention the 
case of desertion which I do not think has been mentioned, 
by the Honour ale Mover, Let us take,. Mr Speaker, for • 
exaeple, of a husband who deserts els wife aed-his children 
and leaves dibraltar. The wife doesn't know wnere the 
husband is and he-  hes been away fcr 5 Or 10.ye„ars, That 
me7r.an cannot n,titicn for divoree either•and that woman 
nay have young children, that womal'i nay be in love with 
another man. Th9t, in my vicar, Mr Speaker, is unjustifi-
able, in other words, I - do not see any difference.-between a  

woman petitioning for divorce on the ..r.ounds of adultery and 
for not including desertion and cruelty. 7:ith thet, I serec, 
entirelY end there is no eoebt in ay nire'l if 1 ct.n . 
back to the- wording o the motion. The: ic one.ec2ect of 
it whip: I cannot agree to and the t is the second pert after 
it says: an urgent need to.amend the D.trironial Causes 
Ordinance", with which I ai'rte' for the reesens ha stated 
but the motion also says; "to bring the law in Gibraltar 
closer into line with that of the United Kingdom". view, 
Mr Speakere is that it is unfortunate that the Mover chose 
those words in this moticn and I ca y so for one sir.ple 
• neason. That in the United Kingdom they have moved away, 
in my view,• from the matrimonial offence. It is not 
question of guilt, is the husband et fault, is the wife et 
fault? In England there is only one.,around for divorce and 
that is to show irretrievable breakdown of the marriage and 
that is the only ground and there are several ways in which 
the .Courts must be satisfied that the marraige has broken • a 
dawn irretrievably..- But if that is the a,,se, then in ny own 
conscience, Mr Speaker, I feel I rust agree with the ecanente 
that my Honourable Friend, Mr Canepa, me de to this House 
because if we are being asked to vote in favour, let us say, 
ad a reform to bring it in line with the United KnEdoe, in 
my view that is a major reform which we are being :asked and. 
as-  my :Ion Friend on my right said, nobody has c mandate on 
this, whether we are entitled to'heve a major urheeval of 
the Matrimonial Causes Ordinance. Having soi:i that, Mr 
Speaker, let me add that .although 6f.. - I rec entire1y.with. the 
spirit behind the motion-  because do not arree with Mr,  
Isola's interpretation of the Mover's .motion, nevertheless 
I cannot go with the actual wording of the. motion. My e 
reservations are twofold. One is, to .whet extent are we 
being asked to change the laws? Mr HossenCseid that her is 
not asking us to actually say shat we would prefer,what 
changes we want. I don't think I can go along with that, I t  
think one cannot just say; "Yes, we agree to look at it'', 
and not look at the reform, we must look at both things 
together. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, surely the Hon Member will arree that the 
passing of the motion leaves the divorce laws totally un-
chanEed at this stage, all it produces is a*comeiteent on 
the past of the House to change it and consequently it 
would be when the amending legislation was brought to the 
House, which. presumably would be after a lot of consulta-
tion amongst all Members, that the specific measures weuld 
have to be introduced. At this stage we hre not amending 
the divorce laws,, the motion doesn't amend the law at all,  
all it does is it produces a committent to do so.. 
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HON J B PEREZ: 

I am glad for the comments of the Hon Member, Mr Speaker, 
because the amendment which I will subsequently be moving to 
this motion T. think will cover adequately precisely what he 
has just said-. Coming back tothe point I was making on the 
question of reform, let us assume that the present 'Motion 
before the House as it stands is passed by a majority- of .say 
eight to six which is my-forecast, what Can the GOvernmen:edo 
• After that, where you may have the Situatidn whereby-within 

the Government we don't agree on the actual reform? I have.. 
stated my position quite clearly, I would like to see deser-

.ticn ass ground and cruelty, there is no doubt about that' in 
my mind but I would be - even prepared to consider any other 
_possible grounds that anybody else may want to put forward 
but I can see a severeproblem within the Government in which 
we won't be able to agree. Somebody may say; "I don't agree 
with desertion" and another one may say; agree with. cruelty", 
and somebody else may say, like Mr Isola would probably say; . 
"I don't agree with anything". The point I.ani trying. to make 
is, that the motion as it stands and, in my own mind wanting.to 
see a reform - of the' Matrimonial Causes Ordinance. I do not 
see any Point in having this motion passed because I don't: 
think it will aChieve anything in practice'because it would 
be an impossibility to present a Billnto the House. What 
• does one do',- look at. the grounds or go towardt-as the Motion' 
asks 'in closer line. with the United Kingdom'i that'is n  doing, 
.aWay'with.- the Matrimenial offence and just having one Rround? 
Zt ft. a very real and practical problem if this potion is 
!paesed on this basiPand that, is why I Wnll subsequently, as 
:11:maic4;be -PrOlDosi4gh amendment to it whiCh I hope .the Hon • 
.;:Mover and' other jaeMbers of the House will be .able. to SuppOrt. 
"My second reservatie*On the motion, Mr Speaker, is the one 
inentioned'by the Hn4r Canepa on the question of a mandate 
because it is my,,viewthat if one wanted to change our 
Matrimonial CaUses•brdinance and bring it in line with the 
lawS in the United Kingdom,- we would not be 'entitled to do 
that.. So I feel, Mr Speaker; there are three ways• of 
tackling this problem, three alternative ways. The first one' 
would be to propose that a referendum be held now but I think, 
Mr Speaker, that that begs the question, a referendum for what? 
What are the people going to be asked in a referendum'r. To vote 
in favour of including desertion and cruelty? To vote in 
favour of just having desertion? To vote:in'favour Of bust 
haVing cruelty?' To vote in favour of bringing our legisla-
tion in line with the United Kingdom? I can see tremendous 
problems• of having or proposing e referendum at this stage 
today. The second solution could be to say; "Well, we have 
no mandate whatsoever to bring any reforms whatsbever, let 
it be an election issue at the next General Election whenever -
they will be". I cannot go along with that, hr Speaker, 
because I would like. to see our Matrimonial Causes changed to 
include desertion and cruelty so. I would not 'support that. 
My - third alternative, which is the afte I wili.propose to the 
House is that we set, up a Select Committee of the' House to 
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look at,the need, if any, to amend the Matrimonial Causes 
Ordinance. I think, Mr Speaker, that that would be the most 
dignified and the best way'out for the House to proceed in 
this matter-. By - forming a. Select Committee to consider the 
need, ff..an, I think it could be supported by people like 
myself whe are,in -favour of a change in the Matrimonial 
Ceases Ordinance, it could be supported by Membert who share 
the view of Mr Cenepa who feels we have.. no political mandate4. 
that can be considered as *ell, and it 'can also be supported 
by people like Mr Isola who are not in favour because Mr • 
Isola did say thathe had an open mind., • • 

MR SPEAKER: 

I.think he corrected himself. 

HON J B PEREZ: 

The point is, Mr Speaker, that I think that the Select . 
Committee would be composed of Members of the House, it 
would go in depth into the actual Ordinance, into the actual 
lay, it would consult people, it would consult representative . 
bodies, it'would Consult theChurch, it would consult Trade 
Unions, get the view ofe cross-section of the community, 
.look.at' whether it is advisable to include desertion, cruelty: 
or any other grounds, look at the possibility of the United • 
Kingdom law being applied here,and'at the same time the 
Select Committee could consider. the three ways of going about 
it, that is, bring a Bill to the House, (2) having a referen-
dum after *ehave-  identified what should be done, what we 
think is right to be done and I think that would be the best 
way. So, Mr Speaker, I therefore propose an amendment to 
thennotion, and the amendment, Mr Speaker, would be; "To 
delete all the words appearing after the word 'considers' in 
the first line thereof and the substitution thereof by the 
following words:',"-that a, Select Committee of the.House should . 
be appointectto inquire as to the need,-if any, to amend the 
Matrimonial Causes Ordinance". I move accordingly.. 

Mr Sneaker proposed the. question in the terms of the Hon J B 
Perez's amendment. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, I cannot support the amendment. of the Hon MeMber. 
I cannot because in fact I have no dolibtebatt need ael Idon't 
think we need a Select Committee to establish if there is any 
need because, in fact, if that were the case I wouldn't have 
said there was an urgent need to reform the law nor does the 
Hon.  Mover of the amendment himself have any doubt that there 
is a need because het fully committed to extending,the grounds 
for divorce. to-things.like cruelty and desertion. I take the 
point that he was making about where does one go from passing 
a motion that the subject is that there is a need to reform 
the law, what is the,next step? And the next step, as far as 
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I am Concerned, would be quite acceptable that there should 
be a Select Committee in view of the fact that this is a very 
personal issue where within the parties there are different 
points or view, it would be clearly better to have a cross-,  
party body to try and obtain a view as tort° what extent the . 
need that there is to update our legislation has got to be 
met,:to establish the degree of the need, this I would accept 
would be a matter of follow-up. Having decided that we need• 
to have a lOok.at our law and to reform it, then the degree 
• of the reform can be the.subject of the Select Committee and 
• then that Select Committee after taking everybody's views 
into consideration can come up with a recommendation as to 
what extent the law should be reformed but I. would not accept 
that the Select Committee within its terms of reference should 
have to decide, basically, whether the law as is is now is 
perfectly satisfactory or not because I am totally convinced 
that the law as it stands now is not perfectly satisfactory 
and that that it is so patently obvious that one doesn't need 
a Select Committee to decide that point.. The point, of eourse, 
is that if the Hon Mover of the amendment says that the Hon and 
Learned Leader of the Opposition would be able to support that 
amendment because he would be able to go along with the "if any" 
qualification on the assumption that there is not any need to 
reform the law, that is, that.the law is satisfactory, but in 
fact the Hon Yember's.opposition tedivorce must oZ necessity 
include existing divorce so he should want to amend it in the 
opposite direction. He is completely con-zinced as well .that 
there is a need for reform as. Lam, the only thing is that he. 
wants to reform. it :back and .I want to reform it. ..forwards-. So 
• I don't thimk. we meed.to have-the words:".if-any': there. at all. 
.Wehave,all-agreedin thisHonse, even those whoeppese . 
divorce on fundamental grounds.that'there is a need for-it, 
though those who eppose:it on fundamental. grounds would 
obviously wish-to:abide by.the teachings of the Church in ,n 
this matter., that it is .a sacred.. institution and an unbreak-
able bond and an unbreakable bond is an unbreakable bond, 
there is no way of compromising with thatYpOint of view and 
I respect entirely the point of view of the people who 
believe like that themselves for themselves. What'I believe 
they don't have the right to tell me is that my marriage is 
an unbreakable bond, that I don't believe and I don't 
believe that even 99.9% of the electorate  

MR SPEAKER:.  

No, that you will be able to say when you reply to the motion. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Well, Mr Speaker, I am making that reference because, in.fact, 
. the Hon Member said, in mowing the amendment, that one of the 
things that the Select Committee could look at would be.the 
question of a referendum. 
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MR SPEAKER: 

He said that on the general motion. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Yes, but in moving the amendment he said that it could be 
decided whether the findings of the Select Committee could 
be put to referendum or not be put .to referendum. 

MR SPEAKER: 

Precisely, but let us not discuss what the findings are going 
to be. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

No, I am discussing the principles of the referendum in a 
matter like this which I think'in terms of Practical legisla-
tion T would go entirely along with- the idea of a Select 
Committee or the House to make proposals in an area where.  
technicall.y I think other Members of the HoUse are better 
qualified than I am. My view is a very simple one and a very' 
simpliatic one which perhaps cannot be codified in law 
effective:1 y I think that people shoUld live .togeLher 
because tl..ey want to live together and not because the 
-majority of the community thinks they should, it is as simple 

that,,and I think.that. a stable, happy, married•life• is-
75esed on the exercise of free will and not. on. coercion by 
anybody. else and I. cannot.. go alongWith_the: idea. that a' 
Select Committee shouldtry and establiskWhethera need 
exidtsernot-becatse I'em'canvitcedthat.there..is a need 
the only thing is - that I acCept•that the.degree to *1-4c..4h 
that need may be met. may.not be.a view held.by everybody' to. 
the same extent that it is by me and that it is better to 
get half a cake than none and consequently i am prepared to 
make compromises in the exercise of how we .feel about meeting 
that need. I would support an amendment on those lines, Mr 
Speaker. 

HON J B PEREZ: 

Doe;: he not realise, Mr Speaker, that he himself could be a 
Member of the Select Committee and make his own views known? 

MR SPEAMR.: 

That is pre-judging the issue and, anyway, you will have the 
right to reply. 

NON J BOSSANO: 

Presumably if there is a Select Committee the.  House will 
decide who goes into it and I would presumably be asked. in 
view ofthe fact that the matter has been brought to the 
House by me, Mr Speaker, but what I am saying is that as a 
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way of changing the decision, in principle, to reform the 
law-Into a practical pragmatic step to carry that decision 
out:;- I would say th..t then there should be. a Select Committee, 
perhaps, an addition to the motion, not a total replacement of 
the notion, that went on to say that it considers :1- atthere. 
is-a need to reform the Matrimonial. Causeu Ordinance to bring 
the law closer into line with the United kingdom and that a 
Select Committee should be setup to investigate hew best this' 

.need can be met, or words to that effect, I•• would accept that, 
that was something that we do if we are agreed-that.We need to 
do what the motion said we need to'do but I cannot accept that 
the decision basically that I am asking the House to make its 
mind up on should be instead devOlved onto a Select;ComMittee. 
It seems to me the amendment to the motion effectively•says 
that it should be.the Select Committee that takes the decision-.  
in principle •on• the motion that I am asking Members of the • 
House to take•because if we vote that there is a need, we have 
decided'that there is a need by a majority in this,House_ and 
then we can select Members of'the House who should look in 
depth at the matter. to establish just how great that need is. 
and to what extent-it oan:be fulfilled but I would not accept. 
that we should set up a Select Committee to tell us whether 
there is. a need or not particularly when there is such a 
close balance.and the balance in that Select Committee might. . 
be a different one from the balance in the House. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

May I_ ask the Hon Member whether he wishes to speak on the 
amendment or on the 

, • .••.". • • 
HON MAJOR F.J DELLIPIANI: 

• . . . 
I,wishto speak on the'amendment. Mr Speaker, the Hon'Mr 
BOaseno is onlat•eaSY wicket when he talks about divorce 
because as we all Well,.1:nowand I respect his views,..heI.s 
an-  atheist. -1-am a -Catholic and I have to think. of my 
Catholic teachings.but at the same time respect the views 
of others.. It is far more difficult for me in my mind to. 
divorce myself ffom my catholic-teaching and the beliefs • 
and wishes of other- people. Divorce exists in Gibraltar, 
whether it is the right kind .of divorce or •not, it is a 
fact of life,.divorce does exist in Gibraltar, but we are 
talking.  here of the need to see whether these grounds for 
divorce should be.reformed or should stay the same. The 
Bon- Mr Bossano claims. that he sees the need al.L.,eady,.he 
did not see that need in February or in 1976, the need has 
suddenly materialised in July and to me that'.is a oontradic-
tion in terms. I see that there is a need to change the. 
divorce laws even though I am a catholic and I would abide 
by the teachings of my Teligien. I. do see that there is-a.  
need. to inquire whether:the divorce laws should be changed 
and I will support. the amendment. It is a fundamental 
issue, it is not an ordinary law. about which people do not. 
feel.strongly. Re are living in a catholic majority .even 
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though our Chief Minister is Jewish, and we must respect the 
wishes Cf,the majority of the peopae and we do not know what 
the wisheS of the majority of the people are on this issue 
and we must sound that majority view. We Cannot do it by the 
original motion-as-presented by the Hon Mr';Bossano because he 
should-have taken it as a matter of policy in his manifesto, 
he should have said•it in his eleCtoral address over tele-
vision or by radio. I haVe never heard 'it or seen it written; 
I think he mentioned it somewhere iri Varyl Begg because some-
body aske'd a question. On this question of diVorce I cannot 
ignore the fact that'there are a lot of people suffering; I • 
know that there are people suffering but what I am saying'ls 
we must sound the opinion of the people of Gibraltar as a 
whole. ,We were not given a mandate to create this urgency 
over the divorce laws at this very mOment... 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Purely speaking on the amendment, I think there should be.a 
much more cordial relationship between the Hon Mr Bossano 
and.. myself and I think he ought to come arid see me before he 
puts a motion because he seems to be a very•unfertunate man, 
every time he puts a motion down there is an amendment that 
deletes everything that follows the•word 'considers' and I 
feel he' mast be labouring under'sense of grievance on this 
especially today when the forecasters speaking in the House 
have been saying that his motion is going to be passed eight 
to six.and then he is suddently told just at the last minute 
that there is going to be a little amendment and victory is 
taken away from his grasp. I'do feel a lot for him especially 
after the very spirited support he got from my Hon'Colleague 
on my "right who- will' now be disciplined, -I hope. Mr Speaker, 
I did not agree with a lot that the Hon and Learned Mr Perez 
said but I cannot answer him now.• I will only say'that I • 
notice that in his intervention on the amendment the Hon Mr 
Bossano did seem - to pursue!tda'point of divorce by 'mutual 
consent because really - that it -the-logical conclusion to the 
divorce prOcedures as they have developed in the civilised.  
countries. Therefore because of the insertion of the words 
"if eny" in the amendment, I feel I can support this amend-
ment. so long as the.ambit of the inquiry is to the extent 
and in the way.that the Hon Mover has suggested. In other . 
words, sound any opinion that wishes to be sounded and let 
the Select Committee do its work. Let me assure the Bon Mr 
Bossano :;hat if the forecasters are right in the majority in 
this House of eight to six and we may never know it, but.if 
they are right, I certainly would consider it right and 
proper that the pro-divorce protagonists should have a 
majority on the Select Committee; obviously. I would not 
like to see a Select Committee composed of Members that.do 
not reflect the attitudes that have been reflected in this 
House. I agree thiais much less than what-the Bon Member 
was asking the- House to decide because if the Hon Member's 
motion is passed I suppose there is a commitment in the . 
House to change the laW.. How or in what way no one is quite 
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clear and I agree with what he says, but on the other hand I 
think that the .Hon and Learned Mover's amendment, after a 
speech in which I feel that I was unfairly dealt with by•him 
but nevertheless the Hon and Learned Mover's suggested amend- 

I think does provide a way in which all the conflicting 
views that have been put' and will be put later on in the de-.- 
bate  on this subject of divorce, can be brought together, • 
can start the procedure of democratic inquirz.and let us see. 
what that brings. Mr Speaker, despite my views on this 
subject, I do feel I am able to vote for that amendment. • I,  
hope the. fact that I am able to.vote,for that amendment will • 
not make others say then this is .the amendment that must not... 
go in. I do say that I am able-to vote for this amendment 
because it.does••seemeto want to'start off a responsible 
inquiry by a Select Committee,  of the House into the matters 
raised in the motion. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, I want. to speak very br..efly on the amendment • 
because it seemsato me that we might find ourselves, if some 
kind of amendment is not parried, in an impasse. I did not 
want to hide behind the difficulties I. am going to mention •e 
now in.oeder not to, give support.-to the original motion in 
general terMs as -I alid because I feel that the-matter should 
be looked• .into and that there is need for an element,of-
amendment to the divorce laws, of that. I have .npaloubt in my. 
mind .and in my-.Own conscience.. .But.. it-seems to me, as.Leader, 
of the.House„. that ,if,the,motion were Tassedejust es e 
andanothing:elte, we:might find ourselvesein.a stateof•slis-
pended .animatidnbecauseethe Government would note and 'I may 
have.•toetake.adViee on this, be able..to bring forward any 
draft Bill- unless it were onewithall.sorts•of options for. • 
the House =and it•would - perhaps,require thenethe.apPointment 
of a -Select•Committee•todecide what was decidedaif the. amend-
meat is carried out as it is now because it really gives no,. 
directive of the kind of thing that the House is asked to do. • 

MR. SPEAKER: 

The motion as it stands now would only express an opinion. 

HON CHIEF :MINISTER: 

That is right, but then if motions are meant to' have more 
effect .than those of the United Nations, we would hops that 
that should be seen in more active application of thorn. I 
do not want if the motion is passed as it is •that•the finger 
should•be pointed at . the.Government, that the Government has • 
not done what the House of Assembly hasdeeided, that .is the 
difficulty, because the Gevernment if it is directed to do . 
something, it would be encumbent upon the Government to carry 
out the wishes.- of the House but the- wishes of.the House- as the 
motion 'stands are just nebulous in the sense. that it would 

i, in a' -̀Way that the• Government would not know which. . 
way to turn. That is why, whatever 
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happens, whether, it is by acceptina this amendment and 
carrying on to.proceed to a Select Committee or not, if this 
motion is passed as it is there will have to be another motion 
Some time in, which, it will be decided how to weal with this. 
So why have to do that if there is such an urgency after, his 
8 o.x. 10 years in public life suddenly for Yr Boasano to bring 
about .this motion, it is going to bp further delayed by having 
to have .another session and-having to decide hoc to .go about 
it. I do not feel, and Iaam.thinking purely from my practical 
parliamentary point of view, I do not see if the'motion is.  
pasSed as it is that the Government would be compelled to 
produce, what? That is the- difficulty, unless of course this 
would.be followed by another.  motion from the Hon Mover with a. 
draft Bill of what he wanted which would-requiree first of all 
leave to introduce and then to• go through-all. the motions one 
of which would be the appointment of. a Select Committee on the 
Second Reading. That is the difficulty I find mytelf in. I .. 
did not want. to say this at the beginning as I did not want it 
to be thought a subterfuge not to decide.as far as I was corn.--
cerned of how I felt about the motion tut that is a point that 
Members ahuuld consider. That is why I support an amendment 
that a Select Committee be appointed. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA': . 
• • • 

Mr Speakar, I think the proposer of the amendment spoke a lot' 
- of sense and I support.the amendment but I think he should 
give a time limit, because this' can-  go on forever. I think he •• 
should add to' that "report to the, Moube: by a - certain date" 
because otherwise this will never' finitha.  I:dornot wantato-
create more division than there is already but:-it seems to me* 
that we shalIsee little progress if thavenis no -target:date-
set. I think we are dealing with a very serious-and delicate 
matter:which really touches the souleof,most• individuals, 
certainly those who are married and-also the. first-  party,that-
we tend to forget which are the offspring of that marriaee, 
of which we have said very little here. These are-very 
serious considerations which the House has got to take and 
which I agree is a matter for a Select Committee to look 
carefully as to the need for reform one way or the other for 
our community because as has been stated this has had no real 
public debate in Gibraltar perhaps for the reason that it is. • 
such a delicate matter.that can really raise a hornets nest • 
if it happened that politicians will find it. extremely 
difficult to speak their mind in public for.  fear of losing 
votes. At one-stage-,.perhaps before an election, this is 
very much in mind. But what we have'got to think is that 
there is definitely a number- of• people affected of which we. 
hear very little in public but who suffer very silently and 
I do not believe that it is fair for-any society to allow 
that to continue for.personal or religious reasons or what- 
ever political reasons that that- should continue in the way 
that perhaps it'is going on today-here in Gibraltar. This 
is why it•is necessary that•this matter should be brought to 
the public notice in the way that it has now arisen in this.  
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?muse but what we must not do one way or the other is to -  • 
sweep the matter under the carpet because then we would not 
he'fulfilling our duty as elected Members of this. 1-  

wn
House. . 

have my o views on.  divorce which, n , perhaps, are eitherAlere' 
not there. I have my own personal convictions. and nu own • , 
religious beliefs but I try to rise above them and look down 
to the p.ecple for whom I .am .responsible and see the picture. 
objectively rather than subjectively to my, own personal point • 
of view. My own circumstances, happily, are such that perhaps 
I do not. see the need as strongly. as if my circumstances .had 
been different. 

MR SPEAKER: 

I. take it that.you are speaking on the motion. . 

HON MAJOR R 3 PRLIZA: 

I am speaking generally to the motion and I do not propose to.  • 
speak again. I think that we have got to see from four 
aspects. We'have the matter of conscience which is •the 
religious side and as we know there are different religious 
denominations in Gibraltar and.people in some instances have 
very, very stron.  views on this matter and no amount of 
talking will ever convince them differently because reli-
giously they have faith in. their own religion and faith is.. 
above i every other argument. and therefore, Mr Speaker, it s' 
beyond-convincing. 'Then we have the social aspect where we 
see -it from the point of view 'of whether :et is good for. 
society or.noteand:thia 6gain is a very difficult: assessment. 
to Meke.becaaseeit isS• fact that in some instanceS,:and I • 
knew-Oases where People who haVe divorces haye been able. to 
find -another-partnerand live very-happily after that-andlt 

been' good for the• ehildren as well so it is not all one • 
way. On the other hand there are cases' where there have 'been 
diVorces'and second attempts have been a failure, another 
ddVorde and .so on and so. forth. So it is mot-black and white, 
there is a lot of grey and it is very difficult for any 
individual to try anisay it is right or it is wrong from the 
social aspect, I am not talking about religion which is a • 
different matter. That is beyond any other logical argument 
that you wish to bring into it but even from the .social 
aspect it woulebe unfair for anybody in this House.to make 
one decision one way or the other. I will tell you what I 
am driving at in a moment. From the democratic point of view 
I do not believe it is an election issue. to.start with. It 
isn't an election issue because when you are talking at 
election. time you are. just not talking about divorce,'you. 
are talking about many other things and the people who vote 
for. that party are not jUst going to vote. for that party or 
against that party because of divorce,because ehare are other 
bigger issues that affect individuals,directly, thia doesn't• 
affect individuals directly, this affects.a number of indi.7. 
viduals in our society and we must respect those few who un-., 
fortunately find themselves in that situation-so I  
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believe that this is really an election issue and I would 
not like to see it is that way. I think this is a matter 
of which' peonle have views; silent views, views that they 
will express •when you apek.to them in the street but it is-
not-somethin by which they personally are going to have a 
gain so it is very unlikely that they are going to start 
movng heaven and earth to have the law changed except, of • 
course, for a,few-as I said before who have very strong con-
victions and then, of course, they can be.  very loud when the 
issue arises. publicly as has happened now and this is why 
you have many letters in the press, people taking very en-
trenched positions•and I. think we have got to see it in a 
completely different light. We have got .to be fair and just 
to every man.and woman in.Gibraltar and children because the 
children must also be taken into account when we make.the 
decision. Therefore, I think; Mr Speaker, if we want to act, 
really and truly democratically and also if we look at it 
from the political aspect, as I said before, because this is 
an iasue amongst many, then, in my view, Mr Speaker, this - 
must be done by a referendum. This is the way in which 
public opinion will be tested directly, every man and woman 
here who is entitled, I think, to participate -in the decisions 
of the community will be able to decide whether he.or: she 
believes that it ds in the interest of the whole community to 
•say yes or nay to any changes that we may wish to make. And 
this is why.I say any changes because we already have .divorce.  
in Gibraltar. There are peoplewho are even against that 
kind of divorce that we have in Gibraltar and we must not 
'forget them either. So, what we should do is have a Select 
Committee, by all means, and that Select Committee should not 
say if• there is any need, I 'believe that there is .really 
need to look into the matter, there is definitely a need;'to 
look into the matter in my view and I am not going to change 
it because this is better than nothing and even a crumb I 
think is better than no cake. I.think that there is' a need, 
the need is there. The Select Committee shodld look into 
what the people, generally, are-  thinking and from there, I 
think, should be drafted What should be put to this refe-
rendum. If I had my way I would have put the question that 
a referendum should be held on the issue, that a Select 
Committee should be appointed to look into how the referendum 
'was going to be put to the people, this is what I would have 
drafted myself. I know it is not going to carry support so 
there is no point in wasting my time. This, it would appear 
to me, because it .is so wishy-washy, let's put it that way, 
is going to have support and one move. even if it is a slight 
move, is better than no move at all-. So, this unifying 
process, I hope, will continue and progress and so lead to 
what I think Gibraltar needs on this issue. We just must 
not forget about.it, this is what I am trying to get at..,  
The need to put the 'question to the test to every man and.,  
woman .in Gibraltar, through a referendum, in clear terms. 
Before the referendum is held, anybody who wants to speak on 
this issue will be able to do so in exactly the same way as 
was done,prior to the 1967 Referendum where, as we all know, 
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the matter was publicly debated, people will hear about it, ' 
people then will be in a position to make up their mind in-
telligently, which I think is very important, not emotionally 
but intelligently. I think, certainly the politicians will ' 
stand up and speak, societies which are interested one way or 
another, the 'different churches sill be able to do that and ' 
so I think eventually the Gibraltarian wnl have a very in-.  
formed opinion of how he ehould react 'ae this proposition-
To me this is the logical, sensible way .of proceeding with 
this issue but lete us hope that this is not just a way of 
forgetting about tfie Whole matter, of shelving it, because.. 
that, I think, would be unfair, certainly unfair to.a number .  
of individuals who nerhaps are going through a very hard: 
period and I think it is only pro-6er'that this Hoase should.. 
proceed. I will certainly vote for this amendment, I have 
expressed my view, Mr-Speaker, but .inethe the. I do : 
hope, Mr Speaker, that the House will accept the amendment. 

• 
The House recessed' at 1.10 pm. 

The House resumed at 3.30 pm. 

MR SPB.PKER: 

I would remind Hon Members that we are now on the motion' 
moved by the Hcn Yr Bossano on the Matrimonial- Causes 
Ordinance and that we were considering the amendment to the.  
motion as'moved by the Hon Mr.  Perez.. Does any other Hon 
Member wish to.speak.on the amendment/ 

HON LR R G 

Mr Speaker, I.welcome- the motion of the Hon Mr Bossano'on 
the -urgent- need to amend the .Matrimonial Causes Ordinance. 
I doubt whether there .is an urgent. need and I am sure that 
any urgent need can be delayed over some time tc' allow all 
Gibraltar or most of Gibraltar to be asked for their views. 
I stand up basically because I shall be voting against the 
amendment oroposed by my Hon Colleague and I shall be voting 
for the motion as proposed by the Hon Mr Botsano. There .is 
no doubt, as Mr Bossano has said, that divorce exists in • 
Gibraltar.. Unfortunately, some people do not knoW the often 
drrious tactics that clients and lawyers have had to go 
through ir order to obtain a divorce. It therefore shames 
me to find put that lawyers when they find progress coming 
to the Boast, they prefer to vote against the motion rather 
than in favour of it but this may well be for other reasons 
and not for real reasons. Therefore the -'sw Words I want to 
utter.tody are really this. Personally, I will vote for 
the motion of the Hon Mr Bossano and 'I shall• vote against • 
the proposed amendment of the Hon Mr PerO. _  

HON A J HAYNES: 

Mr Speaker, I don't think enough has been•seid on the merits . 
for and against divorce and I would like to stttrt-by eiddressieg 
Myself to that particular aspect of the motion as proposed., 
In the first place, as a lawyer, I have often encountered 
cases of people who wish tc.obtain a divorce and I as I think 
any other lawyer and any other person, one feels symnathy and 
apart from sympathy'forethose who wish to divorce-, who are 
undoubtedly going through a severe trial, one also senses that 
the law is inadequate and as such one would hope that the law 
could provide more thorough and convincing remedies and 
further it is my submission that change in the law of divorce 
on the lines proposed by the Hon Mr Bossano will only be to 
the benefit of those presently marries in'society and that as 

• such as a civil remedy for those it is something which is 
desirable because although the Church, has strong views on the 
.matter one can elect to follow those as ones conscience dic-
tates. Having said that,,I-would like to state that my per-
sonal views on the matter are that there should be no change 
in the law of divorce the reason being that though a change . 
in the law of divorce will be to the benefit of those whoa:eel-- 
ready married, it poses 'a serious threat for those who have ' 
not yet taken that step.and i take issue With the Hon Mr • 
Bossano on. hispOint that the family units would be very un-
stable and woult' be afarce if on the introduction of the law 
of diVorce everybody Went off to get' married. That is not 
the way 'I-see it, I accept' that for thoae already married it 
can only .brings stme form of 'help but I,.as my Leader, believe 
that the feMOly unit-•is the keystone of our society and that 
nothing.- should•-be done to :threaten thWakeYstone:- If I can : 
go further, the family nnit.ie- the mainstay -  of.any democracy 
and where any 'motion, any. legislation •-is mooted and eventnally-
passed'whereby that-institution is threatenedit,hen - that 
motion or that law must be strentiouslyattacked and I believe 
that in a society where divorce can be obtained at will, that 
in that society marriage will be taken as an institution of 
,not great worth and thet.as such people will marry without 
taking into consideration the real importance of that •insti-
tution. Of course, logically, if one extends it one would 
ask for legislation to make marriage more difficult but that 
I think would be a non-starter and - as.such what one nest have 
is some form of penalty clearly in the minds of those who are' 
to embark into marriage so they are fully aware of the step • 
they are taking. I think one of the ways of doing that is by 
having legtslative problems for when it comes to undoing a 
marriage. people see the hardship that is caused by 
separation, i)ecause it is not the divorce laW that causes the 
hare.soip, the hardship is caused by a couple who wish to 
suparute and the divorce laws are'what bring it to the public • 
eye. If the people are Made aware, as they have been till 
now, of the considerable unhappiness that they will have to 
undergo when their marriage falls through, then perhaps they-
will take the:step of marriage more seriously and that as • . 
such the family unit Will remain the keystone of our society 
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and as such democracy will continue and since Mr Bossano I • -
don't think has either -caltmolated this issue or answered it 
or given.any statistics to contradict what I am saying, that 
he has not put.a case'of considerable or substasatipl merit .  
• for his motion to be approved. The merits of divorce are. 
apparent for those who are already married and the d-isadvan-

. tages are in the future. .As such, a deaLsion On the matter 
really weiahs up the.present With thefuture and it is clear • 

• that a short-term - policy, a policy which all are readily 
aware of, will carry a lot_of weight especially with the 
political animal who is conscious cf,his• political stature ' 
and wishes to remain in politics. I would suggest,- however, 
that the braver decision is the long-term decision, the 
decision which encompasses the future and protects the youth 
of Gibraltar.. question the seriousness with which 
this motion has been put forward when the Hon Member had his' 
facts as. to the law wrong. It is not fact that. the law we 
are presently influenced by is that of. 1857, we. find our-
selves in the pre-Herbert 1937 Act and these miscalculations, 

. lack of. information as to our legal status, must reflect on. 
the considerations that were giVen to this motion when 

,drafted by-the Fon Member. Again, one has heard a.lot of 
:debate On the importance of a mandate in order to be.able to 
.put 'through legislation of this type end I think it is 
accepted.in thia House that there has been no mandate and.,. 

:furthermore, it has been abundantly made clear that L'.-r 
jtossane could' well have made this an election issue and that 
he failed-tC do so and if he failed to do so one should . 

come to the conclusion that he didn't-do so because. 
:The would have lostyOtas and as he lost votes it is because 

- hepeopleddn't want divorce.- This takes us into .the'amend-
yment.-which proposesthat a Select Committee be formed. I 
,remember,the Hon Minister for Economic Development saying 
-•that it is pitifar:that only 14 people should dscide this. 
1 wonder if the Se/act Committee will .mean instead of being 
'14- it is 7 or-5.or-.whatever. Nevertheless, if the Select 

will, as one of its aims,-  seek to formulate a 
suitable questionnaire for a referendum then I will adopt 
that amendment. Unfortunately I am not sure that.the amend-
ent is clear on thot. One of the reference points for the. 

Select Committee which takes it outside the ambit-of the 
Morality of the pros and cons of divorce, is something which 
• the Hon the Chief Minister touched on which is that pre7-
Herbert stage the law was becoming a farce and again the Hon 
Dr Valarino touched on that. there may,'perhaos, be a need 
to chaise or modify the divorce laws to protect the law.from 
itself because lt is an even more serious issue when the lamp.  
becomes a faroc and then that could threaten again democracy 
but not in the far distant future but in the near future. 
We,mast not allow our law to become a  mockery and if the ' 
CoMmittee also seeks .to find, and research into the attitude 
the courts are taking at the moment with regard to divorce 

.than,nerhaps, they•will feel that it is in the interests of 
Gibraltar that the law,be protected'from itself from 
becoming a farce. -Thai have to say. and4 I hope the 

will result in a- referendum and that the Select._ 
Committee will formulate a-proper questionnai-ct. • • 
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HON H J Z:MmITT: 

Mr Speaker, Sir, the more that I listen to arguments both for • 
and against, I am all the more confused. When I first saw ' 
this motion I thought that-it would be a straight forward issue 
with obvicusy contributions from both sides of the House, . 
knowing that.there would be no party whip, but quite honestly 
I think we have.deviated from the point at:issue. .I do not 
think we are discussing the merits or demerits of- divorce and 
I was,  quite takennabackl  with respect to the Hon and Learned 
the, Leader of the Opposition, who made a contribution basically 
on religious grounds because I think none of us here are 
elected on religious grounds and the proof of the pudding is' - 
simply to see the overwhelming majority that Sir Joshua, who 
As a non-Catholic, obtained and I.am sure that possibly a 
very large proportion of his votes had'of necessity to be 
drawn from the Christian population. I think it is very 
wrong that we should,allow, as politicians, our religious 
rormation to guide this particular issue. If one looks at 
the laws of Gibraltar on matrimonial' causes there is little ', 
doubt that it is lopsided, that the man has the upper hand in. 
Most cases, that the reasons given for divorce of adultery, 
sodCMy and, bestiality are of course, to some degree immoral 
because as we all know that these things can, although the 
law calls•for particular care by the courts to elicit .the 
truth, it, is quite simple to fake these'requiiements and 
obtain a divorce but whether it is bestiality, sodomy, 
adultery or call it what you like, those of us that are Roman 
Catholic must, of course, agree that the churCh will never 
accept divorce. It does not matter what we speak about or 
talk about, in the laws of Gibraltar as they' stand the Church, 
will not-accept divorce.and., in fact, the Church does not 
accept divorce even as the law'stands today. I very much 
doubt if the laws were to be amended that the Church would 

'accept a reform of the divorce laws. It is true, as the Hon 
Mr Haynes pointed out, but I cannot agree with him, that,he 
sympathises as a lawyer with those cases that come before him. 
but, quite honestly, as a lawyer sympathy-really gets people 
nowhere. Therefore, unless that sympathy can be transformed ' 
into a direct way of alleviating that particular problem, all 
the sympathy in the world still does not get anybody anywhere. 
There is little eoubt, certainly in my mind, that our laws on 
this' issue are antiquated. As has been mentioned here this 
morning it may not be that We require the total extent of • 
cpmpiete narity with the United Kingdom but I do feel, and 
bitter experience has shown, that we possibly do require a 
reappraisal of this particular Ordinance. Mr Speaker, having 
said that I am no,doubt leading you all to the belief that I 
support the Motion. I am afraid, Sir, that I do not support 
the motion but I do not support it not because of what I 
have said, because what.I have said obviously is in agreement . 
for the Ordinance to be looked'into. I do not, and my col- • 
leagues know,  this, I cannot support the motion because I do. 
not feel that none of us here as individuals, as we are 
talking today, or collectively within our own respective 
parties,:have had the courage of our own convictions in 
gambling our political, career by putting this in our manifesto. • 
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Whether the Hon Mr Bossano obtained nearly 5,000 votes on the 
GSLP ticket or on aepersonal ticket, one does not really 
knew, end' one does not really know if Mr Bossano, had he -
mentioned it in his electoral manifesto would have obtained • 
another 3,000 votes or lost 4,000 votes.  but I do think that 
in being honest eith ourselves, those of us who have been in 
politics for some years and one can honestly say that the • 
Leader of the DPBG.has had sufficient oxperiense and-the 
Leader of the GSLP has had sufficient experience and,.of' 
course, my own. Party has had sufficient experie&nce, is that 
possibly we all fear to put this in our manifesto because of 
the political consequences, not the religious,  consequences, 
and that is why I differ so bitterly with the Hon the Leader 
of the OppoSitien. 'It is. to me alarming, as was mentioned • 
by my Hon Friend Mr Canepa, that the urgency eeoms to 'have 
sprung up in July and-where I cannot.find justification for.  
the Hon Mr Bossano in bringing this .motion in as a crash 
exercise'is'because although no major party. made this a 
political'issue,..there-certainly was -one member who stood as 
an independent who has on two occasions brought this to- the 
forefront. One could argue that possibly in 1976 his main ' • 
political argument was repugnant to the immense majority of 
Gi.)raltarians, in 1980 he was quite mellow and came'ont 
an ecoaomic political approach but still mentioning divorce 
whereas in the other main parties contesting the election if•.  
any of us talk about housing the other party talks about ' 
housing, bettering that manifesto promise. but no .party had 
the courage to pick.out from this particular .candidate's 
electoral promises -the question of divorce and I think it is 
immoral of us, of any Member here, to bring in.an issue which 
was made and hadebeenmade.on two Separate oc'casion's a 
political issue at General Elections-end -whiGh:failedto try 
and make it a , politiCal issue.withoet the Mandate'of the 
community. It-would-have been the best'' ossible'exarcise 
because •I feel persenally that"evenif there is a Select 
Committee the people that are affected, through shyness, 
through-embarrassment or what-have-you, may not want to come 
forward and give evidence but behind that little curtain, when 
somebody is told ."we voted for you," aS possibly it was with 
the case of Mr Loddo, you accept•  it at face value. No one ' 
can say who voted for you. He elin say it but it may mean 
nothing because possibly he did not vot.e for you and that is 
where one would see the true desire of the Gibraltarian 
community in wanting or not wanting en amendment to the laws. 
Personally, I feel there should be a re-appraisal of the 
Divorce Laws of Gibraltar but the only way of establishing 
this with-background force and. vigour is by making it an 
electoral issue.-  Then one would have the mandate to Come 
here and saying the divorce laws ought to be amended. There 
is no excuse, Mr.Speaker,..rith respect to my friend the Hen 
Mr Bossano, to bring this along because an issue was raised 
in March in his Party Assembly. I think it is not proper, 
think a thing so emotive as divorce requires much, much more 
consideration and I thinle,.on this side of the House, 
collact 4 velye—ye)uehave been informed that we had received an 
app•roach from the housewives way back in 1977 ant the matter 
had-to be•considered.carefully and I do not' think that in an 
address from the Hon Mr Bossano, a five-minute address, -and 
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even the contribution of independent members should really 
impose upon the people of Gibraltar something they may, and 
I sincerely hope they do, but equally something they do not 
v-ant to have and that is what we have to be careful about. 
But we cannot, under any circumstances, criticise one sector 
of the community or another, or His Lordship the Bishop. I 
think His Lordship the' Bishop is completely entitled to lead 
his own flock. I think that we would be doing disservice to 
the community if we exceeded the powers that we have been 
given by the People in trying to impose upon them something 
they have not asked us to do. There has been very little 
reaction to this motion and I have had people from both sides 
criticising the move and some, on the other hand, have praised 
it, but we have to be very careful, Mr Speaker, and not do 
things or say things just to be popUlar, just to make sure 
that,we will not Make 1,000 votes or lose 1,000 votes.- That 
should not be our concern now, our concern should be to 
legislate for the better government of Gibraltar and this 
issue is one that deserves very. serious consideration and 
one on which we should tread with caution and not take it 
tongue in cheek. I therefore urge members, Mr Speaker, :to 
accept a Selec=t Committee, to accept the amendment to this 
motion and, possibly, the Select Committee might come up' 
with the idea that it is too hot a potato as the major 
parties possibly considered it was so at the time of the 
elections, 

HOV ii ". SCOTT: 

Mr Speaker, since most contributors to..the :debate..hava, made 
theAlOuse familiar.  with their. own partiCUlar:religious - be,: I 
liefs I think .it would be less than fair 'if I were not to 
also-make the'Heuse.faMiliar With my partICUlar religious 
beliefs. I am a believer in the Anglican. :Communion and a 
member of the Church of England. The Anglican Church'does.  
not recognise divorce and is, in fact, stricter on this- issue' 
although members might not be aware and indeed the general 
public might not be necessarily aware of this but it is in 
fact stricter than most ether churches. What the Anglican 
Churci' does do, Mr 'Speaker, is that it recognises the 
existence of, people to whom divorce might be acceptable on 
cer'Lain grounds and on that issue,. which I subscribe toe  I 
hopefully would try to divorce the church and the state. 
Because, quite frankly, We. are not here to talk of religious 
matters, with respect to Hon Members. We are only here to 
talk on social and humanitarian grounds. On. those grounds 
and on these grounds alone, Mr Speaker, I am of the .cpinion 
that there is a need to amend the divorce laws in Gibraltar. 
It is unfortunate, perhaps, that the Hon Mover has chosen to. 
use the adjeCtive "urgent." whereas perhaps another adjective 
would have been more acceptable, at least to me. 'There is 
certainly, Mr Speaker, an anomaly within the divorce laws in 
Gibraltar because as the Hon Mover suggested earlier on this 
morning civil marriages,are.recognised in Gibraltar where two 
consenting adults are allowed to marry having preViously been 
divorced outside Gibraltar on grounds that are not acceptable . 
within the divorde laws of Gibraltar. So there is certainly, 
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Mr Speaker, a certain anomaly there. It would appear to be .  
-onlYeavaidable certainly to resident Gibraltarians who either 
have the circumstances, inclination, resources and the-
opportuniey. to displace, themselves from Gibnaltar,aequire 
the right of residence, perhaps, in the United Kingdom,use 
those'Aeounds which areat'the'moment not acceptable.in 
Gibraltar, obtain their divorce, return.  to Gibraltar:and 
subsequently remarry. Let me hasten to add, Mr Speaker, . 
there are 'quite a number orpeople 'who have already &nee, 
through this process'and we are all aware eof at least some of 
them. This, Mr Speaker, I find most undeMeeratic.. As -to -the 
issue of, the mandate from the elentoriate, I do not think 
quite honestly that the issue of divorce will ever-be present-
ed in an election manifesto hy.a substantive political Tarty 
• precisely for the reasons that have already been said here . 
this morning.and this afternoon. We are.elected not only for 
• what is contained within eour manifesto but because we are . 

deemed to be-responsible men acting within our own conscience 
and commitmentand when issues of this nature arise, as • 
indeed with other issues, we are expected to act within those 
parameters and my conscience with this particular issue 
requires me to'Support the.motion as I firmly believe that 
there is a requirement to amend the divorce laws in Gibraltar. 
I will now- move, Mr Speaker, to perhaps even a thornier.  
subject. It seems to me that the argument, both inside and 
outside the House, has been not whether the divorce laws 
should be Amended but whether, indeed, there, should be a 
divorce law at, all. This, in my-opinion, would- be retro-.. 
gressive in our. hopefully progressive society that we all 
hope. Gibraltar is andewill become. I really cannot-see my. 
waY-toesapporting theeamendrient of the Hon Mr Perez as 
having recognieed theemped for, an amendment to the-Ordinance 
I cannot -Agree:teethe -inclusion of the. words "if any". 
There has beenalso,talk, Mr'Speaker, of a possible referen-
duMeand I. question-whether that would be a wise step to take • 
in'the sense thae,iteCoUld lead to a very dangerous precedent. 
There-is the obVious, one of the difficulty in the subsequent 
framing of the' wording of the referendum and also, 'perhaps,. 
its eubsequent'legislation. But.if there is-going to be a 
referendum it would be less than fair, honest and democratic 
if a question were•net to be put to the electorate to in- . 
elude whether there should 'be a divorce law at all. I feel, 
Mr Speaker, there has been ample opportunity over the 'last 
few years if. this should be the case for this House to.have 
considered repealing those laws and it has not taken that 
step.* I really cannot understand this, but, however, Mr 
Speaker, I cannot see my way to supporting the amendment but 
I do agree' with the. Motion. 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

.I would not like to support the amendment. I weald prefer 
that the original motion were defeated but it seeps obviouS 
that the original motion will get sufficient support to go 
through if it were allowed to and therefore I will support 
the amendment as' 'the lesser of two evils. I am going to _ 
give a biased view and I'-do not apologise' for that in the  

slightest. The Hon Mr Bossano says that I am going back to 
1857,. I think I would go back to 1200 or 1500 when the 
Council of ',:rent first made its pronounciations on the in-
disolubility of marriage. After all -  Gibraltar basically . 
is a CathOlic community and „I feel that our laws or. funda-
mental prin:ieles should be -geared to the faith of the 
majority of the people. 'The Church- has to stand firm on 
this and all credit to them for doing so. I know that all 
sorts of claims are made 7-this modern world, we 'have to be 
progressive, etc, - and we get enthusiasts for all sorts of 
ideas these days. :They Claim that they are consonant, even 
necessities in the modern world.- contraception, abortion, 
euthanesia, divorce. Perhaps we will see the time when the 
euthanasia enthusiasts come forward and suggest that this,  
should be a good thing for Gibraltar, a step in the right 
direction. We may even get to the stage that people at 60; 
I am afraid poor Sir Joshua would already be on the list, 
and I would be pretty close to it, would go up the chimney 
and be used for phosphorate recovery as we saw in Brave New 
World. If we accept the basic tenets.of the Church,.and if 
we are real catholics we must accept them, then there is 
no way we can reconcile this new thinking with the•accepted 
and findamental principles of our faith, Either one accepts 
all the rules and regulations or one should opt out,. One 
cannot say "I am a supporter of the Church this far and not 
that far". You do all or nothing. You cannot -have all the 
pleasures and all the benefits of a church wedding, something 
which I know the ladies in particular are very keen on and 
which means whether they realise it or not, although they.: 
are pretty well advised beforehand, the sacramental exchange 
of vows in which, they accept that it is for better or for 
worse,. in:sickness or lee health, till death do us part, and 
then as soon as things get a little tough:to turn round and 
say "Let us get a. divorce". In fact, some of the youngsters ' 
today say "We'll get married and if it doesn't work outin. 
a couple of years we will get divorced and try somebody new". 
I think it would be better to have what is called a "junterita 
decente" than do that. Do we want the American society,: 
where you read that so-and-so has married such-and-suche it 
is his sixth wife and her fifth husband? .Do you want a brood 
of half and quarter siblings none almost knowing from day-to-
day who is their parent and shifted around from one place to 
the other never knowing exactly where'they stand, is that 
progress? Is that the aim Of our future family life? As 
the Hon Mr Peter Isola said.family life is one of the basic .  
and most e,santial features of Gibraltar, something which up 
to now we have been proud of and something that we must 
sustain in every way in the future. I know some people 
writing in the papers' recently claim that in Spain if you 
have sufficient influence and money the Catholic Church will 
give you an annulment. In Spain the Catholic Church, I have 
heard it said, is a law unto itself like most things Spanish. 
And even if - this annulment were possible in my view it is 
wrong and I, do.not think if such a wrong does exist it can be 
used as a justification to make a flouting.of the rule and. 
pretend that it Is right: As. has- been said by most of the 
speakers, we have-quite recently had a General. Election and 
only one person.pnt forward to any extent the question of 
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divorce as part of his political programme,and he lWas re-
soundly defeated at the polls. If it had been such a bi's 
issue he would surely have made a far better showing. No-
body here tan say that. he' has e mandate from the electorate 
for divorce. One thing that I would urge is thaewe do not 
always slavishle follow English legislation. It does not . 
mean to say that because'the legislation is there in England ' 
it is good for Gibraltar and I would comment there'are 
instances when"English legislation is based or.. eheire 
religious tenets. a.  believe. it has recently keen a question -
in Parliament that the Prince of Wales should not marry a 
Catholic and remain heir to the throne based 'purely on 
English religious grounds. As I have said, Sir, this may be 
.a biased view but I do not apolOgise for it. I would prefer 
that the motion was defeated but as I have said it does seem 
to have,.unfortunately, a Measure of support ircla certain. . 
people who I would have thought might have considered other-
wise andthereforedl will take, as. I say, the lesser of two 
evils, I_

,
will accept that there' should be a Select Committee 

who, I hope, will'find in the long run that they will have to 
throw out the Whole of the idea or at least.  that they should.' 
go to a referendum so that the actual voice, of the peOple in 
ehis most important and essential subject should he clearly 
knawn. 

HON a T RESTANO: 

Mr Speaker; other than. the issue of-foreign affairs, I think 
thishis the•.most controversial and-  emotive'subject which has 
come up in •the House wheelst'Ihavee been• in the House. The • 
fundamental difference isthat whereas in foreign affairs 
there is virtual- Unanimity in'Gibraltar, on,the'question'of-
-divorce I.think• Gibraltar isnplit'down.the middle. The - -
depth of-feeling froM'hoth factions is really, immeasurable. 
On the'one hand we have those who argue in-  favour of divorce' 
and who put forward the social arguments, the humanitarian 
arguments. On the other hand we hive those who put forward 
the religious argutents and their religious convictions. On 
the one hand, we have those who say that any easing or the 
divorce laws of Gibraltar would lead to a destruction of the 
family life as we know it and there are others who believe 
thet the divorce laws could re-establish normal and happy 
life for those who have not found it so in their first 
marriage. I think that there is something to be said for , 
both sides of the argument. It is not a matter of black or 
white. One an take the good side and the bad side of both 
examples, of a good divorce or a bad divorce, of a gouS, 
happy married life or an unhappy married life and the effect 
that this has an the children of those marhiages. You ean 
have, for example, a cowl who do not set well together, 
unfortunately, with chileren, they argul-  ell the time, tney 
have fights and very often they can take it out on their 
children. It is the innocent ones who very often take the 
can for what is_ happening in thatpaiticular case. On the 

of course, you can have instances where a 
divorce can,lead to the children being equally unhappy with 
their new step-parents. But you can a.so get instances where 
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a new life for the children, where before they had.been 
unhappily treated, perhaps a new marriage could see them 
well cared for and loved. 'Really, there are arguments for 
both sides,'for the side of not having the divorce laws 
amended and. there are arguments for having the divorce laws 
amended. My!own belief is that divorce should be something 
between the individual and his conscience and his religious 
belief:5. Where it comes to the question of divorce there ' 
has to be an examination of conscience between those people 
who are contemplating such a step. I do not think 'that any 
amendment of the divorce laws necessarily means that 
religious views as such are contravened. A religious person 
who does not believe in divorce is entitled to have those 
beliefs and is entitled not to make use of any possible 
amendment in the divorce law. I do feel -that there could • 
well be a division between the religious law and the law of 
the country. It does not mean to say that beceuse there is 
a law allowing divorce that thoSe peoplle who feel that they .  
should not do so because of their religious convictions 
should take advantage of those laws, that is why I said that 
I feel it is something basically and fundamentally between 
the individual, his conscience and his religiouS beliefs.' 

The last speaker did speak about the question of annulment 
and he did say- that, in his opinion, annulments were wrong, 
too, as'well as divorce. But the fact is that the Catholic 
Churca doe rallow•annulments after it has joined in 
matrimony,those people who married within the church. 
Whilst I take. his point that- eesdfaras he-is-concerned two•. 
wrong.; don't make.eeright„I'think- that two wrongs;  don't 
make a right-perhapsirn the other wayehIfethere. are grounds 
within the Catholicc-Church to recognise.annulmentin-- a ••I' 
marriage, thersmuSt.hereasons:for thosseanhulmentesand'I - 
do not really. see where -the distinction.  is- really made. -Mr .  
Speaker, this. motion as has been-broughtetoethehHouse by the 
Hon Mr-Bossane and I do want to make the,point.that his 
Party never mentioned this at the election and had they 
really had the courage of that. particular conviction that 
they wanted divorce then they should have brought it up 
at the election. I do• not think, as others have said before, 
that anybody in this.  House has a mandate to impose upon the 
whole of the people of Gibraltar either an amendment or not 
to have an amendment of the divorce laws because none of us, 
not ene single one of us who stood for election, ever 
brought up the subject during our election campaign and for 
that reason I could never have supported the motion es'it 
stood.: I do not think it is right or just for the Members: 
or this House to take a decision when not only we ourselves 
in this House are split but there is even a bigger split 
within.Gibraltar as a whole. If one walks down Main Street 
and talks to one person or talks to another person one gets 
a tremendous feed-bac% and always the points of view are 
very strongly held. .t. far as the amendment is concerned, 
Mr Speaker, I do not really think that the amendment goes 
quite far enough as far as I am concerned: I brought to 
the House with me this 'morning another amendment which I 
will not be putting to the House but I would like to inform 
the House about it so that the House does know how I 
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certainly feel personally and my amendment was that .there 
should be a referendum because it is up .5o the.people-to.take 
a -decision and also that a Select Committee be appointed but 
that a Select Committee be appointed to-decide•upon the -
wording and the way in which - the referendum would.  be  put to 
the people of Gibraltar.• I would put it to the Select-
Committee, whenever it. is appointed, that-they should bear 
this very much in mind. The way that the amendment hosLbeen 
drafted Makes it a rathe.... watery effiendm,Int, that a' Select ,  
Committee of the Houte be appointed to enquire as-to the need, 
if any,•to amend the Matrimonial Causes. Ordinance,. I think it 
should.have.been more specific... However, there-is no need to 
add.te any controversy and I will support that amendment. I 
would suggest that that Select Committee directs its attention .-
to the type of reform that may or may not be required and to 
-the wording,of the referendum to be put to the people. It is 
important that there should not be cthe end of the day 
instant divorce. I think divorce should not be.made an easy 
.thing to obtain, it should not be something which shoUld be ' 
made too difficult to obtain, it should be there but It should 
not be made too easy with the obviods consequences. I must. 
say-that in todaysdebate one name has come up time-and -
;again,• that of Mn.Ellul.. His name has been quoted more today • 
than anyone else I have ever heard in .any singleo:lebate.. I, 
do hot think it. is fair to say that he was not electedbe-• • 
Cause _of thefdivorce issue, That point was made and I think 
there areother-circumstanceS involved. I do'not believe 
-that divorce should•be made a case for a. general election, .1 - 
:think.it is definitely something which must be made in a 
referendum. In a General Election the major parties represent 
big chunks of.the community and those chunks of the community 
°are split ri.ght'doW*4the middle and itrwould be completely- 
runfair and unjust•fOr. any political party to press for • 
"divorce in itselectiOn campaign because half its members may 
-be ..against divorceand the other half for divorce. I put it 
very strongly to. the 'Select Committee to be, not. to recommend 
'that it should be a.General Election issue. I noted, Mr 
Speaker, that when the, mover .of the amendment moved his 
ah'endment hedid suggest that Mr Joe Bossano should be in . 
that Select Committee and Mr Joe Bossano did react with 
alacrity and'sald'he would expect to be in that Committee and '. 
.hope he will be in that Committee but the way in which Mr 

Bossano elects to join one committee or another seems to me 
to be.  lacking in a.certain amount of continuity. For example, 
when after the election he was' aSlced by the Hon Leader of the 
Opposition which seats•that• the Oppostion held in Select . 
ComMittees of the House he would like to serve in ;_e did not 
choose the one for which he himself has always sainthat he 
is the expert in this House, which is ?Wile Accounts. Mr 
Speaker; I feel that a referendum is essential on this issue 
and I think that most important it has tO•be the people of 
Gibraltar to decide what they:want in Gibraltar, whether they 

have
•  

want to the laws amended or whether •they do not want to • 
have thelawsamended and I Put that very strongly to the 
Select Committee. 

HON J B PEREZ: 

Mr Speaker, Sir, in view of the lengthy debate that we have 
had I will limit myself entirelyto answering some of the 
points which have been raised in particular by the Hon Mover 
of the actual motion, Mr B'ossano. The Hon Mr Bossano said. 
that the main, reason why he was going to vote against the 
amendment which I moved-was due to the fact that it had the 
word "if any" because it was the Hon Mr Bossano's view that 
as far as he was concerned there is a need to amend our 
present laws on divorce and therefore he felt could not 
support the amendment. The Hon Mr Bossano should also recall 
that in my contribution and-in my moving the amendment to his 
Motion I said that I was also in favour of extending the 
grounds for petitioning for divorce and I think I went even 
further than the mover because I actually stated desertion 
and - cruelty and I still believe that it should be made 
grounds for divorce here in Gibraltar.• But I am rather 
disappointed with the Hon Mr Bossano because by.  actually 
doing-away with the words "if any", by actually attempting 
to rush the motion through the House saying that there is a 
need to change the laws, what we are really doing is not 
giving the people of Gibraltar a chance to say whether they 
wanil divorce or not, we are ramming that down their throats 
and I think that is wrong. That is why, Mr Speaker, I made 
my position clear. I said I believe in divorce and I believe; 
the grounds ought to be extended but, ultimately, it must be 
the,people who have to decide.  It is wrong for 14 members 
of the House to actually decide that there is a need to 
change the laws of divorce in Gibraltar and I think, Mr 
Speaker, it has been a complete departure to a principle 
which I thought the Hon Mr Bossano held sacred and that was 
the principle of open government,. the principle of consulting 
the people of Gibraltar on matters of this importance. There 
has been a clear departure by the Hon Member on this parti-
cular principle but there is another point also on this that ' 
I have to make quite clear and that is, if in the amendment 
we do not have the words "if any", if it just reads • 
"there is a need to change the law...." and therefore the 
Select Committee should just consider what changes to bring 
forward, that is wrong because we would be limiting the 
'actual consideration of the Select Committee because I 
honestly 'oe.Sievethat the way the Select Committee' should 
function is to sound out a cross-section'of the public to 
see what their views are on this particular point but if we 
just limit the Select Committee to looking up what changes 
they want, then we. are encluding the views, of people like the 
Hon Mr TeLtherstone and the Hon Peter Isola And I think that 
is entireanr wrong although I would repeat again that I am in 
favour of a change in our divorce laws. Mr Speaker, I move 
tne ,,mendment to the motion. 

Mr Speaker then put the question in the terms of the Hon J B 
Perez's amendment and on a division being taken the following 
Hon Members voted in favour:  

The Hon. A J. Canepa 
The Hon:Major F J Dellipiani 
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The Hon M K Featherstone 
The lion A J Haynes 
The lion P J Isola 
The Hon Major R J Peliza 
The Hon J B Perez 
The Hon G T Restano 
The Hon H J Zammitt 

The following Hon Memberet voted again,Ai: 

The Hon J Bossano 
The' Hon Sir Joshua Hassan 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon W T Scott 
The i-Ion Dr R G Valarino 

The follOwineHon Members abstained: 

The Hon F E Pizzarello 
4  The'Hon R .1 Wallace 

The following Hon-Member was absent from the Chamber: 

The Hon I Abecasis 

The amendment was accordinely.passed. 

HON DR R G VALARINO: 

Mr Speaker, Sir, I think the amendment fell ;'host of the 
desired feelingS..ortelleuse and since there are only two 
speakers aeft,eThe - HonMajor Dellipiani and-myself, I feel 
that - in honour bound it is my duty to put another amendMent 
before •the.House and this: is to delete all the words 
appearing after the word "that" and add-the following words 
in substitution thereof'"the provisions of t-e MatriMonial 
Causes' Ordinance are inadequate and that a Select Committee 
of the House should be appointed to Inquire to what extent 
these should be changed and make recommendations to the 
House within a reasonable period of time". I think this is 
the amendment we have all been looking for but like a needle 
in a haystack'it is sometimes difficult to find. Th.s 
amendment- emphasises a recognition on the part of. the House . ' 
tiat there is need for reform and it bears in mind the' 
original motion of the Hon Mr Bossano whilst 'leaving et to 
the Select Committee to look into it in greater deth and 
coming up with the relevant answers. I shall give time to 
Members to have a look at• the amendment 7- it I. feel and I do' 
not know whether the'Hon Mr Bossano will feel the same, I' 
feel that this is the practical amendment that is needed and 
I hope that the House will think likewise. 

MR SPEAKER: 

Before I propose the question to the House, I would like to 
make it clear that the question of acceptance of amendments  

it. at the discretion of the Chair and one has to bear in 
mini certain established principles otherwise the debate. 
could turn into a farce. I will say' that in accordance With 
the practice in the House of Commons an amen'dment is out of 
order if iteis'inconsistent with an amendment already agreed 
to or if it is substantially the same as an amendment to the 
same motion which - ha'already been negatived. I have had 
doubts whether it is not inconsistent with the amendMent 
whiCh has already been passed to the extent that they are 
both agreed to t-he a:.. ointment. of a Select Committee, I feel 
that perhaps, in the•eircumstances, one should allow it but 
may I say that I 'will not countenance any repetition on the 
contribution that any member wisheS to make on this parti-
cular amendment. 

Mr Speaker then proposed the questiom in the terms-of the 
Hon -Dr R G Valarinogs amendment. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, having opposed the previous amendment, I stand iri 
supoort of the amendment now proposed, by the Hon Dr Valarino -
which ':: drafted - because I feel that fundamentally, in 
bringing the motion to the House, I Was asking-the-House' to 
recognise'that there was a need for reform and the'epasSage -  • 
of the previous amendment was possible byqhe support of 
those who are against reform e the Hen Mr Featherstone, ' I.  
thinketbaHon Mr•Featherstone made it'eluite Clear that he was • 
supporting the•amendmenof tbe Hon and Learned Mr Perez - 
precisely as: the lesser of two evils becauseelt-iS seen by-
hinseaneadvantageeto-be'•ableeto'delaya-coMmitent on 
reform.because - he•obviously feels very --strongly%thatif one 
were to reform the law one should do it by-doing - away with 
the permitted-causes for divorce today inStead-of-by'adding . 
to. them. In asking the House toaupport'the amendthentnoW in 
front of us we are asking'the.House to recognise the need 
that exists, and let me say that I found it very difficult to' 
follow the arguments of the Hon Mr Haynes.who made a very 
good case for saying that the law was inadequate and then 
went on to say that he would not support changing it so, 
presumably, he wishes to continue the inadequate provisions. 
of our lass . He said that if we reform theme  law it could .only 
do good ftr ehoSe-who are already married but be a bad thing 
for those rho are not' married who are not, of course, in a 
position to get divorced and. I do not think that people would 
get married any more eat ily by virtue of the fact that they 
knew they coild get divorced easily. In fact, if people 
place very ,tattle value en marriage they would not get 
mareitd, they would just live together, and then they would 
net need any divorce laws, they would just separate when 
they were fed up 'with' each other. I do not think that there 
was consistency in his argument and I would put to him that if 
he himself is perhaps professionally aware of the inadequacy 
of the laws, then he can support this amendment which recoe--
.nises that fact whilst'still not being committed at this 
stage to the degree of reform that we require because that 
will be a matter looked into in greater depth by the Select 
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Committee who would be charged with making recommendationsto' 
the House'.within a. reasonable period of time thereby taking.  
up the. point made by my Hon:  and Gallant Friend Major Peliza• 
about having some s.ort of time-scale within ahich we expect 
movement on this issue otherwise we run.the risk of the 
Select Committee getting bogged,down on whether there is a 
need or there isn't a need and never doing anything-practical 
to bring up proposed amendments to the legislation. Letane 
say, in passing, that.I'do not think it is a question of a . 
referendum or a question of an election campaign on this_, issue 

'because I do not think that is the sort of atmosphere where 
a subject like this Can be treated objectively and rationally 
without:emotions and without xeligious hiss. I found that an 
a way the debate on this issue has been one of the healthiest • 
that we have had in the House..because we have oeen con-
tributions from all members violently opposed to each other 
which is,,of course, a great step forward since usually they 
are all violently opposed just to me. I found Myself with all 
sorts of unexpected allies and all sorts of unexpected 
opponents on this motion, Mr Speaker- Therefore, in a way 
what we have done today is not a negation of the mandate we 
have from the-people but, in fact, possibly one of the:feW 
occasions when we have debated something with feeling, with 
eenvictiem and, withhonestY and not with an eye to vote-
catching or 'an eye to what is more' prudent or impre dent to do. 
I hope there will be a. majority in support of this amendment 
because thiee:wd.11aenable us .to give practical,- positive help 
teameeting this need :and let.me say that in the absence of 
any practical moye towards amending the law I will be in no 
difticulty in p.srsuading the House of the unsatisfied need-
bacauee I shall justeput en advert in the paper and ask every 
person Who wants •a diVorceato approach me aed bring a• Private 
Memberis,Hill fOr eaCE individual and then the House will see 
just. how, ereat:the need is. 

HO& A J CANOA: 

Mr Speaker, I cannot support this amendment because in the. 
first part of it, namely where it states that the provisions. 
of..the Matrimonial Causes Ordinance are inadequate, the House 
is being asked to make a judgement and that is what I con-' 
sistently was against this morning and therefore I will not 
make a judgement on this issue, or I would rather not make a 
judgement on this issue - if it had come to a vote on the 
original motion I would have voted against it - and that is 
why. I will also vote against this one. Without any attempt 
to prejudge any issues, what is required is that a detailed. 
and honest investigation Of the whole matter should be made. 
I think I would probably be able to support a further zmend-' 
ment.  in which the words 'are inadequate" etere.left.out and 
something along the lines.of "the provisions of .te Matri-
monial Causes ordinance need investigating and that..." but 
that is what of course the amended motion really seeks to do, 
so I think it  amounts to the same thing.'. To that extent in 

----that the House is being asked to exercise a judgement, I feel 
I cannot support that amendment. 

•  

HON P 3 ISOLA: 

Mr Speaker alf this amendment is defeated then we are back 
to the previeus one which is the one that I think is the right.• 
one becauea, and I agree with what the Hon Mr Canepa has just 
said, the previous amendment I think was a genuine attempt to 
have an inquiry into the Matrimonial Causes Ordinance to let 
people who feel about the situation, who feel on the question 
of divorce, to come andmakerepresentations to the Select 
Committee of the House; that is why the Hon Mover, Mr Perez, 
said and talked about a .full inquiry leading possibly,to a 
referendum. I know some people here, are in favour, some, 
people are against, we: would leave. it to the Select Committee . • 
'to work all that out. This particular amendment tries to get 
a statement of'fact rammed down the throats of those here who 
cannot accept the situation and also again puts into the .• 
arena of this House entirely the responsibility for amending 
the divorce laws.in respect of which not a single member of 
this House has. any mandate from anybody in Gibraltar whatever. 
It seems that the vote of members of this House, depending on 
whether they believe in divorce or they don't, is going to be • 
used to rae piece of legislation down the people of 
Gibraltar's throats whether they like it or not. The previous. 
amendment could have resulted in that, I agree, but at least 
it was done in elegant fashion and at least it left.the matter 
open and the House suppor:ed.it. I. think. the Chaie.had a 
difficult joe. in deciding whether this contravenes practice 
on debate but I say that as a matter of fact this new amend-
ment Seeks to overturn the decision we have just_ taken. That 

a basic reason why I em .going to vote against it. .1 think 
that the previous amendment as wae'passede• and I respect the 
people who voted against it, and they voted. against. it because 
they thought it Was a bit too wishy-washy, but this is also 
wishy-washy. When you say "within a reasonable period of 
time", Mr Speaker, what is a reasonable period of time? If 
we talk, for example, without in any way anticipating another 
motion before this House, what is a reasonable time with 'the . 
Varyl Begg Estate?. This amendment tries to ram down our.  
throats that the provisions are inadequate and the Select 
Committee must come back and amend that law and that is what 
we cannot stand because the House has just said by a majority. 
of 9.  to 5; "Look.into the law of divorce,,inquire into it, . 
see Lf any changes are required and:inquire into it in a way 
that you give everybody an opportunity to make representations 
and not bulldoze it through the Houpe because there happen to. 
be individual members in this House who feel strongly one 
way or the other and therefore the public will get it whether 
they want it or not and forget about election issues, forget 
about election madates, forget about referendum, it does not. 
suit us here. Let us calm down and let us have this issue • 
inquired into in,a .pnoper. and responsible manner and then let 
us have our fights at the end of the day when the recommend-
ations 

 
come through enee then we divide up whichever way we 

have to divide up because everybody has their.own feelings , 
on the matter but al least let us divide and fight each 
other or' fight for whatever principles we think are right in 
these circumstances after we•havehad the benefit of a full.  
and proper inquiry ,by a Select Committee of-this House." 
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HON MAJOR R j PELIZA: 

I am going to vote in favour of the amendment although I' 
voted in favour of the other amendment hut I think that • 
explains'itself by what I said earlier that I.. did• feel that 
the previous amendment was wishy-washy and'I am glad to see 
that now we ere getting nearer the cnonch, We have to face 
the situation, it is no use avoiding it by postponing the' 
issue. The issue is here with us and we have to tackle it. • 

the.noliticians, are the people who are elected to. resolve 
these issues and we are failing in our duty if'we do adt'use 
ouresktll and ability 'as politicians to find awey-hich will 
satisfy the people of Gibraltar in this very much entmevere . • 
dial issue. This is the part that we have to play in this 
problem. I said before I would haVe likee to see a dateto 
the previous amendment. Now we are getting nearer. It does 

. say that recommendations should be made to- the House within 
a reasonable period of time. Secondly, it does give 'the . 

__indication that there is a need and no one can possibly say 
that there isn't, that there is a need to look into this 
Ordinance. Whether, the representations that are made, and 
I cannot see why representations should not be made to the 
Select Committee- as it was intended it should be made e 

That is why I oppose this amendment in order that•we May get: 
back to what I consider to be a more reasoned amendment, one 
that will bring about the sort of enquiry that.nine elected 
members of this House have thousht should be done and eihich 
this seeks to overturn. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, having voted against the first amendment, a have. 
'got to ask myself whether there is anything here that .• • 
warrants my suppOrting it or not. ht seems to Me that this 
amendMent deals with two matters which haveheencritieised -
in the.  course of the debate on the general motion, one which 
I'mentioned and the other one I did net mention Tut other 
members mentioned. Onaneas mentioned by many•people about 
there being an urgent need. That is disposed of in the 
sense that the motion no longer says that there•is an urgent •. 
need. The other -one which I referred to in my.  original • • 
contribution was . the question that.I did•not think that it 
should be in line with that of the United Kingdom as at • 
today because I think the United Kingdom legisiationeprior • 
to 1969, is more in line with what might be recininedeinl 

'Gibraltar. If I am to be consistent, these two matters'.  
which were the only two matters that have been really In my ' 
mind, the second ona in -pareicular, but I -said thatI did not. 
want to hide behend that objection in order not to show My 
support.for the motion in general terms because the way.it,  
_was presented it did say. that that was really...only-ens way 
of 'looking -at it butehe was prepared to look .et the whole 
spectruM-ofetheepossibilities'of - change. ,Thessareedeelt 
with by' this- amendment and.. therefore I. willesupportthe- 
amendment. • 
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earlier, I cannot see why the parties interested should not 
come to the Committee and make their representations. I 
cannot se) why someone cannot come to the Committee and say; . 
"Not only do Ithink that the law is inadequate but.it'should 
be scrapped off our boekslt There is-no reason why anyone • 
should not Make. representations. Therefore, in that respect 

I do net,see any great.difference between one and•the other 
in that sense and the views that I expressed earlier on the • 
other which I would fo::„lowmare still preserved by•this • 
amendment. My .views Zit withinthe.scope of this amendment. 
Therefore, Mr Speaker, as I said before, I will be consistent 
in this and I will vote in favour. 'There is just one point 
and .1 do not suppose there is going to be another amendment 
but I will•difTer with the propose of the amendment on the 
question of how this should be decided and not. because I 
agree with the amendment' 'do I agree with the other points 
that the mover of the amendment made earlier when talking 
on the amendment. That is 'that I do not believe that any of 
us here have a mandate to make the final decision as to 
whether the law should he amended and therefore whatever the 
recommendations may be, whatever the drafting, eventually, 
when the recommendations are made this. Honee will have to 
decidchehether they are going to be the actual recommendations 
agethey ixtie• made, whether' those recommendations will be ' ' 
amended as to the wisheg of. the Members of the House and, 
finally;  how the•House is -going- to decide to legislate, ' 
whether it will be put to the people by referendum-or whether 
it' will go - Straight ahead and le4islatee' This isthe point 
I am tryingeteemake.. this point. andemyviews are very 
delahlt'611..thet. not helieve .that'veshouldngo ahead •, 
.withelegislatiolebeforeputting,itto;the4eOple- tb findeoie 
because we don't know,•-thig'is• a. factmeJ-edon't-ienow.whether • 
the• majoritynis•in favour-or if they erenagainst the. amendment. 
I' am making'that•reservation"but not because I am supporting 
the amendment do I necessarily agree with the way the Hon 
Mr Bossano wishes to continue after the recommendatiOns and • 
therefore my view that it should be•put to the people by 
referendum still stands. ' 

HON H J ZAILMITT: 

Mr Speaker sir, I am all the more baffled and I apologise 
because I just cannot see-hoW the Hon Member can ask the House, 
collectively', to agree that the Matrimonial Causer Ordinance 
is inadequst. aunt ask for e Select Committee to loOk into it. 
If th s MatmIromial Causes Ordinance is inadequate then we as 
political leaders should have'the courage to change the law 
if ee are absolutely certain and them should be no need for 
a (elect Committee and we should not hide behind the Select 
Committee's findings andtherefore this in actual fact is a 
reversal to the-  •original Motion which was defeated and the 
only way, 

MR SPEAKER: 

The original motion was not defeated. 
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It is prejudging the issue and I think the Select Committee 
should go into it with an open mind. We all have our own ' 
views' on this but the Select Committee should be reflecting 
the:vieWs of people, ',generally, leading,'T-hope;.to a 
referendum and, therefore; I see no need for this new amend-
ment and I will not support it. 

• .,.. 

HON MA:hOR F J DELLIPIANIe. 

It is getting awfully confusing. I feel there'isan element 
of truth dn'saying that if we say in thiaamendment-
"inAdequate",'We are prejudging,the issue already.' I had 
experience of Select Committees of the House in the Declara-
tion cf Members' Interests and, in fact, the Public Accounts 
Committee and it is true that we get things done quickly and 
we move and work quite well. I have every confidence in 
Select Committees of this House of Assembly' nd I think that 
the wording of the first amendment is adequate. I have 
complete confidence in the system of Select Committees of 
this House.  and I am •sure we will get on it and we will 
get down to doing things properly. There will not be any 
question of shirking responsibilitieS. 

The Hon J Bossano- 
The Hon SirJoshua Hassan 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon Major R J- Peliza 
The Iron' A' T Scott 
The Hon R G Valarino 

The follqvine'Hon Members voted against: 

The Hon A. J Canepa 
The Hon M Featherstone 
The Hon A J Haynes • 
The Hon P J Isola 
The Hon 3 B Perez 
The Ron • T RestanO 
The Hon I-1 3 Zammitt 

, - 
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HON H J ZAr.MITT: 

You are quite right, Mr Speaker. - 'And I think that if we are 
all Absolutely convinced or a Majority Ofthe'Hon Members of 
the House are convinced that it is inadequate but Without' 
referendum'to the people, surely, Sir,' the original'aMendMent 
would be the one where one would have,the- views that the 
Rouse' is Seeking but T do nOt -think'it is right' that we ' 
..e:hould have an amendment Which prejudges. The House shbUld- -
nbt prejudge this'issUe because we are'nethere td do-the - 
work of the Select Committee. Mn. Speaker, '; really cannot 
see the consistency certainly.  of the'last speaker in having - 
voted.for one and now'changing'and voting for the Other.-
cannot'see the consistency at all. I am absolttely baffled, 
Mr Speaker, and we can be here all clay and probably.  more - 
than one day if we carry on with this attitude. 

HON A T LODDO: 

Mr,Speaker, what is-certainly obvious is that Gibraltar is 
'divided. Division-is seen plainly in-this House so there-
fore there is a need: for an updating and it is not'a question 
enf theeourageef one's convictions because here every' • 
Member has spoken quite epenly, it is- the practicality and 
therefore I•think''that- the amended motion as it now stands, 
-4:•-teis a very,setisfattory-compromise motion because the - 
Vroblem does existeand ,by shutting one's eyes to this problem 

just-will not disappear. The matter certainly is contro-
ersial but•we'CannOti  as elected leaders of t.lis community, 

▪ hirkeur responsibility and sweep it all under the carpet. 
supporting the amendment: ' • 

_ • 

:71i011 M 1 F2ATHERSTONE4'• 

As the Hon Mr Canepallaseaid, it is not, 'for us in this • 
Hbuse to judge whether the-Matrimonial Ca.u.ses Ordinance is 
adequate or 'inadequate.. I agree it may require investigation 
but I do not think the Select Committee should have, as it 
were,:hanging over its head the decision of this House that 
i-t'is already inadequate when it starts its deliberations. 
I',-think therefore the only reasonable way to treat t:1-.e present 
amendment is to vote against it. • 

HON G T R1STANO: 

One• of the things which the previous eme.,,!.ment which was 
passed by the House.sought was that the Select Committee 
should inquire from-people,- generally, about their view on 
our divorce' laws- We are not talking here aboUt our•oWn 
personal-views. The Select Committee was to inquine'and 
investigate from entities, from individuals, how they felt 
about the Matrimonial Causes Ordinance and then give their 
opinion. This new amendment is not at all in the spirit 
of that first one and it certainly does not - seek for the 
Select Committee to really ask people what their viewseare. 
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HON DR R G VALARINO: 

There is not muahto'say on this'amendment except that it 
will obviously prove to be a much better amendment than'the 
preVious one because at'the end of the day, a tie will 
undoubtedly result and therefore we shall -in all probability 
losd the amendment. Nevertheless, I'feel I have- done the 
House a worthwhile service by putting this amendment forward 
and trying to at least better that amendment which was 
proposed by my Hon Friend Mr Perez. 

Mr Speaker then pUt'the question in the terms of the Hon Dr 
R G Valarine's amendment ancron a-division being taken the'.  
following Hon Members voted in favour: 



The following Hon Members abstained: 

The Hon Major F J Dellipiani 
The Hon F Pizzarello. 
The Hon R J Wallace 

The following. Hon Member was absent from the Chamber: 

The Hon I Abecasis 

The amendment was accordingly defeated. 

HON .7 BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, I woulehlike to make use of the right of reply 
although the motien 'that stands before the House. in my . 
estimation fairs to Achieve what the' original motipnheas 
intended to achieve. I reereththat the aMendment - waS moved 
in the .Lerms that it was because it seems to me that this 
amendment has .been carried primarily by toe support of those 
oho were against the original motion and had that not been 
the ease there was A good chancre of the original motion being 
Carried or certainly an even better chance of the amendment' 
we here just defeated. The only reason nhy I went to make 
this point is because it is, of course, only threeeh a 
certain.amount'of incompetenceon my pars in that I did not 
reareisa.that,having spoken to.the Hon and Learned Mr Perez! 
amendment-initially.  you were•thenegoing to..rulehthatT •could. 
not move •thiSeamendment myself. I:thought that 7. could move 
an.'aMendment..4nd-Aswrc.,ag•but4LIwould'l:Ise to-make the 
point: because the Hon and Learned,Mr-Isole charged into .me. 
as if this wasea,Machiavellian plot.td reverse the con-.. 
sidered view .of the :nine members of the•House when in fact e-
what was most obvious abouttheconsidered view of the members 
of the House is the total confusion which was prevalent 
throughout the contributions of many members -who made a 
speech which elearly indicated to everyone that they were 
going to vote in favour only to end up by saying that were • 
going to vote against. Those of us who are more obviously 
committed to reform will now have to make do with the - little 
we have managed to salvage from my original motion a:d try_. 
and make that work.. It is clear that the .views expressed in 
the House are such that this is not an issue which really a 
political party can take up honestly' on behalf of its entire 
membership and of all its supporters and I am surpr5see. that 
members in this House who recognise that nevertheless did not 
fail to take the opportunity of accusing me of having done 
something.  wrung in not having made thid en alection itsie on 
behalf of my party whi3et at the same time recognising ;hat 
in every Party, includiee the GSLP, there are people who do 
not agree with this. We have gone further than any other 
political party in that we took a policy decisien recently ' 
which is rnewpart -of our programme .and we are now committed 

--to this unless a future general meeting reverses that policy. 
Within our own ranks, as within the ranks of other parties, 
there are People who give much grease' weight to religious • 
1-iews, who have much greater misgivings about the wisdom o-C  

reforming the law. Even those members, Mr Speaker, who have 
most vehemently oppcsed the reform of the law, have none-
thelesS.recognised that the present one is unsatisfactory, 
that the present one does not preserve stable family life, 
that the present one leads to people- inventing infidelity 
where it does not exist as the only way of-achieving it and 
that is a bad law, that is an'inadequate law, so how can any 
member having recognised that need- a Select Committee to tell 
him that .that is. inadaquatee The trouble is, of course, 'that 
one cannot speak often enough in this. House, I. would like to 
.stand up every time somebody else says something to put my 

.,Oar in but I cannot so I have to wait till the end when it.ip. 
too late. I may succeed how in persuading everyone but now 
the vote has been taken. The vote now will be, of course, 
merely a ratification of the amended motion as it stands. 
Certainly, the Select Committee, in my view, must be seen as 
working primarily towards reform because it is obvious that, 
reform is required and it is obvious even to those. who feel 
misgivings about the reform for other reasons. The Hon Mr 
Zammitt has not said that he doesn't think the law needs 
reformine, I.e says. he does not think he has a mandate to 
.reform - it, Therefore, the fact that the Select Committee 
may come up and tell him that it needs reforming does:not 
give him a mandate. Having supported the Motion to inquire . 
into whether there is a need, which he- is convinced already 
that ther. Ls, he now. will: find himself if that .need'is in . 
fact substantiated„as'ineapable of. doing anything about it 

he. is today .unless he changes his'mind about his right to 
.'ef.orm the law without having - to .hold a referendum or with-.  
out having. to go to an ',election.. It 1s-important, Mr.Speakera. 
-that now that the. Motipn,has been.broaghemto•the.Houseaand'.e. 

. I- think it is better that it should haysen breUghtto.the. 
House in the earlier part of the House rather than. towards-
the end of the House where electoral pressures.mitht .have 
been. greater at work, and we certainly do - not want to find 
ourselves in the sort of,situatiOn there seas in Malta with-
the Catholic Church issMing pastoral letters as toehowto 
vote. I am making the point that it is better that it 
should be now rather than towards the end of the House of 
Assembly where making it an election issue could include a 
possibility of the Church- trying to influence, because of 
the strongly-held religious views. on this matter, the be- .  
hay.our of the electorate which I-do not think would be a 
geoi thing for democracy in Gibraltar, that the Chu eh 
±old say to people; "Do not vote for so-and-so," 

MR SPEAKER: 

I must hring you to order. This is a new issue which has not•,$ 
been sa:tsed in the debate. You are exercising your right to. 
reply. 

HON 3 BOSSANO: 

The issue that has been raised in-the. •debate has been the 
issue of whether this should have been fought out in the last 

• 
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election campaign and I amanking the point in reply that not. 
only 'do I not believe it should'have been foughtin the last 
election campaign; I do not think it-should- be fought in the 
next election campaign and.tHatatherefore the timing in 
bringing this moion is correct in bringingait towards.thea 
beginning.of the House of Assembly when we have got plenty 
oftime to debate it without putting ourselves in a'situatiOn. 
whether other considerations and other allegiances. can'ont 
across political loyalties and, political considerations. 
That is the point I am making,- Mr Speaker, and it is-ex point 
that requires to be made because I.am not making any apologies 
for the timing aof - the motion: think-the timing is right 
and I hope that now that we have started on this we will 
treat the matter with urgency and serious consideration and,. 
hopefully, notwithstanding the conservative e....ements in the 
House that would like to put us back to the year dot that-we 
do move into the twentieth century. 

'Mr Speaker then put the question in the Terms of the Hon 
J-::Bossanoi.s motion; as amended, which read as follows::  

"this House considers that a Select Committee of ' 
the Honse.sho'uld be appointed to inquire as to .the • - 
neea, if Any, to amend the Matrimonial Causes Ordinance",• 

• 
0#aAadivision. being. taken the following Hon Meabera,voted in 
favoUr: 

The Hen J Bossano 
Theaflon.  A J Canepa 
'1•_beaH6n- Major F J 
aThe Hen M K Featherstone 
. The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan 

The'lln A J Haynes. 
TheaHen P J Isola.  
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon Major R J Peliza 
The Hon J B Perez 
The Hon G T Restano 
The Hon W T Scott 
The Hon Dr R G Valarino 
The Hon H 3 Zammitt 

The_followIng Hon Members abstained: 

The Hon F E Pizzarello. 
The Hon rz Wallace 

The -following Hon Member vas absent from the Chamber: 

The Hon 1 Poecasis 

The Motion was accordingly.carried. 

recessed at 5:2$ p.m. 

• The *Iiiscit reswied.at-6.00  

HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, I beg to move, that: "This House considers. that 
the system for granting schelarships should be reviewed, with' 
effect from this year in order to establish the same right to 
statutory grants as exist in UK for those who obtain a plate 
in further ed4cation on the minimum educational requirements 
accepted in UK." 

Mr Speaker, this a matter that •I have raised, oa previous... 
occasions in the House of Assembly though not in the form of 
a Motion.' I have raised it in at Estimates.time: when we' 
haVe been discussing the'provisions of funds for scholarships. 
and I have raised it at Question time more than once. I. 
would remind the House that when we have discussed this on 
previous. occasions we have been' told sometimes. that in 
attempting to widen the availability of scholarahips we' 
would be:  providing public funds for, people who might not be 
able to benefit fully from. the opportunity. I recall one 
specific case one year where the. Hon Mr Featherstone, then 
Minister-fir: Education, told us that we were scraping. the 
bottom of the barrel in seeking to provide additional grants 
for people who failed to meet the minimum pointage and,sub-
sequently some of those students, one student in particular 
that I recall, did so,well that he finished up with post 
graduate $:,74.11.4s in. the United Kingdom doing a,dOctorateand 

- has now go:. a teachingajob.in a.J.JK university. The'imPor-
tance is that one should have an understanding of just how 
imperfect examination results are as a means of testing . 
ability. This is why one,of the clearest trends in education 
today is theanove away from taking decisions purely on the 
results of an exam taken at a point in time and towards 
continuous assessment which is a much more adequate method 
for measuring ability. We have to recognise that the obtain-
ing of grades at a particular exam is in itself also an 
imperfect system. Not only.do  we have a situation where 7 
somebody can be doing excellent work all-the year round and 
then get examination nerves but even the grading system tends, 
generally speaking, at GCE levels, tends to reflect to a • 
certain extent the calibre of that.particular year. .0ne gets 
a situation where the pass mark:is fixed at a percentage of . 
the total candidates taking the exam and consequently the 
performance of that exam can be determined as much by who 
else is taking the exam at that point in time as by the 
objective-standard of the candidate himself or herself. 
Given all these factors, it is obvious that a pointage system 
that is determined by grades is far from being an accurate 
measure of the potential of that child to benefit from an 
opportunity in further education. In seeking to commit the 
House to move away from the system we have operated for.a 
number of. years in Gibraltar to the.one that there is in 'the 
United i'ingdom, where a .statntory grant is provided to' 
anybody obtaining,  a .place in further education on the 
minimum entrance requirements laid down by the Department of 
Education and Science, T am not only reminding the House of 
the inefficacy of attaching, too much importance to exam-
ination reaultsatOne point in times:but also bringing 
home what I corisid4r is a necessary ptlitical coMmiethent to 



Mr• Speaker then lereposed the question in the terms of- the 
Hen JaBossaneas motion. 

• 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

r,ive our future generations in Gibraltar the same opportuni-
ties as they would have enjoyed if they had been bornoande 
lived in the United Kingdom. I think a child that wculd 
have got a place in a UK university •and a grant to go to 
that university,-  if he had been born in UK, should not be 
deprived of that opportunity because he is born in Lfbaaltar. 
In fact, he is only deprived of that opportunity under the 
present system if his narents lack the means because•any K 

child, generally speakfne, in Gibraltar, given the importance 
that is attached to education here by rest families at all 
income levels, any child who getssa place in UK will have 
his faMily making enormous sacrifices, if necessary, to meet 
the cost of his education in UK if the Government is not • 
providing a grant and there are people in that situation in 
Gibraltar•and therehave•been throughout the period when our 
scholarships have been operatiAig. It is something that we. 
shdui.d rectify. Effectively, it means spending more money 
because we are talking about providing money to those who • 
fail to obtain it but I think that' we have got a• fundamental 
obligation given the importance that we attach in Gibraltar 
in the development of our welfare state to modelling our-
selves on that of ,UK, clearly. it is a philosophy we shall 
need to suspend for the time being, for the short period 
that.. Mrs Thatcher - is in Government, since she is in the pro--• 
toss of dismantling the welfare state, so I would ask the 
House that we carry.on.with. progressive improvements- to our 
own system untna that happy day when the Labour Government 
is returned to power in the United Kingdom and-they can -
restore thq.situation and:try. to cetch,Up with our. standards. 

Mr Speaker, if I were sitting on that side .of the House this' 
would be the kinder popular motion I would bring to the 
House but I an not sitting on that• side of the House, I am 
on this side of the House, and I have certain responsibilities 
as a Member of. the Government and as Mirieter for Education. 
I do-not think the Hon Mr Bossano, woo is an economist., quite 
realises the extent of-the financial implications thet this 
would involve. I do not think he quite realises that in a 
town of enr size there is at any given moment something 
between, 1(.0 to 130 students in the United' Kingdom unir 
scholarships. I do not think you could find a talon of the 
size of Gihreltar in England with that kind of centeibetion 
towards education. I would remind the Hs; Mr Bossano tnat 
we have already done something about increasing scholarshinis.  
in that not so long ago we lowered the pointage system from:.  
14 to 12 Points. What the Hon Mr Bossano is suggesting is 
tantamount to saying that anyone who can gse a place in a 
university will automatically get a scholarship from 
Gibraltar. It is quite well known that in England the system 
of education with regard to universities is that they work on, 
• grants according to the number 'of students they haVe. It is 
very easy forsome'universities in order to maintain them- 

. 
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selves as universities; to take in just about any student 
that they like in order that they can say: "We have 2,000 
students, we•Fequire so much money in grants from local' 
aachorities". 

HON .1 BOSSANO: 

. , 
If the Hon Member will give way. I have got in the Motion a 
reference to minimum educational requirements.- I am not . 
talking about a university accepting anybody who-just applies. 
I am talking about universities being required to consider 
in UK anybody who has got the minimum of two 'A' Levels. and. 
the fact that the Government, in the United'kingdom will. provide' 
a grant to anybody whO gets. in with the minimum requirements 
but not to eanybody who gets in without them. 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI: 

I still maintain that the minimum requirements in the-United 
Kingdom in some cases are very low indeed, it just depends 
on which university you want to go to. For example, if you 
wan!' to go to Cambridge University or.  Oxford University 
they ree tire at least two A's' at B level or three As at A 
level. They' require very high standards while other univer- 
sities and polytechnics are n,ot'..so demanding., think that 
a country the size of Gibraltar with the 'money that we have 
already spent.on Education cannot afford to open. the flood- 
gates of to that extent... Ths Government bas 
moved already in that direction, •from::14,to. 12 points, we 
have. to keen .a sense of prePartion.on:whatjethe,  economy of 
Gibraltar can afford and we. •haveto-keepeWastage rates .in'' 
mind. At the present mementthewastageerate in the United 
Kingdom fluctuates between. and. 917:  thestudent 
population giving.up or. failing. In Gibs-I.:attire  despite the 
high gradeq'that we demand, according to the Hon Mr Bosshno, 
our wastage rate is 13%. Can we afford-to have a wastage 
rate of 25%? I do not think v;f1 con. I thin.k that the money 
that we can use can be used in, Gibraltar in other spheres. 

think there is enough money already voted for the scholar-
ships in the United Kingdom. I did quote a figure of 100 to 
130 studertE and this is a remankable achievement on the part 
of a town thl size of Gibraltar. It would be ideal for me to 
say "Yes", I would become very popular.  but I am not ,here td 
be popular, I am'here to be pragmatic about things and we 
have to farce' reality. ye just cannot afford to scholar-
ship:7 who:a here is quite a bit of doubt as to whether that 
scholar a-e going to be successful in UK. We hove to get 
valve for money and. ii we are having now a wastage' with 
t,e h_gh standard that we demand from our scholars, whet kind 
cf wastage rate are we going to have when we open the flood-
gates? Cane Gibraltar afford to waste that kind of money? I 
do not think we can. Certainly, as a matter of policy at this 
juncture I would vote against it. If the situation cheeses 
in the future and we - become so rich that we can afford to.  
maintain the standards that the Hon Sir Boksano is asking for ' 
now I might, change my mind but I have a duty not only to my 
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mini=stry, as Minister for Education, but I also have: a- 
duty to the people of Gibraltar, to the taxpayers. 

I have-to•be responsible in, the way 'that money isspent'in 
Gibraltar. I am here to 'look after the way my moneyisespent• 
in the ministry for the beeefit of all taxpayers and for the 
benefit of the children and I do not think it would-be to.the. 
advantage of children as a whole if I mis-spent the money.on -
students who do not have the capability to go•through and 
benefit through. an  .open system like the .one the. Hon Mr 
Bossano..is advocating. We should be very worried -at the'-way—
things are going. in UK. I'amaconvincedathet the situation in. 
the UK is going to change very quickly in the. grant system to 
universities and I do not think that we-in Gibraltar can 
affOrd it. 

MON A T LODDO: 

Mr Speaker, today must really be a red letter day because 
once again I find myself agreeing with the Hon Mr Bossano. 
I did ask a question- earlier on which has a bearing on this-
and I go belieVe that within financial reetraints but 
certainly no one should be deprived of fUrther education 
through lack ofemeans. I cannot agree with' the Hon Minister 
for, Education that we have reached the limit.% This year we-
Will be saving over Z40,000 in tuition fees and nae only 
eteAt but .the 

MAJOR F 3 DELLIg1ANI: 

Iefthe Hon-Nember wIU. give way. He seems to 'forget that the 
grant of sehoiarshipSahas been increased this year and there • 
isno_question of-X.4'44000 being raised-this year. 

---• 

Wr. T_LODDG:,e...•• 

BUt still the'BduCation vote-has gone down by L12,000 so in 
this day and age of inflation We are not maintaining our 
standards. To maintain the standard you .have got to increase 
the vote -by the same amount that inflation eats away, we 
have decreased the amount so—we are making a saving.. But it• 
is. not just University that students can aspire to but also 
to iColleges of Advanced Technology. and'if we are lowering 
our, points surely that is- for university and not' for eolleges 
of advanced, technology.' 

Mr Speaker, I think I hate spoken enough today, I will be 
supporting Mr BossanO.• 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 
• 

Mr,Speaker,,I think the., lion Mr Bossdno's ideas, if we lived 
woUld be.very worthy of commendation. I'quite • 

agree that if we had unlimited resources it mightniet be a 
badathing that.everybody who aspired to further education 
could go for it; We might even get Members of the House, 
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they•Might aspire to further education and they might get • 
perhaps c'sabbatical'so that they Could go and study economics-
and.come tack and be,: perhaps not as good, but more capable 

'than, 
 

of dealing with. our economists we are at. the moment. We 
•have to'lIve'ln the world that we are in today and we have to 
appreciate that our economy is'-not unlimited. The Hon Mr 
Lod'do claims that we' are spending less on education this year 
than laat'yeare  I am not sure'whether that is teerrect, but I - • 
think l'can Say we areSpending as much or even More on'the 
people we are sending'oversees-  on Scholarship courses, as' • 
last year. I think this Government has a pretty'good'record 
on scholarships. Back in 1972 when we first came into power, 
soMe-half a'dozen people were being sent-each year and this is 
now well beyond the thirty figure. Basically, it cannot be 
levelled against us that we have net done a pretty good 
amount of work in sending us many people as we possibly can 
and who we think ara justified in being sent. When I took . 
over in education, we' did a points system in which in the 'A' 
levels one had' to obtain %fourteen points and you got'a 
mandatory. scholarship. This worked very well but since'we are. 
a pregressive Government we looked into this and.. we reduced 
the point-ge from fourteen to twelve. I am not saying that, 
it' might tot be possible in the.future to even make an • 
improvement on thate but the Hon Mr Bossano wants -to follow a 
system which appears to be the system in' the United Kingdom, 
although the e' are certain facets in it by which that pointage 
would be reduced to two because there are instances in the' '- 
United Kingdom where people pass'two' levels at Grade E and 

manage, for various reasons, to get into a University or a 
Iolytechnic cr some other place of. Higher Education, perhaps 
the University of Netherwackwash which has never been heard 
of until recently, it is built of red brick, it has got to 
maintain its staff and obviously it has got to provide-
sufficient numbers of students to justify the staff and the 
grants that it gets from the - Central Government. Therefore, 
we find, in many instances, and youngsters'or Gibraltar have'. 
fallen into' this- that when they firse apply there are 
no vacancies whatsoever' but as the 'time for the term comMen- ' 
cing gets closer suddenly vacancies appear simply becaUse 
they have not:been.able to fill up their classes with the 
higher.grade students and they are willing to take a lower a 
and-lower grade. We have had in Gibraltar youngsters 
approaching me,'who have done very poorly in their 'A' levels,.• 
p.e.rhaps with a D and an E, which would be equivalent to 
three points, saying: "I• have got a place in a University, 
why cannot I be sent?" There is another facet that should be 
considered. Are we to spend the taxpayers,' money simply to 
give further'education for the sake of further education or 
are we justified in saying that whatever money we devote • 
from the taxpayers' pocket into further edUcation should, as 
far as is possible,'be of some benefit to the general' s.  
community of Gibraltar. 'If we have people going away, for 

' further education very often in disciplines which are of 
little use to Gibraltar, I think one of the favourite 
disciplines today .4.s Sociology, can Gibraltar 'stand a surfeit 
of sociologists? Or are we going to have,• and'I'do not say 
it with any depreciation'ofthe'job, the dustman with a • 
degree se'that;perhaps he.will.no  lon;e,- be called a dustman 
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or refuse collector-but a garboloeist? If that is the aim 
eventually so be. it, but I do not think at the moment-  we, can 
justify that the taxpeyers' money should be almost frivo7e  . 
lously spent for people who wish to-do one, two :or three 
years of further education which to the ultimate willprovide 
very little to the benefit of Gibraltar. as a whole. have 
also had knowledge Of the ratherhIgh failure. .rate of people 
in Britain who do manage to get into universities with .eery • 
low pass marks, unableneo.keep up the. etandard that is 17e-
quirod and. after perhap3..one yeeron'eigleteen months it is 
counselled to them that they should retire— This is basically' 
a.  sheer waste of money and is'sometWing which I do not think 
we in Gibraltar could easily condone. I agree.with the Hon 
Mr Dossano that examinations are ari imperfect system. I 
believe that great humourist Mr Parkinson sail there were two • 
systemS of examination,, the civil ser..-ioe system which is 
testing noople on a set number of items, .or the Chinese system 
in which you are shut up into a room with as much paper as you 
wish and you have to write three poems of'forty lines and two 
poems of twenty lines and anyway' the job is given to the 
relative of a friend of the person whO is doing the interview. 

It is, I think, not unreasonable. that persons who, because of 
examination nerves, do not do .quil:e as well in their 'Al'levels 
as one would hope, they are still given opporfunitiese'as far 
as the Gibraltar Government is concerned, we have had a 
number of instances in the past where people who have gone 
before•the Selection Board and have been, quite impressive: and 
yet have not done"  as well in the 'A.' levels as one:would'have 
hoped and. they have been given scholz.rships. 'Lf course' we' do. 
give scholarships,•.even•today, -toepeople on.tee.teohnical- side 
where it is not .a question of !A! but, leitels a question of hoc 
they have done partly in. their .exams' and partly throUgh the . 
yearls or two years' work prior to the exams as assessed by - 
their teachers and headmasters,'wegive them.scholarships So 
they,. can go•forward and. improve their technical career and I 
am very happy to say that in most instances the sending of 
these youngsters to the United Kingdom i.s not only justified 
but has given very good .results and.. in fact ir. my own Depart-
ment I have quite' s. number of young,s'ters who have .done 
extremely well and I have just heard of one youngster who has 
just passed his degree with First Cl,ss Henours and I hope 
he will. cone back,and be somebody that Gibraltar can .be proud 
of. .As . I say, if. we lived in Utopia perhaps it might be the 
'thing to say anybody who wishes any further education should. 
have it. But we do not live in Utopia, we have to lave in a• 
world where the amount of. money that is available, is limited 
and we have to temper within these limitationS the nuMeer or 
people we can aend. I think we are sendiee' at the momel.t a 
pretty.  fair quantity for the size of Gibreatar and I do not 
think that we oars justifiably go very much further than we: 
are doing at the moment. I cannot, therefore, support the 
Motion. • 
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HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, I would like to express my gratitude to my Hon 
Fe-lend, Mr Loddo, who. spoke in support of the Motion. It 
reminds me of our revolutionary days when we were both in the 
Public Health Department. Mr Speaker, the Government has in 
fact produced the same inadequate reasons for not accepting 
this propose:;l as they have done in the Past. It is not a 
question of Utopia although aeinmber of poines that have 
been ;safe by the Jon %Mr Featherstonerather than by the Hon 
Major .zZlellipiani reflect a political philogiophy in what 
education is about. It is not a question. *of political pop-
ularity becauset ifein.order to provide the.money to pay for 
better educational opportunities one had to tie it up with •an 
unpopular tax I would be prepared publicly to support both 
measures and one counteracts the unpopularity of one with the 
popularity of the other because I thInl: that political 
direction in society requires, .and this is essentially what 
se do in this.House of Assembly, we administer public funds 
which effectively means we are taking money out of the 
pocket of consumers in order to provide them with things 
that perhaps they would not provide for themselves if they 
welee left with the choice to decide for themselves. It might ' 
be - :;ha': if we decided that we have got a responsibility to 
look•aitar the 'public money so well then perhaps we should 
say to po?le let each family: whether they want a bigger, 
television set or a better education for ,their-childrens  bait . 
we don't do that, we put a tax on their. television set and 
pxovide, them with the education for their-children whether 
they like it or not..., The consistency of*that Philosophy 
carried to its logical conclusion requires that we attach ' 
importance toeducationfor •its..own..sakeand .not simply -  as ,  
a me'ans to-an end:: Indirectlyeit.,is a means to '.an end 
because an educated• population, in My judgement, -would produce 
a better and more stable society, one perhaps where one might 
not have so much difficulty in persuading othor people of the 
need to reform the law on divorce. The Hon Member menticined 
sociology as if when people study sociolocy they were doing a 
coarse of vocational training which at the end of'the•course 
produced sociologists that had to be employed on doing 
sociology as opposed 'to doing garbage collection. That is. 
not the case, socio'iogy essentially is the study of society 
and in my judgement .it is a vitally important part 'of 
education because it teaches man something ;  about himaelf and 
something about the way society function, it enables More 
mature political decision-making to take place-and,• generally 
speaking, it produces a swing to the left which 1:, a bonus 
that one g.It. fa, nothing, We have, to distinguish betwPen 
vocational t,. airing and education and I believe it is worth 
investing in education even if one does not get immediate 
au.t.:r:,a1 returns in. terms of technical qualifications that 
ca.n be put to immediate use and therefore the philosophy of 
the Government must'be to provide the necessary funds to 
allow the widest possible opportunity of higher education to 
be made available to Gibraltarians. In 'our Party we have got' 
a commitment which we included in the Manifesto to provide. 
for every school leaver a place in further' education because. 
we think society should plan for what happens to children 
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Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken. 
the following Hon Members voted in favour: 

The Hon J Bossano 
The Hon A J Haynes 
The non P J Isola 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon Major R J Peliza 
The Hon G T nestano 
The Hon W T Scott 

.The following lion Members voted against: 

when'they leave school and not just say: "You are now on the 
competitive market and you fend for yourself." 'Apart from 
that, I would ask the, lion Member and. the Government whether 
they are 'not being inconsistent in sayingHthat there'is a 
ceiling'to the money we can spend on sending studerts to 
United Kingdom when presumably the whole role of he 
Education Department is to raise the stan6ard all the time 
arid to: increase the nuMber of students capable of going on to 
farther • education. One the one'hand the Minister for 

:SriIucation is charged with the responsibility of creating-an 
educational system in Gibraltar that produces'moree and more 
students and on the other hand it is charged with the 
rceSponsibility of not sending'them anywhere''once they are 
.produced because otherwise he Would'comea.cross this tax 
feeling that he thinks he has got a responsibility to the 
electorate on the public purse, What would he do if as a 
result. of improved teaching in Gibraltar he found himself 
With 200 people with 12 points, then presumably he would 
find the money to send the people with the 12 points.' 

N MAJOR F J DH LIPIA~I: 

Wweuld certainly try to find the money because then I would 
1(7-*.thatthe wastage rate would not be so great.; 

that, certainly I would go-along with .an ,in-depth study of the 

whole que-iton of the direction in which we channel our 
educational: system, of the desirability of certain subjects. 
'being given greater priority than others in terms of giving 
peoplemUeeeh that is limited because those are -all things that 
are valid aed are worth looking at but they are not arguments 
against supporting the Motion and. therefore, Mr Speaker, I 
vheeld put it to Hon Members on that side, that the economic 
eemmitment. that tbey would be taking:on would not be to the 
extent that they imagine that it would•be but that if it was. 
necessary all that we would be doing would be giving the same 
opportunities in Gibraltar as exist in the United Kingdom and. 
that is a worthwhile political' commitment to take on even if e 
it costs more money. The Hon Mr Featherstone is as out-dated 
in his approach td education as he showed himself to be: in 
the previous motion before the House.' He talks about• a red 
brick university which is today used as a means of praise for 
universities in United Kingdom, he uses it in the sense in • 
which it used to be used in pre-war days as a-term of ' 
denigration, that the redbrick is riot quite.is'good as 
Oxbridge but, in fact, red bricks are producing some of the 
bus;-brains in the United Kingdom and in Gibraltar. 'Mr 
Speaker, perhaps the Hon Member might'well'hipself benefit 
f.rem a sabbatical year which would enable him to -catch with 
where 20th Century society has gone since he last had a last 
look at it. h • 

N. 3- BOSSANOe 

1dr .Speaker; with' all'dfx4 x espect to the Fon Member, whether 
'Ehe studerit,gets'12-points'or not is noe - Correlated with' the 
wieStagerate'and I would suggest that if he cares to obtain 
rsore stat“tieS frOmhis own department. he will tend to find 
that the waStoge'rateeis'mord correlated with the course that 
feeple- 'go on than with'the qualifications that they started 
aivf with.t:quit67'often happens as that there is in- ' 
s:0&icient Preparation priorto.goitg to university to 
e'Otablish the:attitude of.the person for a particular course 
of 'alternately, the degree to which a person going on a 
curse-will actually enjoy what he is studying. People who 
diW'Out of courses, generally Speaking, do'so because they. 
fiYethat it is not what they expeCted it to be and he will 
ffxd thclt, there is a' greater correlation between the choice 
ofaubjects rather than the pointage systeM.-  In any case,  
in7teres of choice of career, clearly the question :`of haVing 
anarbitrary pointage figure and the other 'areument about 
Gibralter's needs inhterms cf the jobs'that are available ix. 
Gibraltar would seem to run counter to each other; it seems 
to :'roe that whereas all I hav,e been trying: to do with this . 
motion'is essentially to.seek a political commitment that wee' 
say to ourselves that we do not wish- our own:o,ngstersto-be 
less endowed in terms of educational opportunities than'they 
weal d be in the United Kingdom, that is all I am saying, that' 
is the essential political commitment that I am asking the 
HouSe to make, that•  as far as ire are concerned, as- people,. 
we :art to give our children that same opportunity,- and I 
make. the point again that it is only those who lack'the means 
who :are deprived when they'are denied"the grant..apart :from  

I commend the Motion to the House; Mr Speaker, and' having 
demolished the arguments on the Government side I hope they . 
will nox be,able to support it. 

The non A J.Canepa 
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani 
The Hon M K Featherstone ' 
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan 
The Hon J B Perez' 
The Hon Dr R G Valarino 
The Hon H J Zammit 
The .Hon F E.Pizzarello 
The Hon R 3 Wallace 

The following Hon Member was absent from the Chamber: 

The non I Abecasis 
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The notion was accordingly defeated.e 
oe 

The House' recessed at. 6,35 p.n. 

MONDAY 21ST JULY,. 1980  

The House resumed at 10..15a.m. 

e . . 
• The Hon J J Caetano, acting Financial. & Develcpment Secretary, 

joined the_meeting at this stage of the proceedings. . 

HON, C2IEF MINISTER: 
• • • • 

Mr Speaker, Sir- it. is with exceptional pleasure that I rise 
to move the motion. standing in my name. Before. doing so, 
however, I wish to extend, on behalf of this, Loese and of 
the people of Gibraltar as a whole,.our aermestwelcome to 
cur guests from the'European. Parliament. The' link which has 
been established'with that Parliament, the visit of the six. 
Members whom we are honoured to have here with us today-and 
the object of the motion on the Ceder paper are. all, I • 
sere, matters of momentous significance for Gibraltar and its 
je:ele. I welcome Lord Betnell.; the Leader of the•Gronp, 
,.!:,,se inteeceth fars::ghtedness and' 'initiative have brought 
this abon;7-; Nr Brian KqY, the Vice. Chairman of the Gr,np; • 
Miss Gloria hoover; and Mr Alfred Lomas. It is unfortunate 
that Mr•Kenneth Collins and Mr Adam Fergusson have. beer unable 
to visit us.on this occasion but we look eeerward to welcoming 
them. to :ii l,raltar• as soornas.they are able."zo'come.' In the 

I.haveethe zreatest. pleasure ._n. welcoming Mr Michael 
Gallagher and Mr Paul Howell who, though netformally Members 
of the.Group, areealSo,interested in-  oureaffnirs and will, I -
am sure, build a firm.and lasting friendship with the people. 
of Gibraltar. 

I trust that the stay of our visitors in•our City will be a 
pleasant one for them. We regret having to add more travel 
to their lives but hope that, at least, they will find the 
change agreeable. We regret also having to add to their 
labours, for we know how busy they are, and for having 
prepared such a full programme for their visit. I am sure, 
however, that they will understand our feelings on this, 'We 
felt it important that they•should meet as' many people as 
possible of their adopted City and we thank them for the 
burden they have assumed. 

Sir, I new move the motion standing in my name that: 

"This :louse 

(1Y resolves that +hi. following Illivish'llembers 
of the European Varliament, having expressed 
their willingness to represent the interests 
of the people of Gibraltar in,the Parliament, 
are formally recognised-by thiS House, on 
behalf•of the people of Gibraltar, as 
representing their interests: 

•  

Lord Bethel/ 
Mr Brian Key 
Mr Kenneth Collins 
Mr Adam Fergusson 
Miss Gloria Hooper 
Mr Alfred. Lomas; 

wishes to express the thanks end appreciation.  
of the people of Gibraltar to the aforesaid 
Members of the European Parliament for their 
interest, for tneir goodwill.and for their 
initiative inensuring that Gibraltar is 
represented in the European Parliament, as an 
interim arrangement, in an indirect way; 

warmly welcomes the Gibraltar in EUrope 
RepreSentation Groupeorhits first visit 
to Gibraltar". 

• • 
dell Mr Speaker before the direct elections to the European 
Parliament were held last year, representations were made to 
the Britisi. G'vernment by the pecole of Gibraltar who, as. 
nationals 4f ;he European Community, felt strongly that they 
had a right to be represented in the European Parliament. 
These representations were not successful. There =rare, and 
still are, it is true, curtain. difficulties. On the one hand, 
it is not easy to-claim that an electorate-of some 16,000 
persons should be.•represented directly-in the Parliament by 
a "e,lbcr:from Gibraltar; most European Parliament censtituen--
cjee In Britain have.something like. halfanmillion voters; on 
the other hand, there might also be diffidUlties, in making, 
t116 Gibrnitar.  electorate a part of..a:United KingdOmncon-.  
stitueneyh though this difficulty is per4bps-not insuperable. 

Whatever the difficultiese•one- thing isar to. all of us 
in Gihraltar,eirrespeotive of Party affiliation; we-are 
nationals of the European Community and it would be un-
democratic, as well as unjust, to. deprive us from having a 
voice in the European Parliament, by whatever method might 
be devised to. achieve this. 

The Leader of the Opposition and I had the great privilege 
of ,insiting the European Parliament in April this year. 
must pay tribute, and express the gratitude or the people 
of Gibraltar as a whole, in particular to Lord Bethel'. It 
was nis initiative thee led to that visit. 1,Te are . deeply 
grateful to. him for this. . We are also deeply grateful to 
Madame, Veil, the President of the European Parlineeent, to its 
various "Vice-Presidents and, indeed, to the Members of the • ' 
Political Groups in the Parliament who, in spite of the other 
very .pressing issues that lay before the parliament at the • 
time_of'per visit, still found the time to listen to the 
views we expressed on behalf of-Gibraltar. 

It is interesting and significant to compare the way in which 
'we were hetard,• on the one hand, 'by the United Nations during 
the course of Our various appearances there, and, on the 
other 'hand, laY the EUropean Parliament, Let me just say that, 

(k) 
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in the- European' Parliament, we were listened to by MemberS 
'of all shades of opinion represented in the Parliament.-  They 
naturally had different views on different points in 'our ex-' 
position'of our case; but one-  thing was pompon 'to them all: 
they Work in a democratic institution and they are Concerned, 
above all, with neople: They have been elaoted directly by -
the people of Europe; they are not, as in 'the United NAlons; 
subject to the'instructions of a national." Government; and" 
they appreciated, as that other international'body did not,'' 
the aspirations of the people ofGibraltar to live their 
lives according to their democratically add freelyexpressed 
political choice and in friendship with their neighbours. 
This *as a breath of fresh air We were delighted to be in 
such company. 

In Strasbourg - and / refer to our visit in.  April and not to 
our visit in NoVember 1977 -. we foUnd for the first time, 
outside the British Government, an audience that understood 
.our aspirations. We did not ask 'that audience•to adjudicate 
on'othe merits of .the 'diSpute between Britain and Spain. over 
Gibraltar. Indeed, Monsieur Rey former President of the ' 
CeiMission amongst others, made it clear to someone else who • 
a't'tended, fora- short while,: our first meeting ih Strasbourg,. 

thie was not their function Even today, we are not: . 
a4king•the -Parliament to adjudicate on the merits of the.  
di *pute between.  Britain and.  Spain. 'What we areaskjng, - and 
t*s'isfundMental to the-Concept of the European ParliaMent, 
i'3` that the'ri-ghts;Cf EUr&_Gean*Nationalsn''Eowever.small a '' 
'd:Mmunity they'May'bare worthy of protection. It is our '•: 
13.'8Ilefthat we haV'e .'05.und worthy champions to protect us. ' 

• 
0&efirat'Maeting'Wi*ethe Political Affairs Committee of the 
Eropean•ParliamentWaS -held on 15 'Aprils This was only 5 
d'ays after'the LisbonkgreeMent had been announced. Before 
that announeeMent. waSMade, it had been our intention to: 
a-i;tis=ess the EurOPean'Parliament on.  3 issues: the restrictions 
plied on Gibraltar by Spain; the right of the .peoPle to self-
de'ermination and the .nUestion of the repreSentation of the •-
pe'OPIe of Gibraltar in the European Parliament. In the event:, 
wedid not raise the . question of the restrictions because the 
statement issued after the talks in Lisbon stated that the 
Spani-sh Government had decided eo suspend the apPlication of 
theemeasures in force' against Gibraltar. We took that state . 
meetat its' face value and decided, in good faith, that that 
particular, and very serious, issue should not be raised. It . 
was,- in fact, referred to incidentally, but only because a 
former Spanish Foreign Minister, Who served under General 
Francce  and who was subsequently asked -to leave the.meetinge  
provoked us into doing soe  

We accordingly concentranesl on the othee vier, issues. In, so 
far :.as the right of_  elf-determination.ef the people of -
Gibraltar is concerned, it must by now, surely, be clear to 
everyone not only that, in common with any other people in 

---the w' o. xe-atT,:ehtitred to' 'this right, but also that no 
elected representatiVes of the people of Gibialter have at 
any time Suggested,-in our particUlar circumstances, and.  
beca.U.Se'Sritain,'With Its respectefor international laW; 

• 
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continues to observe its commitment .under the 'Treaty of 
Utrecht., that the right of self-determination of the people 
of Gibraltar goes beyond choosing between Spanish and British 
sovereignty. It is, unfortUnetelyn part of the SpaniSh 
legalistic approach to this question that stands in the way of 
their recognition of our right to self-determination.. It roust 
by now be clear to sverybody that Gibraltar - the -territory - 
and its people - will never become Spanish unless the people 
of Gibraltar decide that'it should. It must also be clear • 
•that the people of Gibraltar do not aspire to independence or 
to any other.solutionn There is no doubt where the self-
determination of the people of Gibraltar today leads.us to. 
It leads us to continuing association with Snitain.- It is, 
of course, possible that one .day the people of Gibraltar 
might decide otherwise. There are at present no signs of 
this. This is hardlyesurprising. As some of the more • 
enlightened Spanish politicians and journalists have recognis-
ed, and quite apart from the deeply-felt loyalty and 
affinity with Britain that is part of the Gihraltarian way 
of life, the Spanish Government can surely never expect the 
people of Gibraltar to alter their way of thinning when, in 
spite of tie :hange to democracy.in Spain, the Spanish 
Government continues to maintain a policy of total hostility, 
in spite of having. publicly recognised the identity of the 
people of Gibraltar as such. 

I. have. been snying for some year's now. that the difficulties 
between Gibraltar and Spain can only be resolved in a . - 
Eueoneen context. It is with regret that I now say that 
there appears- to be no Enrcepeanism in the Spanish approach 
to Gibraltar. By this time, the restrictions should have 
been withdrawn, but they.baye not. Once again, the people of 
Gibraltar have been disillusioned, and it: is hardly sur-
prising if their feelings towards Spain, exacerbated by'17 - 
Years of hostility and repression, should now be less than 
warm. It is not even surprising that. the people, of Gibraltar 
should new be turning their.backson Spain and that many. 
should not, be in favour of. the re-establishment of communi-• 
cations. I do not myself share-this view 'in principle but 
fully understand how it is arrived at. I have said on many 
occasens that there can be no reconciliation between Spain 
and Gibraltar.without genuine goodwill. We have offered ours • 
but it will become increasingly difficult Cor us to continue 
doing so when there are no signs whatsoever of any response. 

I appreciate that the Spanish Government may have its own 
internal problems on this issue - though I sometimes think . 
they are overstated but this is not our problem, any more 

' than the incompatibility between the cscp Conference in 
Madrid in November and the requirements of the Treaty of 
Rome wit-7e the present situation in Gibraltar are our,  problems 
either. 

To turn nownto the-third issue - that of representaticn in 
the European Parliament,-,here, I.am glad to say, there are 
ample grounds for satisfaction.' Our representation's on- this 
issue before the European Parliament were received with great 
sympathy. .The matter, as.isxA:wwknown, is tq be considered 
• 
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further by the Legal Affairs Committee of the Parliament 
prior to• the next direct elections in 19.84. In the meantime, 
aad thanks to the initiative of the British Members of-
rel.:La:anent. who are with us today, we now have a repreeentation 
la the Caropean Parliament. Although this is necessarily 
indirect and to some e-xtent informal, -ye have no doubt that 
those Members of tne Earopean Parliament who, on their own 
initiative, have come forward to offer to represent-our 
interests will do so'in every possible way.. 

I do not.thiek it would be possible for me to overstate, 
on behalf of the people of Gibraltar, our feelings on this 
ratter. Their spontaneous offer ;to represent our interests 
clearly springs 'from their appreciation of our difficulties 
and of our right, as European Community nationalae to• he. 
represented in one forM cr another. He are deeply grateful 
ao•them. We•welcome•them to Gibraltar with all the warmth 
at our disposal. We hope•that this Will only be the first 
of many visits. We hope that, in time, they will feel that_ 
taey , beloeg to- Gibraltar,  in the tame way as, through their 
inatiative e  we now feel, more deeply than ever before, that 
we belong to Europe. • 

• 
Mr Speaker, I. move-the motion, standing in my name in the full 
confidence that it has the total support of eery Member of 
this House and of eVery - eiti.zen of Gibraltar who, no less 
than any other ctizen of any of the Member.States n is also, 
a citizen of Europe. 

Mr Speaker. proposed theeaueStionein- ta-leaterms 
Chief Minister 4 s Motion. 

HON P J-  ISOLA: 
• 

Mr Speaker, I have much - pleasure in supporting the motion-
moved by the Hon and -Learned the Chief Minister, I must say 
that the'reception to the motion today -is likely to be far 
more hopeful for.. the Chief Minister than-  the reception or 
his words of support for the amendments that were moved on a 
Friday to the motion by my non Friend Mr Bossano when the way 
he voted didn't seem to coincide with the way his Part} felt 
and I fared littlebetter, sir Speaker, on his side of.  the -
House. We both seemed to be in the minority on the amendmenW • 
th .tt.werc moved in the House on motion and my Hon Friend 
Mr Boseeno seems to have a knack to be able to do these' .  
things. Mr Speaker, I an sure, however, that on taaa - motion 
the Chief Minister will receive the full support as Party 
and I am sure that'I will also receive th full support of 
my Party in sapporting the worthy objects of this motion end e • 
I am sure, dare I say, that even the lion Mr' Bbssano will - 
find himself happy to join with us on this happy occasion. 
Mr Speaker, the question of Gibraltarian - representation in 
.the European Parliament, you will recall, was something that ' 
was raised in this House a number of times before the 
European elections werelold and think it was my lion pred-
ecessor, Maurice Xiberras, who put a motipn -in this House 
before the European eleCtions asking the support of the. ' 
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British Government for Gibraltarian enfranchisement in the 
European Parliament. In one of his unusually length 
speeches, I think this one was unusually long, I think he 
sat out fdlIy-the arguments for Gibraltarian enfranchisement 
in Europe and I think if any lion Member would like to be 
refreshed on them may suggest that he refers to.  the Hansard.  

reports Which I am sure will be easily available, it was, 
I think ; -unfortunate that we-'didn't get vote in Europe. We 
know there were probiehs - in this respect but We were members 
of the community and, as I said, perhaps not enough thought' 
was given to the question of Gibraltarian representation and 
as a result we have ne member of the European Parliament or 
even a bit of the member of the European Parliament, I think.. 
as far as Members or the noose were concerned, I thin.', that 
on this one we would have been happy ao have used our .16,000 
votes to try and swing the result of These 80,000 majorities 
that came about in the European elections in England. But 
that was not to be and I must say and I.share what the Hon 
and Learned Chiefyinister has said, that I myself was 
enormously impressed with the worm support that we received 
when we went to Strasbourg on thisi.ssue of representation of 
the.  peonle of Gibraltar. Warm support, of course, from 
Brigs' European Members but. also, I -am happy to say, from 
Members of Parliament - of ether nationalities who couldn't 
Suite understand why-Gibraltarians who are EEC nationals 
hadn't taken part in this bold enterprise of,elected'rep-
resntation in the European Parliament. That was.  very com-
forting for.- ua and it. Was much mare,cariferting to see how • 
.Tuickly.our. Dritiah. ffiends in Strasbourg came forward to:n. 
suggest that we - mightlike toheve-some s.or.t of representation 
through, Britash.. European Members•efaPaalaaMentintrashourg-
and. of course we-eagerly grasped this opportunitv•of.repe • 
reSeatationebecause onecnyou.say . thatayoU:will prosentnuse 
in Enropenletame.say, Mr Speeker, they haVe let themselves 
in for quite'a lot because if they are representing us, •of 
coUrse,•theyanust doo what ere would like them•toedo, I am sure. • 
they will, of course, but they have to represent the feelings • 
of the people of Gibraltar on . the very important issues with 
which we are faced today and that is the problems cf,tne 
Spanish claim to Ginraltar, the problems of the attempted or 
possible attempted absorption of'Gihraltar into the Spanish 
atate using the ,excuse of European unity which, of counse,. 
we all sub,cr.be to' on this side of the House and' on the 
other side, ooviously, but European 'unity with Gibraltar 
forming part of the British part of Europe, lot me put it 
that way, encl this I am .are, .will pose a lot of prtblems • 
and cause -1 t_ of difficulties but I am quite: sure that.the 
Membees of claZuroPean Perliament who have happily agreed. 
to t: k,• on this burden, I am quite sure they wilt knew how to 
diacaaege it in accordance with the wishes .and the interests A.J. 
of ::he people of Gibraltar. As far as my Party is concerned, .• 
Mr Speaker, I just hate . to'ask them to bear in mind object 
No.1 of my Party which .s" to keep the people of Gibraltar and 
the territory`' British in accordance with their wishes. The . 
message from my Party ;-;.k a comparatively simple one but like 

'''averything simple it has its complications and one of the 
eomplacations, of course, is Spain and I are glad the Hon and 
Learred Chief Minister has referred in-his address to the 
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apparent inability of the Spanish Government to comply with . 
their side!of the bargain Of theLisbon Agreement under which . 
they:OomMitted themselves ta.lift the cestrictions without 
any conditions, to lift the restrictions.in the spirit of . 
friendship and in, the spirit, I believe, of the Treaty of Rome;  
which says that tiere must be no frontiers between people and 
ccunaries. It is appropriate that the Memhers ot the European 
Parliament who have heard from us at first.hand in Strasbourg 
theaouestion of the Lisbon Agreement and-  who heard .from us at 
first hand that by June 1st. the restrictions would be lifted 
in:accordance with the Lisbon Agreement,. I am glad that they. 
are here to see that we are now on July the 21st and the 
frontier gates are still firmly shut and,show no .sign of. 
opening although they have shown signs of rejuvenation, I be-
liege coats of paint have been applied and things- like that.. 
I .think it has to be made very clear from this side of the :.  
House as much as it has .been made clear by the Chief Minister 
froM that side of the House that the•Gibraltar peOple feel very 
strongly on thein right to determine their 'own future and on , • 
their right to decide for themselves what that should he and .• 
wea`were' very, glad to see-  in Gibraltar that following the Lisbon 
AFZ4eament, the Lord. Privy Seal in the,Bouseof Commons stated 
veiaYafirmly the Government's position when'he- said .that. 
lizz-,ktish,S)vereigntY over Gibraltar woulchnat.he altered without. 
tqaaeXpnesslyand demOcratioa.ily stated wish of Gihraltarians. 

surely.wSs as clear as it could lae-and':herefore 
a,s4ar as. we - arenconcerned,and.as far as the peeple.of -Gib-
rZtar are aonaerned their 'confidence. in.her,-Majestyls Govern-, 
ment to uphold their pledges is in no way' diminished by recent 
ea-eats and,now.par confidence in British elected representatives 
g,Satoostronger with;.. the acceptance of this onerous burden 
bgetheaBri.tiahEarepaan;Members of Parliament to ,represent us 
iai,Enrope. I know, Mr:apeaker, that the Gioraltar. Branch of 
th'sP. European MovementYof which I have the honour to be a Vice-
cbainman, will particularly welcome this motion as they them-
selves also took a,si.gnificant part in tryingto get represent 

YkL awn%for Gibraltar in Europe. We think this is a very good .  
seaond best.anda we are,,hopeful that we. should be able to keep 
th54.British Members of. the European Parliament fully au courant • 

-with What is happening here and fully documented, I will put a 
itAhat. way, with our wishes andahoW everybody .stands. on 

•Gibt4ltar. We are particularly.  .glad to see thai.the.burden 
haSabb'en taken equally bey Conservatives-and Socialists and this 
sorX.• of bipartisan support to Gibraltar both, in Strasbourg and 
111;landon.is very comforting for.as'in Gibraltar where we do 
haa*I:think, generally speaking, aabipartisan approach to the 
impoxtant issue of Gibraltar and the future of its pecple. Mr 
Speaker, I don't think- there is much more that I shohle.aayon 
thiSi I •would like to join very much the Chief Minister-with 
his.arm words of welcome and may I hope that the visiting -
Members 'of the European Parliament•plhs the two who are not 
representing ua but who 1 nm sure,will nna also, I hope,' ' 
support us in the, European Parliament in any way they „can, I 
hopethey will have a very pleasant stay with us, I hope that 
it won't be too hot, they seemed to hkve hit one of our hot 

rhope that they will during these two. days- learn 
a lot about us and our people and feel much more compe-
tent'jtia represent. its having seen usaohaving lived' with us 
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and having seen how we all feel on the issues that are of 
vitah importance to Gibraltar. Mr Speaker, I welcome the 
motion. 

HOW J HOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, as the Hen' and,Learned Leader of the Opposition 
said, it is one of the rare occasions when I am able to agree . 
with most of the things both he and the Hon and Learned Chief 
Minister have said.' Let me say that I associate MY-self fully 
with the motion and the welcome that has been extended to our ' 
new representatives in the 'European Parliament, in fact, I 
think if we think about it carefully perhaps we shouldn't be 
so concerned to spell out that it is an interim arrangement 
because if one takes the figures of the Hon and Learned Chief' 
Minister of one European Member for - every -am we seem to have 
exchanged 1/20th of one MP for 6 MP's, so we might be doing 
rather better 'off this way than if we had direct 'elections 
and I think the concept of direct electionS really which we 
all supporceC wasmore for its symbolic value, giving us a 
directsay it. the European. Parliament and not because we ever 
thought really that the 1/20th of one MP would make a major • 
impact on decision making'processes in Brussels or Strasbourg.' h  
I think that the willingness of the Member's to act on behalf 
of the peonlc. of Gibraltar is something that reflects, in 
fact, the geadwill that we know we enjoy in the.Hause of 
Ccamans and in the British ParliaMent I have got a personal 
knawaedge of 'one of the Members, Mr Alfred Lomas, who has 
been a very good friend of Gibraltar for very many years, - a 
staunch defender'of the labour movement in Gibraltar and the 
Trade Union'movement in Gibraltar and certainly I can vouch 
100% for his commitment to our people and to working class 
interests .here and, of course, one of the most encouraging 
things about the nature of our representation is that I see 
that the balance hfhpoweras between Socialists and  
servativesis at last moving in'the right direct-1On at'IeaSt 
in our .representation in the European Parliament if not in* 
the House of Assembly. I should just like to say two things; 
Mr' Speaker, about the, points made by the Chief Minister 
because although my -main objective in standing up is to show' 
that there is absolutely no division on this issue, there are .  
two )(Ants that the Hon and Learned Member made with which I 
cannot entirely agree and therefore I would like to record 
our own position in this'matter. He did say that'no one has 
ever suggested that the right of self determination goes 
beyond choosing between Spanish and British sovereignty. 
don't think one can qualify the right of self determination 
and therefore I have said on many occasions that if Gibraltar 
ever reached the stage of not being associated with Britain 
it would not necessaraLly follow we would have to be associated 
with Spain. I would-aaree with him that there is no in-
dication of anybody ever having wanted to be associated with 
-anyone else-but I cannot accept that. the choice is between 
the two., Secondly,'he.mentioned that there was no doubt  
that the exercise of self determination would lead to con- 
tinuing association with Britain., ;Well, have no doubt at' ' 
all about that either but I think that should not be mis- 
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Peliza? 

unierstood to meaning a continuing colonial association with 
Dritein heceese I' have no knowledge Myself of any colony 
having exercieed its right of self determination to continn-i 
as a colony and therefore given the clarification as far an 
I am concerneo en those points, Mr Speaker, which I think ' 
really is not entirely relevant to the motion. but were 
remarks that were made., I would like to say how warmly I • 
welcome the representation that we are havih; in the European. 
.Parliament and I am sure that Gibraltar's interest, partic-
nlarly the interest • of its working people, will be adequat7  
elY protected.. • 

MA SPEAKER: 

• Do ypti wish to speak, Major 

HON MAJOR R 3 PELIZA: 

Yes,'Mr Speaker, because I am so much int.-rested In this ' 
natter I think that I would like to say a'few words. 'First 
cf all., I associate myself entirely with the words .exPressed• 
so far in this Hoese. Secondly, I think it is an oprortunity 
to, thank the Chief Minister and the Leader of the .,pposition .  
for the miracle they produced in their visit to Stnasbourg 
of which we are already beginning to see the results. I 
thihk it is also an opportunity to thank 'those who worked so 
herd from the beginning' which extends I•think first of all 
to Sir Peter Kirk who at the time when Ioapproaehed him in 
London was very keen and•responsible for 'the European 
Movement and. did .not :hesitate to -move heavon and 'earth, you• 
might say,e•t,c'ensure that the branch of - the European move-
ment irn-Britai was. extended hereto Gibraltar.. In that way 
I think wa were contaminated to an -extent that I would have 
thought that the Eurepeaness of the Gibraltarian today is 
very great in practically every quartet in 'Gibraltar. Also 
I think. Lord Thomson - who ceme,together with Peter Kirk here 
to open the branch and said the famous words that it would be 
inconceivable for Spain to be able to join the Common Market • 
withont'first.lifting the restrictions. We must also thank 
all the branches of the European movement who at a CengteSs 
in London' in 1977 passed the follOwing resolution unaniin 
ously. Mr Speaker, I think it should be recorded in the 
Hansard. 

1977 at which all United.  Kingdom branches were represented,• 
the following motion was .approved unanimously by acclamation. 
It rent's as follows: "Recognising that Gibraltar nnd its• 
citizens are within the European community under Article 
227(4) of the Treaty of Rome, and in view of the proposed 
enlargeMent of the' community and the forthcoming elections to 
the, European Parliament, the European Movement in Britain 
resolves (1) to press Ber'Majesty's Government.  and other 
European Community Governments' to recognise .that Spain would 
be in breach of Community rules if admitted' to-membership: 
whilst. continuing to blockade Gibraltar, and (2) .to campaign 
for the enfranchisement of Gibraltarians in the election to 
the EuropeaneGovernment .on lines similar to those applied to 
overseas territOi'lis of other member states." I 'think, Mr 
Speaker, that in this connection it might he-of interest to 
this House to know that there are, in fact, French colonies 
spread All over the globe' some of them with a small populat-
ion of 4,000, who do have representation in• the European 
Parliament and it seems very strange that here we are, 
Europeans, almost full members of the ESC-with the exception 
of'mattors which I-shall read later explained by Mr Roy 
Jenkins tc wlom I have written on a number of occasions on 
this matter, -Mr Speaker, and Unfortunately so far we' have not 
had•the opportunity of being represented. I do vote for a: 
member of the European Parliament and by a-happy coincidence . 
he happens to be the leader of this delegation 'as I happen to - 
be in. his.00rstituency.nI England, •yes„ I live in 
Eutope as well Mr Speaker.  

Me: SPEAKER: 

We are deporting from the. terms of.the,m4tion. 

HON MAJOR R 3 PELIZA: 

Mr Speaker, I think it was. an interesting aside in that at . 
least. one member of this House does vote in the European 
elections. I felt at one point, and Itthink it should be . 
read. Mr Speaker, that the commission for whom in some way 
we look to as we do look to any other institution of the EEC 
to bear the case of Gibraltar in mind. Again we have been 
very lucky to have as President of the Commisn,ion Mr Roy 
Jenkins and I must say that every time that' I have approached 
him he.had been most interested in our'affairs and I think 
has. promntly dealt•With the questions' put to him notwithe • 
standing obviously the many other difficult problems that he 
must be-facing. New on the IOth of October, 1977, I wrote 
to him in connection.  with three points. One was the' question 
of the lifting of the restrictions. 

MR SPEAKER: 

We must not go into that. 
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MR SPEAKER: 

Anything that is said in this House is xecorded in the 
Hanserd. 

EON MAJOR K J PELIZA: 

• Yes, I know but the reason why I mentioned that, Mr Speaker,. 
is because I amogoing .to read it. !-Lt the annual congress of 
the'EuropeanMoveMent held in London on the 26th November, 



11,)N MAJOR R 3 PELIZA: 

Could-IJthen, Mr Zpeakere•juet refer to the answer tilt he . 
gave which 1 think might be of interest to the He'es'?•and. also 
to: the maters here present.fromthe EUropean Parliament, The 
answer, Mr .Speaker, reads as follows: "Lnder Article 227(4).  
•of the Treaty of Rome, .only certain of.  its provisionshregardl 
it the free movement- 'of.. goods, cart from,  other certain • .• " 
Agricultural products,.persons, services arid capital, apply 
to-Gibraltar. That Gibraltar is not anintigralhparteof the 
community in the sense in whi•chyou•use the-term, ie, in the 
same way as in the United Kingdom or Metropolitan France. As.  
a, result, theact on direct elections signed by the member 
states, include in its Annex 2, a.statemene specifying that 
its provision will for- the United Kingdom,apply only in 
respect of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Gibraltar is. 
thus excluded from the ambit of direct elections to.the 
European Parliament." Another point which' might-be of 
interest to.the House is EEC pasSports which has not been 
touched upon here. "With regard to the EEC passports.  • 
discussions are still in progress within 'the Council of the 
cOmmunity. on this questione However, once.agreement-is 
zeeached on the form of the passport, the issue of-this 
Onument. will eontinue to,be governed by the, domestic 
leegislationaf the different member states. The elieibilltye 
ofee.GibraltaniAns-.forthe passport.willetherefore..dependeon,-  . 
W4e, nelevanteprOvisions of-the United Kingdom legislation • 
12introducinghthe paSsport change. The provision of *,he 
tReaty'en, free. mpvement ei goods,. perscne, services and -
q.,1p,ita3h.will-  apply tie:eGibraltar and. Spain if and when Spain 
b:'efComes•a member er,-the-European CoMmunity." Mr'Speaker, 
t? hat think,harather concise but very much to the ,point 
answer.which Ithinkeortainly we have to bear in mind in 
thiseParliament.•. Andhnow I think that we do have represent-
atnon in ,twA'ffearliamentsor• at least members willing to 
renresent us-in..twoeParliaMents,. the lobby in the House of 
,s1.mmons-and noweanother..lobby in the.  European Parliament. 
I-ethink, it is our .duty here As elected. members to do every- . 
thing we can privately and, I also believe, publicly, • 
bemuse it. is important that the public should know here'and • 
in, the UnitedKintdom of the need of this movement• towards 
gneater integration of the people of Gibraltar and of the 
cemMnnity in. the form of representation and inevery other 
form that it is possible with-in the needs: of speCialprot-
ection fur Gibraltar because of our special situation, one 
of them geographically'and I- think on the question of-inter.; 

'national politics at the moment. It would be. also I think 
important, Mr Speaker, before ending; to pay tribute to the 
members of the European Movement in Gibraltar who have kept 
the torch alight _l from the beginning and wie nave • , 
worked So hard and will continue to work so hard in the . 
fueure. I think there should be a werd'or warning though. 
It is possible that in the same way that now we have got.a 
lobby in the European Parliament, the Spanish Government 
will .also try to haVe a lobby of their own there. Because 
or that I think we have got tc be all that more active in 
keeoingthe.  members whO-have so kindly and willingly come 
forward to represent us, fully informed of the situation by. 

•  

passing on irformation and encetneging them to stand up on 
oar behalf: Mr Speaker, this is a erCet historical day for 
Gibraltar.  It baS produced a continUetion of our very loyal 
links with Britain, a conninuation:of that link iet..> Eerope, 
a Europe fie\ I chink most. -Gibreltarians would like to see 
united and 4n peace As it is at present, within our own 
•;territory making progress, advancing our quality of life and 
net 'eeet within us but' also playing an influence in the rest 
of the world so, that' the freedom, the democracy, the standoedS 
that' we eridoycen spread all over the world and bring greater' 
peace. I know We are very small to make that contribution 

'but I think that as our past has shown, small-.as we are we 
do appreciate certain'values and We are prepared to stand up 
in defence of them. We have endured 11 years of siege, Mr 
Speaker, and we are still batting. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, there is very little that I would like to say'in 
exercising my right of reply. First of all I would like to • 
than all members for the support of the motion. I stand 
slitltIy corrected by the Honourable Mr Boseano but I share 
wih him the view that he expressed. Because Britain's 
legalistie-  attitude to the - Treaty of Utrechi•continues to 
observe its commitments, it is impossible to go beyond . 
choosing between Spanish and British sovereignty. I, with 
him, do not think that that will he for ever but in fact for 
as long as the statas:of Gibraltar Britain claims rightly' to 
some extent 'to come under. the Treaty of Utrecht, perhaps it 
should he under the cnirter of the United Nations on the basis 
of self deterMination, these limitations are imposed, they 
are not freely accepted but imposed by sheer necessity. 
-Other-  than that, Mr Speaker, I would just like to reiterate 
our warm welcome to our friends and hope,  that this will be 
the beginning Of many happy sessions. . . 

Mr Speaker then put the questiOn which was unanimously 
resolved in the affirmative and the motion was accordingly 
passed. 

HON J BO3SANO: 

Mr SpOaker, I bet to move that: "This House considers that 
Her MajeSey's Government should ensure that special arrange-
ments are concluded with the EEC, in the context of the 
negotiations leading unto Spanish entry, to give full 
protection to the economy of Gihreltarhand in particular its 
labour force." Mr.  Speaker, now that we have a Gibraltar 
Europe Representation GroUp perhaps it is very appropriate 
that we should in feet be looking at the adequacy of the 
arrangements as a result of which we are, in a way, members 
of the European Community with certain limitations. I think, 
Mr Speaker, that the passage that was quoted from a letter 
by- the Honourable and Gallant Member, Major Peliza, perhaps 
would be more relevant td this motion than to the other 
because it points there to the way, effectively, in which our 
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present membership of the Common Market is almost totally 
dependent on the interpretation that the United Kingdom puts 
on that membership, whether we are talking about passports 
or anyteine else, and therefore my motion points toeards Her 
Majesty's Government as the responsib:e administering authority . 
for the territory of Gibraltar, in having an obligation to 
protect Gibraltar's intarests in the context of the n?gotiations 
leading to Seanish.encry like other Eercpean nations are in 
fact laying down the cLnitions' that '.hey consider necessary, 
the safeguards that they consider necessary, to protect their 
national interests. Let me say, Mr Speaker, that in support-
inc. tae existence of the European Community; one does not 
necessarily have to be in favour'of 'a Europe moving towards 
a totally integrated unitary state with a central government 
and a central bureaucracy and that the policy of my party in 
this respect is in fact in line wita that, of the British 
Labour Party who, in its draft manifesto for.  1930, have called . 
for a move towards a looser federation of•European states re-
taining national sovereignty. Let me say also, Mr Spehker, . 
that the motion is not, an anti-Spanish motion, it is aapro-n 
Gibraltar motion and that the. only reason why it points the 
finger at the necessity of doing something in the context of. 
Spanish entry to the Common Market and in.the context of a 

'possible open frontier with Spain, is because although in 
we granted the theoretical right to 300 million Europeans to 
establish themeelves in Gibraltar, we all knew very well at 
the time and Hansard of that date recorded, in fact, the point 
teing made in the Honee of .Assembly, kneW'very well • 
that it wasa.pure2.y theoretical rieht,.then U ore was no - • 
immediameeProepect of us finding 300 million flropeans suddenly 
laenling onourdeorstep.. But, In Tact, whether we are talking 
about equal right to employment or equal right to trade,.if we . 
are talking about granting that to-only 32 million Eurcpear. 
nationals who happen to have access to Gibraltar directly, 
never g:lind the other 300 million, we-  are' talking about a 
different situation altogether and it is impo-tant that we 
protect Gibraltar, that we protect its identify, that we work 
towards its survival as a community and we cannot do that 
unless we are conscious of the risk that we run if we allow 
Gibraltar to be treated, when it suits other people as an equal 
partner in the. Common. Market when we find that this is not the 
case in other respect n. We cannot have a eituation, Mr Speaker, 
and this is a poirt which is of relevance to the other motion 
standing in my name on equaldty of rights,. we cannot have aa 
situation whdre'one talks about being treated as an equal 
when one is e cce-eunity of 20,000. and therefore in the - conteXt 
of a Lorepean ComMunity we muse understand that wit: a •• 
aituation like there is of-an island econ my today but which 
is.  boned to disappear prior to Spanish entry or coincident 
with Spanish entry, with a situation of an island economy we.  
have physical limitations which effectively.  put a ceiling on 
the extent to which the theoretical right of establishment in 
Gibraltarecan be taken up, in a situation where Gibraltar has 
got total access to its .natural economic hinterland in the 
Campo Area, if we do not take the necessary measures now be- 
fore it is too late Mr Speaker; 'to protect Gibraltar's. 
economy and'to protect jobs in Gibraltar and to protect. 
trade in Gibraltar, we could find that Gibraltar ceases 
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to be under the control of the Gibraltarians and then 
questions of discussing sovereignty or not will cease to have 
ens' relevance. We will have lost any question of sovereignty 
over.Gibraltar because we will have lost control over the 
economy of Gibraltar and,. effectively, politicai'decision-
making in the long run tends to reflect the balance of econo-
mic power. I would'Point out. to the Mon and Learned the 
Chief Minister that the remark that he made in a newspaper 
interview recently when 'he was asked about protecting 
Gibraltarians business interests and jobs in this context of 
an open frontier and the right of others to come in, when he. 
said that small business in Gibraltar had an advantage 
because we were already. here in coMpetition with outsiders, I. 
think this is a totally incorrect analysis, Mr Speaker. In 
fact, every national industry in Europe today is seeking the 
protection of its Government against the American multi-
nationals. It is only-a difference of scale but there is no . 
question about' the British Motor industry, for example, .the 
inherent weakness of British Leyland is precisely the fact 
that it is a UK-based industry with a UK-based market and it 
has difficulty in competing with multi-nationals like the 
American multi-nationals or the Japanese multi-nationals that 
have get a. very widespread chain of factories and markets all • 
over tee world. The magnitude of the problem, reduced to 
Gibraltar'S scale, may 136 simply one small shop in Gibraltar 
competing with an enterprise that has got shops throughout' 
the Iberian peninsula but, nevertheless, the essence of the 
disadvantage, the disadvantage of size, is there. and one of • 
the arguments that - are used by. national• induetries today .  even' • 
when on.the-  one -.aide peopleeane talkingheut an- integrated , 
Europe and European unity, the, argument. isastilleesed 
still.are-ineeesituation of nationalnintr.est-aradit is tstillt 
in the national interest.to have control' of major. segments 
of your own economy .beeause if that is not.the-case -df:inct• 
all.the private sector.of Gibraltar were -controlledby sub-
sidiaries of outside companies then, effectively, we would 
find in Gibraltar that those subsidiaries would tend to hale' 
to do what they were directed to do by their head offices: and 
those head'offices might he subjected to pressures from other 
quarters whereas if in fact the business is Gibraltar-based, 
it has no choice but to pursue the line that the Government 
of Gibraltar wishes to pursue because by- being in power the 
Government can persuade people to,do the things it wants to 
do simply. by pointing out that if they fail to be persuaded 
they can be coerced and the Government has get the right to 
give direction to the economy of Gibraltar, indeed:I would 
say it. has the obligatic n to give directions to the economy 
of Gibraltar and I have spent many years trying to persuade 
it ,of the .',9,,:essity to do this but I would put to the 
Goveriment that, effectively, the one thing that could weaken.  
ar.y e'tempt to run a planned economy 'in. Gibraltar for te.. . 
benefit of the whole community would be that both labour and 
commerce, both the investor and the producer, should be sub4% 
ject to presSures or controls over which we would have no say 
and therefore it is important that we move on this and that ' 
we move 'on it quickly, 'Mr Speaker. We have to. be conscious 
of the fact that eit may not be an immediate danger but it is 
an inereasing danger and that it is an irreversible process. 
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If we do not do anything to stop this taking place once it has - , 

I 6C--'end'ehe motion to eaie HOuPea 

Mr Speaker then put the question in the terms of the Hon J' 
liossano'e motion. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, it. is very difficult not to agree with the 
general terms of the motion but unfortunately we Cannot 
really solve problems by. makin exhortations of.gerieral in-
erest without being 'able to erove our case. I,t is the 

first indication.or they.were when Spain%firet applied.  to • 
.enter Europe,. of the conflicts that have. to be overcome be- e  
tween what we would call our national interests, which is,  
Gibraltarian interests, and our Commuaity. duties. We have

exhorting earlier-  on this morning our.right, to he re- 
. gresented in the European, Parliament and if that is.so.it  is 

:raecisply because We have European Community obligations to 
l';:erciue ae that to state the problem in the general terms 
areally begs thewhol:e question because nobOdy would quarrel; 
skfiath;the fact that we should protect:ourselves'as much as 

'VesSible. - First o£.  all, let me say that the Gibralar 
aovernment has,.of, course, Considered the impfications of 

.e. 

ihraltari - intereSt* of Spain's application to join the EEC  
la nas. exoressed -ate views to the Bratish Government I 

cP'UrS!, that '.this wee cone in March, aefore 

..
,i5-ecf:Lisbon:agreemCW: .1.: think, in essence, it really does 
7:Miike Very little dia,,,feeence that shortly after that theq. • aldsbon Agreemeat. Wasesigned because that is intended to 
Yright 'something eleebut it only makes' it the more urgent -,- 

neCauso of the posSOility that the Lisbon. Agreement may be , 
noured and!therefOre that the forces that would Come about 

as a result of Spain's entry and the inconceivability of a 
eip,d frontier with Spain's entry would - cOMe about earlier 
Eey . reason of the Lisbon Agreement if and when it is implement- 

At this stge I do rot think. it would_ be in the general 
Oterost to pay what the ease of Gibraltar was in March but, 
640 course, it can be readily appreciated that it was in order 
to the interests of the.  Gibraltarians as much as 

.14aasibiein the context of the-Community obligations., But I • 
• een say that all the impoitant•aspects of the implications 

of. Sy entry into Europe were included in the represent ,  
ions waieh were macie.incauding, of course, economy and 

laboer being ter, two, most important aspects of the• matter. 

Therefore I have been wanting from the remarks of the Hon 
MeMbereto identify the main areas-  which worreeaim to see . 

' whether they coincide with those that worryeus and though he 
laaSeput it in .a different way I think I could describe them 
mainly as the economya trade and employment. . He describes it 
injanother context. as labour and commerce but I think the 
e'di:;..;lomyis -  particularly importeat. It would be no use 
paOrng:these reeolutapns and t;4e. motion as ft is' now and. 

up .to London, for Implementation' unless of course 
we 'accompany it with a case because we have to make a case '  

to get wbetwer changes are required in the terms of the 
Treaty of-  Accession to.whieh Gibraltar was a party end in. 
order to do that it would be. difficult in any case but it 
would he Much more difficult if, we do not make a reasoned 
case both.oe tae"econotie.side and on the human physical side. 
The answers that I gave was a very geeerel answer given at 
the time far a very quick interview which was really geared 
to scmething else, it. was an attempt to show thetawe were 
not informing the people and. it was a general answer which 
was covered by an additional note saying that of course one 
was open as' a Governetent to any ideas that people have and I 
am.glade to say that peOple are taking,an'interest in this 
matter. Already•I have received a letter from a. former 
member of this House which precisely supports the point_ thate 
we mustaake an analysis and a study before we can make rep-
resentations if they are going to be successful. That is why • 
I say that'. the vagueness of the motion in its terms cannot. 
get our support thpugh I.  cue sure that I will be able to:meke 
at the end ofmy contribution an amendment that I ace sure will • 
be acceptable to the Mover because,. as I said before, we have.' 
to identify the' problems, analyse them and suggest solutions. 
Mel odY will look for solutions to our problems, we have to 
find it and we are old enough to be able to do so and the 
burden is to convince other people that these are the right ' 
solutions and that they carry .the weight not only of the 
people here but of their support because of the'. justice of 
them, that is. where we have to lay stress.. It may even be 
'necessary to start •a Working Party on this matter,and the 
offer made by the lion Mover in respect of his contribution to 
identifying items of the economy might be a possible way of 
dealing with the matter. Of course, if the proposals that I' . 
are making are acceptable then it would follow that it would 
have to be an attempt to have an in-depth study locally.first 
to prepare the sort of brief for people who can then help us. 
in the presentation of it in the context not only of the 
obligations that we have under the Treaty but of the var-
iations that have been made for varieus countries. . For".. 
example, I understand that in respect of Luxembourg. there. ere, 
limitations to the obligation that she has, and she is a 
founder member and a very important member, there are limit-. 
ations with regard'to the question of the entry of labour 
simply because in the middle of Europe', Luxembourg cannot 
absorb all the people that are employed in the surroending • 
countries. Mr Speaker, if in fact I have identified clearly 
the main problems which are the economy, trade and employment, 
it seelo. 'co me to be the main items raised by the lion Member, 
I have left the item's until I saw how .his presentation went 
and that is why I am adding them now in thate  order. In that 
case, Mr Speaker, I would move in these terms: that the motion 
be amended by the deletion of all the words after the words ' 
"this House considers that" and the substitution thereof. by 
the Xollowing:' (1).  A study should be made of the .follbwing 
matters in the context of the negotiations' leading up to the 
Spanish entry inttathe European Community: The economy, ,trade 
and employment; 0.) If the result of such a. study warrants it, 
Her Maaesty's Government should be requested to seek to ' 
conclude special arrangements with the EEC in order to protect, 
Gibraltar's interests." 

lanhened It cannot be undone. 
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Yr Speaker, / have the honour to move this- amendment. 

Mr Speaker.propdsed'the question in-the terms'of the Hon. the 
Chief Minister's amendment. . 

BON CHIEF MINISTER. . 

Mr Speaker, I would just like to reiterate what I said earlier ' 
that the Government •have'made representations on all these 
aspects in March, after a full study and cooperation from 
various departments and I would not like it to.be thought 
that this is completely new. I•appreciate that the situation 
has now changed aomewhat and that in any case this-House • 
should sueport the further study of this matter to pursue the. 
matter. I would not like it to be thought that this, is the 
first time, the representations have been made but agree that 
.a continuing one and. with general approval of the House is 
bound to beemuch more helpful. , 

ECN P J ISOLA: 

Mr Speaker, let me -just say that On this :side of the House we 
.would support'the Motion in 'the way- it is.being moved. ;Let me, 
alsd say that-we support the amendment provided it is further 
amended to include "in the content of negotiations leading neie  
to Spanish entry." In the first part aays; t'a 'stud/.  ahould„ 
be made of the followine natters in thheontext of negotiat-
ions," ann 'than we say tc Seek 4ocia_ arrangements with'the 
EEC." I thirds we should add.aftorothat -"in the context Of the' 

:negotiation - leading up to Spanieh entry.." This is what I.  think. 
s!tould go in.. Thst as I said if that goes in I think more or. 
.less the motion -is saying the same thing. ,Let me say straight. 
away that the context of Spanish.  entry to the EEC has in fact 
worried my Party considerably because we agree with what the 
mere:- has said that at the moment we have potentially 300 
million who can come in but they have, to catch a plane or they 
have to find a house and since there are about 1,500 -Gibralt-
arians who do not seem to be able to do so it is not going to 
be that much easier for pebple from outside. • Therefore, one.  
is not particularly worried so long .as Spain is not in the 
European CoMmunity but once Spain cones into the European 
Community then I agree with the Honourable. Mover that a very 
different situation arises. Let me say, however, straight 
.away that I'have myself represented to the Governor on behalf 
of my Party that this 'matter has to .be looked into very care- 
fully in the. cone. of Spanish entry into Europe. I think 
Gibraltar obviously has a case to have some special arrange-
meet made but, equally, this will be no easy matter because. 
when I was in Strasbourg I certainly found a vary strong 
spirit'in Strasbourg that Europe should be one, that every one 
should conform to the rules and that _there should be no 
exceptions, so it is going to be no easy task, The question .  
of free:movement of labour, free movement of trade, the right. 
to establishment within Europe, those principles arc very. 
firmly held in Strasbourg by Members of Parliament right 
across the European spectrum. However, having said that, it  

does seem to me that there are countries in Europe, part of 
Europe, who eeem to be able to get round these rules because 
I am told, for example, that it is no easy matter for any 
European to set up business in Italy or to get a work permit 
and Italy 'is a fell member'of Europe and I am told, equally, 
it is no ease matter in France to do the same tning. Somehow 
or other they have become experts in dealing with this,. Mr 
Seeaker, what I think is necessary is to get some consultants. 
This is a field where we should set some consultants into, 
some Community consultants, some people who are very con- • 
versant with the way the Commission works in Brussels, who are 
very conversant with the way the Council of Ministers work, who .  
are very conversant with the different ruled and regulations and 
with the arrangements in different parts of Europe especially 
the smaller countries. The Honourable. and Learned the Chief 
Minister•has mentioned lauxeMbourge  there may be other count-
ries in Europe whose vital interests haVe. been recognised and • 
safeguarded by the Commission and by the European countries. 
I think it is important to have a study made but not just a 
study in Gibraltar such as getting advice, for example, from 
the Foreign Office necessarily or anybody else - although they 
are .always I know very helpful - but I think there is a need 
for eomehody who knows 1-11avanound Europe, someone edio knows 
whet the position is, to start making a study and to start 
advising to what is" the" sort of 'line the Gibraltar Government 
should take. I agree entirely with the Chief Minister when 
he said that a motion like this is passed and it will have no '•- 
effect at all unless Gibraltar makes a case because if we are- '-- 
ta3king of concluding anrangemenes.with the ECC.aree . 
pretty herd bargainers aseacommunityaand'I.think that a ease 
would.  :acre to be made end it. would have. to, be,made in the. face, 
epresumably,.ofhSpanisa opeo'Sition and inethe feceof other- .  
opposition from other countries whom itemay suit to oppoee a 
special case for Gibraltar because of. their. own arrangement, 
because. they do.not want to make a special case fOr.larger 
countries who do not desire a precedent to be created in ' 
relation to fundamental principles of tee Treaty of Rome. 
This is no easy matter and I don't think anything can he done 
quickly. I took a note of what the'flonourahle Mover was 
saying that we must move on it quickly but ifechat he means 
by moving on it quickly is that we should start.nesotiating 
special arrangements with the EEC, I think that is a waste of 
time at the present moment because they haven't even made up 
their minds as to whether they are going to admit Spain or on• 
what iordieioneor what the transition period should be as' 
regards Spain. If he means by moving on quickly, however, 
that a study should be undertaken, that we should get con-
sultants in, that we should get some really expert advice 
'from somebody who moves around Europe, consultants who may 
specialise in this, I don't know whether there are any who, 
do, ther I would agree, with him. I think this is a problem' 
that Gibraltar is going to have to face and it is a serious • 
problem because when we are talking of the economy, trade and 
employment, we are talking in an area where European princi-
ples appear to be freedom of trade, freedom of employment, 
freedom of establishment, and when we are talking of the 
economy trade and employment we are flying really in the face 
of the European ideals and in the face of European principles. 
So just a motion passed en the House, either in the form 
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' that the Honourable Mr Bossano has put it or in the. way amend-
ad by the Honourable and Learned the Chief Minister, will get 
us nowhere unless a real tangible case can be prepared on • 
Gihealtanand we may even have to consider, I hope never . 
heePene because the European•  ideal is a great eeeele  and I 
think in the long runneust be of benefit to Gibraltar, but 
we may be faced with the question of: if You want 
all this protection for Gibraltar, it is impossible, you will . 
have to look for it outside. Europe." I,hopowe are never 

- faced with that decision but if we are not going to.  be faced 
with a decision of that nanre then I.  think, it is vital that . 
the .Gibraltar case is assessed very carefully and that a case 
is made out that can find favour with the Eurppean Community 
bearing in mind their own problems, bearing in mind how the 
individual countries feel on the question of. Mekingexceptions. 
The trend nowadays seems to be not to make exeeptions„if yori. 
are in the club you have to follow and abide by the rules. 

. BUt I think that the Honourable and Learned the Chief Minister 
' has mentioned Luxembourg where their case has been seen and. 

some exception has been made, obviously on Gibraltar it does 
seem to me that with Spain in, there is an extremely strong 
a • 
caee.  Tor some - derogation being made to the Treaty as far as.. 
Gibraltar is concerned to enable Gibraltar to continue to. 
tUnCtion 'as an identifiable community with its own citizens 
.;protected as reasonably or as legitimately as they can be. 
egeSPeaker, T. denet'think I have to actually amend, ,. do not 

to get involved., in amendthents, I don't think I havee to' 
eseek.-to remend it •as long as it is hndeestood that the.  
GOVernment'egrees with it, that it in the context of 

ee  
.e.negotietioes--  leadingip to Spanish entry that we have to move. 

.aa'Surithe, 46Ver.  cf the motion that certainly my Party 
We''prOblemS connected with Spanish entry. 

J.i - are-also'fUllya14-Ve with the problems connected With the 
'Easbon agreemante wee are fully alive to all the problems that 
'eSeeM to surround.Gibraltar.where Spain and the- EEC are con-
.earned andeOdetainiy, we,would welcomea we would certainly 
*lcome a study being made of our problems and we would 
ertainly Vote 'in favour of funds to.enable expert consultancy 

advice to be obtained by. the Government of. what goes on in 

Brussels and on all the particular derogations there have 
been in the Treaty of'Rome in relation to 'all the different 
countries in Europe because we may find that although they. 
are not relevant to oer problem, they are relevant for 
estdblishing the precedent. Mr Speaker,.as I said before,'we 
are in the happy position of being able to vote for the 
amendment and also for the motion as proposed by the Hon-
otetable Member because we .support all the sentiments express-. 
ed.in  the amendment and in the motion subject to the addit-
ions that I have asked to be, considered because we think this 
is a Serious problem and I think it 'is one that has to be 
dealt, with and has to be.seudiedand prepared for now 
although, as all Honourable Members. mUst realise, the qnest-
ieneof .Spanish entry 'into the EEC appears to' be something 
thai is seeing to take a little time:eat, of course, we should 
beeprepared I am glad to see the Government has already made. 
representations on. it, I certainly have'and I think we would 
alf•welCoMethe exuertise of the HonOurable Member, Mr. Bossano, 
in saying in what way the Gibraltar position can be protected , 
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bearing ie mind, as he must surely do, the principles of the 
Treaty of Iloece, the obligations that we have already under-
taken in our legislation, bearing all these things in mind, 
I think it.  would be a. useful exercise' again.  on th'.o, some-
thing that effects vitally-the interests of everybody in 
Gibraltar, is would be a very useful exercise if our efforts 
in this maeter could be fully coordinated and I certainly ' 
would welcome very much working with the Honourable Mr Bossano 
as indeed with the Chief Minister and his Party and my Party 
in trying to solve what is likely to be one of the biggest. 
problems that will face us once Spain begins in earnest her 
negotiations for entry into Europe. Thank you, Mr Speaker. . 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Mr Speaker,. on the Government side I think we accept without 
any reservation the intention of the Honourable the Leader of 
the Oppostion that the second part of the motion namely, 
were the British Government to be approached with a view 'to 
seeking to conclude special arrangements with the EEC, that • 
that approach must be seen in the context of the negotiations 
leacing. up to Spanish entry into the. European Community. We 
can say-that without reservation because Hon Members who'were' 
here in 1973. will recall. that at the time that we .joined 'the 
community we were afraid that the very many millions of EEC 
nationals were going to-e flood into 'Gibraltar and disturb. our 
labour market and disturb our.  economy. That, in fact, has 'not 
materialsed because as Mr Isola rightly said it was a case—of.  
'flying over to Gibraltar or coming by other means but in the • 
context of an open frontier with Spain,'whenever that happens, 
the threat is of coursa a much more real one' and a much more 
serious one. I think Members df the ]louse should welcome the 
timing of this motion, generally, not because no thought haS 
'been given by either the Government or •the- Oppostion to these 
problems but because I think it is-  imporeent'thatthe public, 
the people of Gibraltar, should know it this very crucial.  
juncture in our affairs that Members of the House are all at 
one that we should have this opportunity to manifest by the -
manner in which we vote that we are completely united in the 
need to. first of all recognise. and identify the problems that. 
Gibraltar has to face and, secondly, that the House is det- -
ermined to try and find ways and means of protecting these 
essential interests. Now, Sir, with regard to the problems 
of trade and commerce, I would like to say that we recognise 
the fact that the smalltrader in Gibraltar is going to be 
unable, perhaps, to' cope or to meet a situation in the manner 
in which large chains of shops 'are able to handle goods to 
their advantage, a point which I think the Honourable Mover' 
made. There is a danger that we could•lose control over our 
economy and, perhaps, the danger has been overstated in that 
I do not accept for one moment that traders in Gibraltar, 
having regard to events since 1964, are solely motivated by 
the profit motive in so far as Spanish interests are concerned. 
I think that there is sufficient recognition in Gibraltar, . 
of other 'considerations'not chauvinistic considerations but a 
realisation of the need to protect the Gibraltarian identity 
and I an very hopeful and,pptimistie -that traders will not' 
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allow theuu;elves to be put wholesale into a situation where 
the Gihealtar economy would be put et serious risk. I think 
people recognise the fact that we have_got co avoid in an 
open frontier situation allowing the Spaniards to achieve 
what they have not been able to achieve over 11 Years of 
economic siege in a closed frontier situation. But neverthe-
less the study has to be madei the problem.  areas in parti-
cular have to be identified. Shortly after it was announced 
Mr Speaker,. that Spain•had-lecidad to lift the restrictipns, 
something which we are all waiting for, the Chamber of Commerce 
immediatley ma,Te representations to the Government, they had 
meetings with myself and I say myself because I was acting 
Chief Minister at the time when Sir Joshua was sway in 
Strasbourg, and then subsequently when the Chief Minister 
returned there was . joint meeting at which they eat their 
point of view across but at the time ehE,y were not finding.. 
solutions, the Chamber could see problems but it was apparent 
that they were not clear, they did not know what the Possible 
solutions were, they -snake in terms of it being made a le,gal 
requirement that, for-  instance, any business wishing to set 
up in Gibraltar that there should be a controlling interest 
51% of shares should'be owned by a Gibraltarian.. In the first 
place it might be. impossible or very difficult to enact such, 
legislation that the Community would aceept'and in any•case as.: 
in the days of the Trade Restrictions.. Ordinance would still 
be possible for any Gibraltarian who wished to lend his name 
to setting up a front to do so and there would be in effect 
no genuine potction: in thefact.that.a Gibraltarian would- 
own 5n% ofthe share because_, he would not be genuinely the 

_owner.: As. Mr. Ispla right ly - said, it .is. nOt•going.to. be  
easy ,task 'in - t,he field ofetrade.andcommerce.in,particular. 
I think Memberanofethe .177o:ISe'yho- were on the Sel4L.'Ct Committee 
onthe., Trade : Licensing Ondinance will recall that the Foreign' 
an .Commonwealth Office took. some convincing about the need to 
have the kind of legislation,that'we had in 1973 and which was 
then amended in. 1978, I think it was, there ware doubts as to 
whether they would, go along with us on that and it was not an 
easy struggle to convince the Legal Advisers of the Foreign 
and Commonwealth Office that we were within our rights and, 
indeed, ._thin the nroviaions of the Treaty of Rome in seeking 
to enact such legislation. A study ha's been made, Mr Speaker, 
already about the impact that the implementation of VAT would 
have in Gibraltar, about. the effect of coming within the 
Coemen Agricultural Policy and also within the Customs Tariff. 
I 

 
h'.nk such a study was made in the days of. the IWBP adminis-

tration and advice was given about the arrangement that. 
Gibraltar should seek to have negotiated with the cammanitY. 
But we have mode a further study in great detail as to the 
effect of all the various re51mes and it is nlear that the 
imnect or. thn Gibraltar economy would be catastrophic, the cost 
of living would go up by anything up to 30% As a result of . 
coming under CAP and implementing VAT and it has been a very 
valuable exercise because we have in the procers bean able to 
_carry Her Majesty's Government. along with us ,n. this road in 
that they recognise as well that the impact on our economy -
would be very, very serious indeed and therefore they are 
supporting us in the stand that we have taken.in the context 

'of the implications for Gibraltar of Spanish entry into the 
EEC that we should stay otside these areas. What we have got 
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to endeavour to do now, Mr Speaker, as a result of whatever 
study is undertaken is-the same, to present the solutions to 
the British Government, don't .expect them to do the work for 
us, it is not easy for the Foreign and Commonwealth Office to 
find solutions for us, we must be the ones that must 'indicate 
what the possible solutions are and we must be the ones that' 
must take as firm a stand as we can in convincing them that 
within the provisions of the Treaty of Rome, as far as 
possible, that special consideration must be given to Gib-
raltar. I thought I should Mention, Mr Speaker, that perhaps 
the consultants that are carrying out the Port Feasibility. 
Study,.since they are dealing withsome' spects of the EEC 
such as. the setting up 'of free trade zones could be asked to 
look at this but I recognise 'the point and 1 agreed with the 
HonoUrable Mr Isola that really'we do require, perhaps, . 
generally, a different type 01"consultlae:y, whet we really 
want Perhaps is more of a legal consuleancy, people who are 
fillly familiar with EEC regulationS and are able to try and 
see whether there are any loopholes or any case can be made 
to find our way around these regulations. I feel, Mr Speaker, 
that I can give the House a great'deal of more information 
on the labour side of the problem and, perhaps in this, context 
there is not such a need fora. study to be undertaken, I think 
the stud; should concentrate more on trade, commerce, on the 
economic conajderations_ eAs far as the labour situation'  is 
concerned : have no doubt that. in 'the Department of Labour and 
Social Security we already-know,'we have identified what the 
problems are, and we can already. point to ppssiblensolutions 
that we know i-rhat.it'is that is required. for Gibraltertp:.n.  
safeguard our antetests. Wilthypar:leayo;Ar S,Pca*!:pr, 
would like to dwell or this; perhaps, apSptif lengi.h.an.41 use 
copious. notes' in quoting free: various EBC-re'nolationsendi 
doing so.;  accUrateiy. Under EEC'regnlati9n '161:2/66nArtic10 
20 already a member.stateTmay inform theEFC commission and: 
through them, other.member..Statos, when it :Puffers or itoresee$ 

'a disturbance of its, labour market which might endanger the 
living standards and employment in a region, supplying all 
appropriate particulars and it may request the Commission to 
state that in order to restore the situation to normal; the . 
rystem which is operated for is termed "vacancy clearance" 
saculd be partially or totally suspended. Although this, Mr 
apeaker, would not' prevent the many thousands of unemployed 
Spaniards ir the neighbouring region of Spain.or those who, 
indeed, may be employed but may want to take better or more 
remunerative employment in Gibraltar, they would not be 
prevented from exercising their rights. as EEC nationals in 
due course to come freely to Gebraltar and compete 1,,r jobs 
with Gibraltar:ens or even to come to Gibraltar with jolts 

'already arraenz.d. With a prospective employer, that we should 
'make fukh a case to 'the EC. would not prevent that. The 
Spaniards would be able as EEC nationals to come and exercise' 
such rights in due course but at least there would be control 
in the sense that by foreseeing a disturbance of the situation 
in Gibraltar, by pointing out these dangers to our living 
standards, there are other ways and means such as With regard 
to.probleMs such as housing where we can get exceptional 
treatment and an exception can, indeed, be' made for Gibraltar. 
It is clear already, Mr Speaker, that on Spain's accession, to 
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the EEC there are going to be transitional measures for 
achieving' freedom of movement of workers between Spain and .  
the Community in stages and particularly with regard to access . 
to eMployMent. Such Measures, it is clear; are likely-to be 
of sufficiently long duration to avoid, generally speaking, 
dLsorganisations of manpower and serious' tension in cite EEC 
labour market. There are indications that these arrangements 
could be for periods of up to 10 years but .I think, per'aaps,' 
Mr Speaker, Gibraltar needs to have a safeguard that depend-
ing on the situation wheel-. develops within Gibraltar over' 
such a trans:,tional period of 8 to 10 years, that we should 
be allowed if necessary and if possible to extend'that period' 
perhaps even permanently. The.dangers to Gibraltar in'the 
labour field I think are obvious, Mr Speaker, and there is 
perhaps no other case in Europe of a situation where there 
.are two adjoining territories to a sa 11 community of which 
one, Gibraltar, is a densely overpopulated 'territory of about 
29e000:people and with a labour force .of 12,000 and within 
ntleat community unemployment is virtually negligible, es".• 
against. another region, a very large one, where you haVe'a 
nation of 40 million, with a very serious problem in un-
eMploymente  indeed •I think it is at a level 'of about 10% of 
Its labour force and, indeed, of whom about 60% of those who 
4ee unemployed are in the under-24 age group including as 
NZWal very high- proportion of first job seekers, people who' 
Wienid-he quite prepared to uproot themselves from that. • 
obmmunity in eorier:to get a job, so desperate are they 
5aCt. Of Course these problems. that I have mentioned, 
'g'e'nerally, about' Spain- are even more acute in the neighbour---
ihg region: in suellaesituation it is vital that Gibraltar 
Sheldbe'abie,to maintain statutory control over the number 
iief•cieigners• who cceMeto work to Gibraltar. I'think it 'is 

Mr.Speaker, t*be exempted from all or most of the 
P'rOVisiona of-thiS*egulation 1612/68, especially Part I of • 
that regulation which 'Is the one that deals with access to 
employment and:the'rIght ofworkers' family who take up 
e*sidenee if they-find suitable accommodation,: I would like 
nedturn now, Mr Speaker,, to what has been mentioned with 
respect td LuxeMbourg. Because of the special population 
prebhlems of Luxembourg, a-protocol dated the 25th March, 
1.;ZO,a protocol to the Treaty of Rome which empowered the 
ESOeCommission when forming regulations of freedom °fe:we-
mdei!t of workers, was included in the Treaty to take account of 
thles special. demographic situation in Luxembourg and it was 
Leeelation 1:.51/70 which duly provided that the CommiSsion 
couti lay.down at the request of Luxembourg.different eon-
ditions from those normally provided for in respect of the 
right ef workerS to remain the territory of Luxemheerg. 
This regulation was made after Luxembourg had been a member 
of.the EEC for some time but before the accession of the 
four new member states in 1972. -The regulation was made in 
1970 as'a result of representations-made by Luxembourg under ) 
the. ProX6col of 1967 and with the view to the enlargement of c 
the''C-Ommunity i.n 1972. Let me say, Mr Speaker, that as far 
as the public sector of employment in Gibraltar is concerned,, 
we Will Continue to have. full statutory control under any 
si't'uation because the article 49 of the Treaty"of Rome On ' 
free movement of labour.does'not apply to employment in,the 
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Public administration, in this case in the Crown, the public 
sector, se we will always be able to retain control ever 
abort-60% of our labour force even with respect to EEC nationals. 
It will be a requirement that if any of-the official employers 
wishes to emplOy an EEC national,' it will be a requirement 
after Spanish entry as it is now that they require a work • 
permit in order to employ an EEC national. That gives us a 
very considerable censure of 'control and it'is of course the 
private sector that we need to worry about. Some Members:of 
the house,. Mr Speaker, I think will recall that in January, 
1979,'I attended a conference at WilSton Park on the EEC 
and its external relations and 'I hats an opportunity there 
not only to Put the case for Gibraltar but also to hold 
discussions with Mr John Biffen, a Member of Parliament who 
was then in the Conservative shadow cabinet and who. is now 
the Financial Secretary to the Treasury, in other words, the 
No 2' Man in the Treasury under the Claacellor of the Excheq-
uer and-I was able to point outto him the problems that 
Gibraltar would have to face on Spain's entry. I pointed out 
that there were more Spaniards unemployed in the neighbouring • 
province of Cadiz than in fact there are workers in Gibraltar 
and I said that. Gibraltar would probably be asking Britain to 
approach the community to negotiate special arrangements for 
Gibraltar, al least transitionally and, hopefully, permanently 
and tnaL•we wanted to' see Gibraltar being exempted from the 
provisions'of the Treaty of Rome in so far as the free move-
ment cf Spanish workers is concerned. I should-  underline; I 
think, that it is not intended to prevent Spanish wo'rker's 
from being employed in Gibraltar, perhaps that would be une• 
doubtedly discriminatory,• already, in fact,- there are and • 
have been for many years well over 200 Spanish workers'in ' 
Gibraltar. But only what-is necessary is tha't We-should be• 
able. to continue to apply the provisions' of the Control of 
Employment Ordinance to them. Another problem that' we might 
'have to face,'Mr Speaker, if we cannot get permanent arrange-
ments is that even if there are transitional arrangements for 
Spanish workers, •the EEC may require, in the interim period, • 
in the transitional period, that Spanish workers Should be 
given priority in access to' employment over non-Member State 
nationals and I- think that that would be a very serious 
problem 'for Gibraltar. :Not only would it not solve the 
problems that I have indicated and which we, can already , 
envisage, but it could create very serious difficulties vis-
a-vis our Moroccan workers who constitute about' 25% of the 
labour forte and who have served Gibraltar for many years. 
I think we would be placed then in the position of having to 
be fully dependent on Spain to fill virtually all cur require-
ments of lebeur from abroad were experience over the years ' 
has rightl.,  .Jhown that it is in• Gibraltar's interest to 
diversify, as far as possible, the sources of labour. Other 
very mportantand related-aspects of Spain's accession to 
the EEC, apart from trade, commerce, the •economy and labour 
are social security obligations, housing, education, health 
.care.for.workers and their families. I do not propose at • 
this stage to go into all these but merely to point out that 
there are •alsO factors'which, although coming Under the social 
services side, there are also factors which affectour economy 
very very closely because they constitute very serious 'drains 
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on our revenue. With Spain's entry there is a danger that 
we wall be at the receiving end of all these arrangements. 
have had to comply with 2:-.1C• social security regulations and 
I mentioned to the.Houee on. Thursday evening, in connection 
with the ecrality of treatment for women, that we were having 
te repeal previous legislation in order to comply with the EEC. 
We hove emended 'legislation over the years and it has not been 
a very serious disturbance to Gibraltar .but once Spain were 
to be in I think that we would be at the receiving end and the 
benefits, the so-called .6enefits, that might accrue on the • 

basis of reciprocity and nothing like for Gibraltarians• to 
what they: would be for Spaniards. One does not•envisageany 

..sebstantaal number of Gireltas'iane taking up employment in• 
Spain, if they did, .peliticelly, I think, that would be to our 
detriment in any .case„ My own 'view, .Mr Speaker, is that we 
must do everything in our power to preserve the Gibraltar 
that we know.  .and we. clierish and-not allow ourselves on Spain's 
accession, •to be orushed. by the obligations which will fall 
upon us, and ..hick, by having very few, if any, benefits. in. 
return, will spell disaster for Gibraltar. • There must be 

• therefore ways by which a territory within the EEC, because of. 
its size or other.  .consideration, can be prevented from being 
inundated and virtually taken over by another much larger' 
country or territory. I have indicated in the field of labour 
the possible avenues•that there are for us-to:explore, we 
have apprended these, we were aware of these well before Spain 
made en applicatien for Spanish entry, in fact, shortly after 
Freneo .4jele...t  became clog. .that SaainwaS seridUely 'thinking 

sof Joining:the community :and in. the. Departmentof- Labour and 
Social. SecuritY,WA turned oUrmindS,tosthese pno'ilems'and.wes 
have.beenableetoeformelate theekind ofviewsand' proposals'. - 
thet put .to the Howse.... It is in -the field of trade-  and 

.:eeemmercewhere.:I.  arc particularly rather ;more worried.. I- feel 
that ledcenhave anywhere:' near.. knowledge that' I. ha't'e on 
t:haelabour. side,:perhaps,.the Government itself.  doesn't have 
the expertise and it is there where I feel that the study 
which is. envisaged in the 'Chief Minister's amendment can be 
particularly beneficial to enable •Gibraltar-  to put a case to 
Her Majesty's Government for special arrangements to be 

. concluded with the EEC. Mr Speaker, I wholeheartedly support 
the amendment. 

>h JOY: H J PELIZA: 

Mr Speaker, the.Minister•for Economic Development end Labour 
and Social Security deserves praise from every Mer.ber of this 
House for the amount of work that he and his Departm,nt Lave 
carried cut with considerable foresight. is indeed a pity.  
that the offer problems which are so obvious have not rem 
ceived the same careful attention from the Government. I 
think it is obvious that it does not require a lot of study 
to identifyewhat the. problems are. • I, on my awn, because I 
am personally interested not only as a Party but also as an 
individual, way back in December last year wrote to Mr 
Jenkins who may be .getting tired of,  receiving so many letters 
from me by new, precisely asking that on the assumption that 
Spain is. conforming with the Treaty of Rome has, to lift the 
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restrictions and re-open the frontier, how can a small 
community protect itself from being usurped. Would we be 
permitted to (a) control i—eigration (b) control employment 
and (c) control investments. I think it is obvious that 
those are the danger areas and therefore I think that we are 
more than entitled to.seek some protection especially as we 
know the intentions of Spain are, and they don't mince their 
words about this, in fact it is very clearly stated in the 
Lisbon communique, that they stand by the position that 
Gibraltar has to be integrated into Spain. It is not just a' 
qUestion of protecting ourselves from vicissitudes that 
follow the consequences of belonging to communities - which are.. 
trying to integrate with one another butt.he mere fact 'that 
there is, in fact, a nation which according to Lord Bethel who 
was here today, in an article he wrote on Gibraltar, defined • 
as a planned, demographic and political invasion of Gibraltar. 
Thosee.Sir, 1 think are very striking words that we in this 
House should take seriously into account. What reply did I 
get from Mr Jenkins? I. am afraid it is not very encouraging 
because the difficulties are pointed there very clearly. He 
said: "I know that the various points you mention in your 
letter are very real and important probleMs to the people of 
Gibraltar and I hope that the following information will be . 
useful you. First, it-may be useful to recall that the 
existing position of Gibraltar - Article 227(4) of the ESC 
Treaty - makes it clear that the Treaty applies, except where o 
otherwise provided for, to Gibraltar, as a European territore e. 
foe ...,,bose %external relations the.linitedeingdOm isreSponsible, 
it ong. the provisions of the.  Treaty wbiebeapply 
ceptionto Gibraltar, are those coucerningtheMoeMent of 
workeri.- Article 48, and following. These provisions accord-
to nationals of Othermemhers.statea:the::Orieht to.. eater and: 
meve freely withan the territery of Gibraiter in:prder to 
apply. for employment without discriMinatIonandaisO the, rig' 
to freedom of establishment.'-As regarda eapital‘movemeni.it 
is the Council Directive of, 11th May, 1960, as' subsequently 
modified that applies. Second, there is the question of 
Gibraltar's position after Spain's accession to the community. 
Subject to any transitional arrangements which may be fixed.  
in Spain's succession. Treaty, -the providions which I have 
tleationed will apply in Gibraltar in favour of Spain and will 
apply equally.  in Spain in favour of Gibraltar. As regards • 
transitiona. arrangements for other sides at the present 
state of the negotiations it is not yet possible to give you 
any definite indication," I emphasise, of the present state 
of the negotiations. I say this because we should. b:ar in 
mind that negotiations arc going on and that we must not in 
.any way delzy, in my view, our representations. I think it 
is obviously very important, as my Honourable Friend has 
statee, that we should present a case and, equally as the, 
Chief Minister has said, we have got to present a case other- • 
wise I think the paper will not be worth the ink it is 
written on but I believe that we mustn't waste any time about'. 
it and that in the same manner as the Minister for Labour 
seems to have now quite a good case to put forward and it seems 
very reasonable that it should have support in Many quarters, 
I believe that we should go full steam ahead now looking into' 
the other two points which is the question of immigration and 
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the question of trade in Gibraltar. To carry on with the 

.letter, Mr Speaker, Mr Jenkins says: "It follows that 
' subject to any possible transitional measures, Gibraltar will 
be able to control immigration,. employment and investment in 
conformity with the relevant community provisions. ror 
example, freedom of movement for worker's can only be restrict- 
ed case by case on grounds of public policy, public security 
and public health." It is very difficult, I think, to know 
what is meant by this, as a layman so ',: decided to ring up 
the representative of the Commission in London and I put it 
to him. He thought it was very difficult, perhaps with the 
exception of public health, to control movement of labour 
into Gibraltar. He said that any person who is refused 
employment' or feels aggrieved, can always apply to the Courts 
and try and get some kind of satisfaction. Spain's accession 
will not in itself affect the question of Gibraltar's 
eligibility for aid because I also asked about aid from the 

' European Regional Development Fund which is governed by 
• Council Regulation 724/75. "This, however, is a question 
which the Gibraltar authorities will no doubt wish to discuss 
also with the British Government in view of the responsibility 
for defining the areas eligible for regional aid. I hope you 
will understand by.these remarks. that the Commission have the 
situation of. Gibraltar very much in mind and appreciate the 

• iMoortance of this question during the period of negotiations 
fdr Spanish accession. We'hope that the present difficulties 
between Spain ate Gibraltar will be satifactorily resolved 
Wore Spain, becomes a member and that conditions can thus 
Create the harmonioei development of relations within the 
enlarged community."%Siiie know from the experieneethat we are 

. already going through that there doesn't seem to be a quick 
*dlUtiCh 'to our prdblem even now after the Lisbon Agreeffient. 
tie know that soMehowsWe have got to find some form of prot-
ection if we are going to survive as a community once Spain 
joins the. EEC•comMunitY. It will, - of course, I think, bring 
pesp.hlems. If We insist on certain protections Spain may well 
put a case that there is no reason why she should lift 
restrictions under those circumstances. The mood in Gibraltar 
of course as we know it. today' do not male the lifting of 
restrictions to be all that end.all in this world so I believe 
that we are in a strong position to ask for our very legitimate 
rights; Mr Speaker. I believe that .he Government, knowing 
that they have the full support of this House, should move 
without any.hesitation into producing a case for the'protection 
that our snall community requires. Small, Mr Speaker, is 
beautifui,.1 think that the Community. is very much aware of 
that. All this harmonisation of the laws are se(n :n the 
context of the bigger communities which did not ia he process 
be extinguished from Europe, Mr Speaker. Ours is a very . 

. special case and I think it deserves' very special teeatment. 
It is Up to us, Mr Speaker, to make the case and press hard 
and try and influence all those people.who can .be sympathetic 
to our case. Ve.have seen it today that we have members of 

_en  the European Parliament who support us and I am sure that we 
also bave members in the British Parliament where, perhaps, 
this is even more important because the representations will 
not be made in the European Parliament Mr Speaker, represent-
ations-  will have to be made on our behalf by the British 
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Government who is responsible for our foreign affairs as 
thi* letter and the previous one I quoted very clearly state. -
Therefore, Mr Speaker, I think we should now move without 
delay so that whatever the wording of the amendment to the 
motion moved by my Honourable Friend Mr Bossano will receive 
the urgency that it merits. As my Honourable Friend here very 
clearly stated he will support the motion, he will support 
the amendment and I think for'the sake of unanimity I will 
follow the same trend, Mr Speaker, I obviously support the 
motion-but I also support the amendment to show unanimity and 
therefore give strength to the idea.' 

HON J BOSSANC: 

Mr Speaker, all my motions in the House seem to- suffer the 
same.fate. Everybody says that they are in agreement with it 
and then they go on to remove all the words after the words 
"considers". I imagine that if they were against it they 
would remove the first three words in the motion as well. Let.  
me say, Mr Speaker, first of all, that there is a fundamental 
element in the amendment of the Honourable and Learned the 
Chief Minister that I cannot accept and that is, to my mind, 
the element which is of the same order of the element in the • 
Motion on Friday, in the amendment moved by the Honourable 
hi...Perez, which I find so difficult to accept.' The House will 
recall that whereas I was prepared to accept in that other 
motion that .the Select Committee should look at the changes 
that were needed, I wanted the House to accept the principle 
that it had already been established that changes were needed. 
This amendment in the second part says that if the results of ' 
the study, warrant it, Her Majesty's Government should be 
requeAted,•notwithstanding that'every Member of the House is 
already convinced that it is warranted otherwise they should 

'have had a study already before they'made any 'representations. 
• The Government has already made representations and the Hon- 
ourable and Learned Leader of the Opposition has already made 
that representations and I have certainly already mentioned it 
to the Governor so we are all convinced that it is warranted 
and therefore if we are already convinced of that it might be 
. more practical way, it may be that the drafting of my 
motions leave a lot to be desired, Mr Speaker, but the point 
ia that there should.not be any question bf having to wait 
until we ha-e the result of the study before we put Her 
Majesty's Government on notice that there has to be special 

' arrangements concluded for Gibraltar because it is inconceiv-
able that the study could prove that there is no need when 
all of us axe lraady totally convinced and it is so obvious 

.that there in: s need. It is a thing that is simple common 
sense that in our situation in Gibraltar the question of the 
fro, dam of movement of labour, and -I think it has been very 
useful to have the Honourable and' Gallant Major Peliza quoting 
to us the text of that letter where the aims of the Treaty of 
Rome as the Honourable and Learned the Leader of the Oppositibn 
pointed out earlier, the fundamental aims of the freedom of 
• movement of labour, in that letter it says that it is a 
question of giving people the freedom to enter and move freely 
in the territory of Gibraltar. Of course, if the 11 million 
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unemployed in Spain decide to enter nobody is going to move 
freely in the territory of Gibraltar, we won't be able to move 
at all. L.et us consider what it is that we are talkieg about 
when we are talking about giving them equal right; as EEC . 
nationals. What we are saying is effectively thae we have 
got an economy in Gibraltar, we talk abeet labour which as • 
Members will appreciate is a thing that tend to emphasise 
most because of my own ideological position, we are talking 

.about an. economy whichl-ns got 19,000 jobs and we have got an 
indigenous labour force, a Gibraltarian. labour force, of 
6,000. That is a -very fortunate position to be in today in 
Europe, there Isn't any other national economy that has got an 
excess of 50% in jobs which have to be filled in by non-
natives. And we are talking about giving our immediate 
neighbours, that is, the 1i million unemployed, the right to 
'compete with the 6,000 for the 10,000 jobs in exchange of which 
our 6,000 can join their 11 million long unemployment queue. 
I don't think we need any study to establish whether there is 
something there that warrants stopping, it springs to mind 
straight away. I agree entirely with the Chief Minister that 
the case that has to be made, has to be made so, well that.  it 
cannot be faulted. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

If the Hon Member will give way. I-will certainly get a 
colleague of mine tosmove an amendment but I want to- make 
sure that.. if. amen.'mentlis moved it is going to be 
accepted. entirely .teler ihe .point moth.. • IteWasunintent .  
ional but..I think perhaps theesecond part could read, and I 
.am not moving it. because I have. already moved, that when the.  
results of such a study are completed, Her Majesty's'GoVerne 
ment shoeld be requested to seek tc conclude special 
arrangements. 

HON J 30SSANO: 

Mr Speaker, that would meet the point I made completely. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

That can be moved by someone else. 

HON a 30SSANO: 

Mr Speaker, I apprecaite the effort of the Hononrable and 
Learned the Chief Minister to meet this point, ie. fact, it 
would meet it completely if we made that change. The only 
other thing that.  I would like to .say is that it seems to me, 
from what the Honourable Minister for Labour has said, that.  
there is already a lot of groUnd work that has been done and 
therefore we may ba in the fortunate position of not having 

. to start from scratch but to ,build on the substantial work 
that is already'there. One other thing is that in terms of 
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our approtcl. to this, I think, effectively, the only counter 
argument Iret'we might have to face in presenting the study 
is that we might be accused of wanting to have our cake and 
eat it and that would be a legitimate counter argument. If, • 
in fact, ee were'told; "Well, if you feel that there is such 
a danger ,n allowing freedom of movement into Gibraltar then 
of ccurse the only way you can get freedom of movement in 
Gibraltar -is by accepting curtailment of freedom of movement 
eet of Gibraltar:" It may well be that today there are, 
perhaps, a dozen or 20 Gibraltarians who as a result of our 
membership of the EEC are able to go and seek employment 
without work permits elsewhere in Europe although in practice, 
as the Honourable and Learned Leader of the Oppostion said, • 
there seem to be all sorts of bureaucratic delays which 
national Governments have got in other places in Europe where 
they are paying lip service to their community obligations but • 
one needs to go through such a lot of red tape that, in fact,e  
they sort of tire people out before they get the necessary 
documentation so there is a gap between what is supposed to 
be happening and what is really happening. Out if, fact, 
we have to deprive some of our own citizens of that theore— 
tical right, then that might be a necessary sacrifice in the 
interests of- the bulk of the population who have no intention 
of leaving Gibraltar and intend to stay here. 

HON MAJOR R. J PELIZA: 

:If the lion Member. will give, way. eIt is interesting, Mre'. 
Speaker,-that:with .regard to the. Isle. ef,Man and: the-Channel 
islands infect that eeists, ."The right .enjoyed 15Y'Phannel: 
Islander's Or•Manxmen in the 'United Kingdemeshall 'not be,e  
affected by the. act ofaccession..- Hoeever, such personse 
shall not benefit from-the Community proVisiens relating to 
free movement of persons themselves." 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, the point is that neither the Channel Islands nor. 
the Isle of Man are members but-they are growers of tomatoes 
and other important things. 

HON S1S$1.NO: 

The only point I wanted to make, Mr Speaker, was in terms of 
the difficulties that there may be in persuading Her Majesty's 
Government, then I would envisage that the difficulty would 
be of the order of being told: "You cannot have everything 
you have got now if you want to give up some of the things 
you have given." 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: . 

Mr Speaker, I beg to move that the Chief Minister's amendment 
be amended by the deletion of the word "if" in the first line 
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of (2) and the substitution thereof by the word "when",•and by 
the deletion of 'the words "warrant it" in the first line of 
(2) and the substitution thereof by the-words "aritcompleted". 

Mr-Speaker put the question in the terms of. the Hon M K ' 
Featherstone's amendment to the amendment which was resolved 

.in the affirmative and the amendment to the amendment. was 
accordingly passed. -•. 

• 
MR SPEAKER 1.  

• We now have the amendment before the Houser  as already 
• amended and if no one else wishes to exercise his right to 
::speak on the amendment• I will call on the Hon and Learned the 
_Chief Minister to reply. 

ur.justified obStruction. I therefore feel that this amendment, 
as already amended, meets the point and I did not emphasise 
that we auprecinte the fact that urgency is important because 
even thoUgh the treat may take a long time, different parts . 
of the negotiations by Spain to go into the CoMmon 'narket are 
set for different dates and they have an overall aim at 
finishing by 1983 but even then a lot of things can happen in 
various matters which could:be said to have been dealt with 
much earlier than that if there are no other major difficult-
ies encountered in toe sense of the postpbnement, generally, 
of the hew membership. 

Mr Speaker then put the question 'which was resolved in the 
affirmative and the amendment of the Hon the Chief Minister, 
as amended was accordingly passed. 

.. • HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Thank you very much, Mr Speaker.: I think this farther amend- .• 
Ment is quite satisfactory. The Hen Mover was making the 
noint precisely at the end of his last intervention which,' 

-:tMade at the beginning and that is that it is no use asking 
for privilegeS if we haVen't.got a reasoned case to make that ' 
there are groundS for such privileges or for such' special 
treatment, perhaps privilege is the wrong wofd, because of the:. 
particular circumstances of Gibraltar. I would have thought 
that froM what:wohave heard from the Minister. of Labour, the 
labour aspecttinr.Spect of the EEC, we hava another aspect. 
of it Which We WilIbe dealing with later in another notion, 

• istreaSenabiy ConO.ned in two respects. First of all, in , 
respect of the fectthat the employment in the Crown which is 

't'.egbod. ProportionIs'really protected already. Secondly, the 
private sector has limitations, physical limitations, in terms 
of employment, job'Sand so on but nevertheless I. think the 
point that was made in general terms and which was identified 
by my colleague about Luxembourg is a very appropriate example 
'of the things that happen and this is why if we are to have 
any special treatment it is no use saying; "Well, if you don't 
,grant anything of it you better leave inn" we 'can't leave it 
because for as lbng as Britain is f.nn Europe we must be in 
Europe otherwise we would he out on a liwb completely and 
therefore it is necessary.  that any encroachments that are 
°made into the general principles which are set out in Mr Roy 
Jenkin's letter should be fully justified and I entirely: agree 
with the Loader of the Oppostion that what we :,e ;l. is not only 
a.consultancy on the manner of doing but in a study or the 
Treaty a study of the numerous regulations that have been made 
exempting people from different things. There are hundreds of 
regulations, one sees them.in the laws that come through in 
the various suppleMents we get in the profession.andz it is 
necessary to have the expertise, the European expertise, and,. 

_tn of course, we must primarily, as the Hon and Gallant Member 
has said,.we must primarily convince trio British Government 
thatwe,have a good case so that they can take it to Brussels 
and fight the case for us. It is no use our'going on our. own, 
although we would probably get help'from Members if there was 
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MR SPEAKER: 

We now have the original motion, as amended, and if no one 
wishes to speak on the original motion I will now call on 
the Mover to reply. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, I won't be saying much in reply. I think most of 
the points have already been'made by the various speakers. 
The one point I would like to emphasise is the one made. by 
the Hon and Learned Leader of the Oppostion about a total 
united front on the question in the House of AsSembly. I • 
think it'is.  of vital importance that when we come to protect-
ing 

 
the interests of the whole of Gibraltar we move together and 

when those- are protected we then start-quarrelling amongst 
ourselves again and then we can retain the enjoyment that we 
get out of having differences in the.House as well. as tie 
enjoyment of being unanimous. It is, I think, important that 
this motion, no doubt it will be brought to the notice o Her 
Majesty's Government, that they should be aware that this thing 
is in train and that we intend to proceed with this as soon 
as it.is posSible to get the thing going so that they know 
that it is in the pipeline, as it were; that they.are on 
notice that they shall be receiving these representations on 
behalf o.' tie whole House of Assembly. 

MR SPEAKER: 

I will put the question which is that: "This House considers' 
thnt 

A study should be made'of the 'following matters in the 
context of the negotiations leading up to Spanish entry into 
the European Community; The economy, trade and employment. 
(2) When the results of- such a study are completed, Her. 
Majesty's Government .should be requested to seek to conclude 

w special arrangements ith the EEC in order-to-protect 
Gibraltar's interests." 
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The question was recolved in the affirmatiVe and the motion 
wee accordingly passed. 

FMN 3 BOSSA::0: 

Zr. Speaker, I beg to move that; "This Hcose cannot accept,  
that Span,.sh Nationals can be given full equality of rights 
with Gibraltarians'in Gibraltar." Mr Speaker, the motion is 
.ef:fectively a quotation of a phrase that appears in the 
Lisbon Agreement which has caused, perhaps, more concern than 
anything else because it has never been defined. The matter 
was raised by Mr Patrick Wall in the House of Commons who 
attempted to get from Her Majesty's Government a definition 
'of what full equality of rights meant. Mr Patrick Wall gave 
a nuMber of examples and asked Sir Ian Gilmour to say if the 
examples sthat he had given were not in fact what the phrase 
meant then what did it signify, and he failed to get an answer . 
because all that he got in exchange for that was that the. 
matter would be implemented in the course of the negotiations 
but we still don't know what it is that is going to be im-
plemented. I can tell the house that I myself asked the 
Foreign Office representative in Gibraltar whether this meant 
full equality of rights with Gibraltarians in Gibraltar or 
full equality of rights in the sense that whatever rights we 
asked for in Spain we would be expected to give in Gi'eraltar .  
Which is in fact the question of reciprocity Which the motion 
makes no refenence• to but which in the Lisbon Agreement is 
linked, with the qnestion of full equality-of rightse• let me 

av tthet.I,helieve,that chose is a funesutental 'different:fa . 
betweeareeiproeity. endculleequality'ef•nightS.e  I,thihk.it. 
is di: fienit tenargue.agalmst-reciprocitysalthouehe  avenntheren" 
%lhthinkene canegnalifyrecinaroeity.bnt•thatewoUld.be. since 
*the t. anyereelpnocal agreement would have to-- 
be anmatter'for negoeiatione the. qualifications on what' 
reciprocity means would have,to be treated case-by case. 
Clearly, in .talking about reciprocal treatment, one must look 
at the size of the economy of Gibraltar and, its potential, 
snsl its geography, at the extent of land that is available in 
Gibraltar, and it isn't the same, of course in any of those 

.areas. When one talks of reciprocity we do have the 
opportunity to give others the same rights in Gibraltar as 
they could give us in their own land and, clearly, if one 
thinks merely of the possible congestion of traffic in 
Gibraltar,' something as simple as that. unlimited access to 
traffic from Spain into Gibraltar is not the same thing as 
unlimited access to• traffic from Gibraltar into Seain and 
therefore when one talks about reciprocity I think if the 
Spanish Government insisted that. allowing every Gibraltar 
registered car to circulate in Spain on 'the basis of reci-
procity would mean allowing every Spanieh regi:tered car to 
circulate in Gibraltar it would make an utter nonsense of the 
thing but in any attempt to implement,reciprocai bilateral 
agreements this point would haVe to be made and if it is 
impossible to reach agreement then, clearly, it would not be 
applied to any area where we felt that, we were being asked to 
take on too big a buthden for the size of our economy. I am 
disposing of that element, Mr Speaker, although. does not • 
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form part of the motion, I am disposing of-that element 
because,• in fact, my motion is not concerned with that because 
I am pointing to the part of the Lisbon Agreement that goes on 
to talk about full equality of rights and I am specifically 
adding "with Gibraltarians in Gibraltar" because for me the 
danger in the interpretation of fUll'equality of rights is 
precisely that, it is giving a Spanish national-in Gibraltar 
exactly the same rights as a Gibraltarian has. It is .a 
difficult thing, really, when one talks about liberal progres-
sive moves in Europe to harmonize legislation and to create 
equal opportunities for every European and on the other hand 
the genuine need that people in Europe have to preserve their 
identity as a people in the different nation stetes. Nowhere 
in Western Europe is the.denger greater than in Gibraltar 
because nowhere in Western Europe does the disparityebetweem 
two neighbours exist to the extent that it exists betWeen 
Gibraltar and Spain end nowhere does any EUropean community, 
any European people, have a giant on its doorstep whose 
avowed aim it is to absorb then and have them disappearing as 
a separate entity with their own separate national character. 
We have had 270 years of British colonialism and they have 
not made any serious attempt. to anglicize Us, perhaps because 
they don't particuarly like anglicising their colonials, but • 
I don't think we would last two years of Spanish colonialism 
without being transformed Whether we like it or not into 
good, lao-abiding Spanish citizens. I think, Mr Speaker, 
that this.goes to the very heart of the fight of the Gibralt-
arian people to emerge as a people in their own right and I • . 
honestly feel thatt eat no time,in our'-history hasecur. aense.of'' 
.identity been under . greater.threat tham.it is anthis.mpment 
•and therefore. it is sie'al, I believe, thathwe'shouldpsn-.Feee 

-thisetep of our -scale of . prionitieS:andssOCeptthat•ifSe.: n . 
differ,, we differ semetimes,.perhaps, dn,the metbodologsf.: 
how to solve the,problemebut.not in wha-tewewantstheuItiMate% 
solution- to. he. I..A0Le!t-thelieY4-.anY of.thia.Honse,nand 

believe, very few oeople outside this.Houseo want - to See' a • 
Spanish Gibraltar or want to see the.disappearance of the 
Gibraltarian. Therefore, Mr.Speaker, let us in giving 
consideratiOn to this motion, and I hope Members will be able .  
to look favourably on this one and not want to amend-every- 
thing after "This House", let us, Mr Speaker, understand that 
all I am trying to do is to, shall we say, shut the door 
before the horse has bolted and not after. I commend the 
motion to the House. 

Mr SpeWaen proposed the question in the terms of the Hon .5 
Bossano's motion. • 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, for as long as the Hon Mover continues to be'the 
enfant terrible of this House and throw out motions all of 
which are very popular but the study of which requires very 
serious consideration because of the possible repercussions, 
he will find that the words after "this House". will be amend-
ed by something else which, hopefully, he will accept the -
same as he accepted the previous one.because his approach is 
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a very simplistic one and if I were in his position perhaps 
I would take the same view but when unfortunately or fortunate. 
ely, I think fortunately in this case, one has very serious 
responsibilities en connection with the study of matters and 
so orn .one cannot take the matter in the simplistic way in 
which the Hon Member has approached it but I can understand 
his good motives and I can understand why he does it. He 
does it because he has the feelings which we all share but 
perhaps some of us are'not as afraid of the consequences as .  

he may be in the context of a particular sitaazion. tie made 
our position clear before on this question of reciprocity and 
full equality of rights and I•think this should be a very 
good opportunity to re-state our position in mere•detail. 
There has been some criticism and I think understandable in 
Gibraltar and indeed in Spain, funnily enough, of the fact' 
that not much information has been divulged about contacts 
between the British and the Spanish Government in the.commun-
ique which was issued in Lisbon last April. As has been 
explained,  previously these contacts are of a confidential 
nature and it is very difficult to divulge the knowledge that 
one gets on a confidential basis of the exchanges but as I 
have said so many times the fact that we ere cOnsulted'even 
can a basis of confidentiality, gives us the strength to be 
able to tring Gibraltar's case at every stage when it is 
being considered and the Gibraltar point of view end on this 
the Leader of the - Oppostion'and I are ad idem be tlis matter 
and have approached this matter on that basis-and also after ' 
consultations that we always have and then we refer back to • 
:our own'colleaguese But on the other hand though these 
contacts are of ea confidential nature and therefore it is not 
for'us:te breach that confidentiality, when anyone, certainly • 
-in Spain, particularly anybody in authority in Spain, makes a 
comment.or the •pres.s tarries a report which relates to these 
.exchanges, I,certainlY comment immediately. Thus it was that 
when the Spanish Foreign Minister was reported in The Times 
of the 16th•of- Juno as insisting that reciprocal treatment 
must be granted to Spaniards on the Rock and Gibraltarians 
in Spain at the same time as the gates were opened, I then 
expressed my own views on the matter and they appear as well 
as the views of other Members, the Leader of the Opposilion • 
and the Mover, in the Chronicle at that time. Similarly, 
when Mr Tito Benady accused me in a letter to The Times on the 
23rd d£-..June of having made certain statements I immediatley 
wrote to The Times re-stating my position and the position 
of my colleagues which reads as follows; "Paragraph 3 of the 
Joint Anglo-Spanish Communique, issued in Lisbon contains the 
simple statement that the Spanish government has deeided to 
suspend the application of the measures at present in force." 
This statement is not qualified in any way,'no conditions of 
any sort are attached to it. A decision was taken to lift the 
restrictions and it was envisaged that preparations for doing 
so would be coMpleted net later than lit June. That there 
have been adainistrative problems and difficulties one can, 
of course, understand. If, for instance, everybody in Spain 
were to he arguing where coaches should'be parked in La Linea 

----ite-i-s-aaearnF-ri-kTly that the Frontier would•never open but, 
seriously, we accept that problem Of administrateen and co-
ordination of the different Ministries must have presented a 
mudh greater difficulty for Spain than it is for us. It was, 

• 
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however,'disappointing to learn, as reported in the press, 
that the Spanish Foreign Minister had linked up the opening 
of the frontier with the question of equality of rights and 
that on the 5th of July the Spanish officials charged with 
coordination of the work of Spanish Ministries concerned with. 
the re-establishment of communications should similarly be 
reported as having linked the two. I have already pointed out 
that the decision to suspend the restrictions is not qualified 
or conditional. I now turn to those parts of the Lisbon 
communique directly referred to reciprocity and full equality 
of rights. The relevant statement reads: 'Both Governments 
have agreed that future dooperation shoUld be on the basis 
of reciprocity and full equality of rights, they look forward 
to the further steps which will be taken on both sides which 
they believe will - open the way to closer understanding be-
tween those directly.  eoncerned in the area.' Now this state-
ment speaks quite clearly of future cooperation. It cannot 
therefore have any bearing on whatever may have happened in 
the past and I refer specifically to the 1969 Decree of the 
Franco Government dated 11th of July, 1969, which-just over a 
month after the final and total cutting out of all communica-
tions bet.eeea Spain and Gibraltar, offered Gibraltarians the ' 
opportunity totecome Spanish citizens and to enjoy a number of 
rights in Spain. These Opportunities had not been sought by 
the people of Gibraltar who, except for a mere haneful, took 
no notice. 'he timing Of that decree, the nature of the 
Government which promulgated it and the motives.which led to 
it, make it irrelevant now as it was then. It is, in fact, 
totel7y irrelevant, specifically in terms of the Lisbon 
Agreement, because this speaks of future cooperation, it 
speaks of further steps, that is, in addition to those already 

- decided in Lisbon, the agreement to start negotiations and 
the decision to suspend the restrictions in order to open the 
way to closer understanding between those directly concerned 
in the area. It is with these thoughts and objectives in.  
mind that the two Governments then committed themselves to 
being prepared to consider - and I quote directly once again. 
from the Lisbon communique - "any proposals which the other 
may wish to make recognising the need to develop practical 
cooperation on a mutually beneficial basis." The cooperation 
referred to can only be clearly the future cooperation 
referred to earlier. I also particularly want to stress the 
phrase 'mutually beneficial basis'. This phrase obviously 
excicdes any agreement which might be prejudicial to the .  
rights of interest of either side or even simply not benefi-
cial to one side or the other. There can therefore be no 
.area in which reciprocity or equal rights can be agreed to, 
and this seems to me to be elementary common Sense, which 
might run contrary to the vital interests of any of those 
concerned, The question may be asked; "Who is to determine 
whether an agreement-to reciprocity or equality of rights in 
a particular area will Cr will not be prejudicial to the 
rights and interests of the people of Gibraltar or their 
benefit?" To my mind there can only be one answer to this. 
Only the people of Gibraltar themselves, through their elected 
representatives, can determine this. The Foreign Secretary 
himself stated in the HouSe.of Lords on the 14th of April that • 
"any negotiations with the Spanish Government will include 
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representatives from Gibraltar": The British Government 
position as to the rights, wishes and interest of the people 
of Gibraltar has been consistent throughout the years since 
the question of Gibraltar was first discussed in the United. 
Nations in the early 60's. The British Government have 
throughout insisted that the rights and wisheS of tlee people 
must he respected. The British Government does not say; "We 
think this is good for the people of Gibraltar so then must 
have it". I have no doubt therefore that when the negotiat- 
ions commence, if they commence, proprisels for any cooperation 
on the basis of .reciprocity and full-equality of rights will 
be discussed freely. They will also be agreed upon freely and 
on a mutually beneficial basis and with the way to closer 
understanding between those directly concerned. As. Lord 
Carrington has said; "Gibraltarian representatives will be 
present at the legotiations." I will remind the House that 
in answer- to a question in the House of Commons which sought 
a detailed explanation, as, the Honourable• Member has said, 
• of the statement in the Lisbon communique on the subject of 
future cooperation on the basis .of reciprocity and full-
equality of rights, the Lord Privy Seal said; "This part of. 
the statement must- be read in context. It was agreed that -
negotiations would. start and direct communications be re-
established. The detailed.  application of,reciprocify and full 
enuality of rights on which future cooperation will be made, • 
will be determined in the negotiations." This think, 
putting the matter very succinctly and very clearly and.I 
have complete ‘enfidence that always we shall have the full 
support of the British Government and Parliament in protect-
ine, if this should be necessary, t;ee rights and wishes-and 
interests of'the people of Gibraltar. Therefore, can well 
.understand the fears and misgivings that :Isere-  given rise to 
the motion-before us.' I think that our position in this 
matter could be worded in a different way .but in a way which 
will•fully.safeguard and protect.  our rights—and-our interests. 
It will be recalled that when the Lisbon communique was' 
published in Gibraltar on 11th April, on 12th April the Leader ' 
of the Oppostion and I issued a joint communique in which, 
inter alia, we stated that our aims were to protest and safe-
geard our British .sovereignty, our identity as a people and 
our practical interests, in particular matters such as housing, 
employment and full security and proper immigration control. 
We have maintained these aims and will continue to de so. I 
do not know what proposals may be put forward by the Spanish • 
Government When the negotiations commence for future co-
operation,- they don't seem to be 'in much 'of a hurry ehout it, 
what is quite'clear, as far as we are concerned, fs that any 
such eroeosals must'be considered in the -manner aril down in 
the different communiques to which I have given in what I have 
said today the only possible interpretatecn that it can have'. 
I am, therefore, proposing an amendment which will incorporate 
the essential elements as I sec them. I hope that the Hon-
ourable Mover will agree that the motion which I will put 

n_rewording-his views will equally safeguard ehe possibility of 
unanimity. It would read as follows: that the question be 
amended by the deletion of all the words after the words 
"This House" and the substitution thereof by the following 
words: "considers that, following the Lisbon Agneement,in 
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April 1980, and once direct communications have been re-
established, consideration of any proposals for future co-
operation on the basis of reciprocity and full equali-ty of 
r:.ehts must be on a mutually beneficial basis and, in so far 
as such proposals relate to the rights and interests of the 
'people of Gibraltar, should not be acceded to without the • 
agreement of their elected representatives who will safeguard 
the legitimate rights of all 'sections of Gihraltar eni the 
identity of its ;people." I think that the mover will approach 
this amendment in a sympathetic way because the mover himself • . 
on the 18th of-June, when asked to comment on the statement 
by Sr.Oreja in the Chronicle to which I referred previously, 
he is reported as follows: "Mr Bossano said that there were two 
possible interpretations of paragraph 3 of the Lisbon accord, 
one was that the Spaniards had the same rights as Gibralterians 
on the Rock - which the GSLP rejected entirely and so do we - 
and the other was that Gibraltar should give the Spaniards 
some rights on the Rock in exchange for similar rights in 
Spain. The latter, Mr Bossano said, was a possibility but it 
had, to take into account the relative size of Gibraltar and 
Spain." I. agree entirely that relative size must be taken 
into account but I am sure that the Mover will agree that the 
other factors I have mentioned which are incorporated into-
the amending motion must also be taken into account. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

If the Honourable Member will give way....eIneould like - to Make " 
a point.. In fact, what he has. quoted 'from the - Chronicle was 
something that I said in moving, the motion and in•drawing the 
distinction. between what reciproeitYmeant'.aed what full 
equality of rights meant. This is why 17Cannetego- -along with.  
any question of giving Spanish nationalselleeqeality oferights 
-because -as far as •I am concerned the question of giving them • 
• some limited rights in exchange for other - limited rights _is amply 
covered by the question of reciprocity. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

I can understand the Honourable Member saying: "I do not agree 
to this being argued." but the point is that we have to live 
with the Lisbon Agreement, you may not wish to live with it 
but we who have the responsibility to advise the British 
Government, must agree with it and make the best of it, not 
the worst ,of it and. in that respect I entirely agre that 
relative sizt must be tahcn into account. Reciprocity means 
precisely lheL and there cannot be reciprocity, there cannot 
be fair reciprocity or acceptable recivrocity which would give 
33 mslaon people the same rights in 2n square. miles Of 
tecritory than 23,000 people in the whole nation which has 40 
million people. I hope the Hon Member will agree that other 
factors that I have mentioned which are incorporated into the 
amending motion must be taken into account. The amending 
motion safeguards our pOsition completely but it also leaves 
the door open to the possibility which the Honourable Member 
envisaged last month. Therefore, Mr Speaker, this motion, 
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which has been .the subject of consultation with the Honourable 
and Learned Leader of the Oppostion, we propose as being the 
broadest way in which we can safeguard the interests which 
are specifically mentioned here and, indeed, is a directive 
from this lieuse as to what the main parameters shoUld be of 
any representations that may be made in connection.with these. 
matters. I commend the amendment to the House. 

Mr Speaker proposed the qtestion in the vermS of the Hon the 
Chief Minister's amendment. 

The House recessed at 1.00 p.m. 

The House resumed .at 4.30 p.m... 

MR SPEAKBA: 

I would remind the House that we are debating the amendment to 
.Mr Bossano's motion. 

HUN P 3 ISOLA; 

Mr Speaker, I think there is a danger that motions are put 
forward in the' House putting for.ward an interpretation of an 
Agreement which is net one that is acceptable, the inter- . 
pretation is not acceptable. The motion, and the Hon Mover 
when he was moving ite  seem to imply that Spanish nationals, 
under the Lisbon Agreement, are entitled to be given full 
equality of right's with Gibraltarians in Gibraltar. There-
fore, we move that they should not be given it and therefore 
if you are not in favour of that then you are agreeing that 
the. Spaniards will be given full equality of rights with 
GihraltarianS• in Gibraltar. That is not what Lisbon says 
and I think it is dangerous t6 give the impression in Gib-
raltar that that is whet Lisbon says'so that et some future 
date somebody can say; "But - you people knew, if that is what 
Lisbon said and ycu accepted it, that is why you passed a 
Motion in the HouSe saying they must not have it and therefore 
you were against the Lisbon Agreement because you agreed that 
it 'Said that." I think the Lisbon Ageeement, if I may say so, 
has to be road, as far as the Gibraltar position is concerned, 
by what the British Government said in. that statement. It was, 
e eoint Anglo/Spanish statement that clearly put the point 
of view of each Government and I think the. overriding t.ate-
ment in the Lisbon Agreement is that the British Gcvornment 
will fully mantain its commitment to honour the feLeLy and 
demotratically'expressed wishes of the people of Gibraltar 
as set oat in the preamble to the Constitution, Therefore, 
anything that fundamentally affects the statue of Gibraltar 
must be subject to the freely and democratically expressed 
wishes of the people of Gibraltar. That is, to my mind, what 
we must put forward as our own point of the fundamental 

---thing in the Lisbon Agreement and anything that is put forward 
that is a contradiction of that must fall. This question of 
the wording of the co--unique again I think it is quite clear 
that the Spanish Government agreed to suspend the application • 
of .the'measures at present in force. 

That is the next obvious fact and then, coming from that the 
frontier having been opened, the restrictions having been 
lifted etc., both Governments agreed, as a matter of policy, 
that there' should be some cooperation in the future in the 
area which of course is not unnatural. If the relations are 
friendly and everybody has settled down to a period of 
normality it is not unnatural that we should not provoke one 
another more than is absolutely necessary. Therefore, they 
agreed that future cooperation should be on the basis of 
reciprocity and full equality of rights and I take that 
phrase as one phrase, not as two distinct phrases. There 
should be reciprocity and full equality of rights when one 
side is giving something to the other by agreement. I cannot 
think of many concessions that we would want but supposing we 
wanted freedom to establish in Spain for Gibraltarians, the 
Spaniards would be entitled under this communique to say that 
there must also be freedom for Spaniards to establish them-
seives'in Gibraltar and then we would say, presumably; "That . 
is all very well,' we are 20,000 or .30,000, you will not notice 
our establishing there but if you all decide to come to 
Gibraltar we would not be able to fit yell in," and there must 
be a certain amount or give-and-take. Then, I seppose, also, 
the Spenieh workers who come and 'work in Gibraltar, as I 
think inevetably they will do, they should he entitled to • 
join a Gibraltar Trade Union jUst as much .as a Gibraltarian 
worker or a Moroccan worker can join a Trade Union. When we 
start interpreting this sort of agreement we must be careful 
not to 'interpret it in a way that is not what it says. I 
think that the next paragraph talks of practical cooperation. 
Again, Mr Speaker, there it is, it talks about a mutually 
beneficial basis so if any particular aspect of the matter is 
not beneficial to Spain then they will not agree to it, I 
suppose, and if it is not beneficial to Us we will not agree. 
to it and this is the way, I think, we must go about inter-
preting this agreement if there is going to be any measure 
of goodwill or any measure of normality to be. returned to. 
this situation. We are not going to have anything thrust 
down our throats the same way as we are not going to be able 
to thrust down anything down the Spaniards' throats. This 
is going to be an open frontier situation, we presume, in 
which normal frontier good neighbourliness, call it what you 
like, will presumablyeeist and there will be no compulsion 
between on) Aide and the other. I think to look at the Lisbon 
Agreement es the opening of a new era of compulsion is to 
misinterpret it and to misunderstand it. If what is going to 
happen is that we are going to have to accept everything 
that we err 'old toacceet, then there is no new snirit, no 
new friend.,hie and this is why it is important to realise and 
to grasp that as far as we are concerned, and I think it is 
true t, say as far as the British Government is concerned, the 
lilting of restrictions on the border has to he done as ea 
matter of good faith and as a matter of honour, it has to be 
done with no pre-conditions of any kind and if we are getting 
into tha situation where we are being asked for pre-conditions 
and conditions are being placed, then the Lisbon Agreement is 
not being honoured and then, presumably, in that sort of 
spirit the frontier may not open and if it does not, so be it. 
What we have agreed on the Gibraltar side, as I understand it 
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is, to accept the Spanish gesture of liftingareatrictions and 
having direct communications once more and then in that sort 
of spirit to discuss all matters on which we have disagreed 
in the past. I think it must be abundantly clear to the 
Spanish Govere,ment that this is not going toabe, a way in which 
things are go.ne to be rammed down our throats rand that is. 
clearly set out, that is on the basis that we had accepted 
the Lisbon Agreement and is set out on the British Government's 
commitment to the people of Gibraltar. Having said all,that, 
I do not think that we should be party to a motion that itself 
aeems to misinterpret the Lisbon Agreement. If normality 
comes back to the situation, if the Spanish Government show 
genuine appreciation and understanding of the rights and 
feelings of the people of Gibraltar, then it is possible in 
that atmosphere that a mpdus vivendi may come along and. so 
forth. It is on that basis, on that sort of understanding, 
once direct communications have been x...-established, that any 
proposals that are.put forward for.future cooperation on the 
basis of reciprocity and full equality of rights, must be on 
a mutually - beneficial basis and obviously any proposals 
that relate to the rights and identity of the people of 
Gibraltar and the interests of the people of Gihralter, are 
eroposals that. cannot be acceded to without the agreement of 
ehe eleeeed representatives of the people of Gibraltar and 
this'is something obviously that we must all fight fere We 
are not.going to, after having spent 15 years scan ling up for 
'our rights, we are not going to merely because- direct 
communication have been re-establishedetee are not going to 
give up :.ne single. bit of our heritage and for what we have 
fought for. Of.course we are 'not. If in so far as any 
proposals that come along. for future cooperation. appear to be 
contrary to what we conceive to be our intArests and our 
wishes then, of course, they will not be agreed. They cannot 
be agreed because they will .not be mutually-beneficial and we 
must be the' judge.as to what is beneficial to•us or not. The 
amendment that has been proposed by the Hon and Learned the 
Chief Minister on which he has consulted me I think is an 
amendment on which we can all vote especially in so far as it 
goes towards clarifying, if that is necessary, our own 
attitude and our own interpretation to the Lisbon Agreement• 
which we must stand for. We cannot go sayihg that the Lisbon 
Agreement means that. a Spaniard can come to Gibraltar, set up 
end vote in Gibraltar because the Spanish statute of 1969 
which a Gibraltarian could take and take all. his wordly goods 
to Spain, would allow that Gibraltarian to vote in Spain etc. 
They cannot come to us and say; "We gave you the "Decreto" in 
1969 now you give us your "Decreto" in 1980 drafted en similar 
phraseology so that any Spaniard who wishes to come eo estab-. 
lish in Gibraltar can s611 his worldly possessions in Spain • 
or bring them to Gibraltar without paying import duty. etc. 
Then he can come and vote in our eleciiens and have al_ the 
civil rights that a Gibraltarian has. This will be said, I 
have no doubt about it, I have no doubt the Spanish Government 
will say the Gibraltarian.s have a right to come to Spain, of 
course they will say that, I have no doubt they will, but we 
well say "Yes, so what? We did not ask Castiella to invite us 
all to leave our homeland and go and set up in Epain. We did 
not ask.him to give that invitation to us, he aid it freely  

under no compulsion." We are not disposed to do the same 
theng, of course we are not, because by doing that we are in.. 
effect as'cing for Gibraltar to be' absorbed into the Spanish 
state and that 'is what we have been fighting for for the last • 
15 years: These facts, Mr Speaker, are so obvious to my way 
of thinking that to put them into question in a motion, to. 
make suggestionS that elected members to this House are less 
loyal to the principles for which we have fought for for the 
last 15 years just isn't fair. We recognise or at least a • 
lot of Members of the House recognise that Spain exists and 
we recognise that is a fact of life that we must live with. 
Others are more reluctant to recognise it and so he it. I 
think it must be made plain and every time a motion of this 
nature 'is proposed we have to make it plain by amendment, 
if necessary, where we all stand in this,. As I said before, 
in agreeing to the Lisbon Agreement, although with reluctance, • 
we will say and we said it, we did not agree to negotiations 
taking place, we accepted it and we accept it on the basis of 
the fundamental safeguards contained in that agreement. As 
long as we are elected representatives of the people of 
Gibraltar I cannot see any British Government seeking to push . 
down our thioats any sort of status or any suggestion that in 
effect af':'ects the legitimate rights of all sections of the 
people, be it trade, be it the worker, be it Trade Unions, all 
these institutions that we value so highly or be it'the 
identity of the people Of Gibraltar. But if it is necessary . 
to say it, ye say it, that anything in the amended motion 
that relates to the.rights and interests of the people of 
Chraltar cannot be or:should not be acceded to without the 
agreement:of the. elected representatives who will obviously 
safeguard the legitimate.rights of all sections of Gibreltar . 
and the identity of its people.. I. hope that the'Hon Mover.: 
will realise that, in moving this. amendment the :louse itselfe  
is clarifying.its position and the positions of the. collected 
representatives on what may well be a thorny point in the 
Lisbon Agreement but it will be 'one that we will have to• 
fight with once the:situation arises, once the direct 
communications have been re-established without pre-conditions 
and without any derogation from the spirit of the Lisbon 
Agreement which was meant to be, as we understand it, and 
think as the Spaniards tried to put it forward, as the opening 
of a new era• where force was not to be the governing factor, 
sieee Was not going to he the weapon that was going to be 
usen against the people of Gibraltar. We like to think it was 
that, if subsequent action would appear to indicate the 
contrary or would appear that the Spaniards are still intent 
on trying to get Gibraltar by siege or by harrasement, if that 
is the case, then we shall just have to carry. on the way we 
have done for the la3t 15 years and this will just be another 
landmark in the historic struggle that the people of Gibraltar 
have been waging. 

Mr Speaker, we will support the amendment to the caption and I' 
hope the Mover will also support it so that we can have another 
.nice unanimous resolution as we had in the last motion. 
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IhON J BOSSANC: 

Mr Speaker, I am very grateful to the Hen-and Learned Member. 
for his contribution becauee he has helped to convince me 
completely that I should oppose, the amendment. The Yon and 
Learned Member seems to have an.innate knack for insinuating 
that there is some ulterior motive in almost every motion • 
that I hring to the House arid I take particular objection. 
to his remarks that there is presumably t suggestion that 
sane elected members in this House are less loyal than others 
and he said that this is not fair. I assume that he was 
referring to me having made such a suggestion and I would 
ask where, in the opening remarks that I made in support of 
my motion or in the content of the motion itself, I at any 
time suggested or put in doubt the loyalty of other members 
of this douse. I am entitled to queeeion their judgement but ' 
S.was quite at pains to distinguish between common objectives 
and differences in methods where I.might be at odds with other . 
members as to which is the best road to pursue in order to 
arrive at the place we all want to arrive. I take the'stron-
gett possible objection to any insinuation that I have put 
in question the loyalty of any member of this House and let me • 
say, Er Speaker, that if I ever want to do that I shall not 

. mince any words in doing it, I shall say so quite categorically 
and not insinuate it. He has also pointed out the danger in 
putting an incorrect.interpretation to the Lisbon Agreement. 
Well, I haven't rut any interpretation to the Lisbon Agreement, 
Mr. Speaker, what I have said is that I am unable to obtain an 
interpretation-of they Lisbon Agreement from the people who 
signed the Lisbon Agreement and if the Honourab2e and Learned 
member is better informed that I an then, perhaps, he would 
do me and the rest of-Gibraltar the courtesy of telling us 
exactly what it means because I do not know what the Lisbon 
Agreement means, I don't know what the words 'full equality of 
rights' means. I knoW one thing, I know that Sir Ian Gilmour 
refused to.  spell it out for Mr Patrick Wall ir. the House of 
Commons, that I do know, and I know the Foreign Office refused 
to give me an answer, that I do know. So I am not, saying to 
the people of Gibraltar or to the Mouse of Assembly; "I know 
what full equality of rights means, I know the commitment that 
we have entered into," I am saying that 1 don't know and 
because I don't know I would rather block one possible negative 
interpretation which may not be there but I would rather 
climinete the danger even if it doesn't exist, and err on the ' 
:.lie ofcaueion, than contradict myself the way the Honourable 
and Learned Member has done in his contribution just now by 
saving, first of all, that we shouldn't do what he iasinnated 
I was doing end then going on to do it himself. It may be that -
,When the time comes and that clause is goeng to be put into 
effect, we may have to fight once the situation arises but 
then if we say we may have to fight once the situation arises 
but then if we say we may have to fight is he not saying that 
may be that is what it means, otherwise what is there to 
fight about? If he is crying that in fact there is full 
protection already in that the. Lisbon Agreement is subject to 
the approval.of the people of Gibraltar, then why the amend- 
ment why do we need further protection in having any 
implementation having to be subject to the agreement of.the 
elected representatives if we already are fully protected, 
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ae he says? If we are already fully protected then the 
posotion of Honourable and Learned Member and of the other 
Members of the Oppostion should be that my motion is super-
fluous and that there is no need to introduce another motion 
in, its piece because in fact like every other amendment that I 
am subjected to this is another motion, this is not an amend-
ment to my motion and'let me say that although I shall not be 
supporting this amendment because I draw a distinction be-
tween. the implications. of the word "reciprocity" and the 
implications of the ','crds'Tull equality of rights," I draw 
a distinction and I em entitled to do so in the absence of an 
answer from the British Government as to what it means to 
them, and they are the ones who signed it. If the British 
Government said to me:-"We signed this agreement with Spain 
and we have made it absolutely clear to Spain what it means." 
But if the answer that I get from the ',1ritish Government is 
"What that moans will become apparent in the course of our 
negotiations", then I am afraid I am not prepared to leave 
it in the air and the other 14 members of the House may wish 
to do so and it may be that they are right to be more trusting 
than I am. That does not mean that they are less loyal -than 
I am, they have got every right to be more trusting and then 
if may mistrust is misguided then nothing will have been lost 
but if their trust is misguided 'then they will have to answer, 
for it but not me, Mr.Speeker, because I am not prepared'to 
go along that road. I am not prepared to say that I will 
accept the Lisbon Agreement with reluctance, either I accept 
it or I reject it and I reject it and my Party rejects it 
because either we enter into it because we want it and because 
we believe it is a good thing or if we have got mixed feelings 
about it we Make it absolutely clear that it has nothing to do 
with us. If the British Government wants to go ahead, fine, 
that'is the British Government's responsibility but we are not 
prepared to be half in and half out. I think that our'position 
may he simplistic, as the Honourable and Learned the Chief 
Minister says of the motions that I bring' to this House. I 
prefer to think it is simple, as simple as ihe feelings of 
the man in the street. Perhaps, because our policies are. 
closer to what the man in the street wants and the motione 
that I bring to this House reflect what people think and feel 
in Gibraltar. I believe that to have passed the motion in 
its original wording would have been simply to state cat-
egorically ueambigously what 99-9% of Gibraltarians'feel. 
There is n,  sat of circumstances that cin be envisaged where 
we would want to give Spanish Nationals full equality of rights 
with Gibraltarians. I have net said that the Lisbon Agreement • 
says that. T saying •;re are saying that we are not prepared 
to grant stch a concession to Spain. I haven't said that we 
disagree wi'h the Lisbon Agreement because I know that the 
others would not be able to support such a motion. I haven't 
sa:d to should break the Lisbon Agreement because .1  know that 
that is impoesibie for Honourable Members who have already 
committed themselves and if in fact the Lisbon Agreement in its. 
clause which has reference to full equality of rights, does not 
mean What my motion means then that is fine one is not in 
conflictneith the other.so what is the objection to supporting 
it? .1 was at pains, Mr Speaker, in introducing the motion to 
identify the fact that the words "equality of right" did 
appear in the Lisbon Agreement but that I had added to those 
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words "with Gibraltnrians in Gibraltar" because when 1. have 
a.•ked for clarification of that phrase I said to the Foreign 
::_lice: elo me there are two possible ways of understanding 
equality of. rights. De you mean' that in the context of 
reciprocity whatever rieths Spain gives a Gibralnerean, 
Gibraltar gives a Spaniard, or do you mean that the Spaniards 
will be in all respects equal to a Gibraltarian in Gibraltar?" 
:And I was told that they didn't want to speculate. Well, I.  
have never known anybody to sign an agreement and then not 
want to speculate about what he signed. There is no need to 
speculate, you sign something and you know what you sign. And 
if people ask you and you have got nothing to hide, you tell 
them. Perhaps, Mr SPeaker, if this thing was being handled 
the way I would have liked to have seen it handled, with far . 
more information coming out in public, there would be no need 
to speculate. I am not an advocate of speculation but in the 
abSence of information, speculation cannot be stopped. And 
when one gets one version by ringing up the Embassy Madrid. 
or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Madrid and another . 
version in London. Mr Speaker, there are two parties to an 
agreement and one party says they are not prepared to say 
anything and the other party is'prepared to give some info-
rmation, then some information is better than none and if the 
information, that the Spaniards are giving out is incorrect 
end deliberately twisting facts,.then where does that leave 
the Honeuratle and Learned Member who is reluctantly accepting•  , 
an agreement with a party that is deliberately twisting • • 
everyellag that agreement says? How can he be so confident 
that there is already sufficient and full protection in that 
agreement and then why de re need to mike it subject to 
further approval by Members of the `louse? lie has said that the. . 
spirit of the 'Lisbon Agreement is that we are entering a new 
era where we will not have to accept whatever the Spaniards 
want but that in- fact.they would be- removing all the res-
trictions without pre-conditions and then we have agreed to 
discuss all•the matters which we have disagreed en in the 
past. Yes, Mr Speaker, not just the reitters we have dis-
aereed on in the•past, the matters we have refused to discuss 
in the past as well and .I haven't agreed to do that. Other 
Honourable Members may have agreed to discuss anything that 
the Spaniards want to put on the table. but I haven't agreed • 
it and the Honourable Member was very intense about whether 
one had a mandate to amend divorce laws on Friday but he does 
not.eeem to. be equally intense about whether we have a mandate 

. to agree because Lord Carrington and Sr Oreja decided so in 
Lisbon that once the restrictions are removed Gibraltar's 
sovereignty can be discussed between Britain and Spain n•ot-
withstanding the act that we have .got a motion that has beers 
passed unanimously in the House of Assembly saying that 
sovereignty is not a matter for discussion between Britain 
and Spain. I em sorry that I have had to take tee line that 
I am taking now, Mr Speaker, but I feel I have been drawn • 
into it because I have not until now given an'indication in 
this-motion anyway of precisely how fundamental my disagree-
ment is with our acceptance of the Lisbon Agreement .as a 
fait accompli and I have not done that because I have chosen 
to make my own point and give other Members the benefit of 
the doubt confident that in fact their loyalty to Gibraltar 
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and its pecple and its future is as ungeestionable as mine 
is but I'cennot go along with them in their willingness to 
agree to things reluctantly which they know in thei.• hearts 
that their feelings on this. issue really are as strong as• 
mine. The feet is that quite often one finds that people are 
prepared to express things during the tea areal,: which they 
are nog prepared to express once it goes down in Hansard. Mr 
Speaker, I can only say one thing all the time and I don't . 
heat about the bush so I am afraid I will not be supporting 
the amendment. of the Honourable and Learned Chief Minister 
although I must say that if, in fact, it helps to make the 
situation safer and tied up better than it did in the Lisbon 
Agreement, which I am not sure whether it does or not because 
on the one hand the Honourable and Learned Leader of the 
Oppostion says it does but on the other it doesn't, if it 
does make things better by making it subject to the acceptance 
of the elected representatives, then I em glad because it 
seems to be a step in the direction that I want to move. If 
it is no greater step than is already there in the Lisbon. • 
Agreement then in fact I think the tine of the House of 
Assembly is being wasted in passing a motion that is super-
fluots because we are already fully protected as we have been 
told by undertaking in the context of the Lisbon Agreement 
that whatever is agreed will be subject to the approval of 
the people of Gibraltar. I would certainly prefer that 
anything that is agreed, if ever anything is agreed and if.. 
ever the restrictions are removed, will then be subject to 
debate in this House and to a motion in this House and at. 
least .even.if.it-is passed it may well be passed-by 14 to 1 
like many other thinge, Mr Speaker. 

HON MAJOR H J FELIZA: 

I think, Mr Speaker, that I am usually very critical on 
matters of the nature that are being discussed today and I 
feel- very strongly the scare as my Honourable Friend here on 
my left, about the safeguards that we should have. I have 
listened with great attention, Mr Speaker, with what hos been 
said and I got a letter published in The Times not so long 
ago in which I drew attention to the question of the rec-
iprocity that we arealiscuesing today. I think we should take 
into consideration the fact that'we are not directly respon-
sible foe fcreign affairs and that when our leaders aeproach 
tee problem of Gibraltar vis-a-vis Spain, whatever consid-
eration the British Government take into the matter we simply 
have to somehow try and be as accommoeating as possible 
because otherwise I think our position would be in an ex-
tremely difficult situation with regard to Her Majesty's 
Government. One has, I think, to realise that foreign affairs 
at the best of times is walking over a very tight rope and 
it requires an enormous amount of skill and diplomacy to be.  
able to get across the wire. I personally am very pleased 
with the position which the Chief Minister and the Loader of 
the Oppostion have taken here today. I think it hes been as 
strong and firm as I could possibly expect it to be and I 
think the Chief Minister and the Leader of the Opposition both 
know that I am usually very critical on these metiers. It 
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takes a lot I think to satisfy me on these matters. I think 
we had a motion on the question of the negotiation on 
sovereignty and it was fully established that it was objec-
tionable to the elected members and the motion was passed. 
The only possible loophole that I could see in the Lisbon 
Agreement that c<•uld undermine our position, there may be 
others, was the question of equality of rights. Having 
listened to the arguments used today by the Chief Minister 
and the Leader of the Oppostion, I c'n see that they are 
very determined to see that there is no undermining of our 
position in Gibraltar in any possible way. The extension 
that my Friend,. Mr Peter Isola, made with regard to the 
preamble of the Constitution in which in fact I can see 
being stated here in the motion when it refers to "in so far, 
as such proposals relate to the rights and interests of the 
people of Gibraltar", I think that makes in m' eiew very 
strong indeed the position that the Chief Minister and the 
Leader of the Opposition have taken in this matter. I was 
very concerned myself about the interpretation of that 
particular sentence. I think Gibraltar was very concerned 
with that particular sentence. I am much more relaxed today 
after having heard the position that the Chief Minister and 
the Leader of the Oppostion have taken. I don't thinle'we 
:an ask for more. What more can we ask that if they are in 
difficuleies'they should come back to this House to tee how . 
beet we should tackle it. I am not suggesting*fcr , moment 
that we are going to be in difficulties but if there is 
doubt in the town, I think. it is good that the matter should 
be cleared in the way that it has been cleaned in the House 
here' today. As-far-as I am concerned I fully support the 
amendment.' 

MR SPEAKER:. 

If there are no. other contributors I will call on the Chief 
Minister to reply to the amendment. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, 1'am glad of the remarks on the last speaker 
particularly on this question of responsibility for foreign 
affairs. The mover speaks as if we were running the world 
from this little House of Assembly and that we are fully 
responsible for' everything that happens between Spain and .  
Zritain over Gibraltar. I think we have reached a stage 
where our voice and our advice is increasingly valuable and 
increasingly listened to 'and We have reached* the stage where 
the Foreign Secretary has undertaken to have representetivas 
of Gibraltar at any talk in the future End as I say it fea 
not our presence at any talks, in my view, just to make sure 
that the assurances in the Lisbon Agreement •are carried out 
by the British representatives but in order to be able to 
bring home  to  the other side what the people of Gibraltar 

I think it is almost a masochistic exercise to try 
and devise every possible phrase that can be misinterpreted 
and .Putting it. into words:. , There are hundreds of things 
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that we are not prepared to do but we do not have to spread 
them all out here. The things that we are prepared to do 
may be much more limited and these are the ones that we have 
to be ca:eful about. I really do not understand the differ-
ence of approach by the Hon Mover to what the lion Mr Isola 
said because though we have only had a brief discussion on 
this it looked to me very much that though taking it from a 
completely different line we'were both following exactly the 
same thinking which I think is what is important, that our 
thinking on this matter should be ad idem. Therefore, I do 
not•know why he has reacted much more violently to the re-
marks of the Hon and Learned Leader of the Oppostion than to 
mine. The amendment seeks to obviate something that should 
not be taken for granted and should also not be such as to 
have to bring it to the House to do away with it because the 
matter has not yet arisen. There are many matters that will 
arise and it is only by our representing the feelings which 
we knew so well and which we carry so well in our hearts in 
this matter that we can make progress. I think what the Hon 
and Gallant Major Peliza had said before is true. There are 
28 lines in the Lisbon Agreement at an average of eight 
words per lice, about 225 words in the Agreement and we 
could thir.k 1.rom now until doomsday of all the permutations 
that you can give to those words, but it is the spirit in 
which we have to approach this matter and the undertakings 
that exist in the Agreerient which has been entered into by 
the Eritisa eovernment fully aware, of what they mean and 
that, I th,n3a, is the greatest safeguard. For as long as we 
have to rely, and I think it would be a sad day if we did 
not have to rely on Britain to look after our foreign affairs 
because I think that the only altetnative for the time being 
would be that somebody else would look after our foreign 
affairs, but as long as the foreign affairs of Gibraltar are 
looked after by the British Government and for as long as 
they give us the undertaking that safeguards the people. of 
Gibraltar, we have to also walk the tight rope of diplomacy. 

Mr Speaker then put the question in the terms of the Hon the 
Chief Minister's amendment and on a vote being taken the 
following Hon Members voted in favour: 

The Hon A J Canepa 
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani 
The Hon M K Featherstone 
The Hen Sir Joshua Hassan 
The Hon A J Haynes 
The 1-Ion P J Isola 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon Major R J Peliza 
The lion J B Perez 
The Hon G T Hestano 
The Hon W T Scott 
The Hon Dr R G Valarino 
The Hon H J Zammit 

The following Hon Member voted,against: 

The Hon .1 Bossano 
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The following Hon Members abstained: The follcerins Hon Members abstained: 

The Hon F E Pizzarello The Hon J Bossano 
The Hon J 3 Caetano The HOA F B Pizzarello 

The Hon J . J Caetano 
The following Hon Member was absent from the Chamber: 

The following Hon Member was absent from the Chamber: 
The }Ion I. Abecasis 

The ,Hon I Abecasis 
:The amendment was accordingly passed.- 

The motion was accordingly passed. 

MR SPEAKER: 
HON P 3 ISOLA: 

If there are no other contributors I will call on the HOn 
the Mover to reply to the motion, as amended. 

HON 3 BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, I do not intend to say much more. I shall just 
want to put on record that I shall be abstaining on the 
final vote having made the point .on the amendment, because 
it is obvious that the wishes of the House are as contained 
In this v  motion and I do not queStion the loyalty or the 
goodwill of any Member of the House, I just question their 
judgement. 

MR SPEAKER: 

I. will then put the question which is that: "This House- 
considers.that, following the Lisbon,. Agreement in April 1980, 
and once direct communicationshave been re-established,: 
consideration of any proposal .for•future cooperation on the 
basis of reciprocity and full equalfst: of rights must be on 
e mutually beneficial basis and in so far as such proposals 
relate'to the rights and interests of the people of Gib-
raltar,.should not be acceded to without the agreement of 
their elected representatives who will safeguard the legit 
imate rights of all sections of Gibraltar and the identity 
of its people." 

On a vote being taken the following Hon Members voted in, 
.favOur: 

The Hon A J Canepa 
The Hon Major F 3 Dellipiani 
The lion M K Featherstone 
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan 
The Hon A J Haynes 
The Hon P J Isola 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon Major R JPeliza. 
The Hon • B Perez 
The Hon G T Restano 
The Hon W T, Scott 
The Hon Dr R G Valarino 
The Hon H 3 Zammitt 
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Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move: "That the Hon Peter 
J Isola do have the leave of the House pursuant to Standing 
Order No 26 to introduce a Bill for an Ordinance to provide 
that the holders of certain public offices shall not be 
disqualified for election, that the holders of other public 
offices may stand for election and for matters incidental 
theeeto." 

It will be recalled that in the Constitutional Conference of 
1968 it was agreed that, the question of who could or could 
not stand for election to the House of Assembly was a matter 
for the elected representatives of the people of Gibraltar. 
This is what was agreed at the Constitutional Conference. 
However, when that agreement was translated into legislation, 
the Constitution saie "if the legislature: shall so determine.." 

The word used was the '!Legislature" and 1 .was. reminded that 
Legislature means the Governor and the Executive and the 
Elected Members of the House. As a result of that, the 
whole question of eligibility seems to have been gcing back-
wards and forwards for some eight yeere. At the ceremonial 
opening of the House I did say that this question of 
eligibility for standing for election was something on which 
we felt strongly and that I would be taking the unusual step 
unusual in this House, I do not think it is. unusual in West-
minster, o' introducing a Bill or getting leave to introduce 
a Bill on this point. which, I said, would suggest amendments 
to the law on which I hope the House could take a decision. 
Mr Sneeker, the Bill that I am seeking leave eto introduce is 
based on oar existing House of Assembly (Public Offices) 
Ordinancen.1976 the format is the same .but, of course, I 
have expanded on what is in the existing law. I think it 
would be a good exercise for this Bill to be'discussed in 
detail in this House , at a later stage, if leave is granted, 
when it comes for Second Reading and, possibly, to a Select 
Committee of the House. I say this because I believe that 
it is in accordance with the spirit of the Constitution of 
1969, following the constitutional discussions that were 
held in 1968, that the question of who should be able to 
stand or not to stand to the House of Assembly was an inter-
nal matter for the elected representatives of the people of 
Gibraltar, it was an internal matter for the people of 
Gibraltar, subject, of course, teethe overriding respon- 
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sibility Qf the British Government. I think we have got to. 
deal- With this once and for all and I think that the 
appropriatennlace is in this House early in the life of the 
Legislature, rather than at the end of a Legislature when 
people can say: "You want this changed because of this or 
that." It is better if we do it now because there are A 
years to go to the next Election and we should clear the 
position. Mr Speaker, what the Bill seeks to do that I am 
introducing briefly is t) extend the number of people who 
'can stand, first of all in the Ministry of Defence Depart-
ments. Just before the'elections I tried to get the Governor ' 
to use his powers under the existing Ordinance to enable a 
partichlar grade' in the Miaistry.of Defence to be prescribed 
as a grade equivalent to or below the grade of Clerical 
Officer. I was unsuccessful on the ieehnicality that it was 
not an equivalent grade even though the man concerned was just 
getting r..5 more a year than the grade that was allowed. That 
is all past history but in the course of my discussion a note 
was given? which .I was given,asoto this particular office 
and I was told it Was. the office or the grade of Accommodation 
Services ,Accountant.and the advice that the Governor got, and 
I Was given the piece of paper, was that the Accommodation 
Services Accountant is not in first-line management, which was 
one of the prohibiting criteria when establishing the rule as 
toswho could or could. not stand, he was not in first' line 
management aadt'st impression I got from the di-scussions I 
held then was that that was the law and the Governor could not 
make this promulgation:because Acconmodation Services Account-' 
ant-  was not a grade equivalent .to or beow the grade of 
Clerical•Officer. I detected a feeling amongst: the Ministry 
of Defence people thatrI had dealings -with on this that they 
were not particularly worried about Ministry of Defence Civil 
Servants standing for election as long- as they were not in 
first-line manageMent 'and a few other grades dealing with 
confidential matters... 

In the Dill I have said, in the First Schedule, that any 
office of emolument under a department of the United Kingdom 
which is non-industrial employment except such offices of 
emolument of a grade which the Governor mty by order pres-
cribe to be managerial. Mr Speaker, cm that I should say ' 
that when the Bill is published I am going to insert a word 
in front of managerial, "middle" managerial, because I under-
seeed that there is low-managerial, middle-managerial and 
high-manasenial and I understand that an .E0. is low managerial 
and then HEC is middle managerial and I do feel tl- as KO's 
should be able to stand in the Ministry of Defence and there-
fore I am modestly going a little further 'erward to middle 
managerial, anything'under HEO in the Ministry of Defence 
:Mould be able to stand for election in accordance with the 
rules of the Ministry of Defence. In this connection it is 
interesting to see that there are regulations in theMinistry 
of Defence for _people who stand for election and get elected 
from which we could take a lead. There is provision for 
reinstatement. Within three months of ceasing to be a member, 
anybody who resigns after standing for election, there is 
provision for paid leave for industrials or non-industrials 
who get.electedand are not in Government and then there is 
provision for reinstatement for a person who becomes 

a Minister although they do not oblige him to resign  

but if he does resign there is provision for reinstatement.; -
The 3i11 will suggest that we apply,an entirely different 
tests to Ministry of Defence employees than to Gibraltar 
Governmena employees because Ministry of Defence employees 
do not work for the Government of Gibraltar, they work for 
the British Government and I am suggesting that anybody under 
middle managerial grade should be able to stand for election 
in the Ministry of Defence. The Second Schedule of the Bill. 
which deals with the -,ersons who can stand in the Gibraltar 
Government, seeks to .an end the present position which is 
that only people in industrial employment in the Gibraltar 
Government are allowed to stand, This Bill brings in non-
industrials, allows them to stand for election. In fact, in 
the intervention of the Chief Minister at the time of the.  
motion of the Hon Mr Bossano in the December session just 
before the election, there were propoears which he said he. 
was prepared to discuss which did include non-industrial 
grades being able to stand for election. Hon Members will 
remember my own intervention on that and what I have done' 
here, again I have not been anything like as radical as I am 
sure my Hon Friend Mr Bossano would have liked me to have 
been in this Bill, I am seeking to go forward slowly and 
experimentally and what we are seeking here is that any 
Clerical Ufficer prescribe.d by the Governor or any officer 
es being a grade equivalent to or below the grade of cleri-
cal officer.should be able to stand, that is taking the step 
as exists in the law as far as the Ministry of Defence and 
then I am asking the House to plit in two specific types of ' 
.Government employees, one is the Government teacher and the 
other is the Government nurse who are not employed in the 
administrative grades and, again, I should say that in the 
published Bill that comes out there is going to be again a 
slight alteration here in case there should be any mis-
understanding of what I mean. I will say that any office of 
emolument under the Government of Gibraltar which is of the 
grade of qualified•teacher, in the published Billit will be 
qualified or graduate teacher in case it should be misinter-
preted that a graduate is not a qualified teacher, the 
intention is any qualified or graduate teacher other than 
lead teacher and deputy head teacher or of a teacher grade 
prescribed by order of the Governor as being a grade.  
equivalent ao or below the grade or qualified or graduate 
teacher. Se ee are asking for teachers to be allowed to 
stand for faeetion. Mr Speaker, I recognise in the Bill 
that there may be a case for people holding responsibiiity 
posts not to be allowed, I don't think there is v  bat that is 
something tiae is left ad referendum and I would suggest that 
a Select CoLmsttee of the House could look at the detail of 
that but the principle that teachers should be allowed to 
staid is enshrined. in the Bill that I am asking the.HOuse for 
leeae to introduce. The next one is the nurse and there 
what I have put is the grade of nurse other than nursing 
sisters or charge nurses, in other words, nurses who are in ' 
charge of sections or whatever in the hospital. I would be 
quite happy to have theii In the Bill but again what I arm 
trying to do in this Bill is to move modestly forward but to 
move on this issue of eligibility which has been the subject 
matter of election speeches, it has been the subject matter 
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of controversy for many, many years and I want to put a Bill 
befOre the House that the House considers and they either 
accept the principle that civil servants in certain areas 
may stand or they do not but let us have it out and let us 
have it out clearly. The Bill that I am seeking lehN3-e to, 
introduce is a modest, and I stress it, a modest advance, I 
think, which should not really harm or upset too much the 
sensibilities of those who feel that civil servants should. 
not be able to stand. Of course, under the Bill all these 
.people will have to sign the undertaking that they will re-
sign if elected to the House of Assembly and then they will 
resign as civil servants so that all this Bill will do, 
really, is to enable people to be nominated, stand for election 
at least, and make them resign only when they succeed. If 
they do not succeed they go back to their jobs, that is all 
it. is seeking to do. I want to be clear because there arc a 
lot of other permutations that could be worked out in a Bill. 

would hope, Mr Speaker, that the Gibraltar Government would 
make the same sort of rules about reinstatement as the Ministry 
of Defence has done in its efforts to make it that much easier 
for people who wish to stand for election and wish to con-
tribute to public debate. Mr Speaker, at this stage I am Only 
asking for leave to introduce this Bill, I am not suggesting 
that Members who vote in favour of giving me leave to in-
troduce the Bill are then bound to vote in favour of the Bill 
once- it comes to Second Reading in the House but I do think 
that I certainly owe it to those who elected the DPBG in the 
last. election and I think everybody who has talked - about this, 
and the Government has frcm time'tcetiee talked about allowing 
certain persons-or certain grades in tie civil service to 
stand, think - that the Bill should be allowed to proceed in 
this House and that, eventually, on Second Reading, I would 
be quite .happy. if it was peSsed in.. its present form but again 
knowing the. sensibilities of, the Government and, indeed, the, 
Honourable Mr Bossano, on this matter-perhaps the House 
might agree to put it to a Select Committee to look at it, 
a Select Committee representing all sides of the House, to 
try and come to some liberalisation, if possible, by agreement, 
but I think that we have to face the problem of eligibility 
and I think we should face it long before an election, not 
siee weeks or six' months before one. Mr Speaker, I commend 
the motion to the _rouse and I hope the House, in accordance 
with the democratic traditions that exist in Gibraltar, will 
give me leave to introduce the Bill. • 

Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the Hon P 3. 
Isola's motion. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

Mr Speaker, I shall be supporting the motion that the 
Honouratie Peter J Isola do have leave of the House but 
shall not be supporting the Bill that he will be introducing 
if he does get leave of the House because, in fact, it is a. 
matter that we have discussed before :and indeed I think that 
the timid steps that he himself admits he has taken are so 
small in rectifying the situation that all that they would 
succeed in achieving would be to put off the much deeper 
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reform thet is required. I support the motion because r 
support'his right to introduce a Private Members' Bill, I 
think it is a good thing for the House that there should be 
attempts et legislation irom the Opposition benchee es well 
as from tLe lidvernment benches and, of course, I we3 .eee an 
opportunity to air my- own views on the subject which ele-
ceseing the Bill will give me. I think, perhaps,' his final 
suggestion that as an alternative there might be a Select 
Committee to come up with proposals acceptable to all parties 
provided, of course; that the Select Committee was able to 
work on the aubject fairly quickly and I myself am sceptical 
because I have only served on one Select Committee and that 
one had to have its work cut short because the House of. 
Assembly had finished its four years and the Select Committee 
had not finished its work. Because of that experience I tend 
to be somewhat sceptical. about Select Committees but it 
doesn't have to be repeated, may be I was just unfortunate 
on the one I served, Mr Speaker, but I will be supporting 
the metion. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, I think the .Honourable mover has gone into areas 
precisely .to persuade Members to accept it but I am not 
going to 'deal with the merits'of the matter that he has 
raised.because I don't think this is the time to do so. 
This matter was last-diseussed'in the. House of Assembly on 
'the 5th and.,6th December, 1979, when the'Honourabie Mr 
Bossano proposed a mction which was defeated, itewas not even 
amended. eDuring-- the.course of the debate, I pointed out the 
difficulties. inherent in the problem andethe principles on 
which the.GLPIAACR had approached this: mattereand I. went on. 
to describe that approach.  and -summarised the proposals. I 
referred to the list of grades which the Government was 
prepared to include but the motion was defeated.. The matter 
was subsequently discussed with the Leader of the Opposition 
outside the House but agreement could not be reached on the 
list of grades which I provided. The House of Assembly was 
dissolved shortly afterwards and the matter has not been 
raised until now, I do not want to deal with the merits of 
the matter because I think that should not be dealt with at 
this stage but this often quoted agreement of the 1968 
Cons,:it,Itional Talks is something that there'will be .a time 
when we will want to see the minutes of whatever was agreed 
because in my recollection this was something that was raised 
outside the conference proper by the then IWBP.• As the 
Hoacurable Mover has said, the interpretation given is some-
thing with which I have had nothing to do. Ministers are 
prepared to vote in favour of the motion for leave to 
introduce the Bill. This is because we wish the matter to be 
discussed and not because we agree with the terms of the Bill 
in its present form. For one thing I have asked that the 
Ministry of Defence should be asked formally what their views 
are and not just rely On the particular person who may be in 
a particular job at a particular time. In that respect I 
have no qualm whateven the Ministry of Defence agrees in so 
far as their employees are concerned. Our principle is based 
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on something different, it is not in limiting the people but 
in the principle of master and servant. Therefore, whatever 
comes out of the consultations with the United Kingdom, good 
luck to the promoters of the Dill because there is no prob 
let; as far as we are concerned. In fact, we did male what 
was considered then a breakthrough when the original consent 
was given at the time of Mr Alan Lennox-Boyd, when he was 
Secretary of State, it must have been somewhere around 1958 
or 1960, when consent a•as given to people of the clerical 
officer grade or. equivaient and that was a great step for 
ward, Clerk Grade 1 in those days, and then later on, after 
many many consultations with Maurice Xiberras, we did make 
some progress in some areas, cuts the areas of difference, 
but there are still areas of difference but we do want this 
matter to be discussed, we- do not wart to discuss the matter 
at. this stage, we want it discussed aed we want to air cur 
Views and explain our views because it is not an anachro-
nistic view it is I think a realistic one.based en princi-
ples. At the time of the debato the matter was not proceeded 
:eith because the Oppostion were not prepared to accept the 
Government's list of grades but wanted to add others. This 
issue will be discussed in the Second Reading of the pill 
debate and not during the debate on the motion for leave to 
p+-oceed, that is why I do not propose to deal in detail with 
a'number of matters raised by the Leader of tae Opposition. 
I think I would be less than fair if I gave any impreSsion 
that Ministers are in agreement with the Bill. Therefore it 
should be made clear at this stage and I-  hope that before the 
Dill is published the Leader of the Oppostion will look at it 
more carefully because apart from the mechanics of it I think 
some of the elements of the Bill are really bad because it 
goes back and throws a lot into the executive to decide and 
really puts back the ball from where it has been brought out 
from leaving it to the Government to decide particular grades 

particular circumstances. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

I am not saying that we are debating this Bill because the 
Governor has given us permission to do so. What.' am saying 
is that the Governor has signified his clear intention from 
the beginning, because there should be no misunderstanding, 
that the Bill will be considered to be a Bill in respect of 
a non-defined domestic matter and his consent will, of 
course, be necessarye 

HON J BOSSANO: 

If the Hon Member will give way, Mr Speaker, I would have 
thought that in the light of what the Honourable and Learned 
the .Chief Minister hesznid, that it .folld be desirable that 
the Honourable the Leader of the Oppostion should find out 
whether that consent would be forthcoming otherwise, surely, 
the House would be left in'a very embarrassing position of 
having approved a motion giving leave and then find that the 

HON C2:CF7 MINISTER; • 

if the Honourable Member will allow me to finish. 

MR SPEAKER:
, 

 

Perhaps the Honourable Chief Minister will finish and the 
matter will be made clear. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Anyhow; that is a matter for the mover. Finally, the Governor 
has signified that the Bill relates to a non-defined domestic 
Matter and the Bill itself therefore as well as any amendment 
thereto require the consent of the Governor under section ' 
55(2) of the Constitution. Section 35(2) of the Constitution 
says: "Except with the consent of the Governor, acting in 
his discretion, signified by the Attorney-General or by the 
Financial and Development Secretary, the Assembly shall not 
proceed uaon any Bill (including any amendment to a '3j11) 
that, in the opinion of the Governor, acting in hie dis-
cretion, signified as aforesaid, relates to or clessly 
concerns a matter that is not a defined domestic matter," 

MR SPEAKER: 

We would most certainly need the leave of !:he Governor for 
the purposes -of considering the Bill. 

The position is that the Governor has been informed that 
Ministers do not agree that the Bill as drafted should be 
passed and I have given an undertaking to this effect and to 
the effect that amendments that may be proposed will' be 
first discussed in Gibraltar Council, In the light of this 
undertaking the.Governor has signified he will allow the Bill 
to go thr-ugh for discussion. I think, perhaps, we ought to 
clarify teat the Governor is acting on the advice, so far, 
on the advice of Ministers who have advised the Governor 
that we do not accept some terms of the Dill. The Bill must 
be discusses. in Gibraltar. Council where matters et a non-
defined dtme4tic nature are discussed and, of course, what-
ever decision is taken there with the advice of Ministers, 
will reflected in the way in which we proceed because we 
ourselves have indicated that we do not like to bring it if 
it were a defined domestic matter. The position is that' the 
Governor, having regard to the views that we have expressed, 
will act on the advice of Ministers in this respect. 

• 
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MR SPEAKER: 

May I, in- furtherance of what the Chief Minister has said say 
that I have received a• letter from the Hon the Attorney-
General dated 1f. Tuly 1980, which reads as follows: 
"Dear Mr Speaker, His Excellency the Acting Governor is of 
the opinion that the motion proposed by the Hon P J Isola to 
introduce a Bill for an Ordinance to provide teet the holders 
of certain public offices shall not be disqualified for. 
election, that the holders of other public offices may stand 
for election and for matters incidental thereto, relates to 
a matter which is not a defined domestic matter. His 
Excellency consents in exercising his discretion to the 
Assembly proceeding upon it." May I say that when I received 
this letter from the Hon the Attorney-General C felt that 
What the Attorney-General was signifying was the Acting 
Governor's consent to proceed with the motion. I, of course, 
wrote to the Attorney-General saying that,. with respect, 
under the Gibraltar Constitution tne House of Assembly does 
not require the consent of His Excellency the Governor ao 
proceed on any motion whatsoever. Should tee House grant 
Mr Isola his consent to proceed with this Bill in the light 
cf His Excellency the acting Governor's opinion that the Bill 
relates to a matter that in not a defined domestic matter the 
House will most certainly require His Excellency'a cnesent 
before he can proceed with the Bill. The position, as far as 
the Constitution is concerned, is exclusiealy as to whether 
the matter which is gong to be introduced. in the Bill is a 
non-defined domestic matter because if it is, in the Opinion 
of_the Governor,'then he must give his consent and we cannot 
proceed without his consent, 

HON J DOSSANO: 

It seems to me that I accept that the Hon and Learned the 
Chief Minister has told us, basically, that it does require 
His Excellency the Governor's consent and that Nis Excellency 

. has indicated that he will give his consent because he knows 
that the Bill as it stands will be defeated., We may have a 

-thoroughly enjoyable time here discussing something the end 
reealt of which is already pre-deterMined. However, I would 
have thought that the power of the House to grant leave to 
the Hon aid Learned Leader of the Oppostion which I was prep-
ared to support is an empty power if that is then subject to 
further conditions and I am not really sure that Y want to 
associate myself in ghat contexteWith supporting a motion 
to give leave to introduce a Bill which is only able to be 
discussed on the understanding that it is not going to to 
passed in its present fore. 

LION CHIEF MINISTER: 

__May-3--ca7e-a up tere'matter and let 'me say that I am not the 
spokesman of anybody except myself.;  The Governor has got 
power ender the Constitution to decid.i what is a defined cr 
what is not a 'defined domestic matter. If I may say so,"  

this is not something that has been considered since notice 
of the :3111 was given by the Leader of the 'Opposition. This 
is a• matter which has been considered since the elections 
oecause it was part of the proposals on the other side to 
come to this stage and naturally when it is a sensitive area 
Government arid the advisers of the Governor naturally look 
into this matter with all detail. This has been the subject 
of consultation• with the AttOrney-General over,a long period. 
Even if it were a defined domestic matter and leave was being 
asked for it and we would consent to leave being asked for it, 
I would in all honesty say; "You are getting leave in order 
that the matter be discussed, but we are againstit." What is 
happening now is that.precisely because I think it is in the 
public Interest that the matter should be discussed that I 
have advised that the matter should be proceeded with, not 
at this stage, at thin stage we,are agreeing to it being 
proceeded with on our own tecavase it is nobody else's business. 
It would be just the same if it were to alter the Birds and 
Animals Rules, if it were purely a defined domestic matter, 
but it would be remiss of me not to say now that it has been 
described, particularly having regard to the remarks made by 
the Hon Melbee at ehe beginning of his introduction about 
the agreement at the Constitutional Conference, that it is 
declared, and on that the Governor takes legal advice and 
nothing'more that it is a non-defined domestic matter when 
it comes. As far as I am concerned, irrespective of whether • 
this is a clefined domestic matter or not, we have objections 
tc. tee-Bill. Whether the objections are as far-as the • 
Gower nor would wantato go or not is another matter to be seen 

.iredetail.-- We have not discussed this matter in Gibraltar 
Council. but.if-the objections to the. Bill are - the same ob-
jections as the .Governor has-in respect of aspentS of it,, 
then it proceeds with his consent as a non-defined domestic 
matter because the Government's view and the Governor's view 
appear to be the same. 

Having said all that what we say now is that we want the 
matter debated, we want the elected Government view expressed, 
in debate and the matter thrashed out. If I did not refer 
to this now and referred to it later because it was not 
necessary now, then you could have said: "Why weren't we 
to]d at the time?" And if you say So too soon-they say: 
"Why are we told now, it is not required." It is better that 
the matter should be known now because the Constitution has 
certain limitations and the fact that they have not been • 
highlighted in the past is because there have been no occa- • 
sions when this could happen. This is nothing new because 
the IWi3P Government were attempting to do this for two years ' 
and ten months and they were not able to do it. 

HON J BOSSANO: 

I was not aware of this, Mr Speaker, and when I spoke 
initially in stating the position that is very similar to 
the Government in saying that I would not be supporting the 
Bill as it stands but nevertheless supporting ttemotion 
because of the. opportunity it will giere the House to debate 

• 
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it. Y am grateful for the Hon and Learned Chief Minister's 
contribution because it brought a piece of information to 
light that I was not aware of but which is something I have 
to take account of in reconsidering my original position 
when I spoke in support of the motion because there is at 
least theoretically if a Member of the Opposition brings a 
Bill to the House, even if knows that the Government is' not 
supporting it; theoretically the reason why members of the 
opposition can stand up and make. speeches is in an effort 
to persuade the Government and if we know that it is impossible 
to persuade the Government  

MR SPEAKER: 

Let us leave it at that and see what happens. 

HON MAJOR R PELIZA: 

Mr Speaker, first of all I think I should start by clearing 
un the point at the Constitutional Conference, and from there 
all the other arguments will flow. I remember distinctly and 
Isam sure my' Hon Friend on .my right will remember distinctly 
and ia we wanted some public evidence we couldnget Ar Solomon 
Seruya,.as he was present too. At that time lsord Snepherd 
very clearly stated, after we had been pressing for at least 
teachers to be able to participate, the argument then used 
by the AACR was that in Gibraltar the Government remunerated 
the teachers whilst in the United Kingdom that was done by a 
local authority and-•a distinction was draw which I think is 
purely technical. I think the functions of the teacher here 
and the functions of 'the oteacher under the public authority 
are identical and therefore since the AACR for the purpose 
of reducing the chances of other parties getting into power 

MR SPEAKER: 

I mutt call you to order. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Anyway, the AACR did not agree with that situation and Lord 
Shepherd who was obviously very willing to concede the 
point said: "It is up to you to decide," those were his words. 
I do not know whether they were recorded in the minute.;, if 
they were you will see That is what he said. Since then the 
IWOP tried very hard when we were an Government to try and 
get the Opposition to 'agree - the then Opposition was the 
AACR, - to the people within the Government and outside the 
Gibraltar Government, working for UK Departments, of arriving 

---attswh-6-Ziad-ITIFs-  could not stand for election. That was a very 
long-drawn process because we wanted ananimity. Unfortunately, 
it then caught up with us and we were anable due to the 
General Elections to pursue the matter in consultation with 
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the Opposition. We were trying to be as fair as possible.' 
Unfortunately, time was against us so' that is the reason why 
the IWBP did not go ahead with the review of who could and 
who could not stand for election. What I cannot understand 
today, Mr Speaker is the opposition that has come from two 
quarters, the Government and my Hon Friend Mr Bossano, who-
appears to me that for different reasons is adathant in not 
seeing the further democratisation of the candidature in Gibra-
ltar. I think it is logical that if you cannot have the whole 
a whole loaf you will settle for half a loaf if your intention 
is really sincere in that direction. I suspect that at least 
Mr Bossano, with whom I agree on many occasions, must have 
some other reason as to why he is not supporting the Bill 
since, obviously, a step in that direction would certainly 
help him to go further. It is not because we do not want to 
go further, I think we are obviously verylmen in going 
further than we have said, but even that is not acceptable 
by the Government and even that is coming across all eorts.of 
constitutional barriers which are being set up now purely 
and simply to defeat democratic progress in Gibraltar. I• 
cannot understand how a Governor of Gibraltar, anticipating 
the decision of this House, says that he will not give his 
consent. 

MR SPEAKER: 

He has not said that, he has giVen his consent. Perhaps the 
Her. Member has not been listening to what I, said. I was very 
explicit and I do not think that I 'have left any Member in 
doubt as to what has happened. Her Majesty's Attorney-
General wrote to me to say that His Excellency the Acting 
Governor was of the opinion that the motion to be brought by 
the Hon Mr Peter Isola for the introduction of the Bill was 
a non-defined domestic matter and that therefore *under the 
Constitution he gaVe his consent for the motion to be pro-
ceeded with. My only distinction is the fact that the House 
of-Assembly does not require the consent of His Excellency 
the Governor to consider any matter by way of motion but His 
Excellency the Governor on advice, thinking that that was so, 
has actually, given his consent for the motion to go ahead. 
Therefore, it is incorrect to say that His Excellency the 
Governor has not given his consent as you have just said. 

• 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

I have not said that, Mr Speaker, with respect. 

MR SPEAKER: 

Order. With due respect to you, you have said so and Ransard 
will show it. 
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FON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

MR SPEAKER: 

As far as the constitutional position stands now, His • 
Excellency the Governor is of the opinion that this is a 
defined domestic matter and has, given his consent for it 
be dealt with by the House of Assembly. Let there be no 
about that. 

I said that he had signified to the Chief Minister that he 
would not give his consent if that Bill went throigh, that is 
what I said. What the Chief Minister said was very complicated 
but that is the way I understood it, tha he had given his 
consent because he knew that the Ministers were not going to 
agree with the Bill. That is the position, Mr Speaker', and 

'if you look at the Hansard I am.sure that-  is what I said, 

non- 
to 
doubt 

look at tie ..ogic, he calls it rubbish, that is the only argu-
ment he :has. 

MR SIEAKEF: 

Let us go back to the debate. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Mr Speaker, the merits of the Bill should be seen and dis-
cussed at a later stage. I would have thought that the truly 
democratic way of proceeding is to listen to what the Bill has 
got to offer but not to say even before, even to the - Governor, 
that the Ministers are against it and therefore the Bill will 
not get through. Therefore, we can now surmise and infer from 
that that the Governor will not have to give his Consent. 
That is the position, Mr Speaker. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

In fact, this is the reason why. my Hon Friend Mr Bossano stood 
up and said he thought that it was a farce to bring the Bill 
into the House and that he would not support even the motion 
betause it would be a farce. Whether it is a farce it not 'I 
hope that my Hon Friend the Leader of the Opposition will go 
ahead with the Bill. This is, perhaps, tne way that con-
stitutional progress ca' e made in Gibraltar, Mr Speaker, 
not by immedLately witi-n,rawing because wa are going to find 
some organisd opposition of the - Executive and the elected 
members of the Government•and the only. way that we should 
make some progress even against the wishes of the Association ' 
for the Advpncement of Civil Rights which I think is a mis-
nomer in this context. I• do hope, Mr Speaker, that this will' 
become a public issue in which the :?eople of Gibraltar will 
really-get to know what is going on with regard to democracy • 
in Gibraltar. When thetime comes, Mr Speaker, we shall have 
plenty of.  opportunities 'to discuss the Bill that see the merits 
but to go ahead even of reaching that. pOint and the Government 
chstructing.it by saying just now that it is really no use to. 
bring it. 

MR ..PEAKER: 

I am afraid the Hon Member is misinterpreting. Whatever the 
Chief Minister might have said to His Excellency the4Covernor, 
His Excellency the Governor has given his consent. 

'HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

• His consent, Mr-  Speal'er to present the Bill.but.it  is obvious 
that the Bill will not go through. 

MR SPEAKER: 

All the Chief Minister has said is that in so far as the • 
Government is concerned they have given advice to the Governor 
as to what they feel should or should not 'be done, no more or 
less. 

NON P J ISOLA: 

HON CHIEF MiNISTER: 

If the Hon MemLe.-  will give way. Will he stop speaking ab-
solute rubbish, absolute ministerpretation, absolute hySterical 
nonsense. I said nothing .of the kind. I want a good debate 
and I want to see how much we can ah:hee or. whexe we differ. 
What I am not prepared to do is_for the Hon Manner to come' 
from London to tell- me how I should.run the Government to which-
I have been elected and to which I have a majority. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Every time I disagree with the Chief Minister he does not 
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I undersco>d the Chief Minister to say that the Governor was 
giving his consent to the Bill against an undertaking from 
Ministers that they would be voting against the Bill. To me 

. that is shocking. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 

Mr Speaker, I may have put it more strongly but that is in 
fact what happened-, 
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HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speak era  in respect of something the Hon Leader of the 
Oppoaidon said now I think I should say that what I said was 
that we had advised that the Bill, as drafted, was no accept-
able to Ministers. That means, of course, that we are 
entitled to have a view on any Bill that ia brought to this 
House. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Mr Speaker, I do not know whether the situation is not 
similar, with regard to the Government expressing its views on 
a measure that comes before the House to what goes on at 
Committee ,Stage where amendments are proposed by members of 
the Opposition to a Bill. It may become abundantly clear in ' 
the course of the Second Reading of the Bill that the Govern-
ment will not accept certain amendments from the Opposition. 
Knowledge of that does not prevent the Opposition from moving 
an amendment at the.time when we reach a particular clause and 
arguing the issue with the Government. The opposition may not 
succeed in convincing the,Government but it does not alter 
tho fact that they are exercising their democratic rights in 
this House to put and,to press for acceptance of a particular 
pOint of view. Surely, the Hon Member of the Opposition . 
know, having regaed to the debate on this House in December, 
that the Government is not in agreement to teachers and 
nurses, for the reasons that were given at the time here, 
being given the exceptional treatment which the bill whiCh 
the.Hon Leader of the-  Opposition seeks to introduce world 
afford them, they know that. The Government has taken a very 
firm stand on that matter and therefore it would be hypo-
critical of the Chief Minister if he were not to make it clear 
that to the extent that the Government votes in favour of the 
motion it is doing so because it. wants to see free debate in 
tpis House. If we voted against the motion and the Hon Leader 
of- the Opposition.was not given the leave to introdpce the Bill 

Would be said that we were fettering him, that he was not 
being allowed to exercise his democratic rights, We are 
warning them that it is the view of Ministers as a whole that 
the' propoSals are not accentoble as drafted and that We would 
vote against. them. The other thing that the Chief Minister 
wz.s very concerned to do was to explain what the constitut-
ional positnon is. I think that the situation is fair, the 
Government is being honest with 'Hon Members opposito and . 
surely en that basis they can have no quarrel. 

HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIkNI: 

I thin% it would be dishonest of me not to say that I am 
completely opposed to the Bill as drafted and I would have 
been inclined to vote against it hut because we live in a 
democracy I am not going to vote against it. I am going to 
abstain and my abstention is purely to demonstrate how 
strongly I feel against the Bill as drafted. 

165. 

HON 11• 3 ISOLA: 

I am surprised that the Minister for Education is the only one 
on the Government side that is going to abstain because I 
know from a periodical of the Gibraltar Teachers' Association 
"News and Views" about a meeting and writing to the Chief 
Minister on the question of eligibility to stand for election. 
The issue was referred to the Chief Minister about teachers 
standing for election which was duly acknowledged and results 
were pending. Why conldn't'the Chief Minister or the Minister 
for Education when they meet with teachers trying td sort out • 
their problems, why don't they tell.them straight: "You are 
never going to stand for election," They don't because it 
suits them on particular occasions to bring them along with 
them and keep them sweet and when they bring a thing like,  
this up they are told: "We are thinkinn about it." Why 
doesnIt the Chief Minister or the Miniseer tell them that 
they will never allow teachers to stand. Now the Hon Minister 
for Education can clarify, if he wishes, 

HON MAJOR 7 J DELLIPIANI: 

It gi. ree me great pleasure, to tell the Leader of the 
Cpp•osition that at a meeting I held with the Gibraltar 
Teachers' Association to discuss a whole number of issues 
and they brought this very issue'to me, I said very bluntly 
to them that I would oppose it. I didn't care what' the 
Government said but my own view was that I was dead against 
it and it is recorded in. the minutes. I told them and I.will 
tell them again and I 'told them before these elections and 
after these elections and I will continue 'to tell theta for 
as long as I am a Member of thiS House. 

HON P ISOLA: 

The Hon Minister must have told them because they wrote to 
the Chief Minister and they are waiting for his reply. I 
'only mentioned that on paspant. I will try and be eery res-
*rained and I will first deal with the substance of the 
motion. which has been clouded over by what I will call the 
alarming rere-ation as to the use of the Governor's powers 
in the. Cons :itution. Let me repeat what I said. This is a 
Bill that seeks modest advances for civil and public servants 
to stand for election. The liar Mr Bossano, who always tries 
to be very 3oaicol, is at his illogical best when he has to 
support a m.eti>n brought by the DPBG. He supports it and 
then he says he is going to vote against the Mil because, 
he ea/s, we are not radical enough. He must have the whole 
lot he must give the Governor, the Deputy Governor, the 
Attorney-General and the Financial and Development. Secretary, 
they must be allowed to stand for election and keep their 
offices otherwise it is not good enough for him. That is 
what he said in his motion in December. 
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EON CHIEF. MINISTEa: 

if the Hoe Member will give way. In a different way the lion 
Mr Bossano is doing exactly what MrMaurice.Xiberres was 
doing for the last five years which is rather ti-.an give way 
in small bits be wanted the whole cake. 

HON P 3 ISOLA: 

I would not agree with that statement at all because I.have 
discussed this matter with Mr Maurice Xiberras. But Mr 
Bossano will not go some way, he- wants the whole lot which 
he knows absolutely crystal clear that he will never get. 
What I am seeking to do is to ellow more people to come 
forward in public life to stand for election because it was 
qUite obvious to me from the last. elections that the only 
people who are able to stand as candidates were people who 
were in private employment, not private employment even, 
people of almost independent means and professional people 
because others could not. This is obvious to me, it is . 
obvious to the great majority of the people of Gibraltar 
and it must be obvious to the Government who will soon, I 
am sure, amend the law as their older brethren have to retire 
from public life because that is a fact of life in Gibraltar. 
.1 am just seeking a modest amendment. I know-that tee 
Government do not want teachers to stand because they happen 
to be the most highly qualified people in Gibraltar ani 
people like the •Hen Mr Cenepe .and my prelecesson the ;ion 
Mr Xiberras whOM I have :aid many times has. contributed 
enourmously to public lire-in Gibraltare there. are to be no' 
more of those unless they are%prepared-  to tease the gamble, 
resign .befora the election •and.if.they do not get elected -
then to hell. with their family and to hell with everything 
else. That is wrong and it is wrong for the pecple of 
Gibraltar to 'put those conditions on .teachers to stand for 
election, stay teachers for 21 days, end then if they are 
elected they resign. What are'we talking about, objections 
of principle on the part of the Government to this? It is 
not objections of principle at all, it is objections of 
expediency but, as I say, this is just a motion for leave'to 
introduce and what I did say in my opening statement was 
that I would hope that the Bill would be committed to a 
Select Committee of the House. I agree that, specially in 
civil eervice grades, there is probably.a need to identify 
those who can stand or cannot stand for election. In fact, 
I have toyed with the idea of leaving it to resolutions of 
the House to de:ide who could or could not stand. But I 
went away from that because I thought that if we do that the 
argument was going to be that every time you have a problem ' 
.somebody is going to come with a -resolution and this is not 
so, what about the Governor, he has got a say in this, which e 
I say he has not, I don't mind telling the House, I say he 
has not. It is clear if the Constitutional Conference is 
going to be upheld T say he has not and I ask him to read 
the minutes of that Conference and I shall try and dig them 
up if I have got them somewhere because that is not what 
Lord Shepherd, who the British Government Miniaaer at the  

Conference, said and the legitimate fears of the civil 
service wIre provided for, were taken into account in the 
ConstitUtion itself. In Section 28(4) it says "If it is so 
prescribed by the Legislature...." not the Governor or the 
Gibraltar C,uncilacting ee:ecutively, ho "If it is prexebed 
by the leeitlature" - (a) a person shall not be disqualified 
for election as an Elected Member of the Assembly by virtue 
ce h-s holding or acting in a public office specified by the 
legislature." Then it says: "a person may stand as a 
candidate for election as such notwithstanding that he holds 
or is acting in any public office specified by the Legis-
lature if he undertakes to relinquish or, as the case may be, 
to cease to act in that office if he is elected as an Elected 
Member of the House." So what the Constitution prescribes 
and what nobody can change, not even the Governor, only the 
Constitution can change it, and this was a compromise at the 
Constitutional Conference, "If you chaps want people to be 
able to stand we will let you decide that point," that is - 
What they said, but that person must resign from his Civil 
Service job. What are we all arguing about? We are arguing 
about 21 days, Mr Speaker. The day when the House is re-
seleed to the writ for a General Election or a Bye-Election 
froe the Governor. That is what we are talking about, that 
in why Lord Shepherd, in the Constitutional Conference, left 
it to us to decide. If the Financial Secretary wants to 
stand for election he has to resign. If the Legislature feel. 
that the Financial and Development Secretary should be able 
to steed, or even the GovernOrhimself, he would have to res.-.  

.ige if. he is elected. That is the safeguard to 'the British 
Government,-that is the safegoard. to the civil servants, the.  
people who really goeern us. Let these chaps decide:if they 
want anybody to stand, .letathem stand but-they have to - 
resign• and that is what is.  in the Constitution. - I object 

- strongly, Mr Speaker, to the Governor's attitude in this 
matter. I .am not sure but I will, of course, whilst the 
Speaker is in the Chair and whilst the Speaker decides these 
matters as he inevitably does. 

MR SPEAKER: 

With due respect, the Speaker does not decide in these 
particular circumstances what is and what is not a non-
defired domestic matter, it is the Governor who decides and 
if yea lick at Section 35(2) it says "Except with the 
consent of the Governor, acting in his disCretion, signified 
by the Attorney-General or by the Financial and Development 
Secretary, the Assembly shall not proceed uPen'any Bill 
(aneluding any amendment to a Bill) that, in the opinion of 
the Governor, acting in his discretion, signified as afore-
said,.relates to cr. closely concerns a matter that is not a. 
defined domestic matter." It is up to the Governor's judge-
ment as to whether any particular matter is or is not a 
defined domestic matter. 
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HON P 3 ISOLA: • 

Mr Speaker, you are, of course, absolutely right. What I am 
saying is that do- not believe•that the Governor is acting 
properly within h:s discretion when he decides that a Bill 
of this nature is a nen-defined domestic matter and this ds 
something that we can, of course, take up with the Secretary 
of State because I think .it is a matter of great.principle 
to the elected representatives of the people of Gibraltar, 
this particular point. When a Constitutional Conference  

HON CHIEF:,  MINISTER: 

I did not say that I-asked for .the views, I said that in 
order that se should know our approach we want to know what 
the Ministry of Defence think about it and I should imagine 
they are entitled to have a say in it even if it is a matter 
for the Legislature as to what happens to some of their 
executives. 

comes along and says the elected members are going to decide 
and some civil servant or other somewhere along the line says 
no, because the Governor is now going to decide this is a 
non-defined domestic matter when the protection for the Crown 
and for the civil service is actually in the C>netitution. 

It is the legislature who has to decide, not the Governor, 
who shall stand for election. I must say at this stage that 
I disagreed entirely with my Hon Friend al he will remember 
when he was Chief Minister in trying to do this.through 
Gibraltar Council. I said it is for the leeislature to decide,. 
that is my strongly held view. The Governor has decided it 
is.,not a (efined domestic matter. May I say that I express 
myhsurpri.ee at that decision having regard to the clear 
Wording of the Constitution on this matter - Seeteca 28(4) - 
I am most stir prised by the Governor coming to the', cenclusion 
having regard to the Ccnstitutional Conference anchl would 
ask the Governor to refer to the.minutes-of. that Conference 
and to the record of that Conference. But, anyway, it seems 
that the Governor has given hiS consent because he believes 
the Bill will be defeated, well, time will only tell whether 
that is so or not but I hope that the Hon Members on the 
other side, oven if they disagree with teachers standing or 
even if they disagree with some of the things that we have 
put forward will, at least, agree with me that it is for 
this House to decide who should stand for election to the 
House of Assembly and not the Governor of Gibraltar. As 
the public debate continues on this issue, as it will continue, 
we. shall see what the attitude of the Government is to any 
particular issue. I have suggested a Select. Committee, Mr 
Speaker, because I think that this should go to a Select 
CoMmittee. I think a Select Committee should ask the Admiral 
or whoever it is who is in charge of the Ministry of Defence 
to. come to the Select Committee and put down their reason's 
for 'not .allowing somebody to stand for election.. 

MR SPEAKER: 

You are exercising your right of reply ant I do not thin:?.  
that anyone has referred to the Select Committee. 

HON P 3 ISOLA: 

No, but the Hon and Learned Chief Minister has sad that he 
has already asked for the views of the Ministry of Defence as 
the largest emplayer. 

HON P 3 ISOLA: 

Mr Speaker, absolutely, I don't doubt for one minute that 
their views of course, are entttled to be taken into con-
sideration and they have got the ultimate function, of 
course, as employers, they have the ultimate function to tell 
their.employees: "If you wish to stand, then that will be it,' 
but when it comes to standing for public office and resign-
etion, when it comes to that, then it is the Legislature who 
must decide and the reason why I said a Select Committee is 
that I thin':`.hat a Select Committee should take the views of 
the Ministry cf Defence on the matter and if the Ministry of 
Defence views are views that convince I are quite sure the 
Select Committee will adopt them. I am not suggesting that 
this HouSe eheuld embark on a useless exercise, Mr :peaker, 
under which tle Government has promised the Governor that 
they will vteu against the Bill. I-wouldn't like to enlarge 
on that and I would not like the-  Government to give me leave 
to move this Bill on the basis that they are just going to 
throw it out at the Second Reading.- I am going to suggest 
at Second Reading that it is committed to a Select Committee 
of the House and precisely because and principally because 
it is my strongly held view and strongly held conviction 
that it is the elected Members of the House who must decide 
who stands and who does not stand for election and I think 
it is to that Select Committee that representations should 
be made by Unions, traders, Ministry of Defence, Civil 
Service of Gibraltar, it is to that Select Committee becauoe 
it is my firm recollection of the Constitutional Conference 
that the British Government commitment at that Conference was 
that tne elected representatives, the people of Gibraltar, 
should decide who stands and who does not stand for election 
and they provided for it in the Constitution but subject to 
certain conditions, one of them, of course, being that they 
muse resign and that is why I hope that my Bill may not end 
up in the .orm that it has been drafted, it may require 
amendment, I agree, there will be fights of principle on the 
question'of teachers, I agree, let us have them out in the 
open, bet at the end or the day let us have a Select Committee 
of the House deciding this, not in the secrecy of the Governor-
in-Council or particular civil servants who have particular • 
views on the matter, let a Select Committee of the House take 
their views and then make their own decisions. Mr Speaker, 
I am glad the motion is going to be supported, I only hope 
that support will continue despite everything that has been 
said. 
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HON A J CANEPA: 

Mr Speaker, if we wreck the tables by so much banging we may 
not have sufficient funds next year for air conditioning. 

MR SPEAKER: 

We had better not bang th4, table then. 

Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken 
the following Hon Members voted in favour: 

The Hon A J Canepa 
The Hon M K Featherstone 
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan 
The Hon A 3 Haynes 
The Hon P 3 Isola 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon Major R 3 Peliza 
The Hon J B Perez 
The Hon G T Restano 
The Hon W T Scott 
The Hon Dr R G Valarino 
The Hon Y. J Zammitt 
The ion F E Pizzarello 
The Hon J 3 Gaetano 

The following Hon Member 'abstained: 

The Hon Major F J Dellipiani 

The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber: 

The Hon I Abecasis 
The Hon J Dossano • 

The motion was accordingly passed. 

The House recessed at 6.30 pm. 

The House resumed at 6-50 pm. 

MR SPEAKER: 

I understand that we are now going to proceed with the 
Committee Stage and Third Reading of the rneome Tax (Amend-
ment)'Ordirance. You will. recall this Ordinance was not 
considered in Committee when we did the other Bills because 
the Opposition needed time to consider its contents. 

COMMITTEE STAGE 

HON ATTORNEYeGENERALe 

Mr Speaker, 2 have the honour to move that this House should 
resolve litself into Committee to consider the Income Tax 
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(Amendment) Ordinance, 1980, clause by clause. 

' THE INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1980  

Clause 1.  was agreed to and stood part of the Bill. 

Clause 2. 

HON FINANCIAL & DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:.  

I have the honour to move that paragraph (tt) in Clause 2 (2) 
be amended by the addition of the words "except an individual 
to whom Sedtion 23.(3) applies" after the word "person" in 
subparagraph (1) thereof.. 

MR SPEAKER: 

Will this amendment mean that there will be an increase in 
tax rates? 

AON P J ISOLA: 

No, Mr Speaker, this amendment is a similar amendment that I 
moved when I asked for the taxable allowances to be doubled. 
We are not charging the revenues of any payment, we are red-
ucing the revenues, loss of revenue but not charging the rev-
enue.. This is an Income Tax (Amendment) Bill that.is before 
.the House and-it is a comparatively simple-matter. to move an, 
amendment and we wish to take the opportunity that there is an 
Income Tax Bill before the House to. move an amendment and do 
away with the taxation of income received under the Elderly 
Persons (Non-Contributory) Pensions Ordinance, Mr Speaker, 
I am not going to speak for a long time. I think that all 
political parties before the elections received represent-
ations not. only before the elections but for some consid-
erable time before the elections. There are a. numbee of 
pensioners who are'not in'receipt of Social Insurance Pens-
ions for a lot of reasons that we have discussed here who • 
feel, and 7 t'ainicrightly so, that the Elderly Persons 
Pension received under this Ordinance should be tax free for 
a very simple reason that under the Social Insurance 
Ordinance any pension received under that Ordinance is tax 
free whether the recipient is a person of moans or not. The 
basis on wk.icx it is sought to justify it is that people 
have contributed towards it. Well, people have contributed 
to a lot of things which they still have to par tax on but 
ti- at is not the reason. The reason, I suppose is, that.pnder 
the Social Insurance Ordinance they want to give the full 
benefit to the recipient and not cream off anything for the 
state which they do with other pensions, Ministry of Defence 
pensions or Gibraltar Government pensions, but the Elderly 
Persons Pension, Mr Speaker, is a small amount, that is given, 
a lot of people who receive it do not qualify, it is true, . 
for supplementary benefits because they are just on the bread 
line. Others who receive it are well off, this admitted, but 
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the principle is that if a Social Insurance Pension is free of 
tex then .he Elderly: PersonsPension which was brought into 
a certain extent to help those who were not in receipt of 
pensione, should also be tax free. This wee the comr.itment 
of my Party, we actually committed ourselves in the manifesto, 
in our. election manifesto, and so we have a. duty to seek an' 
amendment of the law once we have a Bill Lefere us into which 
this-  amendment can be included. We have had debates as to 
whether the Hon and Learned Chief.Minister, on behalf of his 
political party, gave undertakings during the elections on 
Elderly Persons Pensions. We have a recording in which he 
gave-encouragement to the thought, let me plat it at that, 
that his Government, if elected, would so something about 
taking tax away from Elderly Persons Pensions. I know I have 
not given the Government much time to take a view on this and, 
therefore, I 'suppose they will vote against it but I would 
ask them to consult'and to consider whether with regard to the 
wh6le history of social insurance pensions, the problems that 
have arisen in relation to them and having regard to the 
eider2y persons a lot of whom receive pensions and who feel 
strongly, and I think rightly so, that they should be treated 
no differently as far as tax is concerned from those in 
receipt of Social Insurance Pensions, to consider whether it . 
,,roacl not be fair having, regard to the. size of the pension in 
the hands of the recipient; that this should be.received free . 
of.taX. We think, in principle,. that Government should not. 
charge tax because Social Insurance Pensions are also free of 
tax Government pensions. are earned pensions but they pay tax, 
Ministry of pensiena are earned pensions but they pay 
tax, Social Insurance Pension does not poy tax and we think 
and. we etrongly believe that elderly persons - should not be made 
to pay tax on their peresions. I would go further, if the 
Government•feels that there may be some very wealthy people 
receivine Elderly Persons Pensions it is wrong in principle 
because no distinction should be made but if the Government 
fools that anybody who is paying tax about whatever it is 
should pay on his Elderly Persons Pensions so be it but we say. 
that as a matter of principle no tax should be payable on the 
Elderly Persons Pensions and if it is going to be made payable 
et should only be made payable for people 'in.receipt of income 
froM other sources well above the breadline. I commend the 
amendment to the Housf;. 

Mr Speaker then proposed the question in the terms of the Hon 
P J Isola's amendment. 

HON" A J CANEPA: 

Mr Speaker, I had thoUght that this matter was going to come 
tomorrow morning and I had intended to.bring along with me the 
Hansard of the meeting of the House in January; 1974, so that 
I could quote -from the debate that took place then when I 
introduced the Bill setting up the Elderly Persons Pension but 
I have a fairly good memory and if any Members doubt what I 
am going to say, I am prepared to produce the Hansard and show 
them the authority of what I am going to-say. The Hon the 
Leader of the 'Opposition, however,- need not worry about the  

Government haling had or not having had time to reach a view 
on the matter. This is a matter that was considered by the 
Government during the Budget in the context of the aaneral 
reviel- of allowances that was held when, prior to our 
introducing a,nendments to the Income Tax Ordinance, and in 
particilar with reference to the greater income tax relief 
that we gave to the over 65's. The Government did consider 
the matter in March and April and it has not caught us by 
surprise. In January, 1974, Mr Speaker, when I introduced 
the original Bill to the House, I remember distinctly the 
then Leader of the Opposition, Mr Xiberras, speaking on behalf 
of the members of the Opposition, stating whether what the ' 
Government was proposing to do did not amount to allowing 
certain wealthy citizens in Gibraltar to go, as he said, in 
a Rolls Royce to College Lane, to the offices of the Depart-
ment of Labour and Social Security to collect their Elderly 
Persons Pensions and that that was inequitable, that that was 
socially unjust. At the time, we had not reached a con-
clusion as to whether the Pension shoUld be taxable or not, 
and I say that because it would have been during the Budget 
session in March of 1974 when, if amendments were going to be 
considered to the Income Tax Ordinance, that we had to take 
the decision as to whether this pension should or should not 
be tax-free. Therefore,.in the interim period the ,pension 
was in fact tax free and it was in May, 1974, in she light of • 
the debate in the House, when it was abundantly clear and 
already there were Members of the Government who did not 
consider at the time that the pension should be tax free, but 
in the light-of the debate in the House, that the Government 
reached the conclusion then that the pension should be made 
taxable. This, as I say, was done in an amendment to the , 
Income Tax Ordinance in 1974. In fact, the tax on the pension ' 
then was a very severe tax because a clawback mechanism was• 
introduced along the lines of the clawback mechanism that 
applied to family allowances which had been introduced in the 
time of the administration of the for. Member opposites. Some-
thing along those lines was introduced for Elderly Persons 
Pensions so that people precisely above a certain level, 
what the Hon Leader of the Opposition suggested should be done, 
should pay the whole of that pension back so that it would not 
be worthwhile for them to drive up to College Lane in, a Rolls 
Royce to collect the pension. For the last 18 months or so 
the Government has been under pressure to go back by some 
membere of ahe Opposition who obviously subscribed and 
supported tl- e Leader of the Opposition at the time. I think 
it is impoxtant, Mr Speaker, that we should know why the 
social insurance, old age pension and widows' pension are tax 
free. As far as I know, Gibraltar is the only territory in 
Western Eurcpe where not only is the Social Insurance Pension 
tax free but where we also give relief for income tax purposes • 
in respect of the contributions paid into the Social Insurance 
Scheme. The practice normally is that if you do one thing, 
you do not do the other. If the pensions are tax free the 
contributions do not count for relief. If the contributions 
count for'income tax relief then the pension is taxable and, 
in fact, I remember that we had an adviser on the fiscal 
system who in a very lengthy document advising the Government 
in respect of various matters to do with our fiscal system, 
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aivised that we should have one or the other, but not both, 
end we reacted that advice, The Social Insurance Scheme was 
introduced in 1955, pensions were first paid in 1960 end then 
Old Are Pensions in 1965 and.at the time the actunl pension 
paid from the fund was fl a week and another Li. hop supple-
mentation was paid from the Consolidated "und. So because 
the actuah value of the element from the Sacial Insurance 
Fund.was so low, the Government of the day decided to make it 
tax-free. Over the years the pension has increased enormously 
and, perhaps, one cught to consider whether it should or should 
not be tax-free. My.own view is that it would be a retrograde 
step to make the Social Insurance Pension taxable. But, of 
course, having the old age pension tax free means that the 
.Government is under pressure, because this concession exists, 
to make other pensions tax-free. We have not just had rep-
resentations in respect of the Elderly Persons Pensions over 
the years, we have representations for other pensions to be 
made tax-free on the grounds that they have been earned and 
the argument that we have used against, that is that already 
people aged over 65 earn greater tax relief than the under 
65 in additional tax relief, that is in recognition of the 
fact that they have reached retirement age, and if the 
pension which ought properly to be regarded as income if it 
were to be made tax-free you are giving a tremendous 
...advantage to people who are pensioners and who may not in any 
case be over 65, because my Hon Friend on my left is a Police 
pensioner. Should his pension be made tax-free and if all 
Government •persions are be tax-free then you cannot meke 
any, exception to the rue, you then hane a situation where 
a relatively young man tn-. this enormoas advantage for tax 
purposes or even an elderly married couple are zoing to be 
vastly better off then •working people with similar income and 
with family responsibilities and that,' in my view, is not 
equitable because' what then happens.is that your working 
people and people with family responsibilities are having to 
bear a greeter burden in taxation tt cake up for the loss of 
revenue-  in respect of people, who are classified as pensioners.. 
If the Government makes a concession of the Elderly Persons 
Pensions which I am not in favour should be done in principle 
becaese it derives from Government revenue, it is non-
contributory, it does not come from the Social Insurance Fund, 
it is derived from taxpayers' money and therefore the same as 
the pensions received by civil servants, they derive from 
taxpayers' money, from the Consolidated Fund, and therefore 
they have to be treated in the same way, if we were to make a 
concession on the Elderly Persons Pensions on the grounds that 
we are treating it in the same way as the Social Insurance 
pension, the next than; where pension'ers would come back on 
tine charge will be: "Well, why not the.pension which we 
receive as ex-Government employees fen which adeittedly we 
have nct contributed because the scheme 4is non-contributory in 
Gibraltar, but there has been some account taken of that," and 
that is the fact with.  the advent of parity where pensions are 
not contributory like with teachers and nurses in the United. 
Kingdom where they pay superannUation, here they do not but 
they have 354 abatement from their salary. They could advance 
the argument. that in a. way they had contributed towards their 
pension because they have had 3% abatement made and therefore 
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if they ha-e made some contribution towards the pension that 
they get from their employers why should they not be given 
the concession that the Elderly Persons pensioner is getting 
who has mae no contributeon whatsoever so the ability of the 
Government tc withstand this kind of pressure would I submit 
be seriously undermined progressively and that is why the ' 
Gtvernment has decided to take a firm stand on the question 

the Elderly Persons Pension and not treat it as a Social 
Insurance Pension which I accept that we.are treating those 
people very advantageously whilst they are contributors and 
then when they become pensioners. In my view, we have had no 
choice really but to do that and the consequences otherwise 
would be very serious, the whole basis on which pensions are' 
based could be thrown seriously out of gear. What the 
Government therefore faced with that, what we considered to 
be a problematical area decided at Budget time was to give 
further relief to persons over 65 by increasing their' allow- 
ances. Let me tell Hon Members that at the time, when the 
Estimates of my Department were drawn up, the overall 
financial picture was not as rosy as'it was borne out to be 
la..er on when we came to the House with the Budget. At that 
time we had made no provisions for any increases in Elderly 
Persons Pensions in January 1981 because we did not consider 
that we could afford that. Having had regard to the better 
budgetary.  position, I committed myself to further increases 
and we have been reviewing the level of Elderly Persons 
Pension year after year we always increase the pension and 
we haVe tried to keep Allowances under -theeIncome Tax system 
at a realistic level as far as the- over 65:1 s are boncerned. 
Really-that; Mr Speakee, for-  the reasons that I have given, 
is-as -far as the GoverAment is'prepared to .go and we cannot-. 
support the amendment as a matter of principle. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Mr Speaker,ttelking about Rolls Roycea, I think the Hon 
Minister did- not go far enough back. When the Elderly 
PersonsPansiOns was introduced, the Minister said very 
proudly that this Was the first universal pension to be paid 
in Gibraltar, universality of pensionia and I think it was £2 
a week but I think the point that my Hon predecessor took 
and which I as well at the time was, why not introduce Elderly 
PersensPaeoions for people up to a certain income and give 
them more. Why give more to people who can drive to collect 
their pension in a Rolls Royce, why give them this pension? - 
That was the basic objection to the original Elderly Persons 
Pensions from people on this side of the House. We thought 
that because it was going to be universal, the amount to be 
given was too low and 'e said there should be a distinction. 
It is true that the Government having done it then decided, 
after pressure and criticism to introduce the clawback system 
to take it way from those who drove the Rolls Royces and then 
they decided to leave it with the ordinary income tax I 
think that is the history, something to be said for each side. 
I think a lot of people have relied on the Elderly Persons 
Pensions to live a little more comfortably than before and 
I think that-a lot of people who could perhaps live a bit more, 
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comfortably find themselves with a pension tax whilst the chap 
next door is drawing .his social insurance pension tax-free. I 
tnink it is wrong to equate the Elderly Persons Pensions with 
Civil Service pensions, pensions paid by private employers_ 
pensions paid ey the Ministry of Defence. I think Elderly 
Persons Pensions have to be equated with the social insurance 
pension. I agree and I concede that if the Government agrees 
to make the Elderly Persons Pensions tax-free, possibly 
pressure will increase to make other pensions tax-free but it 
is.a self evident fact that to give all pensions tax-free 
.would put on theeconomy a burden it cannot support although' 
there may be Something to be said for it if the present 
generation wants to look after the older generation but Iodo 
not think it would not be possible to do it in one clean 
.sweep. I do not suppose any responsible Government would do 
that but we are not talking of that. I do not believe that 
if the Government makes the Elderly Persons Pensions tax-free, 
that that brings with it the consequences that the Minister 
for Labour has spoken about. I think it will be a constant 
sort of injustice and complaint to ''rose who receive Elderly 
Persons Pensions to see their brothers re,eiVing the Social 
Insurance Pension, both old age pensions of the state, as it 
were-, free of tax and they paying tax on what is much more 

,.:meagre pension. We think that the Minster has not made a . 
case for not agreeing to the amendment becauSe le to feel ' 
that there-is a case even though we are aware-that some 
people, if you like, would take some benei-it in this but we 

.wouldn't agree to ,Ieprive people who cotld do with those 
pensions being tax free because some wealthy people are going 
to get the money tax free. I would rather the Government 
.introduced clawback,tfor the wealthy people if that is what 
jnis stopping them.  but .I think it is wrong that people in 
receipt of Elderly Pensions who do not.live very comfortably, 
should find that they are paying £1 or £2 a week on their 
pension whilst their brothers in receipt of Social insurance • 
-Pension got a much larger pension tax free. I hope the 
Government, at least if not agreeing to this amendment today,' 
will themselves-introduce it in the not too distant future. 

ZION A J CANEPA: 

I think.the Government has another consideration in mind. I 
would not pretend that we are a Socialist Government a la Mr 
Joe Bosseno, I do not consider myself to be a socialist in the 
same way as he is, but one thing that we do in this Govern- . 
meat is to veigh'very seriously how we use the money that is 
available for social services and for social benefits and to 
what extent we can benefit the greatest number of peorle who 
need to be helped by whxtever limited funds become available. 
Within the Gevernment havent had a vary accurate estimate, 
because it would be an extremely difficult task to ,look 
through income tax assessments, to find out what would be the 
loss of revenue in respect of making the Elderly Persons 

tree but having regard to the fact that there are 
over 900 pensioners and haying regard 'to the fact that we are 
.spending over Lim in making provision for the Elderly Persons' 
Pension, I would say that, on a conservative estimate,.if 
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people pay tax on that at 10% only, it must be £50,000 or'in 
excess of that. -  When you givenvay £50,000 in tax relief which 
means that. you don't have it available to use in increased t 
expenditure which could be by way of increased benefits, one 
must ask oneself is this the best way of giving away £50,000? 
Aren't you giving away £50,000 to a number of people in 
receipt, obviously not to the 900, a number of people in 
receipt of Elderly Persons Pension who less need this income 
because the fact that they pay tax on it must be that they are 
better off than those who do not pay tax on it. The majority 
of people in receipt of. Elderly Persons Pension do not pay tax 
on it, .they. do not pay tax because they have £1,500 of relief 
which everybody has, an additional C450 by virtue of the fact 
that they are over 65 and the other 'thing is that the lowest 
rate of tax is 0500 at 20%, so they don't pay an appreciable 
amount, if at all, tax on their Elderly Persons Pensions. A 
minority of people in receipt of Elderly Persons Pension pay 
tax on it and fairly heavily at that, so you are really 
giving relief to people who, because they must have substantial 
income other than their Elderly Persons Pensions, are paying 
tax on both, so you are really giving away the money to those 
that are set.er off and this is another consideration that the 
Government, I think, has a duty to weigh up. If we ore going 
to give away £50,000, what should we use that money on? Should 
we try'to gve something more to everybody? Should we earmark. 
it for.pecp11 on supplementary benefits? but here we know 
that we are giving it to those who are better off and they are 
comolnining because they are paying tax but they are paying 
tax because they are in the higher income bracket. That is 
another consideration and, as I say, I am not a left wing 
socialist by any means but I dc'try to guide myself in my 
approach to these matters by what I consider to be, whether I 
am right or wrong, certain basic principles of social justice.' 

MR SPEAKER: 

I have assumed that you gave way to Mr Canepa. 

HON P 3 

What a give way, Mr Speaker. I think that the Minister has 
now tried to introduce the argument which I forestalled but, 
notwithstanding, he has introduced it. I have.suggested to 
the Government that people of means could be stopped from . 
receiving the benefits of the Elderly Persons Pensions by 
having a clawback system, I have volunteered that to the 
Government. I am not talking of those, I are talking of people, 
not on - the bread line because I think some old people have a 
right to live better- than just being on the bread line like 
a lot of people in rec.Apt of social insunance pensions tax 
free makes them live a bearable life. They are paying some 
income tax as well and what I am asking for is that elderly 
persons should be treated' in the same way. I will not be 
fobbed off, Mr Speaker, with the argument the Minister has 
just made because I told him "Have-a clawback system for the 
wealthy recipients of Elderly Persons Pensions." I am not 
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concerned with that, what I am concerned is on the social 
justice aspect of somebody with social insurance pension 
receiving a pension twice as high as the one of the Elderly 
Persons Pensions and a person of similar means of .hat social 
insurance pension recipient,'paying tax, not because hg. is 
making a lot of money. but because nearly everybody pays tax 
in Gibraltar, that is the argument. I c.on't think it is fair 
for the Minister to. adduce in a last desperate effort to 
.justify the position or the Government, •to adduce the argument 
of the wealthy because I have .said that I think, in principle, 
social insurance should be equated with elderly persons pension 
but I have said, if what is troubling the Government is the 
question of those people with amiSle means then I would say 
'introduce the clawback, that is all I say. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

' Just on the clawback and I promise not to say anything else. 
We are in Committee, Mr Speaker. 

He SPEAKER: 

• Yes, but he has exercised his right. of reply. On the clear 
`understanding that Mr Isola will have the last word, most: 
certainly. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

The'clawback is never a good mechanism to use in an income tax 
system and I will explain why. These people do not pay tax 
on the PAYE unless they happen to be in employment also. If 
they are completely retired they are :assessed in the old way. 
At the end of the year they Make a declaration of income and 
they are assessed and they get an income tax return and they 
have to pay fx in tax. Where the income tax clawback was 
working very unfairly in a way, well not unfairly, but where 
the impact of it was very serious was that because these 
people used to go along to the offices of the Director of 
Labour and Social Security and collect'their weekly pension. 
In anticipation, they did not know how much of that pension, 
what proportion of it, was in fact going to be taxed at the 
end of the tax year and they could be collecting £4, £5, £6 
a week over the year, spendng that money, using it and then 
when they were assessed the income tax clawback mechanism. 
worked on their pension a very high proportion, 40%, 50%, 60%, 
70%, 80% of the amount of money received in pension had to be 
paid back in tax and they' would have an income :ax bill of 
£150, £200, £350 to pay over the next 6 months or so and the 
impact of 'that was very bad and I used to have people making 
all .sorts of representations to me because they could not 
afford to pay'that,very high tax bill because they had not 
made provision for it. That is why we did away with the 
income tax clawback mechanism because it was really.. having 
this drastic effect and the Government saw that it was better 
to do away with it and give an opportunity to people to adjust 
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throughout the year and not to •be faced with his hefty tax 

bill. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Mr Speaker, if they couldn't pay then they were obviously 
people whe couldnt afford it, I don'.t know. I am talking. 
of people of means, people who get their income tax bill 
and can pay, if they can't pay they are not people of means, 
I suppose, I may be wrong. I don't think that is an ar-
gument either, it need not necessarily be a'clawback system, 
the Government could say: "Anybody in receipt of Elderly 
Persons Pensions whose assessable income is above so much 
shall pay tax in the ordinary way, or anybody whose assess-• 
able income is below so much shall receive his elderly 
Persons Pensions tax free." There are simple ways of doing 
it if the will is there, 'We say there is a need to all-
eviate. the situation of a great number of pensioners who 
are in receipt of 'Elderly Persons Pensions who are not on 
the bread line but who do not enjoy the same standard of 
lining or reasonable standard of living as their counter-
part in receipt of social insurance pensions. I am not 

L. talking of the rich or the poor, I am talking of people who 
are not in a comfortable•  position, let me put it like that, 
and this is why I am moving the amendment. 

. Mr Speaker then put the question and on•a.vote being taken 
the following Hon Members voted in favour: 

The Hon A J Haynes 
The Hon P J Iiola 
The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon Major R J Peliza 
The Hon G T Restano 
The Hon W T Scott 

The following lion Members voted against: 

The lion A J Canepa 
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani 
The lion M K Featherstone 
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan 
The Hon J B Perez • 
The Hon Dr R G Valarino 
The Hon H J Zammitt 
.The Hon F E Pizzarello 
The Hon J J Caetano 
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r Spa-aker :then put .the: question which was resolved in" the 
affirmative and the Bill was read a third time and passed. 

The fellorang Hon Members were absent frOM the'Chamber: 
• 

The Non't Aheeasis 
The-Honh7 Boseano' 

• 
• 

The ;amendment- Vas" accordingly defeated. 

Clause.  2,  as amended, -Stood part Of the Bill. 

Clauses 3..andsAswere  agreed to 

ThesLon Title  wassigreed.to and stood Part of the Bill. 

'THIRD  READING  • 

:s-ss 
HONs ATTORNEY-GENERAL: 

MriSp,eaker, • I. haVerthe.'hOrour to report that th.'e Tacoma -TeX 
• (' Mendment) Bills 19/10-s has beerCeensidereds:inComMittee 

's.agreedsto4swithsaMindments and I now move that it 'be read: 
•• a third .  time ,andfsPitasedS: 

House recessed at: 700 pm. , ss - 

TUESDAY 22ND JULY, 198o — 

The House resumed at a.m. 

. PRIVATE nemnERst MOTIONS  

HON P J ISOLA: 
• 

Nr Speaker,. I have the honOur 'to IneVe tha*r,:ien standing. 
in myHnamessthats "This. -I has no:CenfidenceSin the ,. 
mannersinwhiCh'the:GOV6khmentOf Gibraltar has dealt with 
theprOblemsarising• frOM'the construction offlats.Onthe.  
11ryl,,Begg Estate". Mr Speaker, we are bringing this motion 

Of i,c  confidence in an attempt to bring to a head what can 
only be described as the disaster of the Varyl 3egg dis-
putes, if. I may call them that. This problem has been • 
with the House now fon 4 years but the problem has been 
with the Government of Gibraltar since leaking roofs were 
-detected late_in December,' 1974, which is almost 6 years. 
The first letter written. by the Government on the matter • 
to the consultants, SA' I remeMber rightly, was on the 25th .  
Januarys 1975, that is 51 years ago. During that period 
of- time some 120 flats, 130 I think it was, were left un-
occuPied.for a period of.some A years, I believe, cleta. 
on 5, years.. :Apart from the dramatic effect that this had 
on people on. the housing waiting list, people forced to• • 
wait for houses that were actually bui2st and ready to occupy 
if only:theprOblems were resolved, apart froM that, there 
must have_been, in 'my estimations  a colossal lisss of 
revenue to the Government from not collecting rent on these 
empty flats.for. a period of 5 yours and, perhaps, some- • 
body on the Government.side could say what has beeh, in 
fact,theloss.of.rent. The 'matter has been discussed 
in this House atalmostevery meeting. 'I say almost every 
meeting, net:every meetings since 1976, so it cannot. be . 
sei&that.the•Oppositionsover the years have not expressed . 
consernsaboutsthe matter, it cannot be said that the 
Government has been :allowed to put the-thought of the Varyl 
Begg.Estate out of their minds during any period of time. ' 
Despite all this pressure, despite the pressure of the 
Oppositionon. the Government. to find a solution, despite 
the pressures, of the housing list to find a solution, 
people'w:ho are homeless to find a.solution, despite all 
the political pressures,' the nearest we got, I suppose, 
to some action,..-.  some real action, some decisive action 
being taken by the.Government was in December, 1979, just 
before the elections or perhaps June, 1979', round that 
time when the Government decided that they could allocate 
these flats thatjlad.been empty for some 4 years because 
they were told by, the. consultants whom they appointed, a 
year after they. had muds their report almost, that they 
could proceed to.  allocate these flats and it was then 
disdovered.t'hat.most of these 130 flats except for the top. 
flooi'flats,..mostelf these 130 flats could be allocated 
with just misor,works being done to them, patching 
painting and.so..forth...Sowe discovered then that flats 
that.could have beenallocated ) years before and cold 
have been alle'ated three years before, had been left empty, 
vacants despi..ts.tha pressures of the housing list for close 
on. 3 years. The A'asts. that.I am giving.out now, Mr Speaher, 
describs theShistory;of. the. Varyl Begg fiasco over the last 
5 years, aisiasco that .need never have taken place if 
Government had acted promptly and in accordance with the 
advice. suggested on this side of the House. We are saying; 
as far back aa1977/78, that the. Government should not wait. 
to resolve,  its disputes with the contractors and the con- 

atoOd'part of the 
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Tit  

sultants which it:  has not yet to this day resolved. f lie were 
saying in 1975that they should not wait to resolve 'these 
disputes by negotiating procedures because. they had.talked 
for long enough and we,said that they should proceed toCarry 
out the repairs of the roofs and then take the contractors 
and the'consultants to court and let the counts decide-who 
was'responsible or who should pay for.the cost of repairs.:: 
As a result of the Government not accepting what-  we aaidback ' 
in early 197a, the cost- of the repair job is:bennd to'have 
increased so much that, we, believe that.the'peSsileilitye.of:a 
settlement is' possibly today further. away thai It-WOS 
because of the high cost now involved both thec,entractors' • 
and the consultants will, be.less'likely'to compeioa. cem-' 
promise arrangement. The result wiil,beand may-bejlosa-io-: 
the public revenues of Gibraltar. The result may be.  that the 
Government will have to accept to pe.y pbrtof thecoatin-'' 
'volved. That is how I see' it going althcoigh.I haVe no. -
information to confirm that opinion but that'is theVay it. 
aeems to be going. The pressures on the Government builCup' 
so much before the.elections that the Governmentstatedthat 
they would carry on and proceed-to-do theremedialwOrks. That 
was 21413 before the Elections. 'In January, imMe4t..iiely before' : 
the elections, there was aeshort announcement%In'the press': ' 
about the Varyl Begg E*tateen4,the coneeltantawere •goMing'' . 
the next month, waa.-in:Februery.to eett.into,effeCt'the'" 
remedial measures.'. Later on., In theceremonial Opening:of .-
the House almost sloc.months!, agonow,..theChiefMinlater 
'referred to. the Varyl Begg:Estatehavingeregardsuppose, 
to the very great play that had-beenmadercif iba-Varyl:Begg 
situation by my Party, duriogthe,electioneand taviUgreeard :  
to the impact it had obviously'had,;he'said: "In late  
January the Government considered and accepted, in'principlee" 
and I am quoting.  from the.Hansard report.of the Ceremonial' 
Opening: "the Government considered and aceepted,'in prine 
ciple, specific proposals for. the contraction of pitched - - 
roofs at the Estate and steps dike now being taken for the 
implementation of these proposals and they are proceeding 
substantially in accordance with the timeetahlOenVisaged.by 
the Government. At this stage it is .expected-that work-in,' 
the Estate will commence in the Spring. The Government is 
also taking necessary steps to deal with the other matters . 
requiring attention at this Estate andsit.is 'confident. that 
substantial progress be made towards the comprehensiee • 
resolution of this difficult matter dUring'thocoming months," 
That was in February. 'In the March business meeting of- thia: 
House, we asked questions, seeing to our way of,thinking that 
Spring in Gibraltar more or less endS :.bout Maye  we asked what 
was happening.. What are,you doing about When is work 
going to commence? We got an answer from the Hon and Learned 
the Attorney-General that work was expected .to commence irs.the .  
Snringe-eenceded there had been some slippage, but the. 
Government fully expected work to commence in June. ,On . June 
11,,my Party put out a press release au this, called the 
attention of the public and of the Government to the fact 
that work had not yet-commenced and it was. already June 11th. 
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We ended.up our communique by aaying,"The,BPPG.is concerned 
'that, the works on the roofs at, VaryleBeggehave- not yet 
commenced and consider that a:timely reminder to Government 
is necessary to aVoid'further slippage." Our concern is that 
the work should be commenced and that the. work. should badone, 
that is our concern..,We think that after six'years it is 
more than reasonable to have:expected any Government,. however 
lethargic, to have solved the guestien. of whether there ia,4:e  
flat roof 'or a pitched roof in the Varyl Begg Estate. 'Six' 
years is a very long time. I,cannot conceive and think of 
any sIngleptivateeenterpris4eany nndrtaking':thatee. 
aftersi'X years would'CoMe to this House or would cone to the • 
publicand'say: "We are still discussing the question of 
liabilityebetween thc,Contractors and:theconsultants."eeToee 
me it la-incOneeivable, .The answers that we got in' the House : 
on. Thursday when we were told that all the plans were ready 
now - and about time too,.if I may say so - but we' are told 
still fuether discussions are-taking-place with the consult-• 
ants and .t1. contractors. The work has not gone out to tender. 
It is sensible that the contractor shouldde!thoeWork bUt are 
the contractors' going to embark on the work when the Government 
has withheld money belonging teethe contractorseI'"Or .somothree• 
5,-earS7 .Y1underatand ited-441m.e.Areetheygoing to start 
doing the 4ork;:yithout haying, e,esprangeaaboutpayment if. - 
they .0:,not.abCePt4iability? Who. is .kilgeo.*hereparty-thate. 
cat. accept liability, :the consultants.eeAre,theyegoing toePaye  
theee, masSiveeamountsof7 money if. they.ar,eheld responsihle7 
And e*44.2.4eNr,.tpreixeY:eitrAeaftere*hianoiWrithbli7e4e 
iapued,Wilietbaclaim,he'cuma.statute.A)aatredwouldaWeth 

.e.  Attorney-General? Araweein danger, efeneteheing Able toclaiM 
becanse 'efethe time that has elepse4?e.,t;'an'ere,,go to arbitrptIOn 
still? Or is the.Government• hoping that,̀soMeefadry-godmother,,  : 
will wave the magic wand and there will bea settlement? And 
• will that settlement cost the taxpayers a single penny? Or 

the British Government? Isiteright'.thatjt should cost them 
a single penny? If we have tO'pay soMe• money is-it going to 
he because we have dithered and dithered year in and year out?e  
When'we are told about the contractorS!,respenalbility,76an 
the Government confirm in the course of this debate that the 
Government sought arbitration in August, 1977 with the con-
tractors and then*withirwc,*'  they &447Ply from the 
contractors accepting arbitration? Can Government explain 
why they didn'tgO on to Arbitration to decide the issues of 
responsibility? Mr Speaker, .if one looks at the q'ues'tionsand 
answers over the years, one can see the utter'confusion in 
which the Government i.s. in on „:The,Goveramenthas- 
gone from one view„to :another, :The.Goeternmentiold': 
us through' the' Hon and-Learned'ethe AttorneyeGeneral.;-thnee'Y;ears; 
ago; we cannot any.  remedial workaottrsilvesamtll':theC.i; 
question'of'liability has been sorted out.:"' Whichete.-my ,  
of thinking' and to the way of thinking of any reesonable person 
was notexactly sense because then everybody could. hold back, 
building contracts by saying there is a dispute, nomorewerk:  
goes one the owner of the property will have to-wait:tIll 

' arbitration has been completed although proceedings:haVabeen 
completed five.years before anything could' be donetotheir 
property. 'That is nonsense, all you have to do is'-haveetha: 

''property surveyed,see'what the cause is, get your experts in; 
' ' • 



"When did Government first deny payment to either the con-
sultants.or.the contractors associated with the Varyl Begs 
project?" The answer was by the Minister: "Pavment'to the. 
main contractors were withheld on 3 August 1977.". It is 
interesting, that date, Mr Speaker,: because shortly after, • 
about seven days' later, the Government stopped payment to 
the main contractor which obviously is a breach of contract 
on the face of-it and in order to justify the stoppage of the 
payments  they wrote to the contractor on 12 August and asked 
for arbitration under their contract. The contractors replied 
immediately that they agreed. That is the last, I believe, 
that the contractors heard on that Matter to this day. Mr 
Speaker, more recently, 'in December 1979 and January 1930, 
the Government said.: "We are going to go on with the work, 
even though we said in 1977/78 that we were not able to do 
any work until the question of liability had been sorted out, 
we are going on with the work." We said in the House to the 
Attorney-General: "Does this mean that now you are prepared 
to do what we were telling you three years' ago to do? Now, 
you are prepared to go to arbitration? Now you are going to 
take legal proceedings?" We got the answer that now was the 
right time or words to that effect. But, Mr Speaker, that 
was DeeEmber, eight months have gone by and still elo news of 
arbitration, still no news" of legal proceedings, still no.  
news of a resolution of the problem, still no date for the ' 
commencement of work. Can it'surprise the Government that 
this motion is moved? It cannot surprise them. We have to 
bring to the notice of the public the incompetent and neg-
ligent manner. in which the Government has acted as regards 
Varyl Begg Estate for a period of 6 years. After all, the 
solution, apparently, is that instead of flat roofs it should 
be pitched roofs. Mr Speaker, they have been telling me about 
this'particular solution for the last 3 years, one has heard 
it, not officially from the Government until December, 1979, 
but unofficially this is the solution that has been give:: out. 
What has delayed the resolution of this problem? Why hasn't 
Government gone to arbitration? Why hasn't the Government 
issued proceedings? Why hasn't the Government commenced work? 
Talk about the Gibraltar problem, Mr Speaker, this is getting 
to the same proportion as 'far as talking is concerned and as 
far as meetings is concerned. What is the Government's policy 
going to be at the next round of talks in August,' I suppose 
it will be noi , there is no agreement between the consultants, 
and the contractors as to who pays for the remedial works? 
What is the cost of the remedial works? I think in an answer 
we were told is was over elm. Have discussions taken place 
that even giv, any indication of agreement? Have the con-
tractors int:Leated that they are prepared to foot the bill of 
f.lm? Yone of these questions have been answered by the 
Government They have hidden behind the'cloek that this is sort 
of sub judice. Well, it must be the longest case in my ex-
perience that has been sub judice of such importance to a 
community. e There are cases that are not important, they can• 
stay on the fill for 10 years as far as anybody is concerned, 
but this as public housing, not made available to the public, 
we have heard earlier in the House the sMall number of flats 
that are being produced'this year, more, hopefully, next year 
and these are flats that have been empty for a long time - 

carry on and do the work and then claim the costs from . the 
contractors and the consultants. • But, anyway, that is what we. 
were told three years' ago. A year ago we were told differ-
ently, the Government felt a year ago, with elections ooming 
up, se were told "We are going to do the work, whatever benne' . 
ens the work is going to be done." There was a change of 
policy. But all these changes of policy and all these attit-
udes taken up by the.  Government have had one net result,. 
that no remedial measures have been taken in the Varyl Hegg 
Estate for six years and people have suffered, winter in, 
winter out, for six years. It is interesting to look at the 

. first question asked in the House. In 1976, Mr Speaker, my • 
Zion predecessor, Mr Xiberras asked: "Will Govei-nment confirm 

. the existence of a dispute between the architects and the 
builders of the Varyl Degg Estate?!,Question No 12 of 1976). 

• In his answer, the Minister for Public Works said that the 
Government, early in 1979, pointed out to the consulting 
architects that the roofs leaked etc. • Then he said: "A 
number of meetings between Government and both parties have 
taken place to try and resolve the situation." That was. 
December, 1976, they had already had a number of meetings. 
We are now in July,.1980, four and a half years. Then at the 
end of the question I asked the last supplementary: "Mr. 
Speaker, can the Government not consider, in view of the fact 
that the dispute seems to be between the architect and the 
builders, and the Government seems to be free froM blame here, 
and the tenants are the innocent sufferers, can the Government 
not consider the possibility of initiating legal proceedings 
in the alternative against the architects and 'the builders to 
accelerate the solution of this matter?" The Hon Mr Feather-
stone: "That is probably-the next step we shall have to take, 
Sir." What about my sydical predecessor, the Hon Mr Xiberras, 

. he asked: "When;'in another two years' time?" Three and a 7 : 
half years have passed and.stillnothing has happened. Then 
there was another question about the number of flats.. Mr 
Speaker, the story goes on in 1977, again in December 1977. 

. It-may.interest the Government to know that two of their 
present Ministers, who were then on this side of the House, 
also joined in in questions en the Varyl 13egg Estate bUt I 
shall not hurt their sensibilities by referring to theses 
questions but I would ask those two Ministers what have they 
done since they joined the lion Members opposite, what theme 
they done to accelerate the solution to this problem in 
Gavernment, having regard to the concern that they expressed 
from the Cpposition benches? In June 1979 I asked questions 
again on this matter and I said: "In respect of the Varyl 
Begg Estate (No 85 of 1979) will the Chief Minister give the 
date of the first intimation given to Gove-ement by either the 
consultants or the contractors or the quaetity Surveyors or ' 
the GovCrnment's own supervisors on the project, that major 

'faults of defects were suspected in the project?" The answer 
' was: "The first three blocks were handed to Government on 4 
__Catcher 1974. Roof leaks were detected a few'weeks' later and -

the matter was immediately reported both verbally and in 
writing by the Public Works Department to the consulting 
architects. The first recorded written representation from 

' Public Works Department to Sir Hugh Wilson is dated 24 
January 1975." Then I asked in the following question (No 86) 
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1.30 - for. a long time, they were allocated last year ,most of 
them, but still atnumber of flats on the top floor that are 
not allocated, that could have gone on the housing if 
Government had acted promptly and with responsi:Uii.i.ty towards 
its people. So, Mr Speaker, we have no confidence in'the 
manner in which the Government has dealt -with the problems 
of the Varyl Begg Estate because we are act going to get 
answers today, I know. 'We are going to 1-ne. told,: "The plans 

.are ready now, we are going to 4o them but. we are having 
meetings again with the consultants and the contractors." But 
we are not going to be told: "and if those meetings do not 
meet with success in August and the whole question of res-
ponsibility is. not sorted out on this basis, that the Govern-
ment pays nothing, because the Government is free from blame 
on this, that the British Government pays nothing, because 
they are free from blame of this," if they are We are not 
going to be told that but if we are going to be told that and 
on top of that they say: "and'the deadline is August, 6 years, 
enough is enough and we will then go to arbitration," if they 
are still allowed too by their contracts - or: "we will issue 
proceedings." If we get that sort of answer, well, then we 
may be getting somewhere and the whole purpose of the.motion . 
will not have been defeated. But as the facts are no one can 
have any doubt at all that there is great.merit in this motion. 

.Obviously, I don't expect the Government to vote in favour of 
'it but I commend the motion to the House. 

Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the ion P J 
Isola''s motion. • 

HON ATTORNEY -GENERAL: 

Mr Speaker; I trust you will permit me to refer to my notes. 
Mr Speaker, attention and debate.  over the problems of the Varyl. 
Begg Estate. have focussed, not unnaxurally, on the roofing 
defects but at the outset I would remind the House that the 
successful resolution of the Varyl Begg project involves, as 
on all building contracts, the remedying of all defects 
which may arise from its construction. 'Mr.Speaker, there are 
several aspects to consider, three main ones. First, of 
course is the question of the roof. The second, very import-
ant; the consequential damage which flows therefrom and, 
thirdly, other matters which seem to have been lost in the 
-Importance that has been given to the roofing problem which 
are other matters which also require remedy, such as, for 
instancei balconies, floor screeding and courtyard levels. 
Mr Speaker, the role of the Attorney-General is to provide 
legal advice and assistance to the Government in the compreh-
ensive resolution of these matters. The non and Learned 
Leader of the Opposition has drawn attention to the fact 
that it was not until some time in 1979 that.some houses which 
had been left vacant were then thrown into the allocation 
pool.. Mr-Speaker, Hon Members will:be aware that it was only 
until May, 1979, that Government received the last of a series 
of reports which related to the roofing problem. These reports 
were, of course, given to oun contractors and 'our consultants ' 
for study and of course, the Government. itself studied:this 
report with great care. was then that on technical advice 
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that the Government took a decision that it would pursue the • 
constructien of pitched roofs at the Estate, there may have - 
been a let of talk before that'about pitched roofs but it was: 
not until 1979 thatetha Government actually took .hat decision. 
One resut )f the erection of these roofs, it was advised by 
the techn!cal experts, would :be to remedy the existing roofing 
de:eets. Of course, Members of this House will understand 
.:hit that does not necessarily mean that pitched roofs are 
the only way to remedy the problem but the Government on 
advise, consider this to be the best way to proceed. In 
August, 1979, discussions were held with the consultants and 
the contractors and the consultants began to prepare pre-
liminary plans for the construction of theSe roofs. These 
were submitted and approved by Government on technical advice 
in January, 1980. Government, after consultation with the 
consultants, decided on a programme of costing by the con-
tractors and the erection of the roof together with the 
remedying of sonsequential and other defects by Government 
consultants in Consultation with the contractors. There has 
been slippage. It was originally anticipated that the 
programme would be brought to the point where work would 
commence in the Spring. Detailed plans were duly complete 
but, unfortunately, the costing and the checking, of the 
roofing, and the plans took longer than what was originally 
contemplated. The Hon-and Learned Leader of the Opposition 
has said that the'matter is sub judice. Well, it has been 
treated as if it were a matter sub judice because negotiations 
are in progress,. they are withbut prejudice and the matter 
is delicately poised. Since June, discussions have been in 
progress between the ldvernment consultants and its contract-
ors on costs and on a time-table. The House will be interest-
ed to know that the Attorney-General ea:at,present in London 
conferring with the consultants on progress and preliminary 
steps have been taken to facilitate the early supply of . 
materials. Naturally enough, schedules of consequential 
defects have also been prepared and are with the consultants 
£or action with the contractors except in respect of a small 
number of flats to which 'it has not yet been possible to get 
access. There are other consequential aspects of the roofing 
problems which are under consideration by the GoVernment and 
these will be referred to the Consultants in due course. 

Since January, 1980, the consultants have been in discussion 
with the contractors to identify other defects and progress 
has been made on these matters in relation to courtyard levelse 
floor screeding and some piping work. The Hon and Learned 
Leader of the Opposition has talked of confusion, utter 
confusion, in the- minds of Government. This is not so. There 
is a definite plan which Government is executing in order to 
come to a satisfactory settlement of the overall problems of 
the Vary). Begg Estate. The Government's decisions and ob-
jectives, through its consultants and contractors, is to 
comprehensively resolve the outstanding problems of the 
Estate. I have said, and I repeat again, that the work has 
slippedebehind schedule but there has since August 1979, and 
I reiterate, been a definite plan to reach such a resolution 
and definite prospers .has-been and is being made. It seems to.  
me that it is' not Aeairable to treat separately the execution 
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of the works on the roof and its cost, certainly at this 
stage. The Hon and Learned Leader of the Opposition has 
talked in terms of statute barred. He may rest assured the 
Attorney-General's Chambers are keeping a watchful eye on the 
time limitations and we are not statute.barred. It does 
not follow from what I have said that there can be no firm . 
prosPect of a commencement date for actual work but I am 
afraid that I cannot give a date to this House. As Govern-
ment's legal adviser, there is nothing further that .I can 
really say to this House. 

HON A J HAYNES: 

Mr Speaker, I shall be looking down every now and then at my 
'notes just so that I can warn the Chief Minister in case he 
wants to say bob up and down. First of all, in answer to 
Question 175 of 1980, we were told that the commencement date 
for the works at Varyl Begg given in March was an impossible 
date but that nevertheless it had been arrived at in good 
faith. There wasn't one date, there were two dates. First 
of all, there was a Spring date, which was given for the • 
elections and then there was a 'by June' date given in March 
.by the Attorney-General. This second date was .given with an 
admission of slippage but was given in. such an.emphatic and 
assured manner that it was just a mere routine, slippage, 
nothing special. But if, as we were led to believe in answer 
to the Question No 175 last Thursday that the June phase was, 
in hindsight, an impossible date, we should ask ourselves was 
there anyone familiar with the intricacio of the construction 
business as is the Minister could possibly make a blunder of 
such inordinate proportions innocently. I believe that the 
Spring date was given recklessly and that as such, such a 
date was bath impossible in hindsight and in foresight and 
it is the foresight aspect which most concerns me. Surely,. 
if the date'is impossible now'and it is not just a matter of 
mere slippage, surely if it was impossible it should have 
been foreseen and especially now when we have the situation 
where there is no date. flow could they possibly give a re-
assuring date in January, February and Marchand then in July, 
when it should have already started, come up with no date.at 
all? Surely, the time of giving that date must have been 
foreseeable? It must be foreseeable to somebody who deals • 
with consultants and has given time for plans and nat always 
are the consultants giving realistic time. Surely if you.  
press them they can give you an indication that this is a 
sort of hopeful plan. In March things were apparently going 
according to plan, the plans had been done it was just the 
costing that was missing and now a month later, not just more 
slippage but now a month later, nothing at all, yet we know 
there are plans, we imagine the costing has been going on for 
some time and now there is nothing, not even a date. And I 
go back to the March meeting of this House. In that meeting. 
we were not given any real indication. on the state of the 
operation, certainly,nothing as gloomy as we were informed on 
Thursday and we are being told now. Surely we are not being 
asked to believe that Government .didn't know then that it was 
an impossible date, that it was farce? I believe that the 
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June date, and especially the Spring date, should have been 
qualified as a wild outside bet and that as such it should 
not have been proffered in January and February as an election 
promise when it was only an election carrot. I think, per-
haps, Mr Sye.ker, in Varyl Begg we have the best example of ' 
the golden tread which underlines Government policy, the 
policy which we were informed of and which was propounded by .  
the Hon Member, Mr Canepa, namely, that all that is desirable 
i.; not essential, We know that the tenants of the top of. 
Varyl Begg can live there even if they are in appalling 
conditions, they do live there and perhaps that is what 
Government means when they say essential. 

HON A J CANEPA: 

Mr Speaker, if the Hon Member will give way. That policy 
applies to public expenditure, it doesn't cover other con-
siderations. It was in the context of expenditure that I said 
that I was guided by what is essential and not.by what is' . 
desirable and let the Hon Member not try and spread that 
acro:;s the whole board of Government policy. 

HON A J IlAYNES: 

Mr Speaker, we have now the assurance of the Hon Member. I 
would submit that since that'palicy is directly applicable 
through the facts in question then one can argue that it is 
the policy which underlines all Government dealings and 
things are only essential (1) at election time and (2) when 
peoples lives are at risk because you can't get conditions 
worse than they are at Varyl Begg without declaring the 
place unfit for human habitation and throwing people out and 
yet up.  to the marginal element when they can just about live 
there they are left there for years. Mr Speaker, on travell-' 
ing round Varyl Begg, one thing that eastressed me most, 
perhaps, was the resignation of the tenants, those tenants 
particularly affected. Some, true, were angry but their 
bitterness as a whole was more pronounced than their desire 
for action on the matter. They were disillusioned, they had 
no serious hopes that anything would be done in the immediate 
future this disillusionment could have been helped by the 
Tenants' Association which I felt was lackink in its help 
there, ant' that is not Government's fault but I would like to 
make the point. 

But, generally, for whatever reason, and, principally, I 
would argue for the reason that nothing has been done, the 
tenants are bitter, they are disillusioned, they do despair 
and as such one can say that they have no confidence and'. 
similarly I can say this House has no confidence that thiS 
matter will be resolved. That is all, Mr Speaker. 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

Mr Speaker, we have heard a lot of comment from the Hon 
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Leader of the Opposition who obviously from that side can 
say many things which do not bear the absolute accurately of 
the whole situation. He started off, and he has reiterated 
several occasions, that it has been six years and Government 
has done nothing. Many of the flats at Varyl Begg were nct 
even complete.; until 1976/1977 so where he gets his six years . 
from is basically the occurence when some of.the flats were 
completed in.1974 when moisture started appearing in the 
roofs. Government, immediately this moisture started to 
appear, took what I would think was the correct and obvious 
course of action. They said to the consultants: "Look here, 
moisture is appearing in the roofs. Will you please explain 
what this is?" The consultants came 'back and'said: "It is . 
nothing sinister, nothing to worry 'about to any great extent, 
it is the residual moisture in the concrete's3nce this type 
of construction has a lot of concrete and in concrete con-
struction you get what is called residual moisture. Govern-. 
ment were told this by the consultants consultants who 
would once again state were not of Government's choosing, 
they were of the choosing of the previous Government or at 
least they were accepted by the previous Government even if 
they were chosen by ODA. But Government felt bound that they. 
had to accept, in the first instance, the consultants' 
comments on what was causing this moisture. However, by 1976, 
it was obvious to Government, and Government had ro hesitation -
in saying so at the time, that this was not, in ayite of ,the 
consultants' continuing to insist that it was.  reeldual 
moisture, this was net the actual case, chat there was some 
defect in the roof. Government, quite r5.iatly, put it to its 
Legal Department and said: "What are we going to do?" I 
think a very sensible answer was given. 'Before you decide 
what you are goingto,do you must know what is wrong. 
Government said to the consultants: "Will you tell us what 
is wrong? Is the design of the roof.faulty?" There were 
various theories put forward by various people.. One theory' 
was that the expansion and contraction of the roofs was such 
that it was creating strains, another theory was that perhaps• 
the roof had not been done to specification. All sorts of 
theories were put forward and Government asked the consultants 
and the.contractors what was wrong with these roofs. The ' 
consultants came.back and commented that possibly some of 
the specifications of the roofs had not been complied with 
properly and the roofs should be looked at. This was put to . 
the contraotors and they at that time made a very important 
comment. They said that they accepted there might be some 
specifications that were not what they should be and they were 
willing to put it right but this would not solve the situation 
of water penetration through the roofa- Once again Govern-
ment was put into the position of being told here is somebody 
saying we are willing to do a measure of work on the noofs 
but it is not goingto bt a solution. Government, obviously, 
could not say go ahead avid do this if :ea were not going to • 
get what was obviously necessary - a permanent solution to it. 
Government, on the advice of its Legal Department, decided 
that they would_have to find out definitely what was wrong 
with the roofs so that a permanent solution could be looked 
for, So Government appointed an independent flrm.to look into 
what was wrong with the roofs and to make a thorough invest- 
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igation. this was done, initially, in April, 1978. A 
first survey was done, a second survey was done and the 
results of that survey were given to Government in July, 1978. 
This survey, which was conducted on three blocks, showed that 
there were certain specification faults and a suggestion was 
made by the consultants that the best remedy to the whole 
situation, not the only remedy but the best remedy, would be 
to construct pitched roofs. This was put to the contractors 
and they came back and argued that since only three blocks 
had been dealt with, this did not mean that it was generally 
the case and that they were willing to deal with the three. 
blocks but they could not take the whole of the Estate as 
suffering from the same fault and so Government decided that 
a further investigation should be made by their independent 
consultants who then looked into fifteen blocks and came up 
with their investigation results which did show that the 
specification faults did shcw up in all fifteen blocks and 
'that it would be not, in their opinion, unfair to assume that 
the whole of the eighteen blocks were suffering frail: the same 
fault since the same general specification faults were show-
ing up ia All the blocks that were being dealt with. They 
reiterated that in their view pitched roofs would be the 
best answ,!r. I would like to make a little aside in this. 
I commented the other day that the work would be done by the 
contractor and Isaid "the originally did the work wrongly." 
Perhaps, that was too wide an interpretation. It doesuppear 
from the 7vidence we have had that some work has been done 
wrongly but since. this may eventually become a legal action, 
it may be classified if not de'facto that it may become sub 
judice and'I would not like to be quoted as stating point 
blank that the work was.done wrongly by the' contractors 
although evidence does show that in some .parts 'some. spec-
ifications were not followed. When we. got this reply ''from 
our consultants about pitched roofsi-.we again consulted with 
the consultants and we said: "Here you have all the invest-
igations by the consultants; they suggest pitched roofs', it 
seems to us to be a good idea, what do you think of it?" 
The consultants immediately turned round, and said: "Yes, we 
agree with you, pitched roofs should be the answer." We said:. 
"Obviously, we feel that Government should be absolved of any 
costs in doing this," and the' consultants said: "Well, we 
do not know what the whole answer to that is but for our part 
we are willing to design the new pitched roofs and put this 
in as part of our contribution towards the cost,".and they did 
d'..,sign the pitched roofs and the designs were sent to my 
department around October/November 1979. My Department. looked 
at these designs and saw various modifications that we thought 
would be an improvement and we put them batk to the consultants 
and they agreed that these improvements were reasonable and 
modified their design so that these improvements could be 
incorporated. The consultant said also that he felt that 
negotiations with t'.3x contractors should be conducted through 
himself and that he was in touch with the contractors and 
that they. had come to a resonabiy happy working relationship. 
The next stage was that costings would be worked out both by 
the consultants' Quantity Surveyors and by the contractors' 
Quantity Surveyors so that the costings would be known. At 
this time, which was in January/February, 1980, Public Works 
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Department and through Public Works Department, Government 
were told that it seemed that castings would be completed 
by April and that work should be able to start in the Spring 
and the Spring, as far as I understand, starts on 21 March and 
ends on 20 June. That is why since in all good faith Govern-
ment were told by the consultants who were conducting all the 
negotiations, that work should be able to start in the Spring, . 
so Government passed this information on when questioned in . 
the House in March and reiterated, qw.te honestly and in the 

. fullest of 7ood faith, that it was hoped that work would 
start in the Spring. It is a sad fact of life that in all 
types of work to do with building slippage tends to creep in. - 
and in this instance slippage has crept in and we have not 
IDen able to start work in the Spring, in fact, the costings 
took longer than were antidpated anl the initial costings 
were not ready until late June. But I would comment that 
slippage is not, something which only happens in Gibraltar as, 

• perhaps, people might think from the way the Hon Mr Isola 
speaks. We have heard the Isle of Grain generating station 
in the United Kingdom where the Slippage at the moment is 
running two years and we had another generating station where 
the slippage ran into something like ,,.years. Perhaps, it is . 
not only Gibraltar-that suffers slippage but the-United 
Kingdom which, to some of the gentlemereopposite, is the 
be-all and end-all of everything. While we are discussing e 
what happens ir the 'United Kingdom, legal actions there can 
seem to go even with important publiC buildings for quite a ' 
long time. I think Roman Point took fourteen years so  

HON P J ISOLA: 

/f the Hon Member will give way. This is why we are very 
concerned becauSe even .if proceedings were started today the 
likelihood is that would go on for four or five years. 
That.is why we say it should have started before. 

Can:I ask the Minister, he has talked about costings having 
seen completed in June, is he going to let us know what the 
Cpst is likely to be? 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE; 

es I saie Roman Point took, fourteen years and the Hon Mr 
Isola did not mention RoMan Point, he is.  willing to concede 
it now but at the time he said: "Nowhere do you hear of any-
thing lasting as long as the six years of Gibraltar." J am 
commenting that in England some of these ,..eees do take a very 
longtime. Anyhow,.as I said, the costings were produced in 
June but there was some difference in the calculations by the 
contractors' Quantity Surveyors and by the consultants'' 
Quantity Surveyors and I understand that they are meeting to 

Lnereconcile -the, somewhat different figures. that have been 
obtained and I think that it would not be advisable to give 
those figures at the moment. I think they will come out in 
due course when the whole negeti'ations which, .as the Hon 
Attorney-General• has said, are actually going on at this  

moment in London, when they have been finalised. I would 
mention that in the meantime we have already been given to 
understand that some of the preparatory-work for the pitched . 
roofs is going ahead. I believe that measurements are already 
being taken for the actual sheeting and that the design • 
drawings of the sheeting are being prepared and that the 
sheeting itself is going to .be cut fairly shortly. Work is 
going on and it is hoped that work will commence as ex-
peditiously as possieYe. On the question of costs, it is not 
for me to say what is going to be the ultimate situation but 
a point has been inkt forward and must be taken into consider-
ation, do the pitched roofs involve any element of betterment 
and if there is some element of betterment then should not ,  
that be paid for by the Gibraltar Government, I don't think 
the United Kingdom Government is going to pay for it, but 
this is something that will also have to be resolved and will 
take some little time. I would comment that there.is no 
question, as the Hon Mr Isola said, that we are holding back 
large sums of payment to the contractors and therefore they 
may feel that they should go slow on any negotiations etc. 
It is correct that the contractors have a lot of ex gratia 
claims but these are not specific amounts that are owing 
they are simply ex gratia and they will be resolved in due 
course and, of course, it is not only the roofs that are' under 
consideration but various other defects some of which have 
been mentioned by the Hon the Attorney-General and the ultimate 
situation when the pitched roofs have been put on, the re-
habilitation of those houses that have been so severely 
damaged by the rain penetration. I don't think there is much 
more that I can say on this. Government is dealing as ex-
peditiously -as they possibly can with this, it is not 100% 
in GOvernment's hands. You can telephone the contractor, as 
I know he has been telephoned almost, daily by the Attorney-
General, and one is to some extent in his hands if he feels 
he must go a little slower than, perhaps, Government would 
wish. To some extent Government is forced to go.along with-
it unless one wishes to have a complete break with the 
consultants and the negotiations that he is conducting with 
the contractors, and go it alone, but at the moment our advice 
is not to do that, that things are moving towards a con-
clusion and.we hope that in the next few months we will see 
that that sivation is satisfactory clarified. I would 
just, before I finish, make one little comment. It is not a 
question thet Government has done absolutely'nothing for the 
tenants at Varyl Begg who, I agree with the Hon Mr Haynes, 
have shown a very great measure of resignation or cooperation 
in this mattfr, Government did flinkote two pf the roofs of • 
the worst effected buildings and I believe that had very 
good results since it was done, there was no or very little 
further penetration so Government on its own has done something 
to ameliorate the situation in the worst cases and Government, 
also, did do up as many houses as was reasonably possible to 
do up, it would be obviously invidious do up a house where ' 
the penetration is, extremely heavy but Government did do as 
much as possible and there are a few more houses which we are 
actually doing at the moment which will be available for 
allocation. But as I say, Government is treating this with a 
sense of urgency but it is not 100% in our hands and I am sure 
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the Hon Leader of the Opposition will know from his own legal 
practice that however much you want to hurry along certain 
tbings,. hey often have to take their time especially when 
they are. very complicated and very technical. Thank your  Sir. 

HON W T SCOTT: 

Mr Speaker, Sir, I, basically, have only two points to bring-
Up, fundamental as we see it from this side of the House, but 
before I. commence on my brief contribution to this debate I 
think it is perhaps a requirement that I should declare an 
interest, being a director of a Meal company that originally 
'entered into a joint venture partnership to undertake the 
electrical extent of the work at Varyl Begg and subsequently 
on the liquidation of the United Kingdom part of this joint 
venture, undertook the extent of the balance for the elect-
rical work in its own right. But here again, Mr Speaker, we 
are not talking about the contractors or the consultants as 
we believe that fundamentally Varyl Begg Estate was built for 
the people of Gibraltar, for the future tenants of the Varyl 
Begg Estate, and I think that sight has been lost of this in- 
trying to subscribe any blame that there might have been to' 
the consultants er to the contractors and Government, I feel, 
has lacked the responsibility and the commitment that it has. • 
to its electorate, to the people„ that put' it in Government; 
precisely for this responsibility and commitment. That was 
my first point, Mr Speaker. My second one, which has also 
been raised in this H .use before, is that if the Varyl Begg 
Estate had been a priVate ievelopment, a substantial number • 
of those tenants who live in conditions wleiCh quite frankly 
are shocking, would have -perhaps taken legal'actien against . 
the landlord and which they are incapable of doing because the 
landlord itself through the Public Health Ordinance, the 
landlord-itself is the Government and Government cannot take 
action against itself, in other words, a case of perhaps 
begging the question, is Government fet.lelf above its own laws?. 
I cannot see this happening in a private development where the 
Public Health or the Environmental Health would have used 
existing legislation to have taken the landlord to court. 
The non Minister for Public Works raised the point on the 
flinkoting of two blocks. Subsequent to the flinkoting of 
these two blocks the Aornair Haynes and myself went in our 
capacity as Members of the Opposition and in fact we saw the 
top floor flats of these two blocks, I think they are Royal .  
Soverign and Valiant House. We saw'that certainly on anumbe-. 
of occasions in a number of flats With certain rooms within 
the flats that c.)edition had been perhaps bettered insofar ac 
instead of two pints of water coming down particular ceiling . 
of every room every hour during the course of a rain storm, it 
is now down to one pint or whatever, hee the problem still ' 
exists, it is still there and in fact because of this 
flinkoting some flats at that level that had not sustained 
any substantial damage due to the ingress of rain water have 
it now and the. Hon Mr Haynes and myself have seen this.  

"HON M K FEaTMRSTONE: 

If the Hon 7,fCmber will give way. Even if the pitched roofs 
were put tomorrow a quantity of water that is already res-
idual in the' roof screed. Is going to come through for a, 
considerable:period oetime. 

lic%N T SCOTT: 

I agree with that, Mr Speaker, but surely it is a remarkable 
coincidence that this should happen where there has been no 
rainfall and then within half an hour of rain coming down • 
.the rain comes through, let alone the effect of the inherent 
humidity within the walls, let alone the ceilings. Those were, 
basically my two points, Mr Speaker. • 

HON MAJOR R 3 PELIZA: 

Mr Speaker, I have a few things to say if nobody else wants' 
to speak. I would have thought that usually we have a sort 
of ping-pong game here but for some unkown reason it would 
appear the other side does not want to bat. 

MR SPEAKER: 

I haveeleverloeen aware of that, not a ping-pong game anyway. 

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA: 
• 

Mr Speaker', perhapS'I should start by saying that, as my Hon 
Friend here on the right Who had an interest to declare, I 
have no interest to declare except_the interest of .the tenants 
and the interest of the public purse and the'interest of 'good 
administration and it is because of tais that I stand here 
now to speak on behalf of my Party and I think also on behalf 
of the general feelings in town. As an old soldier Mr Speaker, 
after hearing the Minister responsible for what'is going on, 
after all he zs responsible at Varyl Begg, I felt like singing 
the old song: ?'Tell me the old, Old story, tell me the old, 
old storey." (SUNG) This is what we were hearing, Mr Speaker, 
the old, old story that has been going on now for years. No 
doubt to:;.5 will go in the Guiness Book of Records, Mr Speaker, 
if we keep going on at this pace. 

MR SPEAKER: 

I think what will go into the Guiness Book of Records 1..the 
fact that for the first time in the House of Assembly a Member 
has tried to sing. 
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HON MAJOR fl  J PELIZA:" 

Since, Mr Speaker, the Government seems to have no reaction 
to the spoken word, perhaps they will to the sung word. I 
doubt, whether we shall move them,any way because judging by • 
the cast iron case that my Hon Friend has made today with . c 
facts and figures, a couple of the facts there, Mr Speaker, 
that listened to by an 'independent jury, not by a biased one 
as, of course, Government are since they listen to their own 
case, .bet by an independent jury,. I have no doubt that they. 
would have been guilty of incompetence. This is. whathae • 
been proved today here that the Government has been incom-
petent with respect to Varyl Begg.Estate and there is no 
excuse,•Mr Speaker. All the arguments that haye been given 
today here by the Minister for Public Works do not in fact 
coincide with the answers that have been given in this. House. 
Which are on record and can be read.. I think that to hide 
behead. legal advice is not in itself a good argument that 
this side of the House can accept. I think the relatioeship • 
'eetween legal adviser and client is well known. The advice 
was given, it is the client who ultimately has to make the 
dfcesion. Furthermore, perhaps a client who sees the eon-
sceeenees of following that advice, however good the advice 
may:be, firstly in private enterprise would think of con-• 
sell:tine an expert on.  the matter and getting opinions C think 
that would fully justify the action or the non-action pf the 
Government in the present circumstances. Tele fact 'is, Mr 
Sneaker, that already we are hearing an ineie.ation that the . 
Government is going to pay for something, this is what I . 
inferred when the Minister for Public Works said that if they 
had the pitched roefsetbere might be improvem(nts for which 
perhaps the Government should contribute. Already the thin 
edge of the wedge is there, Mr Speaker, I can see. it coming. 
I'don't know how Much we are going to pay but this I suppose 
will depend on the legal advice that was given to them by the 
Attorney-General. Then, of course, if that is the advice 
given that under the circumstancesthe Government should foot 
part,of the Bill, the Government will feel itself fully 
jeetified to pay and we will hear them in this House 
making a case as to why they have to pay. Of course, since 
they have the'majority, I suppose the public will pay. We, 
of course, right from the beginning, Mr Speaker, have been 
stating under the present situation, whatever technical advice,. 
whatever legal advice, the practical steps to have been taken 
would have been to find out what is wrong, put it right end 
than see who has got to pay by taking them to court if 
necessary if no understanding could be arrived at between the 
parties involved. That to me would have been the common sense 
way of approaching the matter. Above all, bearing in mind 
that the cost would be inc-eesing day by day due to the 
galloping inflation that tee world as a whole is going through. 
It was certainly not a business like approach, Mr Speaker, it 
was certainly.not the approach of practical men trying to 
resolve the problem, it was a sort of approach of utter con- 

_fels.iom_wh:ech-i-s-sa-tleer in the answers that can be read in 
the Hansards over the years. The picture, Mr Speaker, is there 
to be-seen. It is important, I think, tiLatpeople should 
know more about it otherwise, Mr Speaker, they will be saddled 
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with the same kind of Government that has brought so 
many edsestcrs- to Gibraltar in the past. few years of which I 
think the Varyl Pegg is' the outstanding' one, it sticks out 
like a sore thumb. I think that no doubt the Government has 
been acting in good faith, no one is accusing them of bad 
faith, it would be terrible to suggest that the Government is 
deliberately trying to continue the situation in Varyl Pegg 
as it is, that has not crossed anybody's mind, but I am ab-
solutely convinced that there is confusion and that therefore, 
Mr Speaker, they themselves have no longer any confidence, 
have no confidence in themselves of how they have proceeded 
through the years that they have been teeing this problem. 
They certainly have no confidence of how to proceed and this 
is why, Mr Speaker, we are more than entitled et this very 
late hour because it is really a very late hour now and 
doubt whether the wrong can be put right, in the sense of • 
pounds. shillings, and pence. I don't see how we are going to 
lecover all that has been lost in rent. I don't see how we 
ere going to make good al/ the inconveniences that the tenants 
have gone through and in some cases hardship because people 
have not ev-n Seen able to occupy the house. I do not see ' 
how we are eoieg to compensate for that but this I think is 
the best we can do, Mr Speaker, is to bring it to their notice, 
as it is the duty of the Opposition, that there is ne con-
fidence within themselves on how to proceed and that certainly 
we think anc a'e entitled to that there is not confidence in 
the Government with regard to this problem. Therefore, Mr 
Speck r, I do not believe that this has been done without 
considerable thought on the part of the Leader of the Opposit-
ion 

 
and on the part of every Member Of the Opposition because , 

a vote of no confidence against the Government is a serious 
matter. The Government of Gibraltar is as much my Government 
as it is of anybody else in Gibraltar and I hold them in 
respect. That does not mean, of course, that I do not ex-
ercise my right as a Member of the Opposition to criticise .  
them and to criticise them in -a manner that they feel it as 
much as possible in the hope that they will be able to produce • 
better results in the future. This is what I have been elected 
here for even if I am in London, Mr Speaker, and I era very 
glad to say that although I went as an independent living in 
London in the previous elections in 1972, and I got in, I 
went is in 1976 with more votes Mr Speaker, than on the 
previous occasiori, so it would shoW thee notwithstanding the 
criticisms that I've heard in this House on many occasions 
about my residing in London about which the people are well 
aware because the Chief Minister makes it a point that they 
never forget, they thought that the performance that I was 
carrying out as an elected Member of the House of Assembly was 
something that they obviously put their trust in me in that 
respect and following that trust that has been placed in.me, 
Mr Speaker, following that, it is my duty today, Mr Speaker, 
to vote in favour of the vote of no confidence that has been 
put forward by my Hon Friend, the Leader of the Opposition. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

• Mr Speaker, I.  am glad of this opportunity of answering one of 
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t'ee last remarks of the Hon Member who has spoken to the 
effect that I occasionally remind him, or people, that, he 
lives in London. I know that he left the jurisdiction whilst 
he had been elected whilst living here and that subsequently 
despite the fact that he made it clear that he was going to, 
carry on living in England he was elected, I accept that, but 
I equally have the right any time I thins; proper to remind 
the House and the people that there are certain things..that 

• 'living in London you cannot be in touch with. I know he will 
ray that he lobbies the House of Commons and he does this for 
the other but is that enough? 

HON MAJOR R PELIZA: 

If the Chief Minister will give way. For. instance, Mr Speaker, 
because I live in London I was able to bring the European 
Movement here and because of that, I think, we were very 
happy yesterday to welcome the Members of the European 
Parliament. Perhaps if I hadn't. lived in London that would . 
not have happened. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Is it because of that that we went to Biussels_and to 
Strasbourg. It is because of what Major Peliza has done that 
we owe everything to him because he lives in England, gc,ts 
his allowance'for living in England as a Member of the House 
of Assembly in' the Opposition and .comes occasionally' when 
he can. manage. to get the fares in,time.- We hove also had him 
come rushing here from the airport straight to the House. I 
think I am entitled to say as often as.I.like that he cannot 
be in touch .and that.isseen by his supplementaries, by the 
questions he puts from a distance but.mainly now, of course, 
he deals from London with the lavatories. His.matn area of 
questioning is on the state of the lavatories in Gibraltar. 
In fact, a lot of people are greatly surprised that we have a 
Member here living in England but there it is, it's a fact 
of life, but it is equally a fact of life that I am entitled, 
to say it as often as I like andI shall continue to do so; . 
I will just put the Member on notice that he will not be 
surprised. He is out of touch, completely out of touch with 
everyday life because a Member, to serve the House properly,  
must be in touch with the people every day and in fact that dec 
was all Members.do except, of course, the Hon Major Peliza. " 
That he his respeesibility but let him not think that because 
he was elected I am not going to refer to it. Members of 
Parliament in UK, of course, even thoeeh they live in London 
go weekly to have their surgeries in their constituencies,' 
here it depends on the date of the House of Assembly whether. 
we Major Peliza in Gibraltar or not. Anyhow, that is 
only by the way but I am glad to be able to explain to him 
and to carry on telling him that.I shall remind him. When 
he said the other day, "I don't know whether I am here or 
there", I had to say: "You think you are there tut you are 
here." Mr Speaker, one or two, points deserve attention.' Of 
course, it is a eery unfortunate situation in Varyl Begg and 
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no Governmeet would like a situation such as we have had to' 
deal with.' I often say that apart from the Spanish question 
one of the leggeet problems.I have ever encountered in my 
public lifa 1as been the Varyl Begg Estate. I will not go 
into the meAits on who planned it, etc. We have inherited a 
situation which we have to deal with but there was a remark 
meeee by the lion Major Peliza .that we should have taken the 
matter to court, carry on with the repairs whatever the cost 
and carry on. Against that there is the argument that we are 
going to have to pay for betterment. Who can go into an 
action on a construction contract which are particularly 
tedious and difficult, in fact, most of the technicalities 
are dealt with by assessors and so on, who would go into that 
blindfolded without knowing what the end product is going to 
be particularly for as long as you have advice that other 
courses are better? It is true that courses take same time 
longer than one would want them to take but that is a fact. 
It would have been as easy as anything to have started an. 
action and give satisfaction to people that we were taking 
the people either one or the other or the two together to 
tour' and that would be satisfaction but that would not have 
given satisfaction ultimately to the taxpayers of Gibraltar 
and it would certainly have been very irresponsible to have 
taken acton on the Estate and at the same time legal action 
covering up, possibly, areas which would have been of the 
utmost importance to decide on the liability. I will say one 
thine and that is that since we had the dependent consultant's 
report, the way to the solution Of the problem has been much. 
clearer than it had beee before, and I would like ,te pay tribute 
to the Hon andeLearnea the Attorney-General,. Mr David Hull, 
who is now precisely at this moment carrying out consultations 
in England because he has given me, as the previous Attorney-
General had not given, advice on this matter with very clear 
thinking on how to proceed in the'best interests of'the 
Government. We have had advice before but we were getting on 
without a timetable, without really knowing where,our purposes 
went but now we have that. We have also dates for the start-
ing of the works but what is the uee'of giving a bona fide 
date now if in fact it is not possible to effect it by that 
time and then to be told that we had set a date and it has 
slipped by and even to the extent of saying that it was un-
warranted, irresponsible, etc. We have dates but we are not • 
going to disclose them now because if they do not come up to 
expectations then they will say that we have misled the House. 
Let me say that we have an aim, we have a target in every area 
of the procedures and that we hope, as the Minister responsible 
has said, that this will get off in the reasonably near future. 
We are not going to be moved to make any particular fixing of 
dates that would later might or might not be possible' to 
implement. Let lie make it quite clear that we know the way 
the matter is going and we are satisfied and indeed the 
Attorney-General himself, who has been dealing with this 
matter, has offered to answer in the debate but I would it 
was better that he should be in London at a4Particular 
critical time in these negotiations to try and bring them to 
a successful conclusion. . • 
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Reference has been made to the tenants of Varyl Begg. The 
only point that one should make(is that not all the tenants 
of Varyl Begg are suffering difficulties,. there ere quite a 
number of then, of course, and I should really. pay tribute 
to their forbearance. .They have been very patient and I 
think despite the occasional outburst that they. haVe' made 
that th6 matter is goin5 to be solved for them and, indeed, 
they want' to remain in their dwellings and they want to see 
their dwellings repaired and they do not want to leave the ' 
Estate: It is no use saying that we hide behind legal advice 
and that is not a good answer and we have given sufficient 
explanations without the legal advice and it'weuld'be highly 
irresponsible to act contrary . to legal advice. I do know 
whether one could be surcharged but 'one could have, a big 
responsibility to act against legal advice and find yourself 
with. a huge bill that we would have "to meet when in fact you 
were advised otherwise. Therefore, it is no use MajOr Peliza 
talking about the relation of client'and . barrister or client 
and legal adviser. It is the legal advice that the Government 
receives that governs the approach an to how matters are to • 
be done in the political field without losing sight of the 
legal liability that one would undergo if in fact one were to 
a;t again3t the considered advice given by people - dealing with 
this matter "and I would say in this case since thaAndrews,' 
Kent and Sterne Report was received, done so with: };r sat deter-
r6ination and great foresight of the Attorney-General, Mr • 
David Hull, but I am not.going to cover :!self behind'him. I 
accept the political responsibility'that l.es in taking what-
ever advice is given .bezauSe ultimately we haveto answer and, 
we are quite happy that the -way things are going:is'therig4 
way. 

HON G T RESTANO: 

It seems surprising to me that on a motion of no confidence 
and on such an important issue as the problem of the Varyl 
Begg Estate, that only two elected members of this.House on 
the Government side should see fit to get up and talk on it.' 
Secondly, I notice that the Chief Minister just a few moments 
ago. spent almost as much time on Major Peliza than he did on 
the very serious problem of the Varyl Begg Estate. do not 
know whether this is indicative of the seriousness that he 
attaches to the Varyl Begg Estate. However, he did say, and 
we have heard'this so often before, he mentioned that the. 
AACR Government had inherited the problems of the Varyl Begs' 
Estate, something which the Minister for Public Works also 
said when he said that the consultants had been appointed by 
the previous administration and that they had been lumhered 
with those consultants. he knows ax.d as the Chief Minister 
knows, the Government hts always put tio blame on the previous 
auministraticn knowing-full well tha't the money for the 
construction of the Varyl Begs Estate was negotiated by the 

,previous administration was obtained from the British Govern-
'-went who in their turn appointed the consultants. There is 
not much that any administration, even the Government of'today, 
can do if they ask the British Government for funds fore  a 
partidular project and the - British Government agrees to those 
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funds being given but at the same time stipulates particular 
consultants. It is really a false story that the AAC4.. 
Government.keeps bringing up time and again. I think.  it is 
well known.that when the AACR won the 1972 elections, 41,a. 
single brick had been laid at the Varyl Begg Estate. The 
first bricks that were laid were laid. during the administration 
of the present Government and it was they who immediately knew 
whenever there ,were faults at the Estate. The Mini.sier„for 
Public Works in his intervention said that.in 197CMosture 
started to appear. He gave the impression, lir Speaker,. that 
that moisture was something which was not at the time con-
sidered to be particularly serious. However*. I, weuld like.  'to 
quote from a motion on the Varyl Begs qtate just over a:year 
ago where the Hon.Mr Fegtherstone said:„.  "I stated that on 
October the first three blocks were hgnd.0 over to. Government 
and a few_yeeks' later roof leaks were. 4etected.n He contin-
ued: "Ijlever said that they were serious defects. X never 
said that.. they were widespread, I .said that roof leg.ks were' 
detected and immediately the. Public Works Department il4orMed, 
the consultants that there were roof. leaks. Through the.. 
winter of 1174 these roof leaks persisted and the Public Works 
Departmeit. ioreistently informed the consultants, that there ' 
were such leaks.," He also said that the PublidlirorksDepart-
ment person who. was in chargestarted in . 1974 with. stream 
of reports ,and we are told-that this was jo.Wt.re.s.idUal water. 

HOY. Y. X .FEATHERSTONE: 

If. the lion Member ;will :Is thellkin Itlesaber. challon - 
ging thce.faet. that the annsultants• didsaFi.thatthis,mas 
residual. water? ./ 

• HON G T RESTANO: 

No, Sir, I am saying how could it possibly have been residual • 
water when there was streams' of reports coming through: But, 
in fact, the consultants daid that it was residual water and 
that the problem would resolve itself.. The situation did not ' 
remedy itself but the Government seem to have .  taken that. 
explanation in their usual ostrich type attitudo.. • They hoped 
that the whole position would be rectified, that the water 
would just disappear and not only that but knowing that the 
bl,:cks.h*d prablemS of more than residual water they kept on 
accepting-newbloCks made in the same way as the. previous 
blocks, without proper..: inspection and paying for them. Why 
did' they hot say at the time: "Wait, you have completed 
another block but we are not satisfied and we are going to 
get 'the same problems on these new blocks as wnhalen had with 
all the others. Let us do'some proper investigation.":-'Did. 
they do that? 'No, they just continued accepting,the,flats 
knowing full'well, especially in 1977.when the Minister said 
that the last of the blocks were being handed over,-especially' 
in 1977;when it was clear that it was not - residualj,water‘-it 
was clear that they were major faults .hut yet,they'accepted. 
the blocks and paid for part of them. - There.haveheam-A.. 
multitude of questions and several mot;;.ons,in,this House on 
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the VatYl.Bett-SState and these show how concerned the 
06POttian-ie 'bent '-the state4of that Estate but all the 
Chief nihister could name Op and-say ohce.was that the sit: 

'-ha I an nauseam, this wasaagt year, ad 
nanSeam,nag-it ha was absolutely horrified and fed Up because 
i.fewag 'being-;diaeuased. Well4 I know -that 'perhaps he is 'fed 
up that•nTtlS discussed but it hasnto'be discussed. becanse-• 
itis.'eat qProbIerri tont that =shOws -the irrenpOnSible way: 
of the- GeoPernment'aS:a'whele towarda'-the Sstatehst We all knew' 
the stete'W.t th7e wena4:kriew the livingnconditiOns, 
the darePnesithe electricity'dnets which are water., 
thecurtaTIMentetnprOper":1IVIng conditions at. that Eatate ,  
and even'deager 'to life because bf:the mater - ruhning-doWn-the 

• electricity'dnetsandj-if the conditions vereleriotai years 
ago' they a're%;tiOi'e*.,tenay.Iii-moing this motion;: my'llen • 
Friehd the :HOrl'eh4.21Jearhed'Ee#4er of theOppOSItien,aSkenna 
question dietialcid th6.-Govefiintent-Whint Wei' at CeStint the'' 
Government an the-nonZ.tayeritcif rents but, course;'. that 
question "the-'•Government wsll not AnS1(er",'bedauSe:  they 'do not 
wish it te;W:1:noun•heie ninCh the tax'PaYerand. how.:infAeh the . 
reirentieet-Gibraltarts being-Curtailed'beeause there haS 
been no proPe-rinVeStigatien .intd , th y at e'Ver gnEStaten' 
t d he, time. -'.1tfat:nher-2 years-4go;thethen Leanerrof the 
Oppositiorin'lednp, too, -of being:ecintihuallYaeanSedof 'bit 
administrattenlieving'been responsible foir the deteett at 
'Varyl Sett, asked in a motion for a public inquiry into the 
Varyl Begs, situation. He asked for a public inquiry with a 

'genuine desire te find out where and who and- how the res-
pc;nsibilitipe lay for the defects of the Estate. So we are 
talklng abentAa:,fiaikti•oh of nearly two years ago and nearly two 
years agonthenGVVernMent defeated that motlon and said that 

,it did not wan-tn public inquiry and I will give you the 
reasons that they.gave at the time for not accepting a public 
inquiry. The Hon-.11r Featherstone said at the time: "Govern-
ment are determined to press for some legal action'in this" - 
'nearly two years ago - "because the situation has got to the 
stagethat-wc really'must put the responsibility fairly and' 

,Jspuarely on the people Who are responsible", He also 
- "This is'a matter' which GoVernmeht is determined is going to 

be proceeded with =in the legal field and I' do not think-that 
a public inquiry' a'; the present moment, 'if one is necessary 
:in the future, 'perhnps. that can be considered an. the future, 
but I do not thinkenpublic inquiry:  at the moment as .going,. 
to-do any good, Perhaps it nay' do" a little harM,1n_the needs 
to have a legal inqniry". Thatwanthe'Minister',apea'kiht 
but what anout the Attorney-General?' The Atterney-Ganereln 
said an October, 1978: "The' matter, of coUrae, was the aubject. 
of long negotiatieni,..at the Chief-Minister hassaid,'arinew 
that the Government has got the report of itsconiuIt 
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the damage done., there' ienO'rebtsbil Why a writ shoUldhot'be 
issued soon" and he said this 'in Octoben, 1978. What en ' 
earth-is the-Government doing? They say one thing one year, 
they contradict themselves the next year; really, it is • 
absolutely'extraerdinary. 'I "think It is almost a cynical`  

na-t-t -a thatt-the GOvernment-haa taken towardt the' Varyl Begs 
EState. Of course, had-GovernMent taken legal 'action in 1978; 
penbaps, there wonldn't have been any need to have a motion 
here today because things would havealready'tone under way  

hut no, they-reneged and they had to eat their word after 
becauce having said in 1978, that there was no reason why a 
writ should not be issued, then in 1979 when tie Hon and 
Learned Leader of the'Opposition brought another motion to 
the iiOuse asking for legal proceedings to be taken, this was 
defeated. Now they, are saying that they don't want to take 
legal action or rather that they couldn't take it before but, 
of course,, the Minister for Public WOrks said that he didn't 
want to coMmeninon,oneof the matters this morning because 
it might becomee ;legal matter. How long are we going to 
waitfor'Mr Speaker? And certainly when all this is taken 
in the context of the chronic housing problem in Gibraltar, 
the Govern:Me:It's reeord,is deplorable and when it is taken 
with.theebrenie,reaccoMModation problem that Gibraltar has, 
the GovernMentts reeord . is deplorable and when one takes it 
in the context of the conditions of the tenants at Varyl Begg, 
the,Governmenf's record is deplorable.-- In that particular 

'debate' of. 1979. year, the Government introduced an amend-
ment, in fact, - the Minister for Public Works brought in an 
'amendment. If I can remind the House, the motion at the time 
said; "That this House is gravely concerned with the problems 
still affecting those. dwellings on the Varyl Begg Estate that 
ere,already eccupied and deplores the failure of the Govern-
Ment in achieving the satisf,ictory .resolution of all other 
problems which prevent the completion of the project." The . 
Gevernment like the second part of the motion so they 
brought ihnn'amehdmentand'the amendment was: "and urges 
the Government to achieve the Satisfactory resolution of all 
other problems which prevants the completion of the project, 
as promp'tly'as possible", That amendment would have been 
acceptable to the Opposition but what did the Government do? 
The moment that Members on this side started criticising, as 
it is entirely their right, out of pique they withdrew their' 
amendment so one moment they were urging themselves to do 
something about it and in another moment they, were with-
drawing what they had said and that I think, Mr Speaker; is 
the type ot aerieusnaaa that this Government is giving to 
the problenia' of the Varyl Begg Estate. And what about cost,.  
Mr Speaker?. How muchnis there in loss of revenue to.the 
Government thrOUgh'rents?: Is it true that the project which • 
might have cost 3 or'4 years ago. about t400,000 is now going 
.to cost nearly: .14rribecenSe it was, not done at the right time? 
Who going to foot that bill? Who is going to pay? The 
Mini:a -ter fernPhblic Works said that as far as the consultants 
were concerned their share could be the design of the pitched 
roofs.Z.i-  Speaker, the Minister isaaying no, but I took it' 
down at the time, that the consultants share would be the 
design for the new pitched roofs.' 

HON M K FEATHERSTONE: 

I said part of the share. 

HON G T RESTANO:'.  

Well, I did pet hear "part'! perhaps T didn't hear it but 
certainly if it is part I hope it will be a very small part. 
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• He also said as far as the pitched roofs were concerned and 
about how much the Government might or might not have to pay, 
ehat'inhae-ing pitched roofs there would he an element of 
betterment and thereforeethere was, perhaps, reason for--;thc 
Government to contribute. 

HON H K FEATHERSTONE: 

If the Hon Member will give way. I.  didn't say there would 
be betterment, I said there might be betterment. 

HON G T RESTANO; 

Well, that.there might be betterment and because there might 
be betterment in. having pitched roofs the tax payer would pay. 
The reason why we have to have pitched roofs is because the 
design was wrong in the first place and the specifications 
were not adhered to by the consultaets and the contr.etors and 
because of that, because of somebody else's negligence, the 
Government has to put up pitched roofs and therefore it is 
considered to be or there might be a betterment. And how 
much dols it cost the tenants in terms of morale? How many.  
tenants have had to spend quite considerable amrtu%s . Of 
money repainting because they wanted to spendShrietmas with 
their families in decent surroundings, knowing fu_U well that 
the cost of the paint and the time elemlnt was a completely . 
wasted exercise because only a month later all the dampness 
would return and thiS had occurred time and again at the 
Varyl Hegg Estate end yet nothing has been done about it. Now 
we get the enormous breakthrough, now everything is going to 
be solved, now everything is going to be fine. Well, this is 
what they were saying some two years ago, that everything was 
going to be fine because legal action was going to be taken 
but yet they do not commit themselves to say how much it is 
going to cost, when it is going to start, who is going tc pay,• 
how long the work is going to take. Even if they started as 
it was hopefully said, I think, by the Hon the Attorney-
General, in the near future, or as soon as possible how long . 
is it before the last of those blocks is going to be finished? 
Why doesn't the Government come up and give clear answers to 
all,this? Because they don't know, because they don't want 
to say, because they feel that if they. did have to give all 
these answers they will be showing how inefficient they have 
been over the years. Of course, I agree.  with the motion,'Mr, 
Speaker, th.a House has no confidence in the manner is which 
the Government of Gibraltar has dealt with the problems arising 
from the construction of the flees at the Varyl Begg Estate. 
I support it wholeheartedly. 

HON P S ISOLA: 

Thank you, Mr Speaker, I think there can be no doubt that the. 
Government is going round in circles. No satisfactory answer 
has been given to the facts and points that have been put 
forward on this side of the House. No explanation has been 
given. I must, however, Mr-Speaker, refer to three items 
that have been mentioned which would seem to me' to indicate 
Government thinking in the matter. Item No. 1, the Minister 
for Public Works, in the course of an address in which he 
said very little, slips in the element of betterment value in 
the pitched roofs. Quietly, there is an element of better-
ment value there, that, Mr Speaker, is to prepare the tax 
payers and prepare the British Government, or whoever is 
paying for it, prepare them to accept a chunk of the amount 
it is going to cost. I know what they are going to say. A 
flat roof you only have to repair or you have to maintain . 
every five years, a pitched roof is ten years or fifteen years, 
you donft have to do anything to it, the betterment value. 
That came in very quietly. .Cilm the Gibraltar Government or 
the British Government has agreed to pay. The consultants, 
their coltr.bution is.going to be plans for pitched roofs 
and then ne said, I didn't hear it but I must state, ob-
viously, I accept his correction or I accept his l'ersion of 
his own add-ess, it is going to be part of their ::ontributionn  
what other .art, what cash is coming in from the consultants 
who, if wk. are to believe the Government when they said 
orf.ganally that it was a design fault, that the contractors 
told them; "We'll do the repairs, we'll remedy the defects", 
they told us this about 4 years ago, "but this won't put 
matters right," And because it is a design fault, the con-
tribution of the consultants is to be new plans for pitched 
roofs, generous contribution, Mr Speaker, hence the better-
ment point because the Government know that they are going to • 
have to pay substantially for the remedial measures in Varyl 
Begg Estate because it is such a matter of public scandal 
now, 4 or 4i years, and that the situation is getting worse 
and worse because the water coming through the roofs as it 
has been coming for the last 4 years is causing more and more 
damage to the edifice, so the work has to be done, of course*  
it will be done but we are going to have to pay for it, that 
is coming through loud and clear. Then another indication. 
The lion and Learned Chief Minister praises the advice he has 
received from the present Attorney-General, low clear it has 
ail been, leaving the imputation that the previous Attorney:-
General did not give the Government clear legal advice. 
Excuse No. 2 for the work not being done yet, put in succinc-
tly, quietly. The present Attorney-General, he has given us 
great advice but the last one I don't know, shove the blame 
on somebody else. Then he says: "I''m not hiding behind the 
skirts ef the Attorney-General." 

MR SPEAKER: 
• :HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

'I will mover to reply to the motion. 
If the lion Member will give way because I think this is very 
important. I did not say that. What I did say was that since. 
the Andrews; Kent and Stone Report and the matter being taken. 
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up by the Hon David Hull, there had been a set plan cf how to 
nroceed rhich was not there before. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

Well, Mr Speaker, I won't labour that peent, the Hansard.will 
show what the Hon and Learned Chief Minester said today and 
what he said yesterday in relation to the other Bill which 
was reported on GriC last night exactly as.  we understood, him 
to have said it but, anyway, that is neither here nor there. • 
Then the lion and' Learned Chief Minister said:  "eie are not 
going to disclose dates, we are not going to give these things, 
aims and.  targets because then we are told we haven't kept to 
them." The Government was very eager to disclose dates in 
December and January just before the elections and after the 
shock they got in the elections they.disclosed dates. The 
same Chief Minister disclosed dates in February that work 
would commence in the Spring and the Minister for Public Works 
reminds us that the Spring goes on right through to Midsummer's 
Day, which is correct, 

HON H K FEATHERSTONE: 

'June 20th and Midsummer's Day is June 24th. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

I.-stand corrected, Mr Speaker. 

MR SPEAKER: 

Order. 

HON P J ISOLA: 

He is technically•correet. Midsummer's Day is 24th June but 
Spring doesn't end till the 20th of June so, logically, you 
would expect summer to end on June 28th, but it doesn't, of -
course, it goes on; We.were - given Spring but that has.  gone 
by and this is a matter for serious public concern, that the 
Government eloca not make an announcement about commencement 
dates and I thin% I know why. I think the Government is. 
shifting back E,m_d_zi to the policy it was following before, 
that until liability was sorted out work would not commence 
because why.  else would the Attorney-Geaeral be in London 
today trying to work out the question of liability before'.  
the work commences? We are back at the same,old game and this 
seems to run contrary to what the Hon and Learned Attorney-
General told the :louse on 25 March of this year in answer to 
Question No 20 of 1980. He said: "Government decided, in 
principle, in January of this year to proceed with the 
erection of pitched tool's at the Veryl Begg Estate. Since 
then the preparation of detailed plans and specifications 
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and costieg )f this work has proceeded. It is anticipated 
that work will commence at the Estate on the roofs by June. 
Agreement.has not been reached, yet between the parties as to 
liability. In deciding to proceed with the work 3.1 the roofs 
the Government has reserved its legal rights. Discussions on 
the queston cf liability are.  likely to be held next month. 
It :Mould be understood that there is other remedial work to 
be undertaken at the Estate." When we asked in supplementary 
euestions and we said: "Does that mean that, you are now 
changing your policy, does that mean that you are.going to go 
on with the work and leave the question of liability to be 
decided?" he moreer less answered yes. But'now we find no 
dates are being given, negotiations are going on as to 
liability, the consultants have said: "There is my share," 
the Minister says there is betterment value, no straight 
answer is given and I ask these questions when I tabled the 
motion: "Is the work going to go on or not? Whether liability 
is agreed or not?" No straight answer, Mr Speaker. We can not 
have confidence in a Government that said in, 1978, as my'Hon .  
Fried Mr Restano. pointed out, that they were anxious to.take 
legal action and that that was why they would not have a 
puoJic inquiry. I cannot have any confidence in a Government 
lik( that and when two years later it is still trying to get 
liability agreed instead of carrying on. Of course, we know 
that cases take years to get decided. The reeson why we have 

• pressed for action in the last three years is to getpro-
geedings going. We have said: "You can start. proceedings and. 
you can go on negotiating but get the thing moving. Let us 
not have the position, which I-think is a position'of Weaknese, 
that the-Minister for-Public. Works has' told us about the lion. 
and Learned.Attorney-G3neralringing up the contractor:.; every 
day. WhY should the :ion and Learned Attorney General be 
running after the Consultants or the. Contractors every day? 
.Has the Government done anything wrong? Have the people of 
Gibraltar done anything-wrong?. If consultants draw up the 
wrong plans and contractors do the wrong work, why should the 
Government be running after them to try and get agreement? 
They should be running after the Government when they are 
faced with legal proceedings in which the'Court will hold 
them responsible, not just for the cost of putting the Varyl 
Begg Estate right but foe.the'loss of revenue the Government 
has suffered from having 1.30 flats empty for 2, 3 or 4 years. 
That shculd be the attitude of the Government, but because 
the Government has dithered from time to time and continues 
to d:.ther today none of that redress is going to occur and the 
public of Gihraltar or the Ministry of Overseas Development 
is going to be forced to pay a substantial amount under the 
guise of betterment value. The people would he hoodwinked 
:Axil the people will accept it because they will be so des-
perate. That is the way we are going 'and it is quite obvious. 
I agree that the questions of building contracts are exe 
tremely complex and that is why I told Government in 1978 that 
they could not expect the Hon and Learned Attorney-General 
with all the best will of the world to have the expertise to 
deal with a situation Jrike this legally which in agland is • 
reserved'to leading Queens Counsel who only do building 
contracts and do that side of the work. You cannot expect -
an Attorney-General, who has to be a legislation man, who has 
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to deal with hundreds of different varieties of matters to 
be an expert in this field. This is what we told the Govern-
ment in 1978 and I still say the present Attorney-General 
may give very clear advice but you cannot expect the present 
Attorney-General to have the expertise in this that leading 
Counsel have because, Mr Speaker, we are talking here of over 
tin. £30,000 or Z40,000 in legal advice is peanuts and we 
are talking of over tin. and we still do not know an this . 
House today what we are talking about because the Minister 
ter Public Works has refused to inform the House of the cost 
of the remedial works. He hasn't said: "The consultants 
say.L1im and the contractors say £2m." He has not given any 
figures at all. The Government is afraid of these facts 
'being made public because everybody knows that the work could 
have been done for a third of the price if the Government of • 
'Gibraltar had acted with the alacrit• and efficiency that the 
public are entitled to expect of. them and done something about 
it in 1978. Well, Mr Speaker, I think we have laboured the • 
point. I think we have put our case very clearly. I think 
it is obvious that the Government has not been able to reply. 
The arguments that we have heard are arguments that they hava . 
been: putting for the last four years. What is going to happen,' 
and there is a Spanish word for this, Mr Speaker, is a 
asteleo", that ia•what is going to happen. What we do, not 

:know is how much "pasta" is going to be put on the roofs aral 
who is going to pay"for it. I know what will happen is that 
the Government say: "We did this as a settlement 
,because if we did not agree to this it would have taken 
another five years before the courts had decided liability." 
I know,- and any businessman must know, that a contractor that 
is owed over iIm. iraretention. money is not going to agree to • 
do further work at his own expense just because the GoYernment 
is trying to persuade. them to do it, without any compulsion, 
especially a contractor who agreed to arbitration in 1977 
and that same contractor is going to say to the Government: 
"If you had agreed I will pay what I would have been made to 
pay in 1977 when you asked for arbitration and I agreed. I 
am not going to pay today's costs if you choose to take four 
years in working things out. with the consultants." I can see 
all these problems coming. The Government has had warning of 
them from the Opposition over four years. The Goverrs..ent 
has ignored them fully. The Government has gone its own sweet 
way all along and the result is a mess, Mr Speaker, end that : 
is why we are moving this vote of no confidence or the • 
Governmen: which in our view is thoroughly well deserved. 
Thank you, Mr Speaker. ' 

Mr Speaker then put the question and ruled that the motion was 
a motion of no confidence in the Governanot and consequently 
the ez-ot:icio Members of'the House were laecluded from voting 
in accordance with the proviso to Section 44(1) of the • ' 
Gibraltar Constitution Order, 1969. 

'-On a diviSion_being taken the following Hon Members voted in 
favour: 

The Hon'A J Haynes 
The Hon P J Isola 
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The Hon A T Loddo 
The Hon Major R J Peliza 
The Hon G T Restano 
The Hon W T Scott 

The following Hon Members voted against: 

The Hon A J Canepa 
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani 
The Hon H K Featherstone 
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan 
The H n J B Perez 
The Hon Dr R G Valarino 
The Hon H J Zammitt 

The, following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber: 

The Hon I Abecasis 
The Hon J Bossano 

The motion was accordingly defeated. 

MR SPE,'-K7M: 

It seems that the Hon J Bossano who has given notice that he 
wished to move a motion on the question of rent relief is not 
in the House. There is no reason why we should recess to a 
given time, he should be here when the motion is called. I 
will, therefore, call on'the Chief Minister to move the . 
adjournment. 

HON CHIEF MINISTER: 

Mr Speaker, I beg to move that this House do 

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in thq affirma-
tive ar.d the House -adjourned sine die. 

The adjournment of the House sine die was taken at.1.00 pm on 
Tuesday t;,43 22nd July, 1980. 
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adjourn sine die.' 


